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Summary 
 

In Tanzania, construction and demolition (C&D) waste is not recycled and knowledge on how 

it can be recycled especially into valuable products like building materials is still limited. On 

the other hand, generation of C&D waste keeps increasing which puts pressure on the 

environment, economic, and social in its disposal. However, it (C&D waste) has recycling 

potential. The goal of this research was to investigate the possibility of recycling the C&D 

waste (mainly cementitious rubble) into building material such as concrete blocks that meets 

the requirements for structural walls in Tanzania and facilitates separation at the end of the 

service life of the building. Theoretically, this research makes reference to a new concept of 

sustainable construction, the Cradle to Cradle (C2C) concept. Cradle to cradle as a concept 

considers waste like cementitious waste from C&D activities as a resource (equals food) for 

regenerating new building materials rather than throwing it away or using it in low-grade 

applications. By applying this concept, new and innovative products can be developed. 

Recycling of C&D waste and reuse of building material component for the development of 

innovative product is therefore the focus of this study. This is due to the fact that Tanzania 

like other countries in the world will neither live in a waste free condition nor will 

construction activities ever reach a zero-waste status. The research on the recycling process 

started from C&D waste acquisition i.e., eight C&D waste samples were collected from C&D 

building sites, and two natural aggregates were also used as a reference. The rubble was 

crushed (manually) to get recycled aggregates and screened/sieved to get the particle sizes as 

required. The recycled aggregates were then used for concrete block production, which 

involved mixing of aggregates, cement, water and additive (if any). Sisal fibers and 

MegaFlow P4 were used as additives in the production of concrete blocks. Materials were 

first tested and analyzed in the laboratory to determine their quality before being used. The 

available quantity of C&D waste generation in Tanzania was also investigated.  

 

A mix design method for earth-moist concrete (Husken, 2010; Husken and Brouwers, 2008) 

was used to determine the mix proportions of material ingredients which were required for 

concrete block production. The traditional concrete block production technology was adopted 

which includes mixing, compacting, molding, and curing processes. After 28 days of curing 

by immersion in water, the concrete blocks were tested in the laboratory. Compressive 

strength, density, and water absorption ratio were tested. These quality parameters were then 

modeled in order to understand their suitability and applicability to the construction industry, 

whereby, a developed quality assessment model (QAM) was used. Thereafter, a sustainability 

tool was applied to determine which of the 27 recipes used to produce the qualified concrete 

blocks was sustainable. Since most of the concrete blocks that were produced in Tanzania did 

not facilitate separation at the end of the service life of the building for reuse (not flexible), a 

demountable concrete block design, that is a dry-stacked (mortarless) interlocking building 

block, was investigated and proposed with the ability to facilitate separation and reuse of the 

blocks at the end of the service life of the building.  

 

It was found that there is approximately 10 million tons of C&D waste generated annually in 

Tanzania. Recycled aggregates were physically and mechanically weaker than natural 

aggregates, although, they were chemically close to natural aggregates. The weak condition of 

recycled aggregates was found to be due to the poor cement paste used in that mix of 

cementitious rubble. Regardless of physical and mechanical poor condition of the recycled 

aggregates, the recycled aggregates can be suitable for use in new concrete block production. 

This is revealed by the fact that 80% of the 27 different recipes (techniques) applied in 

concrete blocks achieved a compressive strength of 7 N/mm
2
, which is traditionally used to 
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define the minimum requirement of load bearing capacity of the concrete blocks. In addition, 

44% of the 27 recipes applied achieved both a compressive strength of 7 N/mm
2 

and a water 

absorption ratio of 12%, which are defined as the requirements of load bearing capacity for 

the concrete blocks produced from recycled aggregates for sustainable construction in 

Tanzania and even other countries especially that their building material standards, fall in the 

same category of Tanzania.  

 

Aggregates were observed to occupy about 80% of all ingredients in concrete block 

production. Therefore, substituting the natural aggregates by 100% of recycled aggregates 

will contribute in conservation of resource of relatively the same amount of natural aggregates 

for future use which is in line with the sustainable construction concept. The use of sisal fibers 

(i.e., 0.25% amount of cement) in 100% recycled aggregates from C&D waste for concrete 

block production was found to be a more sustainable recipe than the others. Therefore, it is 

possible to recycle 100% C&D waste into building materials in Tanzania using sisal fibers 

which are the locally produced materials. Furthermore, it was found that the construction 

industry can reduce C&D waste generation and disposal by using demountable concrete 

blocks rather than traditional concrete blocks. The proposed demountable concrete block, 

which may be used in the construction industry in Tanzania, will enhance separation 

(flexibility) of the blocks at the end of life of the building and enables the reuse of the block 

instead of treating it as C&D waste to be thrown away, for landfilled, or even applied to the 

low-grade applications.  

 

This thesis demonstrates that by using C&D waste as a resource (equals food); it is possible to 

recycle C&D waste into an innovative building material, suitable for sustainable construction 

regardless of financial and technological limitations facing developing countries like 

Tanzania. However, more research work needs to be conducted pertinent to various aspects of 

recycling and reuse of invented demountable concrete block. These include understanding the 

reason(s) behind improvement of the sisal fibers to the quality of the recycled product from 

C&D waste in terms of compressive strength, density, and water absorption ratio as a result of 

addition of sisal fibers and impacts (if any) of sisal fibers on the longevity of recycled 

products. It also worth to conduct research to establish the block’s structural reliability for 

building wall construction; the slenderness ratio pertaining to wall built using dry-stacked 

concrete blocks in order to overcome possible buckling problem; and the amount of energy 

consumed and/or saved by using the new invented demountable blocks compared to the 

traditional concrete blocks in construction industry. Contribution made by this thesis and 

more areas for further researches are presented in Chapter 8. 
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Anyone can make building blocks from construction and demolition waste, but not everyone 

can produce load bearing concrete blocks that facilitate separation at the end of the service 

life of the building for sustainable construction. 

This Thesis
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Chapter One  

 

The research problem and its context 

 

1.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the problem of construction and demolition (C&D) waste, its reuse and 

recycling in the global construction industry, and Tanzania in particular. It provides the 

background to the study by summarizing the state-of-the-art of recycling C&D waste into 

concrete blocks, discusses and defines the research problem, and outlines the research 

objectives. The chapter ends by defining the scope of the research together with an outline of 

the thesis.  

1.2 Background information 

Tanzania is a developing country with a tremendous need for housing especially in urban 

areas and notably in the commercial city, Dar es Salaam. This creates the need for building 

materials. The major building materials used for construction in residential and small 

industrial buildings in Tanzania are concrete and sandcrete blocks (Egmond, 2000). 

Moreover, concrete blocks are gaining importance in both developing (GTZ 1991; Kaosol, 

2010) and developed countries. For instance, in the UK, about 70% of building and civil 

engineering projects use aggregate concrete blocks (CBA, 2010). This indicates that globally, 

there is a rather high demand for concrete blocks as a building material in the construction 

industry.   

 

The demand for construction materials increases daily all over the world. The construction 

industry accounts directly and indirectly for nearly 40% of the material flow entering the 

world economy (Roodman and Lenssen, 1995) and, in developing countries, for around 50% 

of the total energy consumption (Levin, 1997; Bonini and Hanna, 1997). Tanzania exhibits 

the same pattern. The demand for aggregates in Tanzania, for example, was about 60 million 

tons in 1997 (Woodbridge, 1997), equivalent to 2 tons per year per capita. It is estimated that 

the demand for aggregates might almost triple from the currently estimated 87.4 million tons 

in 2009 to 219.0 million tons in 2050 (PRB, 2009, WBCSD, 2009). Furthermore, it is 

projected that by 2050, 75% of the total Tanzanian population will be living in urban areas 

(PRB, 2009). This places pressure on the availability of building materials in the construction 

industry. 

 

The share of locally available raw materials used to produce building materials in Tanzania is 

about 47% of the amount required (NCC, 1992); the rest is imported, thus putting strain on 

the country’s economy. Importation of building materials is even encouraged by the 

Tanzanian Government, given the fact that there is a deficit of materials like cement. The 

importation of materials reveals that there is a shortage of building materials in Tanzania. An 

increased use of local resources and a disproportionate situation between future supply and 

demand of local building materials will result in a decline of the available natural resources 

due to the expansion of the construction industry in Tanzania (Mufuruki et al., 2007; Sabai et 

al, 2009). 

 

In addition to the concerns above, the construction industry is also a wasteful sector both in 

terms of exploitation of natural resources as well as in terms of the release of construction and 
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demolition waste and pollutants into the environment (Ekanayake and Ofori, 2000; 

Macozoma, 2002). The construction industry is responsible for 12-16% of fresh water 

consumption; 25% of harvested wood exploitation; 30-40% of energy consumption; 40-47% 

of virgin material extraction; 20-30% of greenhouse gas emission; 35-44% of the total waste 

stream (NCC, 1992, McDonald, 1996; Dolan et al., 1999; Ekanayake and Ofori, 2000; 

Macozoma, 2002; Lichtenberg, 2006). It is also estimated that for every 1 kg of cement 

produced, 1 kg of CO2 emission is released (Mora, 2007). Furthermore, C&D waste 

constitutes a major portion of total solid waste production in the world. It is reported that 10 - 

15% of purchased building materials end up as waste before delivery (Bossink and Brouwers, 

1996; Macozoma, 2002). In the USA, the C&D waste accounts for 40% of the municipal solid 

waste stream (Dolan et al., 1999). Generally, the C&D waste constitutes about 40-50% of 

total waste generated worldwide (McDonald, 1996; Dolan et al., 1999; Macozoma, 2002; 

Oikonomou, 2005). Concrete makes up the largest portion of the solid waste stream by weight 

(US PW Technical Bulletin 200-1-27, 2004). The C&D waste (by weight) in Western Europe 

is composed of masonry (45%), concrete (40%), wood (8%), metal (4%) and study and plastic 

(3%) (Golton, 1997). This amount of C&D waste generated could be estimated from normal 

construction and demolition activities, on the other hand, natural disasters like earthquakes are 

increases as well which generates massive of C&D waste.  

 

Recent evidence shows that natural disasters like earthquakes (e.g., in Italy (2009), Haiti 

(2010), Chile (2010), New Zealand (2011), and Japan (2011)), avalanches, and tornadoes are 

increasing. The increase of natural disasters is reported in Chan et al., (2000). On the other 

hand, man-made disasters like war, terrorism, and structural failures are also often reported in 

different areas. These natural and man-made disasters contribute to the generation of more 

C&D waste. Tanzania is vulnerable to such disasters like the bomb blasts that occurred at 

Mbagala in 2009 and Gongolamboto in 2011 in Dar es Salaam which left hundreds of houses 

demolished. At the same time, new buildings are needed to reduce the housing problem for 

which building materials are extracted from natural sources (Lowton, 1997). These 

construction activities result in the generation of C&D waste. Thus, increase in the number of 

disasters coupled with an increase in construction activities suggest that C&D waste 

generation in Tanzania is likely to be high too.  

 

It is predicted that in 20 to 50 years to come, the generation of C&D waste will significantly 

increase. In the European region, for example, the amount of annually generated C&D waste 

rose from 180 million tons in 2000 (EU commission, 2000) to 510 million tons  in 2009 

(WBCSD, 2009). In Japan, C&D waste increased from 25 million tons in 1990 to 71 million 

tons in 1995, which is about 300% increase (Chan et al., 2000). Hong Kong’s annual C&D 

waste generation more than doubled in a period between 1993 and 2004 (Poon, 2007)
1
. 

Although there is lack of reliable data on C&D waste generation in Tanzania and other 

developing countries, the evidence from other developing countries shows that C&D waste 

generation rates are most likely increasing due to improvement of economy and rising 

demand of housing to keep pace with population increase.  

 

The Directorate of Human Settlement in the Ministry of Lands and Human Settlements 

Development (URT, 1998) reported that out of the 1084 buildings in the central area of Dar es 

Salaam city accounting for about 47% of the buildings were in poor condition of disrepair 

                                                 
1 The C&D waste generation trends were obtained from different sources (researchers’ reports) which may have slight differences in C&D 

waste estimation. However, in this research work, any variation factors were ignored and the estimates were assumed to be comparable. 

Therefore, it was assumed that the reported generation trends portray the actual C&D waste generation conditions in the respective 
countries. 
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(endangering public health/safety) while about 42% needed major repairs and renovation to 

cope with modern demands. Only 11% were in a good condition. The report recommended 

that sub-standard buildings should be replaced in a redevelopment process. Besides the bad 

condition of the surveyed buildings, city expansion and other redevelopment activities such as 

the International Airport increased C&D waste generation as well as increase in the extraction 

of raw material for construction of new buildings. It is reported that 66% of constructed 

buildings in Dar es Salaam are preceded by demolition of old buildings (Sabai et al., 2011b) 

which also contributes a lot of C&D waste generation. It is also reported that Dar es Salaam is 

the 4
th

 fastest growing city in the world (Boyle, 2012) in terms of population, thus suggesting 

that C&D waste generation in Dar es Salaam will continue to increase. The challenging 

question that remains is how to deal with this issue of massive amount of C&D waste. 

 

In a number of countries, the construction industry has already acknowledged its 

environmental responsibility and the inevitability of a dematerialization strategy in one way 

or the other. These countries have therefore started embracing the principles of sustainable 

construction (SuCo). According to Kibert (2003), the principles of SuCo include: reducing, 

reusing, and recycling resources; protecting nature in all activities; eliminating toxic 

substances from construction; applying life cycle economics in decision making; and creating 

a quality built environment. Of paramount importance in sustainable construction, is the 

optimum application of these principles when utilizing resources at all stages of the life cycle 

of buildings. The sustainability principle recommends the maximization of the reuse of the 

building components and material recycling after the end of life time of the building (Kibert, 

2003; Hobbs and Hurley, 2001). According to Metha (2001), the most efficient way for the 

construction sector to contribute to sustainability is to reuse waste products as well as to 

improve the durability (lifespan) of the works. In order to deal with the C&D waste that is 

already produced in the construction industry, this study investigates the potential of recycle 

and reuse the optimum principles for achieving sustainable construction.  

1.2.1 Recycle and reuse of C&D waste  

A closed-loop material flow management is one of the meta-strategies of sustainable 

development that can be achieved through reuse and recycling of C&D waste (Schmidt, 

2005). The closed-loop materials flow in this research is defined as reusing C&D waste that is 

generated from construction and/or demolition activities into new building material which are 

in turn used for construction activities. C&D waste according to Hendriks and Pietersen, 

(2000) is divided into five types of waste as follows: 

 

A. Immediate reusable if in a good condition: Wood and steel. 

 

B. Reuse and beneficial application after processing: Wood and rubble (masonry and 

concrete rubble are referred to as cementitious rubble in this study). 

 

C. Incineration: Fabrics, wood. 

 

D.  Production of new materials (after processing): Metal, wood for pyrolysis, glass, 

plastics. 

 

E. Useless materials, contaminated non-reusable materials (asbestos, chemical waste) or 

uncontaminated non-reusable materials (plaster, glass, mixed C&D waste). 
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This research project opted to deal with reuse and beneficial application of the waste such as 

rubble (masonry and concrete) after processing because this kind of waste constitutes a large 

portion of C&D waste (Golton, 1997), has high recycling potential (Hansen, 1992; EU 

Commission, 2000; Masood, et al., 2002) and is also not currently recycled in Tanzania 

(Sabai, et al., 2011b). In this study, the term reuse means to apply recovered C&D waste 

without altering its shape; and recycling means altering original shape of C&D waste by 

physical, mechanical and/or chemical processes in order to produce new building material 

with quality that meets required standards and specification in the construction industry. Also, 

C&D waste refers to concrete/masonry (i.e., cementitious) rubble which is mainly composed 

of concrete, mortar, plaster, concrete and sandcrete blocks. 

1.2.2  C&D waste recycling and reuse practices  

The recycling and reuse of the C&D waste becomes even more important because of the 

limitations to energy and raw material supply, lack of available landfill space, tougher waste 

management laws and regulations, and increased public resistance to disposal (Goumans et 

al., 1997; Golton, 1997; Horvath, 2004; Kirby and Gaimster, 2008; Poon et al., 2009). 

However, the extent of reusing and recycling of C&D waste vary from one place to another. 

For example, Conceicao Leite et al., (2011) reported that in Sao Paulo, Brazil, out of 16000 

tons of C&D waste generated in a day, one-third (33%) is landfilled; the rest is illegally 

disposed of. Rao et al., (2007) reported that 30% of recycled C&D waste is used for road 

construction as road base and the rest is landfilled in Taiwan. In the US, up to 70% of C&D 

waste is recycled while in the European Union (EU especially in The Netherlands and 

Germany) up to 90% is recycled. In England and Wales, about 49% is recycled (Lawson et al, 

2001). According to Hendriks and Pietersen (2000), even though there is increasing 

knowledge concerning design, behavior, durability and sustainability of construction with 

C&D waste, successful results are limited to the use in road construction, asphalt and 

concrete. In the UK, for example, only 4% of recycled concrete is used as secondary material 

for high specification applications like new concrete (Soutsos et al., 2004). This suggests that 

the rest (about 96%) of the crushed aggregates is used in low-grade applications 

(downcycling) as also reported by Soutsos et al., (2004). These lower applications include 

road sub-base construction, engineering filling, or landfilling. Mulder et al., (2008) reported 

that out of crushed stones (C&D waste) in The Netherlands; more than 95% is reused as a 

road base material. Different researchers have also reported that most recycled C&D waste 

worldwide is predominately downcycled (Hansen, 1992; Macozoma, 2000; VROM, 2001; 

MacDonough and Braungart , 2002). This indicates that a large portion of the recycled C&D 

waste is mainly used for low-grade applications. If developed countries which are 

economically capable and technologically advanced still downcycle C&D waste, it is 

presumable that most of the developing countries like Tanzania are either downcycling too or 

even not recycling C&D waste at all. This may be true because Bianchini et al (2005) 

reported that the recycling of C&D waste into valuable building materials is a relatively new 

thing in many places, including Tanzania. 

 

In Tanzania, the disposal of C&D waste remains a challenge because solid C&D waste is 

utilized for landfilling instead of reuse and/or recycling (URT, 2003 & 2004). Even though 

there is currently no landfill for solid waste disposal, open air dumping sites are used 

(Mufuruki et al., 2007). Due to the increase of population and demand for housing, especially 

in urban areas, land for waste disposal will even be more limited in the future. This situation 

will invariably put extra pressure on C&D waste management. The use of C&D waste for 

building material production can be a good option not only to manage waste flows but also for 

providing an alternative source of building material.  
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This study investigated the recycling of C&D waste (cementatious rubble) into building 

materials in Tanzania. The study was also motivated by the fact that currently, plastic and 

metal wastes are already being recycled in Tanzania, although this is not the case for 

cementitious rubble (Sabai et al., 2011b). Moreover, Hendriks and Pietersen (2000) indicated 

that further investigation of the reuse of recycled aggregate as material resource for brick 

(building material) production is indeed worthwhile.  

 

Various research studies have been carried out to find out how the C&D waste can be reused 

for building material production. Mueller et al., (2008) reported that the reuse/recycling of 

C&D waste depends on the quality of the constituents and products. Bianchini et al., (2005) 

studied how to reuse the recycled aggregates best for concrete production by analyzing 

chemical-mineralogical characteristics of aggregates from C&D waste in Italy and observed 

that grain size fraction ranging between 0.125-0.600 mm of recycled aggregates can be 

directly re-utilized as first order material. Oikonomou (2005) and Limbachiya et al., (2007) 

studied the use of the coarse aggregates from recycled concrete aggregates (RCA) to replace 

natural aggregates for concrete production. The authors reported that using 30% of recycled 

coarse aggregates to replace natural aggregates for concrete production resulted in products 

that complied with structural requirements and specifications. Husken (2010) used up to 20% 

fine recycled aggregates. The fine particles (i.e., less than 4 mm size) were removed and the 

residuals (> 4 mm size) were re-crushed into fine particles that were used in his experiment to 

replace natural fine aggregates for paving block production. Husken (2010) results showed 

that paving blocks which meet structural requirements especially compressive strength were 

obtained. Poon et al (2002) replaced fine and coarse natural aggregates by recycled 

aggregates at a level of 25% to 100% to produce concrete bricks and blocks and found that up 

to 50% replacement had little effect on compressive strength of bricks and blocks whereas a 

higher level of replacement reduced the compressive strength.  

 

Other researchers include Poon and Lam (2008), whose study was to quantify the effects of 

the aggregate/cement (A/C) ratio and aggregate properties on the properties of the blocks 

prepared with recycled materials such as recycled crushed aggregate (RCA) and recycled 

crushed glass (RCG). They used 100% recycled materials as aggregates to produce eco-

friendly concrete blocks with good quality. The authors recommended the use 50% recycled 

crushed glass (RCG) and 50% recycled crushed aggregate (RCA) together with an 

aggregates-to-cement (A/C) ratio of 4 or below. Debied and Kenai (2008) investigated the 

possibility to reuse coarse and fine crushed bricks as aggregate in concrete production, and 

found that the level of substitution should be limited to 25% and 50% for coarse and fine 

crushed brick aggregates, respectively in order to obtain minimum quality requirement of 

concrete. Poon et al., (2009) study was based on recycling and assessment of low grade 

aggregates obtained from a construction waste sorting facility for use in the production of 

concrete blocks. They reported that the low-grade recycled aggregates obtained from 

construction waste sorting facility had potential to be used as aggregates for making non-

structural pre-cast concrete blocks. In addition, Poon et al., (2009) found that the optimal 

percentage of recycled fine aggregates (RFA) that can be used to replace natural fine 

aggregates is up to 50%. Mulder et al., (2008), developed a concept, called ‘Closed Cycle 

Construction’ in The Netherlands. The Closed Cycle Construction automated technology 

involves a rotary kiln in which pure concrete rubble is thermally treated at a temperature of 

about 700
0
C and 550

0
C for masonry rubble to dehydrate the cement stone. Mulder et al., 

(2008) reported that the processed materials were reused at a higher quality level and the 

quantity of waste that had to be disposed of was minimized. These studies show that recycle 
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and reuse of C&D waste is important not only for waste disposal reduction, but also for 

building material production, which suits to construction industry. 

1.3 Statement of the problem  

Previous studies have shown that much effort has been made in different places especially in 

developed countries on recycling of C&D waste into building materials particularly concrete 

products such as concrete blocks. So far the knowledge about possibilities to reutilize 100% 

recycled C&D aggregates from concrete and masonry (cementitious)  rubble as fine and 

coarse aggregates into building materials production is still limited in Tanzania and other 

developing countries.  

 

Concrete and cement companies
2
 in The Netherlands underscore that they have achieved a 

maximum substitution of natural aggregates by recycled coarse aggregates from concrete 

rubble for new building material production of 30% at present. Grübl et al., (1998) and USA 

PW technical bulletin (2004) also reported that information on the production of concrete 

building materials from C&D waste is still lacking especially regarding: 

 

a) the economic aspect of concrete processing and recycling;  

 

b) the influence of contaminants in the demolished concrete from buildings; 

 

c) the long-term feasibility of recycling;  

 

d) the use of recycled fines aggregates;  

 

e) the durability and performance of concrete made with recycled coarse aggregates 

(RCA);  

 

f) the chemical reaction of the recycled aggregate with alkali silica. 

 

Furthermore, it is reported that recycling of C&D waste is attractive in terms of cost and 

quantity when the recycled product is competitive with products from natural resources 

(Hendriks and Pietersen, 2000; Kartam et al., 2004; Soutsos et al., 2004)). Many scholars 

compared the recycled products with the material produced from natural resources using cost 

as economic indicator. However, for the purpose of achieving an improved sustainability in 

the construction industry, ISO 15392:2008 advocates that recycled products should not only 

be measured by production costs, but by using economic, social and environmental criteria. 

Knowledge on how to precisely determine the sustainability of recycled building materials is 

still limited because most of the available sustainability assessment tools are developed to 

evaluate whole building components (Seo et al., 2006; Dessel and Putzeys, 2007) or at 

project-level (Langston and Ding, 2001; Ding, 2005).  

 

In view of sustainability, Blachford and Cengage (2002) pointed out that, although concrete 

blocks have been used since 1837, sustainable simple concrete blocks should make building 

construction faster and less expensive and at the same time should result in structures that are 

more durable and energy efficient. This statement suggests that concrete blocks should be 

designed in a way that they can facilitate recovery (separation) of the blocks at the end of the 

service life of the building to enhance reuse. In other words, the blocks should be 

                                                 
2 Personal conversation made in 2011 with Personnel at NewPort concrete and ASCEM companies 
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demountable since reuse is even more sustainable than recycling of the materials (Kibert, 

2003; Hobbs and Hurley, 2001; Metha, 2001).  

 

As mentioned before, most research and projects related to the recycling and re-use of C&D 

waste cited in the literature were conducted in developed countries. Due to the differences in 

waste generation between countries and the variation in construction techniques and 

standards, work procedures, common practices and economy (Cole, 2005; Yahya and 

Boussabaine, 2006), it is impracticable to directly transfer outcomes from developed countries 

to developing countries like Tanzania. The limitations of using low technology, lack of 

advanced equipment’s and technical personnel hinder the production of building material 

from C&D waste in developing countries like Tanzania. Therefore, this research cannot 

mechanically lean on existing knowledge; the state of the art of what recycle and reuse of 

C&D waste is even not sufficient to address the problems in the Tanzanian situation. The 

concrete/masonry (cementitious) rubble is still regarded as waste to be dumped into dumping 

site or thrown elsewhere despite its recycling potential in Tanzania. Moreover, concrete 

blocks produced in Tanzania do not facilitate demountability (separation) but rather 

encourage demolition.  

 

In conclusion, the research problem in this thesis includes five sub-problems as summarized 

below:  

 

 Lack of data and information on the quantity and quality of construction and 

demolition waste (i.e., cementitious rubble) generated in Tanzania; 

 

 Limited knowledge on how C&D waste can be recycled and even upcycled into 

building materials using 100% recycled aggregates (i.e., fine and coarse aggregates) in 

Tanzania; 

 

 Lack of standards, codes, and specifications of the recycled building material in 

Tanzania; 

 

 Limited knowledge on recycling C&D waste into building materials such as concrete 

blocks with load bearing capacity in developing countries like Tanzania with limited 

funds and technology; and 

 

 Limited knowledge on the sustainability of the production of recycled building 

material products from C&D waste in Tanzania. 

 

The stated problems reveal that recycling concrete/masonry rubble (C&D waste) into building 

materials such as concrete blocks in Tanzania needs further investigation. However, it is not 

easy to deal with all described problems in a single study due to time and financial 

constraints. Therefore, this study aimed at investigating the possibility of recycling the C&D 

waste into concrete blocks with load bearing capacity as a material for sustainable building 

construction in Tanzania. Load bearing blocks are concrete blocks that meet building material 

standards and specifications in the construction industry, in this case, in Tanzania. Also, in 

order for the concrete blocks to facilitate reuse (recovery) at the end of life time, various 

demountable concrete block designs were studied and recommendations of the promising 

designs were presented. 
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1.4 Objective of the study 

The main objective of the study was to investigate viability so as to contribute to knowledge 

and understanding regarding the potential of using C&D waste (mainly cementitious rubble) 

in production of concrete blocks with load bearing capacity for building construction and that 

facilitates separation at the end of the life of the building suitable for sustainable construction 

in Tanzania. The study had the following specific and practical objectives: 

1.4.1 Scientific objectives 

1) To determine the quantity and quality of C&D waste in Tanzania and possibilities for 

reusing, recycling, and upcycling the material waste in the production of building 

materials; 

2) To determine processes and techniques for production of concrete blocks with load 

bearing capacity from C&D waste; 

3) To determine the extent to which concrete blocks with load bearing capacity produced 

from C&D waste meet building material standards in Tanzania; 

4) To assess sustainability of recycled concrete blocks as building material produced 

from C&D waste in Tanzania; 

5) To investigate design of a demountable concrete block that can facilitate separation 

and reuse at the end of the service life of the building. 

1.4.2 Practical objectives 

6) To investigate recipes for the production of concrete blocks with a load bearing 

capacity from C&D waste that meet the building material requirements/standards in 

Tanzania.  

7) To determine the sustainable recipe which can be used in recycling the C&D waste 

(cementitious rubble) into building material i.e., concrete block with load bearing 

capacity in Tanzania. 

8) To recommend demountable concrete block design that can facilitate separation and 

reuse of the blocks at the end of the service life of the building. 

1.5 Research question 

The study was guided by the following research question: 

 

To what extent can recycling of construction and demolition waste (cementitious rubble) for 

the production of concrete blocks with load bearing capacity contribute to sustainable 

construction in Tanzania? 

 

Research sub-questions: 

 

i. What are characteristics of C&D waste generated in Tanzania in terms of quantity 

(weight) and quality (physical, mechanical and chemical composition)?  

 

ii. How does a C&D waste characteristic affect reuse, recycle and upcycle of C&D waste 

into building material production in Tanzania? 
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iii. What are requirements, building codes and standards for concrete blocks with load 

bearing capacity in Tanzania? 

 

iv. To what extent can recycled C&D waste produce concrete blocks with load bearing 

capacity for construction in Tanzania? 

 

v. To what extent can recycling techniques/recipes contribute to sustainability in 

construction industry in Tanzania? 

 

vi. How can concrete blocks of recycled aggregates from C&D waste facilitate separation 

(demountability) at the end of the life time of the building for reuse purpose?  

1.6 Scope of the study 

The research was experimental in nature and its focus was on the production of cement based 

concrete blocks with load bearing capacity from C&D waste within the framework of 

sustainable development in the Tanzanian construction industry.  

The research was confined to concrete block production because it is estimated that about 

70% of residential and small industrial buildings in developing countries are constructed from 

concrete and sandcrete blocks (CBA, 2010; Egmond, 2000). It is also estimated that concrete 

blocks constitute 70% of the total building materials produced in Dar es Salaam city, 

Tanzania (Sabai et al., 2013). Furthermore, its production processes and products should fit in 

the local socio-economic and technological situation in the country. 

C&D waste samples from single and multi-storey buildings were processed to produce fine 

and coarse aggregates that can be used for concrete blocks production. To ensure 

representativeness of the samples, the scope of the C&D sites was narrowed down to the 

urban area of Dar es Salaam since majority of C&D projects are undertaken there. Projects 

and sites were formally registered; the samples were taken from the sites where demolition is 

on-going during sample collection; the samples were taken from single and multi-storey 

buildings which were built within the period 1950 for demolished buildings and from 2007 

for ongoing constructed buildings; and aggregates from natural sources were used as a 

control. Quantity (weight) of C&D waste generated in Tanzania was estimated.  

Quality characteristics for both recycled aggregates and their concrete block products were 

determined following standard methods of the existing standards for natural materials since 

no standards are in place yet for recycled materials. Investigation of different 

techniques/recipes which can produce concrete blocks with load bearing capacity from 

recycled aggregates of C&D waste in Tanzania was carried out.  

Quality parameters used to determine the quality of the concrete blocks were limited to 

compressive strength and water absorption ratio. Compressive strength refers to the maximum 

axially directed load the product can withstand and serves as an indicator for the load bearing 

capacity of structures built with the blocks. Water absorption ratio (permeability) is used as 

indicator of durability against possible events such as swelling, dissolving, leaching,  which 

can result in discoloration, embrittlement, loss of mechanical properties, lower resistance to 

heat and weathering, and stress cracking (Husken and Brouwers, 2008; Poon and Lam., 

2008). A quality assessment model was developed to assess the extent to which the concrete 

blocks comply with the Tanzanian building materials’ standards.  

To determine the sustainability of the developed recycling techniques/recipes, sustainability 

tool was used. Out of the different sustainability tools reviewed (see Section 3.9.1), an 

adapted sustainability index (SI) tool that incorporated principles of different sustainability 
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tools such that sustainability index (Langston and Ding, 2001; Ding, 2005), life cycle 

assessment tool (ISO 14040:2006; Goedkoop et al., 2010) and label for environmental, social 

and economic (LEnSE) buildings (Dessel and Putzeys, 2007) was applied. Then, local 

(Tanzanian) experts’ meeting was conducted which involved experts from research and 

development (R&D) institutes, regulators, clients, concrete block producers, contractors, and 

consultants to assign the weighting factor (importance) for the sustainable recipe in recycling 

C&D waste into building materials in Dar es salaam, Tanzania. Limited availability of fund 

and time, limited the number of participants to 18. Nevertheless, participants from all clusters 

(stakeholders) were represented as shown in Table 3.10. The results from the experts’ 

workshop were thus deemed as fit for experimental purposes not intended to provide ‘hard 

facts’ of the Tanzania situation.  

Furthermore, the boundaries for production and application of the blocks in construction 

projects in Tanzania are formed by the availability of raw material inputs; available 

equipment and tools; skills and knowledge of the labor force to produce and use the blocks 

properly; the type of projects; and the organization of construction (on-site/off-site). These 

conditions also set the boundaries for the research whereby the study focused on the building 

material production phase. Therefore, it was confined to material inputs, available equipment 

and tools, skills, and knowledge of the labor force to produce the concrete blocks. 

1.7 Outline of the thesis  

This thesis is organized into eight chapters as presented in Figure 1.1. Chapter One provides 

the background by summarizing the state-of-the-art in recycling C&D waste into concrete 

blocks, identifying the research problem, objectives of the study and scope of the study. 

Chapter Two presents literature review, which discusses from a global to local scale the 

subject of reuse of C&D waste as aggregates in the production of concrete blocks. Theories, 

concepts, and principles are described. A critical evaluation follows in order to indicate the 

gaps in knowledge regarding the topic in the perspective of the Tanzanian situation. These 

gaps in existing knowledge are used to develop a theoretical as well as analytical framework.  

 

Chapter Three describes research design. Different materials and methods used in this study 

are also presented. Chapter Four presents characteristics of C&D waste generation in 

Tanzania. Quantity in weight and composition of C&D waste are presented. Quality 

characteristics in terms of physical, mechanical, and chemical composition are presented as 

well. Chapter Five gives details of building materials development from C&D waste. It 

presents the different recipes applied in the development of concrete blocks with load bearing 

capacity in Tanzania. The quality of building material such as concrete blocks was assessed 

by the developed Quality Assessment Model (QAM) described in this chapter. The outcome 

of the model helped to identify the recipes, which satisfying the building material 

requirements. 

 

Chapter Six presents the sustainability analysis for four selected production recipes out of the 

27 recipes used. Sustainability analysis was performed in order to determine kind of recipe 

that would have the least environmental, social, and economic impact in the Tanzania context. 

Chapter Seven highlights different existing dry-stack/mortarless block/brick designs and 

provides recommendation of one, which is demountable to be applied in Tanzanian 

construction industry in order to enhance reuse of recovered concrete blocks at the end of 

service life of the building. Chapter Eight briefly provides summary, conclusions, and 

recommendations.   
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Figure 1.1 Thesis layout 
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Chapter Two  

 

Theoretical foundations and analytical framework 

 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the concepts and theories on recycling of construction and demolition 

waste for sustainable construction and identifies the existing knowledge on using the recycled 

aggregates from C&D waste into building materials around the world. The existing 

knowledge helped to design the current study which focuses on investigating the possibilities 

of recycling C&D waste into a useful building material in Tanzania. The subsequent sections 

present the concepts and theories related to Tanzanian construction industry, sustainable 

construction, cradle to cradle (C2C), and SlimBouwen concepts, innovation, concrete blocks, 

C&D waste and recycling. From these concepts and theories, the theoretical foundation for 

this research was derived. Finally, the analytical framework was developed and presented in 

Section 2.9. 

2.2 Sustainable construction 

Sustainable construction is derived from sustainable development (SD) concept. Sustainable 

development according to Brundtland Report
3
 is defined as “development that meets the 

needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 

needs”. Consequently, sustainable construction advocates the creation and operation of a 

healthy built environment based on resource efficiency and ecological principles (Kibert, 

2003). Building on the definition of sustainability, it can be stated that sustainable 

construction processes involve activities which does not undermine the capability of future 

generations to meet their needs. In addition, sustainability helps to decrease harmful 

environmental impacts and contribute to a balanced long-term resource use and reflected in 

economic, social and environmental aspects (ISO 15392:2008(E)). Oliveira de Paula and 

Negrao Cavalcanti (2000), defined sustainability as the constant process of obtaining the same 

or better living conditions, for a group of people and their successors in a given ecosystem. In 

other words, sustainability is a measure of how well the people are living in harmony with the 

environment taking into consideration the well-being of the people with respect to the needs 

of future generations and the environmental conservation (Young, 1997). Since this study is 

focused on the building construction industry, these sustainability definitions advocate that 

the present living conditions should be met without putting threatening future generations. 

This suggests that sustainable construction concept appeals to holistic utilization of the 

available resources without imposing threat on the future generation to meet their demands.  

 

Kibert (2003) suggests that sustainable construction is based on seven principles. These 

include reducing, reusing, and recycling resources; protecting nature in all activities; 

eliminating toxic substances from construction; applying life cycle economics in decision 

making; and creating quality built environment. Sustainable construction practice generally 

takes into account the building’s life cycle from extraction of natural resources to the end-of-

life and demolition of the building, refers to “cradle to grave” (see Figure 2.1). As reported 

                                                 
3 World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED). Our common future. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987 p. 43 reviewed 

from http://www.iisd.org/sd/ on August 2012. 
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also by Crowther, (2001) that sustainable in building construction involves the building reuse 

(i.e. relocation), component reuse (i.e. relocation in a new building), material use in the 

manufacture of new component and material recycling into new materials as shown in Figure 

2.1. The waste material produced during each stage of life cycle can be taken back into the 

system. This is emphasized by the cradle-to-cradle concept. Cradle-to-Cradle (MacDonough 

and Braungart, 2002) considers “waste equals food”. This means for SuCo, reusing and 

recycling of C&D waste instead of dumping allows waste to be consumed in construction 

industry as technical nutrients. Technical nutrient is a material or product that is designed to 

go back into the technical cycle i.e., into industrial metabolism and/or built environment 

(MacDonough and Braungart, 2002; Crowther, 2001). According to Crowther (2001) reuse is 

more beneficial than recycling while recycling is more beneficial than disposal.  

 

To deal with wastes resulting from construction and demolition activities, recovery methods 

such as reuse, recycle and even upcycle have been adopted in this study in order to generate 

new building material product for sustainable construction. Reuse is the process which 

recovers the whole concrete block component/unit without altering its shape. This study, 

investigated a concrete block design that can facilitate separation at the end of the service life 

of the building to enable the recovery of the whole block units for the reuse purpose. The 

investigated block that facilitates separation and reuse is referred to as demountable concrete 

block. Recycling on the other hand, is a process of reproducing waste materials and treating 

them as feedstock for manufactures of new product of the same quality either in a same form 

or different (Langston and Ding, 2001). Recycling contributes to the conservation of non-

renewable resources by manufacture new product from waste and avoid excessive raw 

material exploitation (Langston et al., 2001; Meer et al., 2006; Tam et al., 2006; Banar et al., 

2009). Upcycling can be defined as the process of taking something that is essentially waste 

and moving it up to the consumer-goods chain (McDounough and Braungart, 2002). 

Upcycling may also involve enhancing low value-grade material waste into high value-grade 

material products. 
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Figure 2.1 Principles of sustainable construction (Adapted from Crowther, 2001) 

 

Advantages of recycling are illustrated in a macro-economic model of integrated resource 

management and total cost of both traditional and selective demolition (Figure 2.2). Figure 

2.2 illustrates that by using recycled materials, economic savings in transportation of building 

waste and primary raw materials may be achieved. In addition to the economic saving, 

recycling has environmental and social benefits which should also be taken into account in 

order to achieve sustainability in construction industry. However, remarks by Hendricks and 

Petersen (2000) indicate that recycling of C&D waste is only attractive when the recycled 

product is competitive with the product for which natural resources are used in relation to cost 

and quantity of production. Quantity of C&D waste generated and the production cost of the 

recycled products in relation to aggregates derived from natural sources were taken into 

account in this study. 

 

 

i. Reusing whole buildings: re-

allocation or reuse the whole 

building. This is beyond the scope 

of the research. 

 

ii. Reusing components of buildings: 

Components are reused in either 

same building or new building 

without altering its shape e.g. doors, 

windows etc. This is out of scope 

the study. 

 

iii. Reprocessing materials to produce 

new building materials: materials or 

product still in good condition being 

used in the manufacture of new 

building components. This may be 

achieved through designing flexible 

(demountable) concrete blocks for 

future reuse. 

 

iv. Material Recycling: using materials 

being used (C&D waste) as a 

substitute for natural resources in 

the production of manufactured 

building materials.  
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Figure 2.2   Macro-economic model of integrated management and total costs of traditional and selective   

demolition (source: Lauritzen, 1998) 

2.3 SlimBouwen concept 

SlimBouwen
®
 concept is a strategy for achieving sustainability in building construction 

through the reduction of material resource and waste generation (Lichtenberg, 2006; 2008). 

The SlimBouwen advocates that sustainable construction can be achieved by accelerated 

innovation and product development through sequential processes of construction. By linking 

innovation to product development, SlimBouwen therefore acts as a language between 

science and practice (technology) (Lichtenberg, 2004; 2008). The aim of this concept is to 

contribute to the improvement of the efficiency and efficacy of building construction and 

utilization processes, through an integral approach in order to facilitate the construction 

industry to respond to societal and user needs, thereby providing high quality standards on a 

competitive basis (Lichtenberg, 2002). According to Lichtenberg (Lichtenberg, 2006; 2008), 

SlimBouwen does not only focus on reduction of material resource and waste generation, but 

also focuses on product development and sequential processes, efficiency, flexibility, 

reduction of material weight and volume, reduction of emissions, energy, transport and 

environmental impact. In this research project, the SlimBouwen concept has been applied at a 

building material level for developing building material products such as concrete blocks 

from C&D waste (i.e. concrete rubble) that will facilitate separation (demountability) at the 

end of the buildings life time. Demountable concrete blocks are the same as mortarless 

interlocking (dry-stack) blocks as reported by Ngowi (2005) and Kintingu (2009). By using 

demountable blocks, it is assumed that sustainability in building construction can be achieved 

by reduction of natural material resources, costs, time of construction, and waste generation 

which is in line with the SlimBouwen concept. The aim of this study is to investigate the 

potential to develop a demountable mortarless (dry-stack) concrete block from C&D waste 

with load bearing capacity in Tanzania which will enable recovery for reuse.  

2.4 Innovation  

Many studies have been dedicated to the concept of innovation often related to production 

processes and changes in society e.g., Egmond and Kumaraswamy (2003), Mytelka and Smith 

(2002), Kline and Rosenberg (1986). For example, Bijker et al., (1987) defined innovation as 

a process that can produce different outcomes depending on the social circumstances in which 

it takes place. Porter (1990 defined innovation as “a new way of doing things (invention) that 
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is commercialized”. In this study, innovation is defined as ‘the creation of the new products, 

processes/techniques, knowledge or services by using new or existing scientific or 

technological knowledge, which provide degree of a novelty either to the developer, the 

industrial sector, the nation or the world and succeed in the marketplace’ (Galanakis, 2006). 

This definition of innovation indicates that the technology (processes/techniques) to be 

developed for recycling C&D waste into building material (novelty,), in Tanzania should 

reflect the socio-economic status of people (industrial sector, the nation or the world and 

succeed in the marketplace), and this influences the acceptability of the recycled products. 

Egmond and Erkelens (2008) defined technology as a combination of knowledge and skills 

embodied in products, with product technological characteristics and production processes. 

The process technology components include technoware (equipment, tools, machines), 

humanware (manpower, labour), infoware (documented facts) and orgaware (organizational 

framework) (Egmond and Erkelens, 2008). The design of demountable concrete block that 

can be produced with C&D waste is an innovative building material to the construction 

industry in many countries in the world including Tanzania. In Tanzania construction industry 

C&D waste is still regarded as waste and being thrown away or used in low-grade 

applications such as infill in road construction (URT, 2004). Since Tanzania is a developing 

country will most of her construction technologies and equipment imported (Egmond and 

Erkelens, 2008), in order to reduce importation burdens, the existing and popular (manual) 

technological knowledge on concrete blocks production was adopted to investigate how 

possible the use of recycled aggregates can produce a product with high value i.e., building 

material that satisfy the standard requirements. 

 

According to Egmond (2005, 2009), innovation enhance changing production characteristics 

in the course of time. However innovations do not always result in the expected effects and 

are not always as appropriate as desired. At present there is a growing public concern and 

skepticism about the nature of innovation and technologies and their actual impact on 

sustainable development of the social and natural environment. Douthwaith (2002) –based on 

the Innovation theories- stated that “Adapting the parable of the seed and the sower, an 

innovation, new technology, or product, however good it is technically, will only be adopted 

and prosper if it falls on fertile ground.” Thus an innovative product can be considered to be 

successful if it fits in the professional practice of construction as well as the standards and 

regulations prevailing in the country. The critical insight for innovation is often obtained by 

identifying the relevant product requirements (Utterback and Abernathy, 1975). The 

assumption that the building material codes and standards ensure the long-term durability and 

performance of the products (NCMA, 2011) was also adopted in this study. 

 

The conclusion which can be drawn from the analysis of Schumpeter’s theory (1939) of 

economic change by e.g., Sweezy (1943), Love and Roper (1999) tell that innovation is a 

central feature of economic development. Also, in order for the innovation to gain 

economic/commercial value, it should result into a product which has to comply with 

prevailing requirements. The functional requirements are those defined in the building 

material standards for concrete blocks with load bearing capacity in this particular study. This 

also applies to the investigation of techniques which can use C&D waste as material resource 

for the production of building material particularly in Tanzania as a developing countries with 

limited technological and financial capability.  

2.5 Building materials 

In this study, building materials refer to concrete blocks. The study focused on concrete 

blocks because they are gaining importance in developing countries in the construction of 
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walls (Kaosol, 2010; GTZ, 1991) and are major building material used in residential and 

small industrial buildings in Tanzania (Egmond, 2000).   

2.5.1 Concrete blocks  

Primarily concrete blocks are used as a building material in wall construction (GTZ 1991; 

Kaosol, 2010). Concrete blocks are blocks with dimensions which exceed 337.5 mm in 

length, 225 mm in width, and 112.5 mm in height (Kintingu (2009), BS 6073-1:1981). A 

concrete block is one of several precast concrete products used in construction. The term 

precast refers to the fact that the blocks are formed and hardened before they are brought to 

the job site. In construction use, concrete blocks are stacked one at a time and held together 

with fresh concrete mortar to form the desired length and height of the wall. The materials for 

the concrete blocks include cement, water, sand, and gravel and additives (if any) (GTZ 1991; 

Blachford and Cengage, 2002; Kaosol, 2010). The manufacture of concrete blocks consist of 

four production processes which include batching and mixing, molding and curing (GTZ, 

1991, Koski, 1992 cited in Kaosol, 2010; Blachford and Cengage, 2002; Sabai et al, 2009). 

The majority of these concrete blocks are produced by hydraulic press machine and vibrated 

under pressure in steel molds (August, 2011). The concrete mix for production of concrete 

block has higher percentage of sand and lower percentage of gravel and water than the 

concrete mix used for other construction purposes like slab, column, etc. (Husken, 2010; 

Kaosol, 2010; Husken and Brouwers, 2008; Blachford and Cengage, 2002). But this is 

different in Tanzania where the concrete mix ratio for production of concrete block is 

recommended to be 1:3:6 by weight (cement:sand:gavel) (Tanganyika, 1931). It suggests that 

sand (fine aggregates) is less than gravel in mix proportion for concrete block production in 

Tanzania according to Tanzanian Building Regulation (Tanganyika, 1931). This shows that 

there is no common method for concrete block manufacturing regarding materials mix ratio. 

In using C&D waste as material input; it needs appropriate mix techniques/recipes in order to 

produce the product which meets and complies building material requirements.  

 

Concrete blocks are produced in a large variety of shapes and sizes, either solid cellular or 

hollow, dense or lightweight, air-cured or steam-cured, load bearing or non-load bearing and 

can be produced manually or with the help of machines (GTZ, 1991; Kaosol, 2010). The main 

properties of the most common type of concrete are: (a) high compressive strength, resistance 

to weathering, impact and abrasion; (b) low tensile strength; (c) capability of being molded 

into components of any shape and size and (d) good fire resistance up to about 400°C 

(Kaosol, 2010). The concrete block dimensions in United States for example are 8-by-8-by-16 

inch, with the nominal measurements of 8 inch (20.3 cm) high by 8 inch (20.3 cm) deep by 16 

inch (40.6 cm) wide (Brantley and Brantley1996). In Tanzania, the most common concrete 

blocks (locally known as chipping blocks) and sandcrete blocks have dimensions of 45 cm 

(length) x 15 cm (height) x 23 cm (width) while the minimum wall dimension is 9 in (23 cm) 

(Tanganyika, 1931). They can be load-bearing or non-load–bearing (Brantley and 

Brantley1996). Load bearing concrete blocks are mostly defined in terms of strength (i.e., 

compressive strength) which is capable to carry imposed load weight in wall construction as a 

structural element (Jackson and Dhir, 1988; Neville, 1995; Day, 1995). Even though concrete 

blocks have been used since 1837, simple concrete block still need to be developed in terms 

of shapes and sizes, which can make building construction faster and cost effective, promote 

effective material use as well as result in structures that are more durable and energy efficient 

(Blachford and Cengage, 2002; Kironde, 2009). This imposes the challenge that more 

innovative concrete blocks are still needed, especially blocks, which facilitate a block to be 

recovered (demounted) for reuse after the end of the service time of the building rather than 
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demolition practice for the most existing concrete blocks produced in Tanzania in order to 

make construction industry is sustainable.  

 

According to Ngowi (2005) and Kintingu (2009), “Interlocking mortarless or dry-stack” 

refers to a technique of building masonry walls, in which most of the masonry units are laid 

without mortar in the joints except, starter and top courses which are even limited to amount 

of mortar used. Therefore, in this research, demountable concrete block is the concrete blocks 

that facilitate separation and recovery of the whole concrete block component after the end of 

service life of the building for reuse in similar or other applications. Dry-stack construction 

has existed in Africa for thousands of years. Examples include Egyptian pyramids and the 

great Zimbabwean ruins [(a capital of Shona kingdom) Uzoegbo and Ngowi, 2003; Ngowi, 

2005]. However, it has not been fully utilized in the modern construction until invention of 

‘interlocking brick construction toy’ known as ‘Lego’ technology  that was developed by Ole 

Kirk Christiansen in Denmark in 1949 (Museum of American Heritage, 2007)
 4

. This toy 

technology was realized into interlocking blocks for housing construction in 1970s (Kintingu, 

2009). According to previous researchers (Ngowi, 2005; Kintingu, 2009), the mortarless 

blocks have numerous advantage over the conventional blocks using mortar as outline below.  

 

Advantages: 

 

 The block is simple in handling and laying. 

 It is easy, fast, and cost-effective in wall construction. 

 Quality variation due to mortar joints is eliminated. 

 Erection during cold winter is possible. 

 Dependence of skilled labour is reduced. 

 Loads of super structure can be immediately applied. 

 Ductility can be improved. 

 Units can be manufactured on site. 

 It facilitates separation during demolition and therefore allowing re-use of the units. 

 Less energy intensive. 

 It is environmentally benign technology. 

 

Disadvantages of mortarless blocks are as follows: 

 

 Bond patterns are limited thus architecturally more restrictive. 

 Difficult to form curve walls with most interlocking systems (a few systems include 

solution to this problem). 

 Manufacturing and handling costs are marginally increased compared to traditional 

block systems. 

                                                 
4 Museum of American Heritage (2007) [Online] http://www.moah.org/exhibits/archives/buildex.html viewed in December, 2012  

http://www.moah.org/exhibits/archives/buildex.html
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 Dimensional tolerance of the unit may not be uniform, hence the blocks end up to 

produce a non-straight aligned course. 

 More accessory units may be required. 

The more advantages over disadvantage of mortarless/demountable blocks suggest that 

demountable concrete blocks are more sustainable than the conventional one (using mortar in 

the joints), even though, there is no standard jointing system exists (Hobbs and Hurley, 2001). 

This indicates that different mortarless jointing systems already exist, but many more are still 

needed. This study aims to investigate a mortarless (dry-stack) block design that can use C&D 

waste to produce demountable concrete blocks with load bearing capacity in Tanzania which 

will enable blocks recovery for reuse. Design of new blocks was based on shape and joint. By 

so doing, it is assumed that sustainability in building construction can be achieved by 

reduction of material resource, costs, time of construction, and waste generation which is in 

line with SlimBouwen concept. 

2.5.2 Properties of concrete blocks 

This section describes two major properties of concrete (whereby in this study ‘concrete’ 

means ‘concrete block’), namely The compressive strength of the concrete (block) and The 

durability of concrete (block) as presented by Teychenne et al., (1997) and Schoner et al, 

(1987). These properties are as follows: 

 

a) Compressive strength of hardened concrete 

 

Concrete has different strengths under various stressed states such as compression, tension, 

shear and so forth (Thandavamoorthy, 2005). This study deals with strength in compression 

(i.e. compressive strength) because it is the most important and the single factor that judges 

the characteristics of concrete (Thandavamoorthy, 2005), it represents an overall picture of 

the quality of the concrete (Raju, 2002). Other reason is that the concrete blocks to be 

produced in this study are used in walling building structures in Tanzania, so, they are 

compression elements. The compressive strength is a parameter used to characterize a 

structural members of concrete products and always the high value is most preferred 

(Thandavamoorthy, 2005). The compressive is a maximum load per unit area sustained by 

concrete specimen before failure under compression (Raju, 2002; NEN-EN 772-1:2000; TZS 

283:2002(E)).   

 

Compressive strength is not directly affected by the type of mixer used. Certain types of 

mixer require a higher degree of workability for efficient operation and this may have an 

indirect effect on the proportions of the concrete required for a particular value of free-

water/cement ratio. However, hand-mixing is likely to produce a lower strength concrete than 

machine-mixed concrete of similar proportions. For fully compacted concrete, water/cement 

ratio is the principle parameter governing the strength of concrete, according to the law 

established by Abrams as early as in 1919 (Raju, 2002). Generally, compressive strength 

decreases as the water/cement ratio increases and vice versa. However, for any particular 

sources of cement and aggregates a slightly different from of relationship may be obtained 

(Teychenne, et al., 1997).   

 

The type and source of the aggregate has a considerable influence on compressive strength of 

concrete. As a general rule, an uncrushed coarse aggregate (generally smooth and rounded) 

makes a concrete with a lower strength than one with crushed coarse aggregate (Teychenne, et 

al., 1997). According to Teychenne et al., (1997), the strength developed by a concrete made 
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with given materials and given proportions increases for many months under favorable 

conditions, but in the majority of specifications the strength is specified at an age of 28 days. 

According to Poon and Lam (2008), the compressive strength is influenced by many factors 

including aggregate strength, bonding strength and the strength of the cement matrix to the 

overall strength of the blocks. Other factors include dimensions and shape of test specimens 

as well as its age and curing conditions. Higher temperatures increase the speed of the 

chemical reaction and thus the rate of strength development, and in order to achieve higher 

strengths at late ages loss of water from the concrete must be prevented. Since in this study 

concrete block production experiments were carried out in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania which is 

a tropical area with high temperature (about 24 
0
C to 34 

0
C), in order to facilitate saturation 

condition and prevent loss of water for during hardening process, all concrete block 

specimens were immersed in water (in curing tank) with approximately temperature of 21
0
C. 

In this study, a 28 days curing and water/cement ratio of 0.35 by weight and Portland 

composite cement (CEM II/A-L/32.5R) was used and tested in trial mix. Since aggregates 

used are recycled aggregates that characterized as weak and porous; actual w/c ratio was 

obtained through trial mix (in practice). The compressive strength of the hardened concrete 

blocks was determined by following Tanzanian standard methods which specified in TZS 

283:2002. 

 

b) Durability 

 

A durable concrete is the one which gives a satisfactory performance during an adequate life 

in a given environment (Teychenne et al., 1997). According to Husken (2010), durable 

materials are the basis for structures with long service life and therefore fulfill the aspects of 

sustainability. A major factor in providing durable concrete is the production of a dense, 

impermeable concrete, having adequate cement content and low water/cement ratio, which is 

fully compacted and properly cured, and which having an adequate mechanical strength that 

is usually related to the compressive strength (Teychenne et al., 1997; Husken 2010). The 

production of durable concrete is important for the prevention of effects of un-durable 

concrete like extensive cracking, expansion, loss of bond between the cement paste and 

aggregate (Bowler, 2012). One of the factor which causes un-durable concrete is high water 

contents in concrete mix which results in more capillary pores that affects microstructural 

properties of the cement past and eventually decreases the durability of the concrete product 

(Husken, 2010). In view of using C&D waste (rubble) as aggregates in production of durable 

concrete blocks for construction purpose, durability is an important factor to take into 

consideration. Since this study using recycled aggregates from C&D waste which weak and 

porous (Sabai, et al., 2013), an appropriate technique(s) which are reducing water content and 

using limited amount of cement in the production processes were investigated in order to 

produce the concrete blocks which is durable. These techniques should be favorable in 

technical and financial point of view (Wassermann, et al., 2009; Husken, 2010). In this study, 

water absorption ratio was used as an indicator for determining the durability of the concrete 

blocks as reported by Husken and Brouwers, (2008) and Evengelista and Brito (2007). The 

recommended maximum water absorption ratio which indicates durability of paving blocks is 

6% (Husken and Brouwers, 2008; Poon and Lam, 2008).  Since paving blocks and concrete 

blocks differ in terms of quality and functions, and also, Tanzanian standards do not specify 

the recommended water absorption ratio value, it is not worthwhile to transfer values of 

paving blocks to concrete blocks. Therefore, the value of water absorption ratio for concrete 

blocks in Tanzania was studied. 
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2.6 Construction and demolition waste generation in a global context 

In order to recycle construction and demolition (C&D) waste in Tanzania, the existing C&D 

waste generation and recycling techniques were studied. The subsequent sub-sections presents 

the findings of previous studies on quantity and quality of recycled aggregates, the use of 

recycled aggregates on to building material production, mix-design methods, and use of 

additives like sisal fibers in concrete production. 

2.6.1 Quantity and composition of C&D waste 

Generally, the construction and demolition (C&D) waste constitutes about 40-50% of total 

waste generated worldwide (McDonald, 1996; Dolan et al., 1999; Macozoma, 2002; 

Oikonomou, 2005). It is predicted that in 20 to 50 years to come, the generation of C&D 

waste will continue to increase. In the European region, for example, the amount of annually 

generated C&D wastes rose from 180 million tons in 2000 (EU commission, 2000) to 510 

million tons (WBCSD, 2009). In Japan, C&D waste increased from 25 million tons in 1990 to 

71 million tons in 1995, which is about 300% increase (Chan et al., 2000); and Hong Kong’s 

annual C&D waste generation more than doubled in a period between 1993 to 2004 (Poon, 

2007). The C&D waste (by weight) in Western Europe is composed of masonry (45%), 

concrete (40%), wood (8%), metal (4%),  and plastic (3%) (Golton, 1997). Although there is 

lack of reliable data on C&D waste generation in Tanzania and other developing countries, 

the evidence from other developing countries shows that the C&D waste generation rates are 

most likely increasing due to improvement of economy and rising demand of housing to keep 

pace with population increase.   

2.6.2 Quality of recycled aggregates  

This sub-section presents findings of different researchers on the quality of the recycled 

aggregates and their impacts for using them into building materials production.  

 

Bianchini et al., (2005) made an analysis of chemical-mineralogical characteristics of 

aggregates from C&D waste in order to evaluate their chemical and mineralogical 

composition that will help to develop a recycling strategy in Italy. The laboratory analysis was 

done by using X-ray fluorescence (XRF) and X-ray diffractometry (XRD) analytical methods. 

Their finding was the only aggregate grain-size fraction range from 0.6-0.125 mm can be 

directly re-utilized to produce mortar and concrete in building activities but the rest grain- 

fractions, did not meet requirements and therefore, their applications for preparation of bricks 

and tiles need mixing with other raw materials. Based on Bianchini et al., (2005) findings, it 

is very difficult to crush the whole generated mass of C&D waste in the whole country just to 

extract the gain size between 0.6-0.125 mm. This suggests that there is a need to investigate 

on how the whole of recycled aggregates can be utilized for production of building material 

like concrete blocks instead just a portion of these recycled aggregates. If, it is just a portion 

of recycled aggregates was used, a question remain, where the residue materials will go? 

Definitely, this approach still encourages the disposal of recycled aggregates which creates 

more financial and environmental problems.  

 

Limbachiya et al., (2007), study focused on the use of the coarse aggregates from recycled 

concrete aggregates (RCA) to replace natural aggregates for concrete production. The study 

was undertaken to investigate the chemical and mineralogical composition of coarse (16-4 

mm size fraction) recycled aggregate and natural aggregates (16-4 mm size fraction, and 

natural sand (<4 mm) which likely influence on engineering properties and durability 

performance of concrete. Limbachiya et al., (2007), adopted definition of recycled concrete 

aggregates as defined by BS 8500 (2002) that consist minimum of 95% crushed concrete. The 
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commercial recycling plant was used to process the C&D waste/debris. The coarse aggregate 

from RCA and natural aggregate (NA) were used for mixing design for 20 N/mm
2
 

compressive cube strength at 28 days meeting BS 8500 requirements (Limbachiya et al, 

2007). Concrete was produced by replacing natural aggregates by 30%, 50% and 100% of 

RCA (coarse aggregates). The effect of coarse RCA content on strength was controlled by 

adjusting water-cement ratio, whereby cement content was increased. The laboratory analyses 

were conducted to establish the chemical and mineralogical characteristics for both aggregates 

and concrete products made from coarse aggregates of RCA and those sourced from natural 

sources. The analytical techniques such as X-ray fluorescence (XRF) for determination of 

major elements and X-ray diffraction (XRD) for determination of mineralogical phase were 

used. The results indicated by using 30% coarse RCA replacement had no major effect on the 

main three oxides (SiO2, Al2O3 and CaO) of concrete. However, decrease on SiO2 and 

increase in Al2O3 and CaO contents in the mix with RCA was observed. Similar trends were 

observed in concrete produced using RCA samples obtained from different C&D sources.  

Limbachiya et al., (2007) showed that the chemical composition constituents of the 

aggregates have impact on concrete product and therefore, the use of the RCA for production 

the concrete products that meet the structural requirements and performance, more cement 

content was used in the concrete mix design. But, authors did not explain how the RCA 

impacts the quality of concrete product and the extent of chemical and mineralogical varied 

when the mixing ratio was kept constant. Also what would happen if both fine and coarse 

recycled aggregates replace natural aggregates for concrete production? The authors did not 

tell if there is any other material(s) that can stabilize and improve the concrete block product 

apart of cement. This research aims to investigate the additive material(s) which may improve 

the quality of concrete block using both fine and coarse recycled aggregates to replace natural 

aggregates without using excess amount of cement.  

 

Mueller et al., (2008) studied the characteristics of lightweight aggregates from primary and 

recycled raw materials in Russia and Germany. Focus of this research was the development of 

lightweight aggregates from new raw materials sources. The lightweight aggregates were 

needed for tall buildings because the weight of tall buildings should be minimized. The 

construction of tall buildings is expected to increase in future due to limitation of spaces 

especially in urban areas. Materials used for manufacturing lightweight were Zeolitic rocks 

(in Russia) and sand fraction of masonry rubble mixed with autoclaved aerated concrete (in 

Germany). Zeolitic rocks because its chemical composition is close to that of grass (i.e. SiO2, 

Al2O3, K2O, Fe2O3, CaO, MgO, Na2O, and TiO2) as well as has porous structure. Natural raw 

materials suitable for manufacturing lightweight mineral granules are pumice, perlite, 

vermiculite, expandable clay and slate. Waste materials (such that masonry rubble and 

autoclaved aerated concrete) because of low rates of reuse of the mixed sand fraction of 

construction and demolition waste. Waste materials suitable for lightweight aggregates 

manufacturing includes recycled glass, crushed sands, sewerage sludge mixed with clay, fly 

ash with residual carbon content of 3-5%.  

 

According to Mueller et al., (2008), the technological procedure applied for granules 

production is presented in Figure 2.3. The materials i.e. masonry rubble and autoclaved 

aerated concrete waste were separately ground to particle size <100 μm. Components were 

mixed and then expanded agent was added. Following thermal process the granule were 

expanded and solidified. Different expanding agents were tested such that gypsum 

(CaSO4.2H2O), sodium chloride (NaCl), beet sugar, coke power and silicon carbide (SiC). 

The SiC performance was better than others and therefore, it was adopted. The proportion of 

3% expanding agent was applied in the mixture. Laboratory scale was performed first and 
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then pilot plant scale followed to be able to manufacture lightweight concrete blocks in 

concrete plant. Results showed that lightweight granules with density of 0.62 g/cm
3
 were 

produced when 3% expanding agent was added. Dense granules obtained when no expanding 

agent whatsoever added. This showed that lightweight aggregates achieved when appropriate 

porosity enhancer dose is applied. In pilot plant, lightweight aggregates of bulk density ranged 

from 400 kg/m
3
 to 800 kg/m

3
 were manufactured from the mixture of masonry rubble 

(49.5%), autoclaved aerated concrete powder (49.5%) and SiC (1%). These lightweight 

aggregates manufactured were used for concrete and precast concrete blocks manufacturing. 

The results showed that the concrete (150 mm cube, after 7 days) made from expanded clay 

and granules lightweight aggregates were 6.5 N/mm
2
 and 12.5 N/mm

2
 respectively. The 

concrete made with granule lightweight aggregates were competitive with concrete made with 

expanded clay. This reveals that a mixture of sand fraction from masonry rubble and 

autoclaved aerated concrete is suitable as raw material for the production of lightweight 

aggregates. In recycling C&D waste, the strict dependency of the product quality on the 

quality of the constituent material is often typical.  

 

 

Figure 2.3 Experimental processes for granule production from masonry rubble and autoclaved aerated concrete 

wastes (Source: Mueller et al., 2008) 

 

Mueller et al., (2008) study was based on production of lightweight aggregates from the 

mixture of recycled sand fraction from masonry rubble and autoclaved aerated concrete. 

These issues were not addressed by Mueller et al., (2008): The lightweight manufactured 

composed 50% of sand fractions from masonry rubble and 50% of autoclaved aerated 

concrete. But Mueller et al., (2008) study did not investigate what will happen if only 

recycled sand (100%) from masonry rubble is used. So, on how to utilize 100% recycled sand 

from masonry rubble for application of lightweight aggregates manufacturing and then 

concrete blocks production remain the gap. Authors presented the recipe for production of 

lightweight aggregates but they didn’t present the recipes e.g. mixing ratios and ingredients 

apart of the lightweight aggregates for production of concrete and concrete blocks; instead 
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they presented the results of the concrete cubes which were made from different lightweight 

aggregates. The information on what was the target of the quality of concrete from 

lightweight aggregates for example compressive strength was not reported. Since this research 

focuses on the using of 100% recycled aggregates from concrete/masonry rubble (both fine 

and coarse aggregates) for concrete block production; the recipe presented by Mueller et al., 

(2008) in investigating and application of expanding were adapted for the additive material 

investigation for enhance quality of concrete blocks which meet standards and specifications. 

 

Angulo et al., (2009) studied the chemical-mineralogical characterization of C&D waste 

recycled aggregates from Sao Paulo, Brazil. They found that traditional methods have been 

used to characterize the recycled C&D waste aggregate which are i) visual inspection and 

hand sorting for determining macroscopic composition in terms of weight fractions of 

concrete and undesirable materials like wood, plastic, metal, ii) measuring key physical 

properties example density, water absorption, iii) analyzing undesirable soluble chemical ions 

such as chloride and sulphate. These traditional methods of characterization, although useful, 

do not furnish direct information about the chemical and mineralogical composition of 

recycled aggregate. This motivated Angulo et al., (2009) to investigate a comprehensive 

chemical and mineralogical characterization methodology in Brazil. Three representative 

samples of mixed C&D waste recycled aggregates which were obtained from different 

recycling plants in Sao Paul, Brazil were used. Methodology applied by Angulo et al (2009) 

for the characterization of construction and demolition (C&D) waste recycled aggregates was 

based on combination of analytical techniques such that X-ray fluorescence (XRF); Soluble 

ions determined by atomic absorption spectrometer (AAS) for amount of calcium (Ca), 

magnesium (Mg), sodium (Na), and potassium (K) soluble fraction, potentiometric method 

for soluble chloride and gravimetric for soluble sulphate; semi-quantitative X-ray diffraction 

(XRD); thermogravimetric analysis (TGA-DTG); 33% hydrochloric acid (HCl) sensitive 

dissolution (for estimation of binder content because limestone aggregates is not used in the 

region and aggregates from igneous natural rocks considered as insoluble in this solution) and 

particle size distribution. The results showed that the chemical results of different sizes of the 

mixed C&D waste aggregates for main oxides were SiO2 (48.0-84.2%), Al2O3 (5.0-17.2%) 

and CaO (2.4-13.9%), followed by high LOI values (3.4-19.6%). Results indicated that size 

affects the chemical composition more than geographical origin of aggregates. Comparatively 

powder fractions contain higher amount of CaO and low content of SiO2 than sand and gravel. 

The soluble alkalis and sulphate as well as chloride content were below the limit proposed for 

conventional reinforced concrete (DIN, 2002). Quartz, alkaline feldspars, micas, calcite, illite, 

kaolinite and gibbsite were detected by using XRD technique. Results from TGA-DTG 

showed that the weight loss from 110-400 
0
C (decomposition of C-S-H), 400-550 

0
C 

(portlandite decomposition), 550-750 
0
C (CO2 from poorly crystallized calcite) and 750+ 

0
C 

(crystallized limestone filler in the cement). The chemical composition of mixed C&D waste 

aggregates tested gave different values from the compositions measured in Europe and those 

obtained in Brazil; the cause of this was assumed that the difference of natural aggregates 

used. 

 

Angulo et al., (2009) analyzed the chemical composition of the mixed C&D waste aggregates 

from existing recycling plant in Sao Paulo, Brazil. The findings showed that there was a 

different between chemical composition of aggregates from in Brazil and in Europe as 

reported by Bianchini, et al., (2005) and Limbachiya et al., (2007). Aggregates used in the 

study was igneous originated rock materials, therefore the research results are not directly 

comparable with C&D waste aggregates from limestone which is mostly recycled aggregates 

from C&D waste in Tanzania. The methodology was comprehensive which are applied in this 
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research to identify the chemical and mineralogical composition of recycled aggregates 

generated in Tanzania and to identify which one could be improved in order to enhance the 

production of concrete blocks which satisfy the required building material standards in 

Tanzania.   

 

Conceicao Leite et al., (2011) study evaluated the feasibility of using aggregates from 

recycled construction and demolition waste in pavement applications mainly as base and sub-

base materials in low-volume roads. They reported that out of 16,000 tons of solid waste 

generated daily in Sao Paulo Brazil, 50 percent is composed of C&D waste and out of that 

one third of it is delivered to the public landfill while the rest (2/3rds) are illegally disposed. 

But C&D waste has a great recycling potential as well as high resistance and non-expansive 

behavior which fit for application of road construction. They presented further that the 

recycled aggregates quality varies from one place to another which impose difficult challenge 

to control. The repeated load triaxial tests and standards laboratory tests including water 

absorption, grain-size distribution, grain shape, California bearing ratio (CBR), resilient 

modulus and permanent deformation were carried out. The researcher found that the water 

absorption ratio varies greatly according to the nature of materials, the grain-size distribution 

is fairly changed by compaction process, compactive effort influences the resistance to 

permanent deformation of the C&D waste aggregates, the resilient modulus results for the 

recycled aggregates were similar with the a standard well-graded crushed stone. The authors 

concluded that the use of recycled C&D waste aggregates is a viable alternative for road 

construction. It can be concluded from Conceicao Leite, et al., (2011) study that the research 

was based in Sao Paulo, Brazil. As the Authors suggested that the quality of recycled 

aggregates varies significantly, it is not applicable to directly transfer the outcome to other 

countries like Tanzania. Also the research focus was to evaluate the recycled aggregated for 

base and sub-base road construction application. For different applications like building 

materials i.e. concrete blocks it indicates that there is a need for further research especially for 

the use of recycled aggregates in building material production in which, the quality of 

building material should ensure the safety of the building dwellers. Just why, this thesis 

worked on using recycled aggregates for building material production in Tanzania.  

 

The studies from previous researchers showed that characterization of recycled aggregates is 

not a new thing however; findings showered that chemical-mineralogical composition of these 

recycled aggregates differ from one place to another and therefore affects the applications of 

these recycled aggregates. On the other hand, no study had been carried out in developing 

countries particularly Tanzania. Since building techniques and regulations differ from one 

country to another; this suggests that even rubble generated from C&D waste is expected to 

differ in quality. So, the quality of chemical-mineralogical composition of recycled aggregates 

in Tanzania is limited. How C&D waste can influence recycling process into building 

materials in still unknown. In addition, Bianchini et al., (2005) reported that recycled 

aggregates should be mixed with materials from natural sources to make materials like bricks 

and tiles. But, how these materials can be used for production of building materials without 

mixing (diluting) with materials from source? Is there any material can be added to improve 

the quality of recycled aggregates using 100% C&D waste into building material without 

dilution? If there is, what is that? How can it be used in recycled aggregates? These questions 

indicate that the information of materials that can be added in the mix proportions to improve 

the quality of concrete products like concrete blocks in Tanzania rather than diluting with 

natural aggregates is still limited. In this thesis, the investigation of additive materials 

(chemically) which can be added in the mix proportion for manufacturing concrete blocks in 

order to improve the quality of recycled product using 100% C&D waste was investigated. 
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2.6.3 Use of recycled aggregates from C&D waste into building material production 

The use of recycled aggregates to produce the precast concrete products made with recycled 

aggregates from C&D waste was reviewed from previous works . However, recycling of 

C&D waste into building materials in Tanzania has been observed to be limited. So, the 

knowledge obtained from these empirical studies may help to explore techniques which may 

be used to recycle C&D waste into building materials in Tanzania. These empirical studies 

included:  

 

Tang et al., (2008) investigated the potential of using recycled demolition aggregate in 

manufacture of concrete paving blocks and flags. According to Tang et al., (2008), the 

industrial processes for concrete paving blocks and flags were replicated in the laboratory by 

using vibro-compaction process. The vibration applied was uniform to the entire mold while 

concrete compacted by a pneumatic hammer. They found that the recycled demolition 

aggregate does not cause a significant reduction in the compressive and tensile strength of 

concrete blocks, if the replacement levels are kept low (i.e., not more than 25% replacement).  

 

Cement Concrete & Aggregates Australia (CCAA, 2013) made a review on the various types 

of aggregates in Australia. The purpose was to review the various sources of aggregate and 

examine their potential use in concrete and/or road construction. The aggregates were 

classified into four major types: natural, manufactured, recycled and by-product aggregates. 

They were described in terms of sources and production process, physical and mechanical 

characteristics, the benefit and limitations of their use in concrete and/or road construction. 

Table 2.1 presents the summary description of the recycled aggregates. According to CCAA 

(2013), the recycled concrete aggregates (RCA) is proven to be practical for non-structural 

concretes such as pavement, road-base and sub-base, and to a limited extent for some 

structural-grade concrete. Any successful strategy must be based on both cost and 

performance. 
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Table 2.1 Recycled aggregates in construction 

Type of aggregate  

 

Description Applications 

Recycled concrete 

aggregates (RCA) 

Crushed sound and clean waste 

concrete of at least 95% by weight on 

concrete with a typical total 

contamination lower than 1% of the 

bulk mass. 

Class 1A RCA is a well graded RCA 

with no more than 0.5% brick content. 

Partial replacement (30%) for natural 

aggregate in concrete for sidewalks, 

kerbs and gutters. Also for structural 

concrete (with mix adjustment) and 

inferior permeability and shrinkage 

properties. 

Recycled concrete 

and masonry (RCM) 

Grade aggregates produced from 

sorted and clean waste concrete and 

masonry. 

Class 1B RCA in a class 1A RCA 

blended with no more than 30% crush 

brick 

Road base coarse and sub-base material. 

Reclaimed aggregates 

(RA) 

Coarse aggregates reclaimed from 

returned concrete by separating the 

aggregates from the water-cement 

slurry 

Up to 32 MPa with 100% reclaimed 

aggregates, and as partial replacement 

of natural aggregate in grades up to 80 

MPa 

Reclaimed asphalt 

pavement (RAP)  

Old asphalt concrete  New asphaltic concrete pavement. 

Pavements and sub-grade materials 

Reclaimed asphalt 

aggregate (RAA) 

Reclaimed coarse aggregate and 

recycled asphalt granules from waste 

asphalt concrete. 

Concrete with penalties in mix 

adjustment 

Glass cullet Glass cullet pulverized into a sand-like 

product 

Partial replacement of line aggregate in 

concrete (with small penalties in mix 

design) 

Scrap tyres Processed scrap tyres as tyre chips and 

crumb rubber aggregate 

Crumb rubber in asphalt and sprayed 

bitumen seals 

Used foundry sand Spent foundry sand Partial replacement of line aggregate in 

concrete and asphaltic concrete 

Source: CCAA, 2013 

 

Tam (2009) carried out research to compare the implementation of concrete recycling in 

Australian and Japanese construction industries. It was found that the C&D waste constitute 

42% of all solid waste generated in Australia; out of that concrete (cementitious) waste 

constitutes 81% of the total volume. To minimize the concrete waste generated from 

construction activities; recycling is one of the methods to improve the environment. Recycling 

offers to three major benefits: i) reduce the demand upon new resources; ii) cut-down 

transport and production energy costs; iii) uses waste which would otherwise be transferred to 

landfill site. Questionnaire survey and structured interview approaches were used to carry out 

the investigation on concrete recycling situation in Australian and Japanese construction 

industry. Tam (2009) found that 82% of metal is recycled while, for was 54% of concrete 

waste was recycled in Australia compared to 98% of concrete recycling in Japan. Further 

findings showed that the recycled waste was used road construction as road-base materials, 

drainage and backfill materials for both countries such that Australia and Japan, while, in 

Japan some of recycled concrete was even used for structural applications. The reason pointed 

out on why Australia not using recycled material for structural material products like concrete 

was lack of knowledge and experience as well, lack of political will. The lack of political will 

because it was found that many local councils in Australia do not allow the use of recycled 

aggregate for concrete applications. Other limitations in Australia including: i) absence of a 

uniform national approach to waste minimization; ii) lack of information on the extent, types, 
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and sources of waste; iii) landfill levies are too low to be an incentive to reduce waste 

generation and waste deposition; iv) insufficient education in the private sectors in investing 

on waste management technologies; v) poor quality of recycled products. Tam (2009) 

continued to report that Japan unlike Australia, she uses advanced technologies which can 

improve quality of her recycled aggregates. The advanced technological methods used in 

Japan are listed and described in the Table 2.2. Based on the Tam (2009) findings, it can be 

concluded that in order that recycling of C&D waste into building materials to be feasible and 

applicable, quality of recycled products must be given a high attention, which is also part of 

this thesis.  

 
Table 2.2 Advanced technologies used in Japan to improve the quality of recycled aggregates 

Methods  Description of the technological method 

Heating and 

grinding  

The heating and grinding method makes the hardened cement paste which adheres to 

concrete waste soften by heating concrete waste to about 300
0
C. After that parts of the 

hardened cement paste adhered to original aggregate mass can then be separated by a grind 

process resulting in clean original aggregate from the concrete waste.  

Screw 

grinding  

The screw grinding method uses a shaft screw consisting of an intermediate part and an 

exhaust part with a warping cone to remove mortar adhered to the aggregate’s surface 

Mechanical 

grinding  

The mechanical grinding method uses a drum body which finely separates partition boards 

with same-sized holes. The steel balls can move horizontally and vertically by rolling the 

drum. The quality of aggregate can then be improved in narrowing the inside space by 

using the partition boards 

Gravity 

concentration  

After processing with a jaw crusher, an impact crusher and an improvement rod mill, 

aggregates of over 8 mm are divided into recycled coarse aggregate and mortal particles. 

Aggregates with sizes less than 8 mm are divided into two types: recycled fine aggregate of 

sizes 5 mm and 5-8 mm. The wet gravity concentration machine is used to move: i) light 

weight things such as mortal particle and wood waste upward; and ii) heavy weight things 

such as aggregate grain downward.  

Source: Tam, 2009 

 

Poon et al., (2002) developed a technique for producing concrete bricks and paving blocks 

using recycled aggregates obtained from construction and demolition waste. The study was 

based on laboratory trials to investigate the possibility of using recycled aggregates as 

replacement of both coarse and fine natural aggregates in molded bricks and blocks.  A total 

of three series of mixtures were prepared in the laboratory series and the mix proportions 

prepared and laboratory results are summarized in Table 2.3. Their findings showed that for 

masonry bricks, all mixes satisfied requirements of BS 6073 for compressive strength of 

greater than 7 N/mm
2
 in Hong Kong. However, the testing was inverted (turned) the bricks 

into by 90 degree (
0
) angle from normal testing procedures (i.e., 180

0
) (see Section 3.8.6(ii)) 

which, recommended in many standards like Tanzanian standards: such that TZS 283:2002(E) 

and European standard (i.e., NEN-EN 772-1:2000). Since testing method was different, such 

outcomes cannot be directly transferred to another country, which have different testing 

procedures, quality specifications as well as economic and technology.   
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Table 2.3 Mix Proportions for masonry bricks and paving blocks from recycled aggregates 

Series 

No. 

Materials 

used 

Proportion by 

weight (kg) 

Water 

used   

(kg) 

Target  

fc at 28 

days 

(MPa) 

fc at 28 

days 

(MPa) 

Density 

(kg/m3 

Remarks 

Mix 

Series 

i 

Cement:fine 

fly ash:aggr 

200:50:3200 Ranged 

from 

86 to 

122 

7 *16.7 

to 11.4 

2210 to 

2054 

7 mixtures were 

prepared for 

producing concrete 

bricks by replacing 

natural aggregates 

by 0%, 25%, 50%, 

75% and 100% of 

recycled aggregates. 

Mix 

Series 

ii 

Cement:aggr 670:3030 Ranged 

from 

250 to 

330 

49 62.1 to 

50.9 

2328 to 

2215 

5 mixtures were 

prepared for 

producing paving 

blocks by 

replacement of 0%, 

50% and 100%. 

Mix 

Series 

iii 

Cement:fine 

and coarse 

fly ash: aggr 

550:120:30:3000 Ranged 

from 

250 to 

330 

30 47.5 to 

40.1 

2285 to 

2136 

9 mixtures were 

prepared for 

producing paving 

blocks by 

replacement of 0%, 

25%, 50%, 75% and 

100%. 

fc=  compressive strength; *For bricks, the compression load was applied to the face with nominal area of 225 x 

75 instead of  225x105 according to Hong Kong requirements; Source: Poon et al (2002) 

 

Limbachiya et al., (2004) examined the performance of Portland-cement concrete produced 

with coarse recycled and natural aggregates. Effects of up to 100% coarse recycled concrete 

aggregates in concrete production were assessed for suitability for use in a series of 

designated application. Recycled coarse aggregates were sourced from laboratory cast 

concrete, airport pavement, rejected structural precast element, and demolished concrete. The 

recycled coarse aggregates (RCA) samples were produced in a single size fraction (20-5 mm) 

using commercial plant for the production of crushed-rock aggregate, comprising primary jaw 

and secondary cone crushers and screens. Natural gravel (max. of 20 mm size) and natural 

sand was used as fine aggregates. Mix proportions for RCA concrete is given in Table 2.4. 

Their results showed that up to 30% coarse RCA can be used without any modification in the 

mix design, in concrete construction with performance similar to natural aggregate concrete. 

This suggests that a method of mix proportion used by Limbachiya et al., (2004) takes into 

account the effect of RCA content on concrete strength and can be integrated into existed 

concrete mix design procedures and production techniques. However the proposed 

methodology will give initial proportions for trial mix purpose only. So, particular 

adjustments for individual material characteristics and proportions will have to be established 

through trial mix. 
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Table 2.4 Mix proportions for RCA concrete (w/c=0.60) 

Coarse 

RCA 

content, % 

Mix proportions, kg/m
3
 

PC Free water Aggregates 

coarse Fine 

RCA NA 

0 310 185 0 1200 650 

20 310 185 240 960 650 

30 310 185 360 840 645 

50 310 185 590 590 640 

100 310 185 1270 0 625 

Source: Limbachiya et al., (2004); RCA = recycled coarse aggregates; NA=natural coarse aggregates 
 

Soutsos et al., (2004) investigated the potential for using construction and demolition waste as 

aggregates to manufacture precast concrete blocks at Liverpool, UK. They carried out a 

market research study to determine the economic viability of using C&D waste derived 

aggregates in the production of concrete building blocks. Concrete and masonry derived 

aggregates that were obtained from DSM Demolition limited (ltd) and then crushed by W F 

Doyle ltd were used in block production. Cement used was Rapid Hardening Portland cement. 

Other materials used included pulverized fuel ash (pfa) and ground granulated blast-furnace 

slag (ggbs) as cement replacements in order to maximize the use of recycled waste products. 

The manufacturing process used in factories for large-scale production involves a ‘vibro-

compaction’ casting procedure which was replicated in laboratory scale. A dry concrete mix 

with a low cement content (about 100 kg/m
3
) used. Soutsos et al., (2004) found that the coarse 

fraction of the aggregate can be replaced not more than 20% with masonry-derived aggregates 

without significantly affecting the desired compressive strength of 7 N/mm
2
 (a targeted one) 

as shown in Figure 2.4. Furthermore, results showed that in order to maintain the strength at 7 

N/mm
2 

when coarse quarried aggregates are replaced by masonry aggregates, the excess 

amount of cement up to 70% is required, which consequently, not only adds to the cost of the 

block production but also imposes threats to the ecosystem (environment).   

 

 
Figure 2.4 Compressive strength as affected by replacement of coarse fraction of limestone aggregates with 

masonry-derived aggregates (Source: Soutsos et al., 2004) 

 

Kartam et al., (2004) reported that the generation of C&D waste will continue because no 

country neither live in a waste free condition nor construction activities reach a zero waste-

status. In addition, Kartam et al., (2004) reported in Kuwait that the recycled aggregates used 
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for reinforced concrete work is approximately 5%, 50% for plain concrete, and 100% for road 

works and backfilling. These results show that a large amounts of recycled aggregates are 

used for road construction followed by plain concrete works and lastly reinforced concrete 

works. However, they did not mention the use of plain concrete works which should be for 

casting beams, slabs, concrete blocks, panel walls etc. Based on Kartam et al., (2004) study, it 

was assumed that the plain concrete represents concrete blocks production. For this case, it 

was assumed 50% of recycled aggregates were used for concrete blocks production in 

Kuwait. Also 50% represent the recycled aggregates portion to the total amount of aggregates 

used in concrete mix. However, it is not yet known how much recycled aggregates can be 

used for concrete blocks production; this work addresses this issue in Tanzania; this is part of 

this thesis. Kartam et al., (2004) reported also that in a market economy, the choice between 

recycled and natural materials depends upon costs and quality. On the other hand, many 

standards and guidelines regard recycled materials as inferior in quality when compared to 

virgin materials (Lave et al., 1994), taking Tanzania as a case study, there are no standards for 

recycled products. So, this research adopted available standards which were developed for 

material extracted from natural sources e.g., TZS 283:2002(E) to be used for the recycled 

products in Tanzania.  

 

Poon and Chan (2006) investigated the feasibility of blending of recycled concrete aggregate 

and crushed clay brick as coarse and fine aggregates in production of paving bocks in order to 

provide a viable option for the use of crushed clay brick derived from C&D waste in Hong 

Kong. Materials used were including cementitious materials (Ordinary Portland cement and 

fly ash), recycled concrete aggregate (RCA), recycled clay bricks (CB) and water. In paving 

block production, a portion of recycled concrete aggregate was replaced by crushed clay brick 

by 0%, 25%, 50% and 75%. Two series of mixture were prepared as shown in Table 2.5. 

Their results indicated that the incorporation of crushed clay brick reduced the density, 

compressive strength and tensile strength of the paving blocks. Water absorption of the 

resulting paving blocks were higher than that of the paving blocks that did not incorporate 

crushed clay brick. Although it was found that crushed clay brick impaired the quality of the 

resulting paving blocks to a certain extent, the paving blocks using 50% crushed clay brick 

met the minimum requirements specified by AS/NZS 4455 and ETWB of Hong Kong (Grade 

B) for pedestrian areas and 25% crushed clay brick satisfied the compressive strength 

requirement for paving blocks (Grade B) prescribed by ETWB of Hong Kong for trafficked 

area. 
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Table 2.5 Mix ratios for paving blocks production from recycled concrete and crushed clay aggregates 

Series 

No. 

Materials 

used 

Mixing 

ratio (by 

weight) 

Added  

water 

(kg) 

Target 

fc at 28 

days 

(MPa) 

fc at 28 

days 

(MPa) 

Density 

(kg/m3) 

Water 

Absor. 

(%) 

Remarks 

Mix 

Series  

i 

Cement:fine 

aggr:coarse 

aggr 

1:3.6:1.2 Ranged 

from  

0.59 to 

0.96 

≥30 62.6 to 

24.6 

2294 to 

2070 

6.9 to 

17.4 

4 mixtures 

were prepared 

for producing 

paving blocks 

with 

replacement of 

0%, 25%, 50% 

and 75%. It 

was found that 

50% crushed 

clay brick 

replacement 

met the 

minimum 

requirements 

for pedestrian 

areas, and 25% 

for trafficked 

area 

Mix 

Series 

ii 

Cement:fly 

ash:fine 

aggr:coarse 

aggr 

1:0.7:3.1:

1.0 

Ranged 

from 

0.62 to 

1.00 

≥45 74.3 to 

39.2 

2278 to 

2071 

4.5 to 

11.4 

Source: Poon et al (2006); fc= compressive strength; aggr=aggregates; Water Absor= Water Absorption 
 

Evangelista and Brito (2007) conducted the study on the use fine recycled concrete aggregates 

as partial or global replacements of natural fine aggregates in the production of structural 

concrete. The experiment was carried out to monitor the mechanical behavior of such 

concrete. The fine recycled concrete aggregates were obtained from an original concrete of 

standard composition and properties, which was made in laboratorial conditions, solely for the 

purpose of being crushed afterwards. After, 35
th

 day, the concrete was crushed by jaw crusher 

and then the mechanical sieving was used to separate the aggregates fractions, and only the 

fractions between 0.075 mm and 1.19 mm were used. The natural fine (sand) aggregates had 

the same sizes (i.e. 0.075-1.19 mm). Different mix compositions were designed with a 

common target slump of 80±10 mm. The mix design was primarily conceived for the 

reference concrete, made only of natural aggregates. It was then adapted for the remaining 

mixes, taking into account the different water/cement ratios, expected to increase along with 

the recycled aggregates replacement ratio. It was expected that the replacement of fine natural 

aggregates (FNA) with the correspondent fine recycled aggregates would cause a large 

increase in the w/c ratio. In order to keep it at an acceptable level (below 0.45 since for a 

100% replacement ratio, existing literature predicted a huge increase in the water content 

necessary to keep the workability of the mix constant), a modified carboxylate based 

superplasticizer (1.3% by weight of cement) was used. Other materials used were CEM I 

42.5R Portland cement (380 kg/m
3
) and crushed limestone coarse aggregates. Evangelista and 

Brito concluded that it is viable to produce concrete made with fine recycled concrete 

aggregates suitable for structural concrete, considering that the compressive strength does not 

seem to be affected by the fine aggregate replacement ratio, at least for up to 30% 

replacement ratio and the strength levels considered in their study. 

 

Poon and Lam (2008) study aimed to quantify the effects of aggregate to cement (A/C) ratio 

and aggregate properties on the properties of the blocks prepared with recycled materials such 

as recycled crushed aggregate (RCA) and recycled crushed glass (RCG). The study was 

divided into two parts:   
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 To determine  the effects of A/C ratios on the properties of blocks prepared with 

different types of aggregates. 

 

 To evaluate the influences of combinations of aggregates on properties of blocks. 

 

Materials used in the study were OPC, natural crushed aggregate (NCA), RCA, RCG and 

water. The maximum size of all the aggregates was less than 5 mm. It appears that Poon and 

Lam (2008) study used only fine aggregates to produce what they called concrete blocks. Mix 

proportions for two parts of the research project are indicated in Table 2.6. 

 
Table 2.6 Mix proportions for concrete blocks production from natural, recycled concrete and glass aggregates 

Series 

No. 

Materials 

used 

Mixing 

ratio (by 

weight) 

Added  

water 

(kg) 

Target  

fc at 28 

days 

(MPa) 

fc at 28 

days 

(MPa) 

Density, 

(kg/m3) 

Water 

Absorp. 

(%) 

Remarks 

Part I: the effects of A/C ratios on the properties of blocks prepared with different types of aggregates 

Mix 

Series 

i 

Cem:NCA 1:(3 to 6) Ranged 

from  

0.27 to 

0.53 

 

 

 

≥45 

85.8 to 

50.0 

2371 to 

2329 

2.9 to 5.2 3 mixtures 

were prepared 

by varying 

A/C ratio 

 Mix 

Series 

ii 

Cem:RCG 1:(3 to 6) Ranged 

from  

0.27 to 

0.53 

78.0 to 

39.1 

2279 to 

2174 

4.2 to 2.3 

Mix 

Series 

iii 

Cem:RCA 1:(3 to 

13) 

Ranged 

from  

0.32 to 

1.11 

77.7 to 

12.6 

2288 to 

2120 

4.1 to 

12.0 

5 mixtures 

were prepared 

by varying 

A/C ratio 

Part II: the influences of the combinations of aggregates on the properties of blocks 

Mix 

Series 

iv 

Cem:NCA:

RCG 

1:(1.5 to 

3.0):(1.5 

to 3.0) 

Ranged 

from  

0.29 to 

0.50 

 

 

 

≥45 

73.9 to 

40.0 

2250 to 

2169 

3.2 to 5.4 3 mixtures 

were prepared 

with 

replacement of 

25%, 50% and 

75% 

 

Mix 

Series 

v 

Cem:NCA:

RCA 

1:(3.0 to 

1.0):(1.0 

to 3.0) 

Ranged 

from  

0.38 to 

0.36 

67.4 to 

63.5 

2323 to 

2285 

3.5 to 5.1 

Mix 

Series 

vi 

Cem:RCG:

RCA 

1:(3.0 to 

1.0):(1.0 

to 3.0) 

Ranged 

from  

0.36 to 

0.34 

57.4 to 

60.1 

2270 to 

2275 

3.3 to 4.7 

fc= compressive strength; natural crushed aggregate (NCA); recycled crushed aggregate (RCA); and recycled 

crushed glass (RCG); Cem = cement. Source: Poon et al., (2008) 

 

Poon et al., (2009) conducted a laboratory study to explore the feasibility of using the inert 

portion of sorted construction waste (low grade recycled aggregates) for concrete block 

production. The materials used were cement (ASTM Type 1 Portland cement), recycled 

aggregates sourced from a sorting facility in Hong Kong which used both coarse and fine 

aggregates, and water. In mix proportioning, a total of three series of concrete block mixes 

were prepared.  

 

 Series A, the blocks were produced by using recycled aggregate (RCAI) as coarse 

aggregates and fine aggregate (i.e., crushed fine stone, CFS) was replaced by 0%, 

25%, 50%, 75% and 100% with recycled fine aggregates(RFA). The aggregate-to-

cement (A-to-C) ratio used was 10:1.  
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 Series B, 100% RCA and 100% RFA were used while aggregate-to-cement ratio were 

8:1, 10:1, 12:1 

 

 Series C, A-to-C ratio of 12:1 was used, and 100% RCA while, RFA was varied.  

 

The mix proportions of the blocks for above series and the quality of their concrete blocks 

product are shown in Table 2.7. 
 

Table 2.7 Mix proportions for concrete block production from low grade recycled concrete 

Series 

No. 

Materials 

used 

Mixing 

ratio (by 

weight) 

Added  

water 

(kg) 

Target 

fc at 28 

days 

(MPa) 

fc at 28 

days 

(MPa) 

Density 

(kg/m
3
) 

Remarks 

Mix 

Series 

A 

Cement:fine 

aggr:coarse 

aggr 

1:6.5:3.5 
N

o
t 

m
en

ti
o

n
ed

 

N
o

t 
sp

ec
if

ie
d

 

42 to 26 2310 to 

2155 

5 mixtures were 

prepared for 

producing concrete 

blocks with 

replacement of 0%, 

25%, 50%, 75% and 

100% 

Mix 

Series 

B 

Cement:fine 

aggr:coarse 

aggr 

1:(2.8 to 

4.2):(5.2 

to 7.8) 

38 to 28  2125 to 

2130 

3 mixtures were 

prepared for 

producing concrete 

blocks with 

variation of cement-

to- aggregate by 1:8; 

1:10 and 1:12 

Mix 

Series 

C 

Cement:fine 

aggr:coarse 

aggr 

1:7.8:4.2 24 to 29 2297 to 

2155 

3 mixtures were 

prepared for 

producing concrete 

blocks by using 

A/C=12 with fine 

aggregate 

replacement of 0%, 

50% and 100% 

Source: Poon et al., (2009); fc= compressive strength; agg=aggregates 
 

Poon et al., (2009) further reported that with the same A/C ratio and fine aggregate 

replacement level, blocks prepared with RFAII performed better than that of RFAI due to the 

lower soil content in RFAII. The results showed that the soil content in the recycled fine 

aggregate was an important factor in affecting the properties of the blocks produced and the 

mechanical strength decreased with increasing low grade recycled fine aggregate content. But 

the higher soil content in the recycled aggregates reduced the reduction of compressive 

strength of the blocks after exposure to high temperature (i.e., 800 
0
C) due probably to the 

formation of a new crystalline phase. Furthermore, results showed that the low grade recycled 

aggregates obtained from the construction waste sorting facility had potential to be used as 

aggregates for making non-structural pre-cast concrete blocks with the optimal percentage 

that can be used to replace natural fine aggregates at 50%. 

 

These studies show that efforts have been made to recycle the C&D waste into building 

material particularly concrete products in different places especially in developed countries. 

Recall, in developing countries, such as Tanzania, the C&D waste is still regarded as waste to 

be dumped or thrown elsewhere, despite its recycling potential (EU Commission, 2000; 

Hansen, 1992; Masood, et al., 2002). Knowledge on recycling concrete/masonry rubble into 
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building materials is still limited in developing countries like Tanzania that have limited funds 

and technology. This study aimed at investigating the possibility of recycling the C&D waste 

(mainly cementitious rubble) into concrete blocks as a material for building construction in 

Tanzania instead of throwing it away or using it for low-grade applications like infilling 

potholes or foundation backfilling. The rubble from construction and demolition buildings 

was collected and processed to get fine and coarse aggregates, which were used in production 

of concrete blocks. Concrete blocks from recycled aggregates were required to have a load 

bearing capacity that meet the (local) building material standards and specifications. 

2.7 Use of sisal fiber in concrete (block) production 

This section presents the results from previous studies on using sisal fibers in concrete 

production. The knowledge obtained through literature survey was used to plan the best use of 

the sisal fibers in concrete blocks production from recycled C&D waste. The previous 

research surveyed include Mwamila (1985), Savastano and Agopyan (1999), Bisanda (2000), 

Prabakar and Sridhar (2002), Savastrano et al., (2003), Li et al., (2005), and Toledo Filho et 

al., (2009) as presented hereunder. 

  

Mwamila (1985) reported a study on possibility of partially or whole replacing steel as 

reinforcement of simple structural elements by using natural twines to improve the flexural 

performance of beam specimens. Performance of beam specimens under static, repeated, and 

sustained loadings was assessed by considering the occurrence of first crack, crack growth 

and propagation, subsequent cracking and ultimate strength. The performance of beam 

specimens, reinforced with twines alone has the following deficiencies:  

 

 large reduction in strength capacity accompanying crack formations, 

 high deformations under repeated or sustained loading, and 

 deterioration of the natural reinforcing twines in moisture and moist cementitious 

atmosphere 

 

In order to improve the efficiency of aggregate contribution and the bond between the 

reinforcing twines and the concrete matrix, the principles of the mechanisms adopted 

included:  

 

 use of short fibers uniformly dispersed into the matrix, 

 use of small proportions of high-modulus reinforcing materials. 

The size of the beam specimens used was 100 × 120 × 800 [mm] with mix proportions of 

1:2:0.5  (i.e., ordinary Portland cement:sand:water). The sisal fiber length of 35-40 mm long 

was used to improve the performance of the reinforced specimens. The incorporation of short 

fibers helps to supplement the interlock and bridging action of the aggregate thus yielding a 

higher tension toughness effect. The crack formation was also smooth and the  propagation 

gradual and steady. Mwamila (1985) found that: 

 

 The concrete beams reinforced with sisal twines under flexural load show poor 

cracking behavior, develop wide cracks and suffer significant strength losses upon 

each crack occurrence.  

 

 The use of short sisal fibers to supplement the twines improves the tension toughness 

and, through bond enhancement and stress redistribution, improves the tension 
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stiffening effect of the composite matrix. As a result the cracks formed can be smaller, 

the deformations under repeated and sustained load can be significantly reduced. 

 

 The use of small proportions of mild steel to complement the twines yield improved 

performance properties by imparting increased flexural stiffness to the beams and 

eliminating the strength losses upon cracking. 

Savastano and Agopyan (1999) analyzed basic characteristics of the transition zone between 

Portland cement paste and porous vegetable fibers of malva, sisal and coir in comparison with 

mineral fiber of chrysolite asbestos and polypropylene. Their effect on water/cement ratio was 

evaluated also. Used fibers length varied from 15 to 30 mm and used for random distribution 

in the matrix. It was found that part of water is absorbed by the fibers and so, it may affects 

water: cement ratio in the matrix. This water absorption condition could be attributed by the 

dryness of the fibers due to the fact that fibers were oven dried at 60 degrees Celcius (
0
C) 

before use. The absorption condition couldn’t portray the effect of the vegetable fiber, for 

example, sisal into water: cement ratio. The composite matrix consisted only of Portland 

cement paste by applying the water: cement ratios of 0.30, 0.38, and 0.46 at age of 7, 28, 90, 

180 days were produced. The fiber volume of 4 percent for the vegetables fibers and 1 percent 

for polypropylene and asbestos fibers were added. The composite was mixed in an ordinary 

mortar pan mixer, casted on a vibrating table and cured in wet chamber until the date of test. 

Savastano and Agopyan findings depicted that excessive porosity of the vegetable fibers 

contributes to the inferior macro structural performance of the composites. Also, great 

shrinkage of fibers results to debonding from the matrix.  Main effect of debonding is that the 

low energy applied during mechanical test and consequently gives low value of mechanical 

energy.  

 

Bisanda (2000) assessed the effect of alkali treatment of the physical and mechanical behavior 

of the sisal-epoxy composites. Sisal fibers were supplied by Tanzania Sisal Authority. Sisal 

fibers were treated by using Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution. The treatment was done 

because the surface of sisal fiber has a layer of cuticle and waxy substances on its surface, 

which prevents direct contact between the fiber and the matrix. The bonding is poor and 

smooth surface renders low surface tension and low work of adhesion. Alkali treatment was 

assumed to remove that layer and results in increasing chemical bonding, more rigid 

composites with lower porosity and hence higher density and strength. An epoxy system, 

Araldite LY 1927GB resins and Araldite HY 1927GB hardener was supplied by Ciba Geigy, 

UK. A formulation of 100 parts of resin by weight to 36 parts of hardener was used. A 

composite was produced by hydraulic press in a steel mold with diameter of 12.7 mm. Then 

composite was cured by heating up to 100 
0
C for 24 hours. The entire sisal-epoxy composite 

was molded under similar conditions of pressure and processing temperatures. Composite 

specimens were prepared using untreated and treated in alkali fibers. Bisanda (2000) found 

that the treatment of sisal with NaOH improves its wetting ability, reduces porosity and thus, 

increases strength and water resistance of the composite. 

 

Prabakar and Sridhar (2002) studied on improvement of load bearing capacity of soil, which 

is weak/soft and is susceptible to differential settlements, poor shear strength and high 

compressibility by using sisal fiber. Authors identified different available natural materials 

that can be used as soil reinforcement material to improve certain engineering properties of 

soil which include jute, coir, sisal fiber, bamboo, wood, palm leaf, coconut leaf truck, coir 

dust, cotton and grass. Sisal fiber was selected. The sisal fiber was selected because of its cost 

effectiveness, easy friendly environmental nature, bulk availability and adaptability however, 
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since it is a natural fiber, it is also reproducible and biodegradable. Also, it can be used in the 

form of (a) simple fiber, (b) geotextile, and (c) geosynthetics (after being given chemical-

thermal treatment). In Prabakar and Sridhar’s (2002) study, sisal fiber was randomly included 

in to the soil at four different percentages of fiber content such that 0.25%, 0.5%, 0.75%, and 

1% by weight of raw soil. The fiber was used in different lengths such that 10, 15, 20 and 25 

[mm] long. The study investigated the effect of length a quantity of fiber on compaction, 

strength and swelling of the soil. Prabakar and Sridhar (2000) found that dry density decreases 

with increase in fiber length. The decrease for density with increase of length of fibers implies 

that density of composite can be increase by reducing the length of fibers. Also, it was found 

that for any particular fiber length, an increase in fiber content causes a reduction in dry 

density. Cohesion value is increased with increase in fiber content up to 0.75%, but beyond 

that it got reduced. Based on Prabakar and Sridhar (2000) findings, is it possible sisal fibers to 

be applied in recycled aggregates from C&D waste and also for improving the compressive 

strength of the recycled concrete product? This question remained unanswered but it is in line 

with this thesis. 

 

Savastrano et al., (2003) undertook a study to evaluate the production of thin alternative fiber-

cement elements by the Hatschek process for use in low-cost housing. Three different types 

Brazilian fibrous residue were selected on basis of their availability and relatively low levels 

of contamination: waste Eucalyptus grandis kraft pulp; sisal (Agave sisalana); and banana 

(Musa cavandishii) fibers. Other materials used included granulated blast furnace slag (BFS) 

and Ordinary Portland cement (OPC). The banana and sisal fibers were chemi-

thermomechanical treated and chopped to the length of 30 mm long. Cement composite 

measuring 125 x 125 [mm] were prepared in the laboratory which reinforced with 4 percent, 8 

percent and 12 percent by mass of the various pulps by using a slurry vacuum de-watering 

process, then pressed and cured for 28 days. The authors found that by products from 

agriculture or the study making industry were suitable as reinforcement for fiber cements 

based on clinker-free binders and produced by a slurry vacuum de-watering method. 

However, the large amount of vegetable fibers employed (up to 12% by mass of the 

composite) produced low values of module of rapture (MOR) and high water absorption 

(WA). The reductions could be attributed by matrix carbonation followed by leaching and 

progressive micro-cracking. 

 

Li et al., (2005) study was on sisal fiber reinforced composite in connection with the effects 

of fiber surface treatment on their fracture-mechanical properties. Two fiber surface treatment 

methods were applied: chemical coupling based on silane and oxidation (based on 

permanganate and dicumyl peroxide), together with untreated sisal fiber composites were 

used to set up different levels of interface bonding strength. Tensile and flexural impact 

properties of both treated and untreated sisal fiber reinforced composites were tested. The test 

results showed that fiber surface treatment could improve interfacial bonding properties 

between sisal fiber and vinyl-ester resin, and untreated sisal textile composites have higher 

impact energy absorption. The better bonding at the fiber-matrix interface of the 

permanganate and silane treated sisal textile composites make them more brittle with little 

delamination and very little fiber pull-out. Untreated sisal fibers were used in this study. 

 

According to Toledo Filho et al., (2009), vegetable fiber-cement composites undergo an aging 

process in humid environments in which they may suffer a reduction in post-cracking strength 

and toughness. Such durability problem is associated with an increase in fiber fracture and 

decrease in fibers pull-out due to a combination of weakening of fibers by alkali attack, fiber 

mineralization, due to migration of hydration products to lumens and to the middle lamella, 
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and volume variation in these fibers due to higher water absorption. The approach used by 

Toledo Filho et al., (2009) study in order to improve the durability performance of Portland 

cement based composite incorporated sisal fiber was to produce a matrix completely free of 

calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2). The sisal fibers were used as a micro-reinforcement in the 

composite production. The mortar matrix used in their study had a mix ratio of 1:1:0.4 

(cementitious materials:sand:water by weight) which was prepared using bench-mounted 

mechanical mixer of 20 liters capacity. The dry materials were mixed for more than 30 

seconds, then added superplasticizer which was diluted in water, and slowly poured in the 

running mixer and then mixed for 3 min. The mortar mix was placed in a steel mold, one 

layer at a time, followed by one layer of long unidirectional aligned fibers (up to five layers) 

and vibration resulting in a sisal fiber volume fraction of 10%. After casting the composites 

were compressed at 3 MPa during 5 min. The specimens were covered in their molds for 24 h 

and after that time, they were demolded and fog cured for 28 days in a curing chamber with 

100% RH. The findings showed that the use of 50% of calcined clay as partial cement 

replacement is resulted in a CH-free matrix that promoted an adequate environment for sisal 

fiber reinforcement. No sisal fibers degradation was observed when used as reinforcement in 

the CH-free matrix. This fact indicates that the fibers didn’t suffer during the process of 

mineralization when used as reinforcement in the CH-free matrix. However, fibers lost their 

strength and flexibility due to the attack by calcium hydroxide. The results indicated that the 

newly developed CH-free matrix avoided the fiber embrittlement process keeping the 

toughness in time even after 100 cycles of wetting and drying. Further information learnt from 

Toledo Filho et al., (2009) study is as follows: 

 

 Characteristics of sisal fibers: Sisal fibers are extracted from sisal plant leaves in a 

form of long fiber. Each leave contains approximately 700-1400 fiber bundles with a 

length of 0.5 to 1.0 [m] in which occupies almost 4% of sisal leaf weight. Chemically 

it is composed of cellulose (70%), hemicelluloses (12%), lignin (10%) and small 

amount of pectin, waxes and fat. The sisal fibers degraded in PC matrices. The 

possible causes of the degradation of sisal fibers in the alkaline solutions are 

associated with two different mechanisms. One is chemical decomposition of lignin 

and hemicelluloses in the middle lamella which breaks the link between the individual 

fibers and then its reinforcement capacity which takes place at high temperature of 

75
o
C. Other possibility is the crystallization of lime in lumen, walls of the individual 

fibers and middle lamellae leading to a decrease in the technical fiber flexibility and 

strength. 

 Hydration of cementitious  materials: Cement hydration reaction (cement + water = 

hydrates + calcium hydroxide + heat) is the combination of hydration reactions that 

takes place when the cement matrix is becoming mature. For Portland cement 

hydration, the main reactions are based on the mineral compounds of the clinker as 

shown in Equations 2.1-2.5. 

heatCa(OH)3.1O.HCaO.SiO7.1OH3.13CaO.SiO 22222    2.1 

heatCa(OH)3.0O.HCaO.SiO7.1OH3.02CaO.SiO
22222
   2.2 

heatO.26H(OH))(SOAlCaOH26O)(HCaSO3O3CaO.Al 2123426222332    2.3 

heat(OH)FeCa(OH)O26H(OH))(SOAlCaOH21O)(HCaSO3O.FeO4CaO.Al
322212342622233232
  2.4 
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heat(OH)FeCa(OH)O).14H(SOOAlCa3OH7O26H(OH))(SOAlCa
O.FeO4CaO.Al

O3CaO.Al
3222462422123422

3232

32






 2.5 

In Neville (1995), it reported that Ca(OH)2 that was liberated by the hydrolysis of C3S 

is retarding the hydration of C3A by reacting with C3A  and water to form C4AF. The 

C4AF forms a protective coating on the surface of unhydrated grains of C3A. In fact, 

Ca(OH)2 is slowing down the rate of hydration of C3A by decreasing the concentration 

of aluminate ions in the solution. Since as the hydration continuing, the Ca(OH)2  

merge into a large deposit, so that the re-hydrate/consumption of Ca(OH)2 into 

calcium silicate hydrate is vital. To leave it unattended will react with alkalis (e.g. Na, 

K) present in cement to form carbonates (CaCO3). Such carbonate precipitates and 

induces a rigidity of the paste within a few minutes of mixing with water (Neville, 

1995). To deal with this problem, Toledo Filho et al., (2009) suggested that materials 

rich with SiO2 can be added like minerals. The mineral additions strongly influence 

hydration of cementitious material. For example, if pozzolans are added to cement, 

say, it is mainly composed of silica oxide, it reacts with calcium hydroxide forming C-

S-H in an exothermic reaction as it indicated in Equation 2.6 (Toledo Filho et al, 

2009). This hydration mechanism (Equation 2.6) indicates that deposited calcium 

hydroxide (Ca(OH)2) can react further by silicon oxide to form calcium silicate 

hydrates (C-S-H) that eventually improves the hardening process as well as increases 

the strength (Toledo Filho et al, 2009).  

  
heatO.2HCaO.SiOOHCa(OH)SiO

22222
  2.6 

It can be concluded that many previous researchers worked on sisal fiber applications in both 

developing and developed countries including Tanzania. However, most of them focused on 

beam, soil and composite reinforcement and all focused on tension. Mwamila’s study, for 

example, was carried out in Tanzania and focus was on beam reinforcements. Also aggregates 

used in the previous studies were traditional extracted from natural resources like soil and 

natural (virgin) aggregates. This indicates that knowledge on uses of sisal fibers on improving 

compression strength to building materials like concrete blocks especially those recycled from 

construction and demolition waste (C&D) is still limited. This research work aimed at 

investigating the extent to which the sisal fibers can be applied in concrete mix and their 

effects on the production of concrete blocks that recycled from C&D waste in order to meet 

structural (i.e. compressive strength) and durability (i.e. water absorption ratio) requirements 

according to Tanzanian standards. Furthermore, the reaction mechanism presented in 

Equation 2.6 suggests that there is a possibility of using additives that can hydrate calcium 

hydroxide during hydration process and results to improve strength. Based on that 

mechanism, sisal fiber (as indigenous and natural admixture) and MegaFlow P4 (imported 

and manufactured) additives were used as additives to investigate if they can improve strength 

of the concrete block to be produced from C&D waste in Tanzania.  

2.8 Tanzanian construction industry 

2.8.1 Construction industry   

Construction industry is defined differently by various entities (URT 2003; UN Ecosoc, 

1988). For example, URT (2003) defined construction industry as a sector of the economy 

that transforms various resources into constructed physical, economic, and social 

infrastructure necessary for socio-economic development. It embraces the process by which 

the said physical infrastructure are planned, designed, procured, constructed or produced, 
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altered, repaired, maintained, and demolished. Since this study deals with recycling of C&D 

waste into building material (material level), construction industry can be defined as a sector 

that embraces processes that transform waste derived from construction and demolition 

activities into valuable material that can be used into building construction in order to meet 

social, economic, and environmental expectation for sustainable construction. The industry 

comprises of organizations and persons who include companies, firms, and individuals 

working as consultants, main contractors, and sub-contractors, material and component 

producers, plants and equipment suppliers, builders and merchants (URT 2003).  

2.8.2 Socio-economic activities in Tanzania  

Tanzania is a developing country located in East Africa within the tropical belt, officially 

named as the United Republic of Tanzania. The country is made up by 30 administrative 

regions with approximately 45 million inhabitants (URT, 2013). Tanzanian population is 

mainly rural because about 80% of the population live in the rural area (URT, 2003), 

however, at present Tanzania is one of the most rapidly urbanizing countries in Africa 

(Egmond, 1999). This observation supported by Boyle (2012) who reported that Dar es 

Salaam, the de facto commercial city of Tanzania is the 4
th

 fastest growing city in the world. 

According to Egmond (1999), cities like Dar es Salaam are overcrowded, un-employment is 

high, most houses are in a poor condition and the levels of infrastructure and basic facilities 

are low. Tanzania is facing the problem of producing poor building material products in both 

qualitatively and quantitatively due to lack of managerial and technical skills, lack of capital, 

tools, and equipment (Egmond, 1999). These problems may negatively affect efforts recycling 

of C&D waste into new building material in Tanzania. 

 

Socio-economic activities in Tanzania are mainly agriculture, hunting, forestry, fishing, 

industry, construction, and services (URT, 2009). Others include education, health, housing, 

infrastructure, production, and technology development (Egmond, 1999). Economically, 

Tanzania falls in the category of Low-income countries with annual gross national income 

(GNI)/capita of less than US$ 1025 (World Bank, 2013)
5
. This economic situation makes the 

implementation of development programs a challenge, since financial resources are limited 

(Egmond, 1999). According to Egmond (1999), this setting becomes visible in the poor 

housing situation of particularly the lower income households in Tanzania despite of the rapid 

growth of urbanization. Dar es Salaam city for example, which is a 4
th

 fastest growing city in 

the world, its growth is not only in terms of population but also in the developmental activities 

including construction sector particularly housing. This condition indicates that the need for 

housing in Tanzania especially in Dar es Salaam region is a remarkable. The condition puts 

pressure on the availability of building materials in the construction industry. The major 

building materials used in residential and small industrial buildings in Tanzania are concrete 

and sandcrete blocks (Egmond, 2000). Moreover, Concrete blocks are gaining importance in 

developing countries (GTZ 1991; Kaosol, 2010). For instance, in the UK, about 70% of 

building and civil engineering projects use aggregate concrete blocks (CBA, 2010). This 

indicates that there is globally a rather high demand for concrete blocks as a building material, 

in the construction industry.   

2.8.3 C&D waste generation and use in Tanzania  

The demand for construction materials increases daily all over the world. The construction 

industry accounts directly and indirectly for nearly 40 percent of the material flow entering 

the world economy (Roodman and Lenssen, 1995) and, in developing countries, for around 

                                                 
5 http://data.worldbank.org/country/tanzania 

http://data.worldbank.org/country/tanzania
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50% of the total energy consumption (Levin, 1997; Bonini and Hanna, 1997). Tanzania faces 

exhibits the same pattern. The demand for aggregates in Tanzania for example was about 60 

million tons in 1997 (Woodbridge, 1997), equivalent to 2 tons per year per capita. It is 

estimated that the demand for aggregates – such as is are used in building blocks in Tanzania–

might almost triple from the currently estimated 87.4 million tons in 2009 to 219.0 million 

tons in 2050 (PRB, 2009, WBCSD, 2009). Furthermore, it is projected that by 2050, 75 

percent of the total Tanzanian population will live urban areas (PRB, 2009).  

 

The share of locally available raw materials used to produce building materials in Tanzania is 

about 47 percent of the required amount (NCC, 1992); the rest is imported thereby putting 

quite some strains on the country’s economic situation. Importation of building materials is 

even encouraged by the Tanzanian Government, given the fact that there is a deficit of 

materials like cement. The importation of materials reveals that there is a shortage of building 

materials in Tanzania. An increased use of local resources and a disproportionate situation 

between future supply and demand of local building materials will result in decline of 

available natural resources due to expansion of the construction industry in Tanzania 

(Mufuruki, et al., 2007; Sabai, et al., 2009). 

 

In addition to the aforementioned concerns, the construction industry is also a wasteful sector 

both in terms of exploitation of natural resources as well as in terms of release of Construction 

and Demolition (C&D) waste and pollutants into the environment (Ekanayake and Ofori, 

2000; Macozoma, 2002). The construction industry is responsible for 12-16 percent of fresh 

water consumption; 25 percent of wood harvested exploitation; 30-40 percent of energy 

consumption; 40-47 percent of virgin material extraction; 20-30 percent of greenhouse gas 

emissions; 35-44 percent of the total waste stream (NCC, 1992, McDonald, 1996; Dolan, et 

al., 1999; Ekanayake and Ofori, 2000; Macozoma, 2002; Lichtenberg, 2006). It is also 

estimated that every 1 kilogram (kg) of cement production releases 1 kg of CO2 emission 

(Mora, 2007). Construction and Demolition (C&D) waste constitutes a major portion of total 

solid waste production in the world. It is reported that 10 – 15 percent of purchased building 

materials end up as waste before delivery (Bossink and Brouwers, 1996; Macozoma, 2002). 

In the USA, the C&D waste accounts for 40 percent of the municipal solid waste stream 

(Dolan, et al., 1999). Generally, the construction and demolition (C&D) waste constitutes 

about 40-50 percent of total waste generated worldwide (McDonald, 1996; Dolan, et al., 

1999; Macozoma, 2002; Oikonomou, 2005). Such generated amount of C&D waste could be 

estimated from normal construction and demolition activities. Recent evidence shows that 

natural disasters like earthquakes (Italy in 2009, Haiti in 2010, Chile in 2010, New Zealand in 

2011 and Japan in 2011), avalanches, and tornadoes are increasing. The increase of natural 

disasters was reported also by Chan et al., (2000). On other hand, man-made disasters like 

wars, bombing, and structural failures are also often reported in different areas including 

Tanzania. Natural and man-made disasters contribute to generate more C&D waste. Tanzania 

is vulnerable to such disasters like the bomb blasts that occurred at Mbagala (2009) and 

Gongolamboto (2011) in Dar es Salaam, which left hundreds of houses demolished including 

losses of human life and casualties. At the same time, new buildings are needed to reduce 

housing problems whereby building materials are extracted from natural resources (Lowton, 

1997). Such construction activities also result in generation of C&D waste. Disasters and new 

construction activities indicate that the C&D waste generation in Tanzania is likely to be high 

too. It equally reveals that the construction industry will continue to be a wasteful sector. 

 

Construction and demolition (C&D) waste generation in Tanzania like other countries in the 

world is composed of materials used to build the building, which include masonry, concrete, 
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wood, metal, and plastic wastes. The composition of C&D waste (by weight) in Western 

Europe for example is composed of masonry (45%), concrete (40%), wood (8%), metal (4%) 

and plastic (3%) (Golton, 1997). Based on this composition, it shows that C&D waste 

composed mainly with cementitious rubble that constitutes masonry and concrete rubble of 

about 85 percent. Since in Tanzania, waste such as wood, metal (e.g. scraper), and plastics are 

currently recycled except cementitious rubble that constitutes masonry and concrete rubble 

(Sabai, et al., 2011b). 

 

Since generation of the C&D waste keeps on an increase, it is predicted that in the next 20 to 

50 years, C&D waste will highly increase due to population increase. Hence more settlements 

are required, redevelopment, life style changes, etc. In the European region, for example, the 

amount of annually generated C&D wastes rose from 180 million tons in 2000 (EU 

commission, 2000) to 510 million tons (WBCSD, 2009). In Japan, C&D waste increased from 

25 million tons in 1990 to 71 million tons in 1995, which is about 300% increase (Chan, et 

al., 2000); and Hong Kong’s annual C&D waste generation more than doubled in a period 

between 1993 to 2004 (Poon, 2007).
1
 Although there is lack of reliable data on C&D waste 

generation in Tanzania and other developing countries, evidence from other developed 

countries shows that the waste generation trend keeps growing there as well. Due to the fact 

that population increases rapidly e.g., Dar es Salaam city, this condition influences more 

redevelopment and expansion of the city. This practice might have negative impacts on the 

construction industry particularly on the C&D waste generation.  

Furthermore, at the turn of the century, the Directorate of Human Settlement in the Ministry 

of Lands and Human Settlements Development (URT, 1998) reported that out of the 1084 

buildings in the central area of Dar es Salaam city, about 47% of the buildings were in poor 

condition (endangering public health/safety), while about 42% needed major repairs and 

renovation to cope up with modern demands. Only 11% were in good condition. The report 

recommended that sub-standard buildings should be replaced in a redevelopment process. 

Besides the bad condition of the surveyed buildings, town expansion and other redevelopment 

activities such as the International Airport expansion cause C&D waste generation as well as 

raw material extraction for new buildings. It was reported that 66 percent of constructed 

buildings in Dar es Salaam are preceded by demolition of old buildings (Sabai et al., 2011b), 

which also contributes a lot of C&D waste generation. These facts show that the C&D waste 

generation in Tanzania will continue to increase. Apart from the human distress, a challenging 

question remains how to deal with this issue of massive amount of waste.  

This research aimed at investing on how the problem can be addressed in Tanzanian 

construction industry. Evidence showed that there was a huge amount of C&D waste 

generation in Tanzania, though there is lack of data on C&D waste. In addition, there is no 

formal recycling plant or even strategy in Tanzania. Instead, (C&D waste) is disposed like 

other solid waste in dump sites or thrown away. Recycling of metal scrapers and plastic 

wastes have already been initiated in Tanzania except concrete and masonry (cementitious) 

rubble. This gap motivated the current research to investigate on possibilities of recycling of 

cementitious rubble into building materials in Tanzania by using Dar es Salaam city as a case 

study.  Dar es Salaam city was chosen because it is a biggest city of 5 cities in Tanzania as 

well as it is a 4
th

 rapid growing megacity in the world (Boyle (2012). It was found also that 

about 44 percent of construction activities are conducted in Dar es Salaam region out of 30 

regions in Tanzania (Sabai et al., 2013). Therefore, Dar es Salaam becomes a representative 

of the worse conditions of C&D waste generation in Tanzania. Dar es Salaam comprises three 

municipalities, namely, Temeke, Ilala, and Kinondoni.   
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2.9 Theoretical and analytical framework 

2.9.1 Theoretical framework 

Theoretically, this research makes reference to a new concept of sustainable construction, 

referred to as Cradle to Cradle (C2C) (MacDonough and Braungart, 2002). Cradle to cradle as 

a concept, considers waste like cementitious waste from C&D activities as a resource (equals 

food) for developing new building materials rather than throwing it away or using it in low-

grade applications. According to the concept, waste is then treated as a technical nutrient, a 

material or product that is designed to go back into the technical cycle i.e. into industrial 

metabolism and/or built environment (MacDonough and Braungart, 2002; Crowther, 2001). 

By applying this concept, new and innovative products can be developed through principles 

such as recycling and reuse of building materials and components.  

 

To deal with wastes resulting from construction and demolition activities, recovery methods 

such as reuse and recycle have been adopted. Hobbs and Hurley (2001) and Kibert (2003) 

recommend the maximization of the reuse of building components to deal with already 

generated C&D waste in the construction industry. However, Crowther (2001) argues that 

while reuse is more beneficial than recycling, recycling is more advantageous than disposal. 

On one hand, the construction industry generates an enormous amount of waste. On the other 

hand, growing building construction activities require more materials, which are extracted 

from natural sources. The argument of recycling is that innovative building materials can be 

produced from C&D waste, thereby treating the waste as food. The C2C concept is therefore 

deemed useful to respond to the problem of C&D waste in Tanzania because like other 

countries in the world (Kartam et al., 2004), Tanzania will neither live in a waste free 

condition nor will construction activities ever reach a zero-waste status.  

 

The production of building material from C&D waste should reflect sustainability in material 

utilization. Hendriks and Pietersen 2000 and Kartam et al., 2004 reported that recycling of 

C&D waste is only attractive when the recycled product is competitive with natural resource 

in relation to cost and quantity. Recycled products should also be competitive is in relation to 

quality (Soutsos et al., 2004). This means that the production of building material from C&D 

waste should meet the requirement for sustainability in terms of economic as well as social 

and environmental quality. This is in agreement with Young (1997) who observes that 

sustainability is like a three-legged stool, with a leg each representing the ecosystem 

(environment), economy, and society. Any leg missing from the sustainability stool causes 

instability because society, the economy and the ecosystem are intricately linked together. 

Young (1997) concluded that any measurement of sustainability must combine the individual 

and collective actions to sustain the environment as well as improve the economy and satisfy 

societal needs. Roar (2002) and Elkington (1997) also observed that any sustainability 

organization or project must be financially secure, minimize the environmental impacts 

results from activities, and conform to societal expectations.  

 

In addition to the three sustainability legs (pillar) stated by Young (1997), Oliveira de Paula 

and Negrao Cavalcanti (2000) added the fourth leg (pillar) called the ‘technical’ aspect which 

describes the principles related to performance and quality. Oliveira de Paula and Negrao 

Cavalcanti (2000) acknowledged that although the technical pillar is related to social 

concerns, it is regarded as a separate pillar because it requires the application of technology to 

achieve the desired outcome. In order to achieve sustainability in construction industry 

through recycling of C&D waste into building materials, the technical dimension becomes a 

cross cutting pillar. Car et al., (2008) indicate that sustainable construction should integrate 
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technology, economic, environment, and social issues. By extension, the recycled concrete 

block from C&D waste should meet requirement for sustainability from a socio-technical, 

techno-economic, and techno-environmental perspective (Figure 2.5). 

  

 
Figure 2.5 Basic theoretical framework on sustainable construction for recycling of C&D waste into building 

material  

2.9.2 Analytical framework  

Recycling is the process of reproducing waste materials (residue) and treating them as 

feedstock for the manufacturing of new products either in the same or a different form 

(Langston, et al., 2001). Recycling can be defined as a process that contributes to 

sustainability in the construction industry through using C&D waste as material resource for 

production of building materials thereby avoiding excessive raw material exploitation 

(Langston et al., 2001; Meer et al., 2006, Tam et al., 2006; Banar et al., 2009). In this 

research, recycling was defined as a process that altering original shape of C&D waste by 

physical, mechanical and/or chemical processes in order to produce new building material 

product with a quality that meet required standards and specification in the construction 

industry, while, the term reuse means to apply recovered C&D waste without altering its 

shape. In this study, reuse is related to a design of demoumantable building material that 

facilitates separation at the end of the service life of the building. 

 

In this study, the reference building material is concrete block. The characteristics of the 

materials used to produce the concrete blocks constitute the independent variables. The 

characteristics of the materials used to produce the concrete blocks refer to physical, 

mechanical, and chemical properties of the C&D waste and additives. The physical and 

mechanical properties include density, aggregates crushing value, ten percent fines value, 

particle size distribution, pH, water absorption ratio, initial moisture content. Chemically, 

these properties include organic impurities, common elements and trace metals. Others 

include chemical compounds/phases and thermal decomposition. The concrete blocks must 

meet certain requirements which define the dependent variables. This is load bearing capacity 

of the concrete block as defined by Tanzania building material standards and specifications. 

Conventionally, load bearing capacity of a material is defined in terms of strength (i.e., 

compressive strength), cross-section area, and geometrical properties (Curtin et al., 2006; Day 

1995; Neville 1995; Jackson and Dhir, 1988). However, in this study it is defined by 

compressive strength and water absorption ratio parameters. This is because the blocks 

produced have almost constant cross-sectional area and slenderness ratio (geometrical 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6VDX-4W329CF-3&_user=499892&_coverDate=05%2F31%2F2009&_rdoc=7&_fmt=full&_orig=browse&_srch=doc-info(%23toc%235994%232009%23999469992%231024493%23FLA%23display%23Volume)&_cdi=5994&_sort=d&_docanchor=&_ct=7&_acct=C000024518&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=499892&md5=7893b71eaedda391d6089144af09be4f#bib1
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properties). Other load bearing capacity requirement particularly in Tanzania is a solid form 

block (Tanganyika, 1931). As a function of a function, therefore, compressive strength and 

water absorption ratio as well as the form of the block (solid) become independent variables 

to determine the load bearing capacity of concrete blocks. These are critical because the 

production process uses recycled aggregates that are characterized as weaker and porous 

compared to natural aggregates (Soutsos et al., 2004; Sabai et al., 2011a; 2013). Hendriks and 

Pietersen (2000) reported that the higher porosity results in greater water absorption, which 

may increase the expansion and shrinkage of concrete that contains recycled aggregates and 

eventually cannot be used outdoors. Since water absorption ratio of the recycled concrete 

blocks are important to be incorporated in load bearing criteria. To achieve the required load 

bearing capacity of the recycled concrete block, the physical, mechanical, and chemical 

characteristics of cement and water must be controlled. These constitute the extraneous 

variables. 

 

In addition, the recycled concrete block must meet requirements in terms of sustainability.  

The sustainability of concrete blocks produced becomes the dependent variables defined by 

economic, social, and environmental pillars of sustainability as the independent variables (see 

Figure 2.6). Indicators used to define these pillars are follows: ecological quality, resource 

conservation, project costs, health, employment, and safety. 

    

 
Figure 2.6 Analytical research framework 
 

QA’ means Quality Assessment model; ‘Traditional’ means traditional concrete block design that does not 

facilitate separation at the end of life time of the building; ‘Demountable’ means concrete block design that may 

facilitates separation (demountability) and reuse at the end of the life time of the building 
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Chapter Three  

 

Research Methods 

 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the material and methods that were used in conducting this research to 

answer the research question which aimed to understand the extent to which the recycling of 

C&D waste into building materials can contribute to sustainable construction in Tanzania. 

The production of the building material such as concrete blocks that can facilitate separation 

at the end of life of the building was presented. The chapter describes the material and 

methods used to conduct the research project which includes 5 sub studies as follows: i) 

Analysis of C&D waste characteristics both quantity and quality in Tanzania, ii) Investigation 

of the concrete block requirements in Tanzania, iii) Study on block mixtures and production 

processes, iii) Analysis of sustainability of the block mixtures and blocks production recipes, 

iv) Analysis of existing dry-stack/mortarless block designs. 

 

3.2 Research design: Type and set-up of research 

This research was of experimental nature (Kothari, 2004) in recycling C&D waste into 

innovative building materials. Since the recycling process involved in block production take 

place but in the social and physical environment of Tanzania, contextual variables have an 

impact on the results of the production of concrete blocks as building material from C&D 

waste in Tanzania following the developed recipes. These recipes set the boundaries for the 

production and application of such blocks (see Figure 3.1).  

 

Different recycling (production) techniques/recipes were investigated for recycling of C&D 

waste into building materials ranging from using 100% recycled aggregates from C&D waste, 

mixed with natural aggregates (replacements) as well as using additives like commercial 

plasticizer and locally available sisal fibers. The recycling process started with C&D waste 

acquisition (collection from generation site) as illustrated in Figure 3.1. This waste was then 

transported to the recycling site where the rubble was manually crushed to get recycled 

aggregates and screened/sieved to get the required particle sizes. The recycled aggregates 

were then used for concrete block production whereby aggregates, cement, water, and 

additive (if any) were mixed together. Subsequently, the stiff fresh concrete was compacted, 

molded into concrete blocks that were cured in water for 28 days. After the curing process, 

the concrete blocks were taken to the laboratory for quality testing. The examined quality 

parameters were modeled to assess their suitability and applicability to the construction 

industry using the developed quality assessment model (QAM). 

 

The sustainability for each recipe was assessed based on sustainability variables in order to 

understand the extent to which the recycling of C&D waste into building materials contributes 

to sustainable construction. The improved tool was based on the Sustainability Index by Ding 

(2005). It had six criteria, namely: ecological quality, resource conservation, project costs, 

health, employment, and safety. Furthermore, concrete blocks produced in Tanzania currently 

do not facilitate separation and reuse at the end of the service life of the building. For this 

reason, a solid demountable concrete block that is a dry-stacked (mortarless) interlocking 
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blocks which can facilitate separation and reuse at the end of the service life of the building 

was investigated. Demounting the concrete from the old buildings for reuse purpose, the 

author assumed the practice will not only reduce utilization of new materials (mostly 

extracted from natural sources), but also will reduce cost (economic), environmental 

pollutions associated with demolition, and eventually will improve human health. Therefore, 

using demountable concrete blocks in building construction was assumed to contribute to 

sustainable construction. 

 

 
Figure 3.1 Research set-up 

3.3 Materials  

3.3.1 Materials and sampling  

Aggregates used in this study for the production of concrete blocks were derived from C&D 

waste from building construction and demolition sites in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. Stratified 

random sampling (Kothari, 2004) was used to select C&D waste sources in Dar es Salaam 

city. Dar es Salaam city is made up of three municipalities, namely Temeke, Kinondoni, and 

Ilala. In order to get representative data, the C&D waste materials for concrete block 

production were sampled from all three municipalities. The three municipalities share most of 

the main building material sources like quarries for aggregates. Therefore, the quality of 

recovered waste was not affected by spatial distribution of the sources of natural materials. 

However, it was assumed that the demolition waste might be weaker in strength than the 

construction waste due to the fact that demolition waste has been subject to wear and tear and 

its quality may have degraded. Therefore, demolition waste deserved more attention. For this 

reason, more samples were collected from demolition waste than from construction waste. 

These samples consisted of 60% demolition waste, 20% construction waste, and 20% natural 

sources as control as shown in Table 3.1. Both demolition and construction waste samples 

were obtained from single- and multi-storey buildings in equal amounts (on a 1:1 basis) in 

order to have a good representation of C&D waste that is generated in Tanzania. In this study, 

the  abbreviations used for the different types of waste are as follows: DM1, DM2, and DM3 

standing for multi-storey demolished buildings; DS1, DS2, and DS3 for single-storey 
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demolished buildings; while CM and CS stand for multi-storey and single-storey construction 

buildings, respectively. Each C&D waste sample produced both fine and coarse aggregates 

that were used for concrete block production with the respective sample in this study. In 

addition, NCA and NFA stand for natural coarse aggregate (gravel) and natural fine 

aggregates (sand) from natural (virgin) sources, respectively. The natural aggregates were 

used for control purpose. Other materials used were cement, additives (i.e., plasticizer and 

sisal fiber), and water. The additive used in this study comprised both locally available 

additives such as sisal fibers and imported admixture (i.e., MegaFlow P4). MegaFlow P4 

manufactured by Conmix ltd, was imported from UAE in liquid form with a specific gravity 

of 1.16 (see Appendix B). MegaFlow P4 was used in this study, among other things it was 

available in the Building Materials Laboratory, at the University of Dar Salaam (UDSM), 

Tanzania where the production experiments carried out. The solid sisal fiber (solid form) with 

moisture content of 8.43% was obtained from Ubena Sisal Estate plant located in the 

Bagamoyo, Pwani region, about 130 km north-west of Dar es Salaam city. 
 

Table 3.1  Material samples used in the production of concrete blocks in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania 

Classification of sample/material Name Symbol  Source (location) 

Demolition waste 

(60%) 

Single storey- 

demolition 

buildings 

Sokota DS1 Temeke municipality 

Kariakoo-Gerezani DS2 Ilala municipality 

Total/Shell  DS3 Kinondoni municipality 

Multi-storey-

demolition  

NASACO DM1 Ilala municipality 

Masaki DM2 Kinondoni municipality 

Kurasini MD3 Temeke municipality 

Construction waste 

(20%) 

Single storey- 

construction  

Ukonga CS Ilala municipality 

Multi-storey-

construction  

Sky-plaza 

(Vingunguti) 

CM Ilala municipality 

Natural (20%) Gravel (coarse 

aggregates) 

Natural coarse 

aggregate 

NCA Kunduchi quarry, 

Kinondoni  

Sand (fine 

aggregates) 

Natural fine 

aggregate 

NFA Mbagala, Temeke 

Binder Cement Portland-composite 

cement 

Twiga 

(extra) 

Dar es Salaam, Tanzania 

Additives  Plasticizer  MegaFlow P4 MF-P4 United Arab Emirates 

(UAE) 

Local fiber Sisal fibers SF Bagamoyo, Tanzania 

Water  tap water  *Dawasco, Dar es 

Salaam 

*Dawasco stands for ‘Dar es Salaam Water and Sewerage Corporation’. It is a sole provider of water supply 

and sewerage services in Dar es Salaam city and parts of the Coast region. 

3.3.2 C&D waste processing and sampling aggregates by volume reduction for 
laboratory analysis  

The C&D waste was crushed to produce both fine and coarse aggregates for concrete block 

production. The heaps of rubble were manually crushed using hammers (Figure 3.2a) to get 

the recycled aggregates. Unwanted waste portions like metals, wood, plastics, gypsum, and 

glasses were removed manually during the crushing and screening process. In the next step, 

50 kg of aggregates were sampled from each recycled aggregates sample (heap). In order to 

collect a representative sample, the quartering method was applied as recommended in the 

standard methods (TZS 58 (Part 1): 1980) and as shown in Figure 3.2b&c. Next, the reduced 

sample (50 kg) was sent to the Building Material Laboratory at the University of Dar es 
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Salaam for testing. In the laboratory, the 50 kg sample was further reduced by a sample 

divider (Figure 3.1c) to the required amount of materials for a particular test.  

 

 

Figure 3.2 Aggregates preparation: a) rubble crushing, b) quartering reduction technique, c) Sample Dividing 

instruments 

3.3.3 Composition of C&D waste in Tanzania 

After the crushing process (refer Figure 3.2a), the composition of C&D waste used to produce 

the recycled aggregates in Tanzania was obtained by first mixing the C&D waste from both 

single and multi-storey buildings. Waste from both single and multi-storey buildings was used 

because, in Tanzania, building materials used in construction for these buildings differ in 

terms of their quality. For example, most of multi-storey buildings are framed structures 

while, single-storey buildings are wall structures. Subsequently, the heap of C&D waste was 

reduced by quartering (see Figure 3.2b) from approximately 1000 kg to 250 kg and then 

sorted. After sorting, the mass of concrete and cementitious rubble was weighed using a 

precision balance (100 kg±0.5). Similarly, weight of glass, wool, wood, and metal present was 

measured using a digital precision balance SMS.  

3.4 Methods for characterizing quality of materials used  

3.4.1  Aggregate characteristics 

Recycled aggregates and aggregates from natural resources may differ in terms of quality. 

This difference may have an impact on the quality of the product (Mueller et al, 2008). In 

order to understand the quality of the recycled aggregates generated in Tanzania, the physical, 

chemical-mineralogical, and mechanical properties of the samples were analyzed in the 

laboratory as shown in the subsequent sub-sections. 

3.4.2  Analysis of physical and mechanical properties 

According to Soutsos et al (2004), the important physical properties of aggregates derived 

from C&D waste that have an effect on the production of concrete blocks are specific gravity, 

angularity, fineness, and water absorption ratio. In this study, the physical and mechanical 

parameters of aggregates that were tested included grading (particle size distribution); 

crushing value (ACV), ten percent (10%) fines values (TFV), density, water absorption ratio, 

organic impurities, and pH. Since the recycled aggregates were obtained through crushing, it 

was assumed that all aggregates were irregular in shape. All these tests were carried out 

according to standard methods described in URT, (2000) and TZS 58 (Part 1-3):1980. Two 

replicate tests were carried out for each test and averaged to obtain the results.  

3.4.3  Analysis of chemical-mineralogical characteristics  

The chemical-mineralogical composition of the C&D waste samples was determined using X-

ray diffraction (XRD), Themogravimetric analysis (TGA), and scanning electron microscope 

(SEM) techniques. These chemical analysis were carried out at chemical laboratory at 
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Technical University of Eindhoven (TU/e), the Netherlands. Sample analysis using X-ray 

fluorescence (XRF) spectroscopy was carried out at Deltare laboratory, Utrecht, the 

Netherlands. All samples were converted into powder form as outlined in the procedure 

below:  

 

 1000 g of each sample was reduced into 250 g using quartering techniques in two 

rounds (i.e., first round reduced to 500 g and the second to 250 g).  

 

 The samples were shaken vigorously before any sampling attempt in order to obtain 

homogeneity. 

 

 Since the samples were all-in aggregates with particle sizes ranging from 0 to 37.5 

mm,  particle sizes (i.e., diameter) they had to be reduced by crusher machine to 

approximately 5 mm, thus enabling the particles to fit in the corundum bowl during 

the grinding process. 

 

 The sample was then grounded into powder by ball mill for about 15 minutes per 

sample.  

 

 The resulting powdery samples were sent to the chemical laboratory for chemical-

mineralogical composition analysis. These ground samples were used for all chemical 

tests and analysis such as XRF, XRD, SEM, and GTA in order to keep error constant.  

 

a) Chemical analysis: SEM & XRF analytical techniques 

 

High resolution Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) JEOL 7500 FA was used to detect the 

chemical elements present in the recycled aggregates. An EDX detector coupled to a FEI 

Quanta 600 F E-SEM was used. Samples were firstly coated (ionized) using plutter coater 

EMITECH K550 before being analyzed in SEM in order to prevent charging.  

 

Metal concentrations (oxides) were determined by means of automated X-ray fluorescence 

analyzer (ARL 9400 XP) by Deltares laboratory, The Netherlands. The detection limit of 

ARL 9400 XP ranged from 0.0005% of MnO to 0.148% of Al2O3 for major elements, while, 

for trace metals ranged from 1 ppm (Zn) to 23 ppm (Ba). Other elements/metal is within that 

ranges. Major elements identified in both recycled and natural samples included SiO2, Al2O3, 

TiO2 Fe2O3, MnO, CaO, MgO, Na2O, K2O, P2O5 expressed in % range (wt/wt) and trace 

elements including Cr, Ni, Sr, Ba, and Zr expressed in ppm. The method employs non-

destructive analytical techniques. This method is applicable to all types of sediment and solid 

soil samples that have been incorporated into fused beads or processed into tablet according to 

the current XRF sample preparation.  

 

b) Mineralogical (XRD) analysis 

 

XRD mineralogical analysis was performed on powder samples based on one determination 

per sample as also reported by Angulo et al (2009), in a Rigaku powder diffractometer, using 

CuKα radiation (40 kV and 30 mA) at an angular range of 10 to 80
0
, with a 1 s/step (0.02

0
). 
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c) TGA-DTG analysis 

 

TGA analysis was performed on all samples in order to correlate the mass loss at increased 

temperature with the presence of CaCO3 in the compositions. Carbonates decompose at a 

higher temperature (600 ◦C - 800 ◦C), liberating CO2 as shown in Equation 3.1. It was 

expected that the mass loss would also correlate with the aggregate crushing value, because of 

the difference in hardness between SiO2 and CaCO3. TGA-DTG ranging between 20 
0
C and 

1000 
0
C was performed with NETSZCH model STA 449F1 using 20 ml/min of N2 as 

protective gas and 40 ml/40 of N2 as purging gas with a heating rate of 10 
0
C/min. Powder 

sample was placed in an alumna crucible. 

 

23 COCaOCaCO   3.1 

3.5 Characterizing cement and water  

In this study, Portland–limestone cement (Cem II/A-L/32.5R) from Tanzania Portland 

Cement Company (TPCC) was used (TZS 727 (Part 1):2002). The chemical-mineralogical 

characteristics of the cement were determined using analytical techniques such as XRF, XRD, 

and SEM. The density of the cement was also determined. The Pycnometer method using 

Micromeritics AccuPyc II 1340 was applied for density measurement whereby 12 

measurements were carried out. Particle size distribution was also measured with a 

Mastersizer 2000 instrument according to ISO 13320-1:1999.  The quality of water used for 

the mixing and curing processes was tested in the laboratory to determine the level of 

impurities which may impair the strength or durability of the concrete blocks (TZS 

283:2002(E)).  

3.6 Design methods for concrete mixes (proportions)  

This section describes three methods which were used for determining material proportioning 

in concrete mix design. Mix design is a process of selecting and proportioning suitable 

ingredients for concrete with the objective of obtaining, as economically as possible, concrete 

meeting a certain minimum requirements/properties (Schoner et al., 1987). There are many 

properties of concrete that can be specified, e.g. workability, strength, density, thermal 

characteristics, elastic modulus and durability requirements, however, most the most usually 

properties specified are workability of the fresh concrete, compressive strength at a specified 

age, and durability (Teychenne et al., 1997; Schoner et al., 1987). Teychenne et al., 1997), 

reported that designing of a concrete mix consists of selection of the correct proportions of 

cement, fine and coarse aggregates and water to produce concrete having the specified 

properties. Sometimes additional ingredients such as ground granulated blast-furnace slag, 

pulverized-fuel ash, or admixtures and even fibers may be used. These additives may be 

added in order to improve the quality of the concrete product including aesthetic (e.g. color), 

strength and even to reduce the cost. Cost items in concrete production include materials, 

labour, and plant (Schoner et al., 1987). 

 

Since not always the mix designs perform as they were expected; trial mix is necessary. The 

principle of trial mix is that from the restricted data usually available at the mix design stage, 

mix proportions are derived in an attempt to produce a concrete having the required 

workability and strength (Teychenne et al., 1997; Schoner et al., 1987). Results from trial mix 

may found that assumptions made in the mix design is probable and do not completely 

comply with the requirements, hence if necessary it is possible to adjust the mix proportions 

and to use these for actual production or to prepare a revised trial mix (Teychenne et al.,1997; 

Schoner et al., 1987). In this research work, mix proportions were designed, and trial mix was 
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used to test mix proportions. Since the mix designs showed that some of the samples had 

more coarse aggregates compared to fine aggregates and vice versa, the trial mix experiments 

were carried out to test all scenarios-as per design mixes and reverse of the ratio (amount) of 

fine-coarse aggregates used.  

 

The concrete mix design methods include:  Method that specifies concrete by system of 

proportions or ratios, e.g. 1:2:4 (being the proportions of cement: fine aggregates: coarse 

aggregates) either by mass or volume, or as cement/aggregate ratio, water/cement ratio and 

fine aggregate/coarse aggregate ratio, usually by mass. Method that specifies mix parameters 

in terms of the absolute volumes of the different materials required in a concrete mix. Mix 

design approach in which ingredients with a wide range of PSDs are combined in concrete 

including the non-solid ingredients such that air and water in order to optimize packing. In 

this method, the optimization problem is solved by developing algorithm that makes use of 

the solver tool embedded in MICROSOFT EXCEL numerically. The solution for the 

variables of the optimization is obtained by an iterative method until the optimal volumetric 

proportion of solids and the necessary total volume of solids for producing 1 m
3
 concrete are 

obtained. This is a new mix design according to Husken and Brouwers (2008) and Husken 

(2010). It is incorporating and testing the applicability of the modified A&A equation on mix 

proportioning in the concrete mix for earth-moist concrete (i.e. stiff concrete mix) in which, 

the concrete blocks fall into that category.  

3.6.1  System of proportions or ratios method 

This is a general custom method normally used in the United Kingdom (UK) that specifies 

concrete by system of proportions or ratios, e.g. 1:2:4 (being the proportions of cement: fine 

aggregates: coarse aggregates) either by mass or volume, or as cement/aggregate ratio, 

water/cement ratio and fine aggregate/coarse aggregate ratio, usually by mass (Teychenne et 

al., 1997).  According to Teychenne et al., (1997) this method has a merit in terms of 

simplicity of expression, however, it is not so convenient when discussing the effect of mix 

parameters on the characteristics of the concrete, nor does it adequately describe the quantity 

of cement required to cast a given volume of concrete. The sequence procedure for concrete 

mix design with ratio 1:2:4 is as follows (Teychenne et al., 1997; Sathimanij, 2011; Raju, 

2002). 

 

1. Determine the mean target strength fm from the specified characteristic compressive 

strength at 28-day fc and the level of quality control by using Equation 3.2. 

ksff cm   3.2 

Where: fm = target mean strength, fc = the specified characteristics strength, ks = the margin, which is 

the product of: s = the standard deviation & k = a constant. Since the compliance rules 

operate on a small number of tests, producers may find that a margin based on the 5% 

defectives with k of 1.64 leads to unacceptable rate of failing the compliance rules. To avoid 

this, it may be preferable at the mix design stage to use a greater margin by adopting a higher 

value for k (it means that uses with less than 5%). The standard deviation used to calculate the 

margin should be based either on the results obtained using the same plant, materials and 

supervision. 

2. Obtain the water/cement ratio for the desired mean target using the empirical 

relationship between compressive strength and water/cement ratio. The water 

cement/ratio chosen is checked against the limiting water/cement ratio for the 

requirements of durability given in table and adopts the lower of the two values. 
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3. Estimate the amount of entrapped air for maximum nominal size of the aggregate from 

the specified tables. 

4. Select the water content, for the required workability and maximum size of aggregates 

(for aggregates in saturated surface dry condition) from the specified tables. 

5. Determine the percentage of fine aggregate in total aggregate by absolute volume from 

the specified table for the concrete using crushed coarse aggregate. 

6. Adjust the values of water content and percentage of sand as provided in the specified 

table for any difference in workability, water cement ratio, grading of fine aggregate 

and for rounded aggregate the values are given in the specified table. 

7. Calculate the cement content in form of water/cement ratio and the final water content 

as arrived after adjustment. Check the cement against the minimum cement content 

from the requirements of the durability, and greater of the two values is adopted. 

8. From the quantities of water and cement per unit volume of concrete and the 

percentage of sand already determined in steps 6 and 7 above, the content of coarse 

and fine aggregates per unit volume of concrete follow from the following relations 

(Equation 3.3): 
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 3.3 

 
Where: V = absolute volume of concrete or gross volume (1m

3
) minus the volume of entrapped air 

p = ratio of fine aggregate to total aggregate by absolute volume 

Ww= weight of water in kg; Wcm = weight of cement in kg; Wfa =  weight of fine aggregate in 

kg; Wca = weight of coarse aggregate in kg;  

ρcm = specific gravity of cement; ρw = specific gravity of water; ρfa = specific gravity of fine 

aggregate; ρca = specific gravity of coarse aggregate. 

 

9. Determine the concrete mix proportions for the first trial mix. 

10. Prepare the concrete using the calculated proportions and cast three cubes of e.g. 150 

mm size and test them wet after 28-days moist curing and check for the strength. 

11. Prepare trial mixes with suitable adjustments till the final mix proportions are arrived. 

 

The procedures outlined above for concrete mix is well outlined even though it is focused on 

mix proportions of system of proportions or ratios, e.g. 1:2:4 for cement:sand:gravel 

respectively. This approach also depends on standard tables. Probably, those tables were 

prepared by using traditional materials which are extracted from natural sources because in 

most countries, Tanzania  being no exception there was no standards for recycled materials. 

This indicates that the standard tables cannot directly be applied to the recycled materials.  So, 

other methods need to be formulated.  
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3.6.2  Absolute volume method 

Method of absolute volume is specifies mix parameters in terms of the absolute volumes of 

various ingredients of concrete. This method has been in use for long period in Europe and in 

the United States of America, and is becoming the general practice in the UK (Teychenne et 

al., 1997).  In order to use this approach, knowledge is required of the expected density of the 

fresh concrete.  This depends primarily on the relative density (is the ratio of the mass of a 

given volume of substance to the mass of an equal volume of water) of the aggregates and the 

water content of the mix. The effect of changes in the cement content produces at the most 

about a 2% change in the expected density and also the small quantity of air normally 

entrapped in compacted concrete are ignored. The mix design results were specified in terms 

of the mass in kilograms of the different materials required to produce one cubic meter of 

finished concrete by following the following procedure according to Schoner et al., (1987), 

Teychenne et al., (1997), Raju, (2002): 

 

1. The average compressive strength of the concrete mix to be designed is obtained by 

applying control factors to the minimum compressive strength (Refer Equation 3.2).  

2. The water/cement ratio needed to give the necessary average compressive strength, at 

the desired age and for the type of cement used. 

3. The proportions of combined aggregate to cement are determined. Combining 

aggregates is important to be done because aggregates pilled at work site normally do 

not conform to standard grading. So, aggregates combination (fine and coarse) is 

necessary in order to make the available aggregates at site to conform to standard 

grading curve (ideal curve). This can be done by analytical calculations or graphically 

(Raju, 2002). One of the analytical methods is Fineness Modulus. Fineness Modulus is 

the method developed from water-cement ratio law by Duff Abrams in 1918. The 

Fineness Modulus of an aggregate structure is defined as the sum of the cumulative 

percentages retained on sieves of the standard series from 150 microns up to the 

largest sieve size present in the size ratio of 2:1 (ASTM C 125). The Fineness 

Modulus is the method suggested by Abrams (1918) for mix proportioning in which, 

workability is assessed in relation to a new property of the aggregate. The Fineness 

Modulus principle states that when concrete is fully compacted, its compressive 

strength is inversely proportional to the water/cement ratio (Raju, 2002). 

4. If the aggregate available at the work site differs from the standard grading, the coarse 

and fine aggregates must be combined so as to produce one of the standard grading. 

5. The proportion of water, cement, fine and coarse aggregates is determined, having a 

knowledge of the water and aggregate/cement ratios of the mix 

6. The quantities of ingredients required to produce one cubic meter of concrete is 

calculated from absolute volume method, using specific gravity of cement and 

aggregates. According to Schoner et al., (1987), absolute volume method is a usual 

method which is used to calculate the quantities of ingredients in order to produce one 

cubic meter (1 m
3
) of compacted concrete as shown in Equation 3.4 and 3.5. 

 

According to absolute volume method,  
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Where: Ww= weight of water in kg; Wcm = weight of cement in kg; Wfa =  weight of fine aggregate in 

kg; Wca = weight of coarse aggregate in kg; Wap = weight of air porous, kg (the weight of 

which is negligible); ρcm = specific gravity of cement; ρw = specific gravity of water; ρA1 = 

specific gravity of fine aggregate; ρA2 = specific gravity of coarse aggregate; ρap =  specific 

gravity of air-pore content  

 

From the above formula, the following can be obtained: water/cement (w/c) ratio (see 

Equation 3.6), fine-coarse aggregates ratio (see Equation 3.7) and  values of Ww, Wcm, 

Wfa, and Wca can be found as well. 

  

Water/cement (w/c) ratio by mass is calculated from Equation 3.6. 
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The percentage of fine aggregate (Wfa(%)) by mass out of total aggregates should be 

calculated from Equation 3.7.  
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Where: Wca = mass of concrete sample, kg.  

 

If the aggregate contains free moisture whose weight is, say, m% of the weight of the 

oven-dry aggregate, and then the weights of the ‘added’ water W and of the wet 

aggregates must be adjusted.  

 

Let  A = weight of surface-dry aggregates, kg 

  x = weight of free water in aggregates, kg 

 

Then 
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Thus 
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This weight must be added to A to give weight of wet aggregates per batch, which 

gives: 
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And is subtracted from Ww to give weight of added water,  

 

m100
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W


  3.11 

Generally, each size fraction of aggregate has a different moisture content (or absorption rate), 

and the correction should be applied to Wfa, Wca etc with an appropriate value of m%. In this 

study, since aggregates to be used included the recycled aggregates, the free moisture content, 

m%, as well as the aggregates’ absorption rate for one hour was determined. Moisture content 

and absorption rate were determined in order to understand the amount of free-water which 

was available for hydration and amount of water to be added per batch as indicated in 

Equation 3.11. 

3.6.3 Mix design method for earth-moist concrete 

Theoretical work of concrete mix design is influenced by two aspects that are still reflected by 

modern design concepts. These aspects are the water/cement (w/c) ratio as well as the 

aggregate grading. Limiting values of the w/c ratio as given by many standards and design 

recommendations are based on the observation that the strength of the concrete is inversely 

proportional to the w/c ratio. The requirements on the grading are expressed by-so called 

grading curves that are usually based on the Fuller method as depicted in the Equation 3.12 

According to Raju (2002), the Fuller’s method implies that the aggregates should be graded so 

that the mixture has the maximum density. The maximum density theory assumes that the 

greater the amount of solid particles packed in a given volume of concrete, the higher the 

strength. Fuller curve  is recommended by most design codes for conventionally vibrated 

concrete (Husken and Brouwers, 2008), whereby, for maximum density, the value of q is 

equals to 0.5. However, Fuller’s method ignores the effect of particle interference and 

considers only a maximum particle size Dmax  of aggregates and I excludes smallest particles 

which are determined by the grading of the fines (e.g. cement binder) in the system (Husken, 

2010; Husken and Brouwers, 2008; Raju, 2002). 
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Where: q = distribution modulus,  1,0q  

 

Husken and Brouwers (2008) and  Husken (2010) point out that in concrete mix 

proportioning, all particle sizes should be considered including smallest particle (e.g. cement 

particle) to largest particles (e.g., size of coarse aggregates). The new mix design concept 

developed is based on continuous grading curves used for composing all solid concrete 

constituents. It consists in the proportioning of a performance based concrete mix based on 

particle packing theories. The aim of particle packing theory in concrete mix is to achieve 

dense granular structure that minimizes void fraction and maximizes the solid content in a 

unit volume. This results into: i) reduction of the cement content of the composed mix, ii) 

increase in the content of free water available as lubricant, iii) reduction of the water/cement 

ratio in the concrete mix. It also takes into consideration the wide range particle size 

distribution (PSD) of the granular ingredients, which includes entire grading of all aggregates, 

binders, and filler (if any) in the mix design to obtain an optimized packing. The requirements 

and ideas of theories on particle parking in concrete mix design show that the grading curve 

of the composed concrete mix should follow a continuous distribution. Highest packing 

fractions of these continuous distributions are obtained when the size classes form a geometric 
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progression (Brouwers, 2006). In line with new mix design method, an algorithm was 

developed that follows the grading method given by the modified Andreasen and Andersen 

(A&A) equation as shown in Equation. 3.13. The developed algorithm considers the 

volumetric proportion of all ingredients present in the mix including the solid and non-solid 

ingredients such as air and water. 
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  maxmin D,DD              3.13 

 
Where:  P(D) = particle size distribution (cumulative finer volume fraction); D = represents   the size of the 

sieve used for analyzing the solid particles; Dmin & Dmax are accounting for the minimum and maximum 

particle size in the mix respectively. 

  

Optimization algorithm: The formulation of the optimization problems results in a target 

function whole parameters, or so-called variables, are giving the solution of the optimization 

problem. The solution of target function can either be minimized or maximized. In principle, 

the formulation of an optimization problem requires three parts that have to be defined. These 

parts are:  

 

 Target function  

 Variables 

 Constraints 

  

a) Target function 

 

The target function represents the objective or goal of the optimization problem (Husken, 

2010; Husken and Brouwers, 2008). In this study, the goal is to design mix proportions for 

concrete block production from recycled aggregates from C&D waste in Tanzania which, 

meet the building material requirements (i.e. Standards and Code of Practice). In the 

optimization, the deviation between the desired grading curve and the grading of composed 

mix shall be minimized resulting therefore in curve fitting problem. Mathematical function of 

the grading curve  (see Equation 3.14) fits a series of data points depending on the grading of 

the aggregates used and their volumetric proportioning. The least squares technique is 

commonly used to solve a curve fitting problem, thereby, the sum of squares of the residuals 

RSS is minimized (Husken, 2010; Husken and Brouwers, 2008). The least squares technique 

is mathematically expressed by Equation 3.15: 
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b) Variables 

 

Variables are values that can be adjusted by the optimization algorithm to minimize or 

maximize the target function. The values represent the total amounts of solid of the designed 

concrete mix tot
solV  and the volumetric proportion 

ksolV ,
 of each solid material. The total volume 

of solids tot
solV  per m

3
 concrete is given by:  
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With the volumetric proportion of each solid ingredient ksolV ,  is defined as: 
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Where: m= total number of components including solid and non-solids (i.e. water and air). 

The volumetric proportional ksolV ,  of each solid component influences the grading line 

(computed sieve residue) of the composed solid mix via:  
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With )(DQ 1i
iksol,
 sieve residue of material k on sieve i and 

          
spe

ksol,ρ  as the specific density of material k.  

 

The computed cumulative finer fraction for each size class  1i
iD   of the composed mix is given 

by:  
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The total volume of solids tot
solV  per m

3
 concrete can also be adjusted by the optimization 

algorithm. And therefore tot
solV  is influenced only by the constraints of the optimization 

algorithm. 

 

c) Constraints 

 

Constraints are restrictions to the variables and/or the target function and reflect practical 

limits or boundary conditions. The formulation of an optimization problem distinguishes 

between physical constraints and policy constraints. Physical constraints are determined by 

physical nature of the optimization problem and results from the physical limits of the system, 

whereas policy constraints are determined by requirements of standards or particular demands 

on the designed concrete mix. For the optimization problem formulation, the following 

constraints have to be considered:  
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i) Non-negativity constraint: Neither negative solution for volumetric proportion of each solid 

ingredient ksol,V   nor of total volume of solids tot
solV  per m

3
 concrete is valid and can be 

formulated as 
 

0V ksol,      for  k = 1, 2, 3, …, m-2   3.21 

ii) Volumetric constraint: Volumetric proportion of angular (solid) ingredients cannot be 

equal to 1 because volume of non-solid ingredients like water and air in mix proportion are 

considered to make total of all fraction equals to one. Therefore, volumetric proportion of 

angular (solid) ingredients cannot be equal to 1. 

 

1V ksol,

2m

1k





 (Adapted from Husken, 2010) 3.22 

Whilst, total volume of all ingredients (including air and water and admixture (if any)) per m
3
 

fresh concrete is equal to 1 m
3
: 

 

airadxwat
tot
solcon VVVVV   3.23 

3
airadxwatfilcemaggcon m 1VVVVVVV   3.24 

Volumetric relation can be influenced by policy constraints. The policy constraints represent 

requirements of standards or particular demand such as: 

 

iii) Water/cement (w/c) ratio: This is a ratio of mass of water (free-water available for 

hydration) Mwat to mass of cement Mcem and is computed as using Equation 3.8. In this study, 

w/c ratio used in mix design was assumed to be 0.35, the assumption was influenced by 

Tanzanian practices on concrete block production as a stiff concrete in which, the w/c ratio 

applied ranges from 0.23 to 0.30 (by weight). Since the recycled aggregates are more porous 

compared to natural aggregates which are commonly used in Tanzania, therefore, the w/c 

ratio must be higher and was assumed to be 0.35. However, the actual w/c ratio was obtained 

in trial mix.  

 

iv) Water-powder (w/p) ratio: According to Husken (2010), in concrete mix, powder 

materials include cement and fillers such as fly ash, limestone etc which have particle sizes 

smaller than 125 µm.  The w/p ratio mostly applied to lean concrete mixes which, normally 

suffer from insufficient compaction when the w/c ratio of these mixes maintained at the same 

level as used for conventional concrete. Filler materials used to fill the voids between the 

coarse aggregates, while water makes paste that enables a sufficient compaction of the 

concrete mix. So the volume of water applied in concrete mixes with regard to w/p ratio is 

higher than that applicable in w/c ratio. The w/p ratio is calculated using Equation 3.25. 

Husken (2010), recommended w/p ratio of 0.35 for earth-moist concrete production. The w/p 

ratio obtained by Husken (2010) influenced the selection of water/cement ratio in this study 

because neither fly ash nor lime powder were used instead, cement was the only powder 

material used. 
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In the new mix design which was developed by Husken and Brouwers (2008) and reported in 

Husken (2010), the optimization problem was formulated when all material properties and 

constraints were known. The optimization problem was numerically solved by the developed 

algorithm that makes use of the solver tool embedded in MICROSOFT EXCEL. The solution 

for the variables of the optimization is obtained by an iterative method until the optimal 

volumetric proportion 
ksol,V  of solids and the necessary total volume of solids tot

solV  for 

producing 1 m
3
 concrete are obtained. Output of the optimization algorithm is a complete mix 

design including the necessary amounts of aggregates, binder, water, and air. 

3.6.4 Synthesis 

Out of three mix designs (proportions) methods analyzed new mix design for earth-moist 

concrete was selected in this study because ingredients with a wide range of PSDs are 

combined in concrete including the non-solid ingredients such as air and water in order to 

optimize packing. In this method, the optimization problem was solved by developed 

algorithm that make use of the solver tool embedded in MICROSOFT EXCEL numerically. 

The solution for the variables of the optimization is obtained by an iterative method until the 

optimal volumetric proportion of solids and the necessary total volume of solids for producing 

1 m
3
 concrete are obtained. It is incorporating and testing the applicability of the modified 

A&A equation on mix proportioning in the concrete mix for earth-moist concrete (i.e. stiff 

concrete mix)  in which, the concrete blocks fall into that category. The recommended value 

of distribution modulus (q) established was 0.35. Husken and Brouwers (2008) found that by 

applying the new mix design approach it improves compressive strength and use the cement 

more efficiently in concrete mixes. High compressive strength values of hardened concrete 

can be achieved by improving granular structure: increase in the grain-to-grain points of 

contact and better packing of aggregates used. They pointed out that part of cement remain 

unused when the granular structure of the hardened concrete is very poor and weak. This 

observation may also be true to the weak and porous granular structure in which recycled 

aggregates are characterized. 

3.7 Concrete block requirements in Tanzania
6
 

The search for requirements of concrete blocks with the required load bearing capacity as per 

Tanzanian construction industry was first conducted in this study. This search was carried out 

in order to establish the minimum material requirements that have to be met while using 

recycled aggregates for concrete block production with a load bearing capacity. For this 

purpose, the relevant stakeholders were identified and consulted. These included concrete 

block manufacturers, contractors and consultants, the Tanzania Bureau of Standards (TBS), 

research institutions-University of Dar es Salaam (UDSM), Ardhi University (ARU), National 

Housing and Building Research Agency (NHBRA), as well as National Construction Council 

(NCC), informal sectors, and clients who were represented by the National Housing 

Cooperation (NHC). 

 

Structured and non-structured questionnaires were sent to 58 different building contractors, 

consultants, and concrete blocks manufacturers/producers out of 544 who were identified as 

carrying out the construction activities in Dar es Salaam city. The approximately 10% 

interviewed gave the representative information about how construction activities are carried 

out in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.  It was learnt that the materials currently used in Tanzania for 

concrete blocks are virgin and extracted from natural sources and the use of recycled building 

materials from C&D waste is relatively new. Moreover, there is no standard for recycled 

                                                 
6 This section was published elsewhere (Sabai et al., 2013) 
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building material products. Thus, for the newly recycled concrete blocks to be accepted in the 

Tanzanian construction industry, they should meet the available standards which are 

commonly applied to the virgin materials. 

3.8 Concrete block production processes 

The concrete block production process starts when materials are acquired and continues until 

the concrete block has been produced, tested, and found to be fit for building construction. 

This section outlines the procedures that were followed in this study to produce the concrete 

blocks from recycled aggregates as illustrated in Figure 3.3 and in the detailed descriptions 

that follow. 

 
Figure 3.3 Concrete block production from recycled aggregates flow-chart 

 

The detailed description of the Figure 3.3 is presented in the subsequent sub-sections.  

3.8.1 Resource input 

The resource input included materials such as concrete and masonry rubble, natural 

aggregates, water, and cement. Optional materials used were additives such as MegaFlow P4 

and Sisal fibers. Other inputs were labour, energy, and information. Energy inputs were 

negligible since most processes were carried out manually. Information included guidelines 

for the concrete block production process (e.g., the required curing time), concrete block 

specifications, and standards. In this study, the focus was on load bearing concrete blocks 

produced from recycled C&D waste after 28 days of curing. The required load bearing 

capacity in Tanzania for concrete blocks is set at a minimum strength of 7 N/mm
2
 (Jackson 

and Dhir, 1988; Neville 1995; Soutsos et al., 2004; Sabai et al., 2011(b); TZS 283:2002(E)).  

3.8.2 Determination (design) of mix proportions  

Mix design was carried out in order to determine the mix proportions of material ingredients 

which were required to produce a fresh and hardened concrete suitable for concrete blocks 

production. Two methods of obtaining mix proportions were studied. The first method 
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specifies concrete by system of ratios (Teychenne et al., 1997) whereas the second one is the 

new mix design for earth-moist concrete method (Husken and Brouwers, 2008; Husken, 

2010). The method that specifies concrete by system of ratios (e.g., 1:2:4) was used in the 

preliminary study in Tanzania to investigate the possibility of recycling C&D waste into 

building materials because it is the method commonly used in Tanzanian construction 

industry. The new method for earth-moist concrete was selected to be used in the 

development of concrete blocks with load bearing capacity in Tanzania due to the following 

reasons as specified by from Husken learnt in Husken and Brouwers (2008) and Husken 

(2010). 

1. It is a new mix design approach that is applied for concrete paving blocks production, 

so, it was assumed to be fit for concrete blocks production from construction and 

demolition waste in Tanzania.  

2. Since new mix design approach was formulated for earth moist concrete to produce a 

dense granular structure that minimizes voids fractions, it was assumed that the 

approach may be suitable to produce a dense concrete block from the recycled 

aggregates which were porous in nature.   

3. It is a comprehensive approach in optimization algorithm takes into account all 

ingredients such as solid (i.e. cement, fine and coarse aggregates) and non-solid 

materials like water and air.  

4. It applies the modified Andreasen and Andersen (A&A) equation (refer Equation 

3.13) on mix proportioning in the concrete mix for earth-moist concrete (i.e. stiff 

concrete mix) which is also applicable to concrete blocks. 

5. In order to achieve dense granular structure that minimizes void fraction and 

maximizes the solid content in a unit volume, Husken and Brouwers (2008) and 

Husken, (2010) recommended the distribution modulus (q) of 0.35 in applying the 

modified A&A equation that results in improved compressive strength and uses the 

cement more efficiently in concrete mixes. This is the approach adopted in this study.  

6. It integrates the other methods (i.e. the method that specifies concrete by system of 

proportions or ratio and that specifies mix parameter in terms of the absolute 

volumes). 

 

This method was applied in The Netherlands which is a developed country. Thus, its 

outcomes could not be directly transferred to a developing country like Tanzania. This idea is 

in good agreement with what Raju (2002) who stated that the fundamental requirement of 

concrete mix proportion should be satisfactory both in the fresh as well as in hardening state, 

possessing certain minimum desirable strength properties as well as economically feasible. In 

this regard, the new mix design method that was developed by Husken and Brouwers (2008) 

and Husken (2010), and already applied in The Netherlands, was selected in this study to be 

applied in concrete block production in Tanzania where funds are limited and technologies in 

concrete blocks production is less advanced.  

 

a) Method that specifies concrete by system of ratio 

  

The first method used for determining the mix parameters used in this study for preliminary 

study is the same as that normally used in the UK according to Teychenne et al, (1997) which 

specifies concrete by system of ratios. Normally, this method applies Fuller’s maximum 
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density method. According to Raju (2002), Fuller advocates the maximum density theory 

which states that the greater the amount of solid particles that can be packed in a given 

volume of concrete, the higher the strength. Fuller’s ideal grading curve for maximum 

compaction is based on Equation 3.26 as reported by Husken (2010) and Raju (2002). The 

dense packing is facilitated by the fact that holes of the large particles are filled with small 

particles whose voids in turn are filled with smaller ones and so on to the smallest diameter 

(Brouwers, 2006). According to Husken, (2010) and Schoner and Mwita (1987), Fuller’s 

method is the one which is adopted in most of the design codes for normal concrete strength. 

Since the focus of this study was to explore whether the recycled aggregates can produce 

building materials following Tanzanian practices, the mix ratio method was applied. 

According to Schoner et al, (1987), the mix ratio for concrete blocks production in Tanzania 

is specified as 1:9 being the proportion of cement to aggregates by volume. By applying an 

analytical method of combining aggregates (Raju, 2002; Schoner and Mwita, 1987), the fine 

and coarse aggregates fractions were estimated. Out of nine parts of aggregates, the 

fine:coarse aggregates ratio obtained was 5:4. This shows that the cement-aggregates ratio 

used was 1:5:4 (cement: fine (sand): gravel parts in volume). This ratio is equivalent to 

1:4:3.3 parts in weight, respectively. The fine aggregates used were those that passed through 

5 mm sieve size and coarse aggregates ranging from 5 mm to 12 mm (GTZ, 1991; Jackson 

and Dhir, 1988). The water/cement ratio used ranged from 0.58 to 0.75 (by weight) that was 

obtained through trial mixes. These values were higher compared to Tanzanian practices 

which range from 0.23 to 0.30
7
 (by weight). The difference from the one normally applied in 

Tanzania may be caused by the nature of the material used (i.e., recycled aggregates, which 

are more porous than the natural aggregates). 
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  3.26 

Where: P= percentage of material smaller than “d (mm)”; D=maximum particle density (mm) 

 

b) New mix design method for earth-moist concrete 

 

After characterizing the (recycled) aggregates (See Table 3.1), the new mix design method 

(Husken and Brouwers, 2008; Husken, 2010) was used to determine the mix proportions. 

According to Husken and Brouwers (2008) and Husken (2010), the new mix design method 

follows the particle size distribution (grading) given the target curve that obtained from the 

modified Andreasen and Andersen (A&A) equation as shown in Equation 3.27. The designs 

of mix proportions using used in this study were done using maximum particle size (Dmax) of 

14 mm and minimum particle size (Dmin) of 0.34 µm as shown in Table 3.2 in collaboration 

with Marinescu-Florea M. V. A. of the Building Physics Service (BPS) Unit at TU/e who is 

working on an optimization algorithm for the New Mix Design method. The mix design 

(proportion) results for nine different samples are summarized in Table 3.3. As it can be 

observed in Table 3.3, the amount of cement required for producing a 1 m
3
 concrete mix 

ranges from 345 kg to 392 kg with an average of 368 kg. This is a huge amount of cement 

(which is an expensive material in solid concrete mix) cannot be afforded by most Tanzanians 

because Tanzania is one of the poor developing countries of the world (The World Bank, 

2012)
8
. The use of this amount of cement in concrete mix will raise the cost of the recycled 

products thereby making them less attractive when compared to the traditional concrete 

                                                 
7 Reported by Building Material Engineers working at Univeristy of Dar es Salaam (UDSM) Building materials’ laboratory in 2010 

8 http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/tanzania/overview, Last updated September 2012, [viewed in January 2013] 

http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/tanzania/overview
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blocks produced from natural (virgin) materials. The use of a large amount of cement has not 

only an economic effect but also an environmental effect as it is estimated that production of 

1 kg of cement releases the same amount of CO2 emission (Mora, 2007). Therefore, the mix 

design presented in Table 3.3 was not considered an appropriate mix to be applied for 

Tanzanian market. Since the new mix design for earth-moist concrete was developed for 

paving blocks with the minimum compressive strength of 32 N/mm
2
 and water absorption 

ratio of 6%, its application for concrete blocks which have lower requirement for compressive 

strength (7 N/mm
2
) and water absorption ratio (approximately 12%)  was deemed 

uneconomical and hence, the mix design needed adaption. The design parameter adapted was 

Dmax (i.e., 37.5 mm) in estimating the ideal (target) curve (Figure 3.4), while the other 

parameters remain the same as already stated above. The adapted mix design was also 

prepared by Marinescu-Florea, M.V.A (from Building Material group) is presented Table 3.4 

and detailed in Appendix A. The mix proportions which are presented Table 3.4 show that 

cement content ranged from 225 kg to 300 kg with average of 262 kg which is approximately 

of 100 kg (40%) of cement reduction. Since the cement reduction strategy could affect the 

quality of the concrete blocks produced, so more production techniques/recipes were tested in 

order to find out how the concrete blocks with load bearing capacity could be produced from 

the recycled aggregates in Tanzania as presented in Section 3.8.3. After obtaining the material 

ingredients which were required to prepare a 1 m
3 

concrete mix, it was scaled down (reduced) 

to the amount of ingredients which were required for a single batch experiment. The batching 

differed from one experiment to another depending on the aim of the experiment and amount 

of mixing materials that was required. For example, for trial mix experiment which aimed to 

produce at least 3 specimens of average weight of 8 kg (wet) each, its batching was different 

for the pilot scale experiment that was used to produce the whole concrete block scale of 

average weight of 30 kg (wet) each. This shows that the materials required for production of 

these products were different although the ratios of mixed materials (ingredients) were the 

same.  
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Where: P(D) = particle size distribution (cumulative finer volume fraction);  

D = represents the size of the sieve used for analyzing the solid particles; 

Dmin & Dmax are accounting for the minimum and maximum particle size in the mix respectively; 
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Table 3.2 Particle size distribution (PDS) of recycled aggregates used for concrete block production in Tanzania 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
*It is obtained from a modified A&A equation (Eqn. 3.27) with distribution modulus. Dmax = 14 mm; and Dmin = 0.316 µm (being a lowest cement particle size). 

 

Sieve size, 

mm 

Demolition waste Construction waste Natural aggregates CEM II, 32.5N *Target, 

P(D) 
DM1 DM2 DM3 DS1 DS2 DS3 CM CS NCA NFA 

Percentage passing (by weight) 

14 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

10 79.10 83.00 80.57 87.59 97.69 77.79 63.05 88.99 74.94 100 100 88.62 

5 54.81 63.91 59.04 74.08 86.47 52.22 32.34 70.94 49.99 100 100 69.01 

2.36 44.34 54.74 47.67 66.32 79.82 42.62 21.59 62.07 40.63 99.90 100 52.50 

1.7 43.46 51.34 43.35 61.97 75.79 39.25 18.83 57.37 37.58 98.70 100 46.55 

1.18 36.48 47.26 39.32 56.69 70.40 35.53 16.94 52.01 35.28 97.25 100 40.67 

0.6 24.63 29.88 26.25 34.08 46.29 22.42 10.98 29.09 27.53 77.50 100 31.59 

0.425 17.17 21.28 18.58 24.01 30.99 14.85 7.36 19.11 21.85 48.60 100 27.72 

0.3 11.14 13.29 12.33 11.31 18.78 9.26 4.54 12.20 16.44 24.00 100 24.26 

0.212 6.76 8.56 7.38 6.59 10.75 5.78 3.01 7.32 7.47 9.55 100 21.21 

0.15 3.97 4.51 3.80 3.57 5.64 3.84 1.02 4.02 4.23 4.25 100 18.51 

0.075 1.45 1.32 1.20 0.94 1.56 1.20 0.44 1.07 0.89 1.50 99.4 14.00 

0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 36.6 5.69 

0.001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.6 1.20 

0.0001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 
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Table 3.3 Materials  used to prepare a 1 m
3
 concrete mix for the concrete block production in Tanzania 

 

 
Figure 3.4 Grading of solid ingredients used for concrete block production in Tanzania 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Sample DM1 DM2 DM3 CM DS1 DS2 DS3 CS (0% C&D) 

NCA+NFA  

Cement (C), kg 343 345 345 392 373 366 355 370 380 

Fine aggregates (fa), kg 1285.8 1193.9 1257.5 1363.4 1110.3 1014.6 1241.9 1158 949.1 

Coarse aggregates (ca), 
kg 

475.5 548.3 495.9 342.1 615.8 710.5 527.6 542.4 734.8 

Aggregates (fa+ca), kg 1761.3 1742.2 1753.4 1705.5 1726.1 1725.1 1769.5 1700.

3 

1683.9 

Water 
(Designed) 

W, kg 120.1 120.8 120.8 137.2 130.6 128.1 124.3 129.5 133.0 

W/C   0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 

fa/ca 2.7 2.18 2.54 3.99 1.80 1.43 2.35 2.13 1.29 

Cement:aggregate ratio 1:5.1 1:5.0 1:5.1 1:4.3 1:4.6 1:4.7 1:4.9 1:4.6 1:4.4 
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Table 3.4 Materials  used to prepare a 1 m
3
 concrete mix for the concrete block production in Tanzania 

Sample DM1 DM2 DM3 CM DS1 DS2 DS3 CS (0% C&D) 

NCA+NFA 

Cement (C), kg 259 241 225 300 250 243 267 268 272 

Fine aggregates (fa), kg 1116 893.2 1023 1195 914.3 847 1102 829 701.6 

Coarse aggregates (ca), kg 734.4 943.4 859.5 611 974.2 1044 784 957.9 1082.7 

Aggregates (fa+ca), kg 1850 1837 1882 1806 1888 1891 1886 1787 1784 

Water 
(Designed) 

W, kg 90.7 84.4 78.8 105 87.5 85.1 93.5 93.8 89.6 

W/C   0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 

Water (applied)  Wi, kg 168.3 171.1 150.7 189 150 172.5 202.9 174.2 97.2 

Wi/C 0.65 0.71 0.67 0.63 0.60 0.71 0.76 0.65 0.38 

fa/ca 1.5 0.9 1.2 2 0.9 0.8 1.4 0.9 0.6 

Cement:aggregate ratio 1:7.1 1:7.6 1:8.4 1:6.0 1:7.6 1:7.8 1:7.1 1:6.7 1:6.6 

 

Mix proportions presented Table 3.4 indicate that 4 samples had more fine aggregates in the 

concrete mix composition than coarse aggregates while the remaining 5 samples had the 

opposite results. This is contrary to the mix proportions presented in Table 3.3 that all 8 

recycled samples and 1 natural aggregates had more fines aggregates in the composition than 

coarse aggregates. The mix compositions results presented in Table 3.3 are in a good 

agreement with those reported by Husken and Brouwers (2008) and Husken (2010) that mix 

proportions for earth-moist concrete contain more fine aggregates that coarse aggregates. 

Since the mix proportions in Table 3.4 did not comply with this theory, different experiments 

were carried out in the laboratory which included keeping more fine aggregates than coarse 

aggregates and vice versa in order to determine the effectiveness of the adapted method in 

concrete blocks production from C&D waste in Tanzania. The kind of mix proportions that 

gave better results is the one, which was adopted in this study.  

3.8.3 Production techniques/recipes  

In this study, four different production series were carried out (see Appendix C). These series 

were: i) the use of recycled aggregates to replace natural aggregates 100%; ii) the use of a 

certain portion of recycled aggregate to replace natural aggregates; iii) the use of an excess 

amount of cement in concrete mix to lower water/cement ratio; and iv) the use of additives 

(admixtures) as described hereunder: 

  

Part I: Aimed at determining the effectiveness of 100% replacement of natural aggregates by 

recycled aggregates. In this part, two series of experiments were carried out as 

described below:  

 

a) Using individually recycled aggregate sample: In this experiment, 8 recycled 

aggregate samples that were sourced from 3 single-storey demolition buildings (DS1-

3), 3 multi-storey demolition buildings (DM1-3) and 2 from single and multi-

construction buildings (CS & CM) were used.  Natural aggregates (NCA+NFA) were 

used as control. The experiment using individually recycled aggregate samples aimed 

at investigating to the possibility of recycling the generated C&D waste onsite without 

transportation and/or combining with other samples. In Part 1a, 9 experimental series 

were prepared for both laboratory and pilot scales. In trial mixes, another experiment 

was carried out which used fine-to-coarse aggregates ratio opposite to those shown in 
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the design mix proportion. This was carried out because, as shown in the mix 

proportions presented in Appendix A, some of the mixes were composed of more fine 

aggregates than coarse aggregates, e.g., DS3 and CM, while others like DS1, CS, and 

DM2 contained more coarse aggregates. This is contrary to what the previous 

researchers found for stiff concrete like concrete blocks that comprise more fine 

aggregates than coarse aggregates (Poon et al, 2002; Husken and Brouwers, 2008; 

Husken 2010). However, the choice of which one to adopt depended on the results of 

the trial mix.  

b) Combining all recycled aggregates (C&D) together: This experiment was carried 

out in order to understand the possibility of recycling the mixed/combined rubble from 

different sources which are normally found at the collection/disposal sites. Both 

laboratory and pilot scale experiments were carried out. The mix proportion for this 

experiment was obtained as an average of all the mix proportions of the materials 

presented in Appendix A. The proposed mix proportion is shown in Table 3.5. 

Part II: Involved an experiment for replacement of natural aggregates by 30%, 50%, 70% and 

90% recycled aggregates. It aimed at finding out how much recycled aggregates can 

replace the natural aggregates without significantly altering the quality of the concrete 

blocks produced. The proposed mix proportion in this experiment is presented in 

Table 3.6 

 

Part III: Altered amount of cement content for the recycled aggregates sample that gave low 

compressive value below than recommended in the required standards. Aimed to 

investigate how the reduced water/cement (w/c) ratio can improve the quality of the 

concrete block produced by adding more amount of cement. However, due to financial 

and time constraints, this experiment was limited to one recycled aggregate sample of 

a single-storey demolished building such as DS3. The mix proportion for this 

experiment was 1:2.8:2.0:0.23 for cement:fine aggregate:coarse aggregate:water 

fractions, respectively. The w/c ratio of 0.23 is the one reported as being used by 

Tanzanian concrete block local producers. 
 

Table 3.5 Mix proportion for mixed recycled aggregates from C&D waste 

Recycled aggregate sample cement Fine aggregate Coarse aggregate Water  

Masaki DM2 1 3.7 3.9 0.35 

Skyplaza CM 1 4.0 2.0 0.35 

Nasaco DM1 1 4.2 2.8 0.35 

Sokota DS1 1 3.7 3.9 0.35 

Ukonga CS 1 3.1 3.6 0.35 

Kurasini DM3 1 4.5 3.8 0.35 

Total-shell DS3 1 4.1 2.9 0.35 

K/Gerezani DS2 1 3.5 4.3 0.35 

average 1 3.8 3.4 0.35 
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Table 3.6 Mix proportional for replacement experiments 

Mix fractions Cement Recycled aggregate 

(C&D) 

Natural aggregate (NA) Water 

C&D NA Fine coarse Fine coarse 

30% 70% 1 1.1 1.0 2.7 2.4 0.35 

50% 50% 1 1.9 1.7 1.9 1.7 0.35 

70% 30% 1 2.7 2.4 1.1 1.0 0.35 

90% 10% 1 3.4 3.1 0.4 0.3 0.35 

 

Part IV: Use of additives: Additives were used to improve the quality of the manufactured 

product (TZS 727 (Part 1): 2002) and must have acceptance quality and do not have 

adverse effect on the properties of the masonry units (TZS 283: 2002(E)). In this 

study, two additives were used independently namely Sisal fiber (SF) and MegaFlow 

P4 (MF-P4). MegaFlow P4 admixture was used because it is reported that it can 

increase strength (see Appendix B) especially when dealing with recycled aggregates 

which are porous and weak. Sisal fiber was used because it is locally available 

material, it is a renewable resource and has been studied by previous researchers (see 

Section 2.7) though mostly were focused on tensile strength. Studies on improvement 

of compressive strength using sisal fibers as additive are limited. However, it is 

cheaper compared to synthetic polymers. This study focused on the use of additives to 

improve the compressive strength of concrete block product as building materials 

produced from recycled aggregates recovered from C&D waste in Tanzania. The 

experiment was conducted to understand the extent to which both admixtures can 

improve the quality of the concrete blocks produced from recycled aggregates in 

Tanzania. In addition, the use of additives was carried out to understand the 

effectiveness of the locally available admixture (i.e., sisal fiber) compared to 

manufactured and imported admixture (i.e. MegaFlow P4) in the improvement of the 

quality of the concrete blocks from C&D waste in terms of compressive strength, 

density and water absorption ratio. Since density is directly proportional to the 

compressive strength (Raju, 2002), in this study sisal fiber admixture was tested in 

compressive strength, density and water absorption ratio improvements especially on 

the products produced from recycled aggregates. 

 

The sisal fiber additive was applied in different doses after length was reduced as 

recommended by Prabakar and Sridhar (2002). The length of sisal fibers was reduced 

from almost 500-1000 mm (Toledo Filho et al., 2009) long to approximately 5 mm 

length by cutting using the Cutter Study Trimmer as shown in Figure 3.5(a&b). The 

amount of admixtures (i.e. sisal fiber and MegaFlow P4) used was adapted from that 

used by Prabakar and Sridhar (2002). The admixture content/dose for both sisal fibers 

and MegaFlow P4 admixtures were varied from 0.25%, 0.5%, 1%, and 2% of weight 

of cement content used. The measurement of MegaFlow P4 dose was carried out as 

shown in Figure 3.6. Since the dose recommended for MegaFlow P4 ranges from 

0.5% to 1.5% by weight of cementitious materials (Conmix ltd
9
) (see Appendix B), the 

range used was within the recommendations. However, the dose range went higher 

than what is recommended in TZS 727 (Part 1):2002 that the total quantity of additives 

shall not exceed 1.0% by mass of the cement, while the quantity of organic additives 

                                                 
9 Conmix Ltd,  MegaFlow P4 Technical Datasheet, CC/MF02/Ver2/08/07, Construction Chemicals   
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on a dry basis shall not exceed 0.5% by mass of the cement. In order to determine the 

effect of two admixtures, each admixture was used independently while the 

amount/content of admixtures was kept constant for both admixtures. That approach 

was used for study purpose to find out if the use of additives may comply with 

Tanzania standards in improving the quality of recycled product. In this experiment, 

the recipe of combining C&D waste was used. Hence, the mix proportions of solid 

ingredients was the same as 100% C&D waste except additives affected amount of 

water used. After determining amount of MgaFlow P4 required (see Figure 3.6) was it 

mixed in water before application in order to get homogeneous dispersion of 

MegaFlow P4 admixture during mixing. The solution was then slowly poured in the 

running mixer until fresh concrete with required slump was obtained as it was also 

reported in Toledo Filho et al., (2009). In the case of the trimmed sisal fibers,  these 

were added to the blended mix of the solid materials (i.e., recycled aggregates and 

cement) which was then mixed for about 3 minutes before adding water. After, mixing 

blending solid with sisal fibers, water was poured in the running mixer until fresh 

concrete was obtained which was used to produce the concrete blocks. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.5   Sisal fiber preparation a) sisal fibers were chopped to reduce length, b) SEM image showing the 

reduced lengths 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3.6 MegaFlow P4 MegaFlow P4 measured ready for use at the UDSM building materials laboratory 
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3.8.4 Concrete block fabrication 

After determining mix proportions and the compaction method as well as having the 

equipment, the conventional production processes of concrete blocks were adopted. These 

processes include batching, mixing, compacting, molding, and curing. Material mixes for 

concrete blocks were prepared with sufficient water to produce cohesion with no slump 

(workability) as described by Poon and Lam (2008). Fresh concrete with slump less than 10 

mm was prepared manually until a homogenous mixture was obtained as shown in Figure 3.7 

in order to get stiff concrete. In practice, water added in recycled aggregates was higher than 

what was indicated in the mix design. The use of more water than specified was motivated by 

the need to understand the amount of water that was available for hydration (i.e., free water) 

as opposed to that absorbed by recycled aggregates before the hydration process started. This 

was carried out first by determining the aggregate’s initial moisture content and then setting a 

timer. During laboratory test of setting time, almost all aggregates absorbed water within one 

hour. Due to this fact, the initial moisture content was ignored and therefore, free-water was 

obtained by subtracting the amount of water that was absorbed from the amount of water 

initially added. Then the amount of water used for mixing process to produce a fresh concrete 

was determined for each recipe.  

Mixing of materials in a batch mixer was carried out according to TZS 62 (Part 1):1980 for 

both laboratory and pilot scale. In lab scale, the mixing process was carried out mechanically 

in the batch mixer while in pilot scale; the mixing was carried out manually on a flat, non-

porous and hard surface. Subsequently, mixing materials were placed in the molding 

machines. The manual compaction machine was used for both laboratory scale and pilot scale 

to produce stiff concrete. The compaction was carried out by first hammering using wooden 

rods and further compacting using the top cover mounted on molding machine as shown in 

Figure 3.7(b). The method is cheap, easy to apply, and the one commonly used by concrete 

block producers in Tanzania. Of course, the method is not as good as the mechanical 

compaction method. However, it was assumed that if the load bearing concrete blocks could 

be produced by using manual method and satisfies minimum requirements, it would definitely 

be possible to produce concrete blocks on a large scale by using mechanical and other 

sophisticated equipment with the same or higher quality in the future. During the compaction 

process, the mixed materials were first compacted using a wooden handle and subsequently, 

by a steel machine cover (see Figure 3.7(b)). After molding, the concrete blocks were covered 

with a plastic sheet for 24 hours to prevent rapid hardening. After 24 hours, the concrete 

blocks were cured in water (immersed) for 28 days. Curing is very crucial in the strength 

development of the concrete block as also reported by Ngowi (2005). Finally, the concrete 

blocks were taken out of the water for surface drying for one day before laboratory testing. 

In addition, concrete blocks in both laboratory and pilot scale were fabricated in a steel 

molding machine which was open on both bottom and top sides. During fresh concrete fill, a 

wooden pallet was laid on the steel support. For lab scale, mold had internal dimensions of 

300 x 150 x 100 [mm] whereas the pilot scale molding machine had internal dimensions of 

450 x 230 x 150 [mm] (the standard dimensions of the concrete block produced in Tanzania 

as presented in Section 2.5. The standard cubes were also fabricated according to the specified 

standards in TZS 62 (Part 1-4:1980). The standard cubes of sizes 100x100x100 [mm] were 

used in the cubes production. The experiment was performed in order to find out the effect of 

using cubes in trial mix in relation to concrete blocks production. In some cases, cube 

compaction was carried out manually and in other cases by using a vibrator (vibrated table). 

In the manual production technique the compaction was carried out in three layers of the filled 

materials.  
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Figure 3.7 Concrete block fabrication processes, sequence for a) laboratory scale, b) pilot scale 

3.8.5 Water-cement (w/c) ratio determination  

Given that recycled aggregates were weaker than natural aggregates and there was no existing 

standard methods pertaining to these recycled materials particularly in Tanzania, the actual 

amount of water applied in concrete was obtained through trial mix (i.e., in practice). The 

amount of water indicated in mix proportions, i.e., 0.35 was used as benchmark. In trial mix, 

the w/c ratio was established. The procedure of estimating the water-cement ratio was as 

follows: Firstly, the initial moisture content of aggregates was measured in the laboratory 

following standard methods as described in URT (2000). Secondly, the setting time 

(aggregates’ absorption rate for 1 hour) was determined, results of which are presented in 

Table 3.7. Thirdly, sufficient amount of water was added until the workability of fresh 

concrete was obtained. Since aggregates absorbed water within one hour, the initial moisture 

content was ignored. Thus, in this study, the free-water available for hydration was obtained 

by subtracting the added amount of water in the mixing process from the amount of water 

absorbed in one hour as shown in Equation 3.28 (After ignoring the initial moisture content). 

The amount of free-water was then divided by amount of cement to get the water cement 

ratio. Then the water-cement ratio was calculated by diving amount of water which was free 

for hydration to the amount of cement applied in the mix as shown in Equation 3.6. 

 
Table 3.7 Aggregates absorption rate for one hour 

Sample name Code Absorption rate (r), (%) 

Masaki DM2 12.52 

Skyplaza CM 4.08 

Nasaco DM1 4.56 

Sokota DS1 8.24 

Ukonga CS 9.06 

Kurasini DM3 5.38 

Total-shell DS3 8.08 

K/Gerezani DS2 9.01 

Natural aggregates NCA+NFA 1.63 

Combined C&D waste C&D 2.90 

)
100

r
(1WW addw   3.28 

 
Where: Wadd = amount of water added during mixing process, kg; r =  rate of aggregates to absorb water for 

first hour, % 

Batching  Mixing  Compaction Molding Curing 

a 

b 
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3.8.6  Testing of concrete 

 

i) Workability measurement of fresh concrete for concrete block manufacturing 

 

Workability is a collective term which includes all essential properties of the concrete in the 

plastic condition (Raju, 2002). According to Newman (1965) cited in Raju (2002), the plastic 

condition comprise the following: 

 

 Compactability (full compaction): concrete is compacted to expel the air voids.  

 

 Stability: ability of concrete to resist segregation of its ingredients in transit or during 

compaction. 

 

 Mobility: condition to which concrete can flow round the reinforcement and fill out 

the angles being casted. 

 

 Finishability:  property helps to provide a smooth surface finish of a concrete product.   

 

Since this study focuses on concrete blocks which are dry mix (no mobility); the workability 

may be defined as the property of fresh concrete to meet plastic conditions such that  

compactability, stability and finishability. Two workability testing methods normally used are 

slump test, Compaction factor and Vebe tests (Teychenne et al., 1997). Other includes Flow 

test and Two-point test methods (Day, 1995). The Slump test is more appropriate for the 

higher workability mixes.  While,  Vebe Time tests is appropriate for mixes which are to be 

compacted by vibration. Out of the aforementioned methods, in this study, slump (wet) test 

was adopted for determining workability of fresh concrete for concrete block production from 

recycled C&D waste in Tanzania. Because,  slump test is so deeply ingrained in the theory 

and practice of concrete technology, it is a sensitive detector to small changes of water 

content (Day, 1995). Concrete mix was for stiff concrete as well as the production technology 

to be used in this study is manual in which, there is no vibration. However, Day (1995) 

reported that an extra 10 mm of slump probably involves about an extra 3 liters of water per 

cubic meter of concrete and may depress strength by about 1 MPa (1 N/mm
2
). This suggests 

that more accurate and close supervision is required in order to provide adequate workability 

of the mix. Generally, in order to provide adequate workability of the mix ,the amount of 

water used in preparing a concrete mix should always exceed that necessary for hydration of 

cement (Thandavamoorthy, 2005). The slump is obtained through measurement as it 

illustrated in Figure 3.8. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.8 Illustration of measurement of slump test (source: TZS 62 (Part 2):1980) 
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Slump test was used to analyze workability characteristics of fresh concrete of recycled 

aggregates. The slump test was carried out following standard method described in TZS 62 

(Part 2):1980. Apparatus used were slump cone, tamping rod (with round shape at the end), 

scale for measurement, scoop, and a hard and flat base. The fresh concrete was filled in the 

slump cone with three layers, 25 strokes of tamping rod under the action of gravity were 

applied to each layer. Subsequently, the slump cone was demolded and slump was measured 

as shown in Figure 3.8. The results of slump were expressed to the nearest 5 mm as given by 

the formula reported by TZS 62 (Part 2):1980 as: ‘Slump = hm-hs’. Where hm is the height in 

mm of the mold i.e., 300 mm; and hs is the height in mm of the slumped specimen. If the 

slump is less than 10 mm, the concrete has a consistency stiffer than that for which the test is 

suitable. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.9 Slump test for fresh concrete made from recycled aggregates in Tanzania 

 

ii) Testing of hardened concrete block specimens 

 

After the 28 days of curing, the concrete block and cube specimens were taken to the 

laboratory at the University of Dar es Salaam for testing. The density, water absorption ratio, 

and compressive strength were tested. The analysis was carried out according to the standard 

methods which are specified in the TZS 283:2002(E); NEN-EN 772-1:2000; TZS 62 (Part 1-

4:1980); and TZS 58 (Part 3): 1980. The following is a summary of how the analysis was 

carried out.  

 

a) Compressive strength test 

 

Concrete bricks and cubes were analyzed in the laboratory. The concrete bricks analysis was 

carried out according to what is stipulated in Tanzanian standards i.e. TZS 283: 2002(E). The 

standard state that the masonry units should be analyzed using compressive area (base-face) 

of length (L) x width (W) (which is termed as normal in this study) as shown in Figure 

3.10(a). Another testing was carried out using experiences from other countries notably in 

Hong Kong as reported by Poon et al (2002). According to Poon et al (2002), the concrete 

bricks analysis was carried out by using the compressive area with base-face of length (L) x 

height (h) (which  is termed as inverted in this study) as shown in Figure 3.10(b). The 

technique proposed by Poon et al., (2002) was also applied in Tanzania to find out if there is 

any difference or similarity in the compressive strengths of recycled aggregates.  
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Figure 3.10  Compressive testing methods (a) normal (standard methods i.e., TZS 283:2002E); (b) inverted 

(Hong    Kong local method according to Poon et al, (2002)). 

  
Either concrete block or cube specimen was placed and centered on the platen of a 

compression testing machine. Cubes were analyzed according to standard methods specified 

in TZS 62 (Part 1-4:1980). The compaction machine (MFL Systeme-PRUF UND MESS) 

with a maximum load of 3000 kN was used. The gross area of the loaded surface for concrete 

blocks was length-width i.e. 450x230 [mm] bed face according to TZS 258:2002(E); NEN-

EN 772-1:2000 or bed face of length-height i.e. 450x150 [mm] (Poon et al 2002) as already 

stated above. For cubes bed-face was 100x100 [mm]. Two soft sheets of plywood were placed 

under and above the specimen to reduce friction as shown in Figure 3.11. To calculate the 

compressive strength, Equation 3.29 was used. The compressive strength result reported is an 

average of at-least three specimens for both concrete blocks and cubes. 

 

W)(L

F

n

1
f

n

1
c


  3.29 

 
Where: fc =compressive strength, N/mm

2
;  

  F = failure load, N;  

  L × W = area of base-face, mm
2
;  

  L = length and W= width of the block; and  

  n = number of the block specimens 

 

 
Figure 3.11 Compressive strength testing a) block placed on soft sheet, b)checked if centered, c) crushed blocks 

 

b) Density 

 

Concrete block specimens were weighed by SOEHNLE-Wagebereich 0.5 bis 55 kg and the 

dimensions were measured by veneer caliper with 50 cm and 100 divisions. The density was 

calculated using Equation 3.30. For each sample type, the average of the three specimens was 

calculated: 

 

a b c 

F 
F 
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HWL

M
ρb


  3.30 

 
where: ρb =density of the block, Kg/m

3
;  

 M = mass of the block, kg;  

 L × W × H = volume of the block, m
3
; and  

 L = length, W= width, and H= height of the block [m] 

 

c) Water absorption ratio 

 

Results for water absorption ratio were used as an indicator for durability of the concrete 

blocks (Evengelista and Brito, 2007; Husken and Brouwers, 2008). The wire basket method 

was used for water absorption analysis for aggregates larger than 10 mm size (TZS 58 (Part 

3): 1980). Since it was not possible to measure the whole concrete block size, the concrete 

block size was reduced by cutting it into small pieces each having almost one-eighth of the 

size of a concrete block. Two specimens were tested for each concrete block sample. Firstly, 

they were washed to remove any suspended materials. Secondly, they were immersed in water 

for another 24 hours. Thirdly, they were dried (surface drying, enhanced by towels-absorbent 

cloths) and weighed (Mass A). Fourthly, the specimens were immersed in water and then 

placed in wire mesh basket and thereafter weighed by a digital balance as shown in Figure 

4.11. Fifthly, the specimens were placed again in the oven at 105
o
C for 24 hours. Finally, they 

were removed from the oven and cooled in an airtight container and then weighed (Mass D). 

The water absorption ratio was calculated by using Equation 3.31 and the average of the two 

specimens results were calculated.  

 

100[%]
D

D)(A
Wab 


  3.31 

 
Where: Wab =water absorption, %; A = weight of the surface dry saturated concrete blocks, kg; and D = weight 

of oven dry concrete blocks, kg 

 

 
 

Figure 3.12 Water absorption determinations in the laboratory a) cutting samples, b) samples labeling, c) 

weighting samples in air and water 

 

d) Quality control 

 

Concrete block quality, especially of those produced from recycled aggregates of C&D waste, 

was assessed using the compressive strength parameter as an indicator of structural elements 

and the water absorption ratio parameter as indicator of durability. All parameters were 

compared to specifications as stipulated in available standards like TZS 283:2002. To assess 

the quality of different recipes the effect of both parameters were combined together. Since 

the two quality parameters (variables) were incompatible due to different measuring units, 

a b c 
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their combination needed a scientific model. However, the absence of such a model, 

necessitated the development of a the quality assessment model for this study as  presented in 

Section 5.9. 

 

A statistical analysis such as ‘t-test’ was also applied to determine the significance of the 

differences in the quality of the concrete block products produced using different techniques 

in this study. According to Siegel and Morgan (1996), how significance of difference are can 

be measured by using either student’s t-test for the mean of a normal distribution, t-statistics, 

or p-value techniques. This study adopted a p-value technique. The p-value is reported as the 

“observed level of significant” (Siegel and Morgan, 1996). By assuming 95% confidence 

interval, the outcome of p-value analysis if it was greater than 0.05 implied that there was no 

significant difference; otherwise (i.e., less than 0.05) there was a significant difference 

between the quality of two tested production techniques. 

3.9 Determination of sustainability of recycling of C&D waste into building materials 
in Tanzania 

3.9.1 Sustainability assessment tools 

Most of the environmental building assessment tools cover the building level and based on 

some form of life-cycle assessment database (Seo et al., 2006). Tools are basically in two 

categories: assessment and rating tools. Assessment tools provide quantitative performance 

indicators for the design alternatives whilst, rating tools determine the qualitative performance 

level of a building (Ding, 2008).  Rating tools include BREEAM in the UK, and LEED in the 

United States (Edwards and Bennett 2003) while assessment tools include  SimaPro and  Eco-

Quantum (Netherlands), EcoEffect (Sweden), ENVEST (U.K), BEES (U.S.A), EcoEffect 

(Sweden), ATHENA (Canada) and BeCost (Finland) (ISO 14040:2006; Ding 2008). Majority 

of these sustainability measurement tools refer to ecological impacts like Life Cycle 

assessment tool (ISO 14040:2006). The Life cycle assessment (LCA) methodology, an 

internationally recognized object of the ISO14040 since 1997, is the key hallmark of 

sustainable construction (Cole, 1998; Kibert, 2003; Cole, 2005). This indicates that tool for 

measuring the sustainability of building materials particularly from C&D waste is still limited.  

Since this study deals with building material (i.e. concrete blocks) and not the entire building, 

therefore the assessment tools is adopted for determining the sustainability of the building 

material production from construction and demolition waste. These assessment tools include 

the Life-Cycle Assessment (LCA) tool, Label for Environmental, Social and Economical 

(LEnSE), and Sustainable Index (SI) tool. Each of these tools has been discussed. The 

knowledge learnt from these tools was used to determine the sustainability of C&D waste 

recycling into building materials in Tanzania. The particular emphasis on Tanzania is because 

sustainability is a broad term which may be defined and focused in a respective country 

depends on country’s priorities, technical advancements and economical capabilities. 

 

a) Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) tool 

 

The Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is a method which assists in identifying opportunities to 

improve the environmental performance of products/services at various points in their life 

cycle (refer Figure 2.1), informing decision-makers in industry, government etc., the selection 

of relevant indicators of environmental performance, including measurement techniques, and 

marketing (ISO 14040:2006). According to Goedkoop et al (2010), LCA is a methodology for 

assessing the environmental aspects associated with a product over its life cycle. It (LCA) is a 

useful model for understanding, assessing, and reducing the environmental consequences of 
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our actions. The LCA considers the entire life cycle of a product from raw material extraction 

and acquisition, through energy and material production/manufacturing, to use and final 

disposal (ISO 14040:2006, Werner, 2005). According to ISO 14040:2006, LCA is an iterative 

technique, so it enables individual phases of an LCA to use results of the other phases. 

Transparency is an important guiding principle to ensure a proper interpretation of the 

executed LCA results. It (LCA) is applied in a field of environmental systems and tools 

including environmental management systems and environmental performance evaluation for 

example, identification of significant environmental aspects of the products and services of an 

organization. Examples of LCA tools available include Eco-Quantum and SimaPro (NL), 

ENVEST (UK), BEES (USA), EcoEffect (Sweden), ATHENA (Canada), BeCost (Finland), 

etc. and most of these involve a single dimensional approach (ISO 14040:2006, Ding 2008) 

and few like BEES (NIST, 2011) is two dimensional which assesses environmental and life 

cycle costing. But, the social aspect (pillar) is not assessed. This condition indicate that none 

of existing LCA tool which can assess the product by incorporating all sustainability pillars 

such that environmental, economical, and social. This condition suggests that LCA tool 

cannot be an adequate tool to assess the sustainability of the product particular one that is 

produced from recycled C&D waste and thus, another sustainability tool(s) is required. 

b) Label for environmental, social and economical (LEnSE) buildings 

  

According to Dessel and Putzeys (2007), LEnSE is a European research project that 

developed a tool for assessing a building’s sustainability performance. The aim of LEnSE was 

to develop a methodology for the assessment of the sustainability performance of existing, 

new and/or renovated buildings, which is broadly accepted by the European stakeholders 

involved in sustainable construction.  

LEnSE tool arranged sustainability issues into eleven categories. That categories in turn 

represent either an environmental, social or economical sustainability theme. The categories 

include climate change, biodiversity, resources use and waste, environmental management 

and geophysical risk for environmental theme. Others which were included occupant’s well-

being, accessibility, security, social and cultural values for social theme. For the economic 

theme issues included the whole life value, financing as well as management and externalities. 

Apart of issues in each category, the potential indicators of each issue were developed. In the 

LEnSE methodology, the performance of the building is measured against each sub issue and 

category that ranked on an A-G scale. Overall building performance is also ranked on an A-G 

scale, determined via the accumulation of individual category scores. Each A-G category and 

sub issue benchmark is determined by consensus based on weighting exercise. Category 

weighting is determined based on its relative importance and then weighting of each sub issue 

within the category is performed. The sub issue weighting is determined by distributing the 

overall category weighting between the sub issue according to the national consensus in order 

to determine the relative importance and their impacts to the respective country. The same 

weighting principle of categories and sub-issues was adopted in this study. The expert panel 

was used to judge the importance of a certain factor toward the sustainability. Also, LEnSE 

indicators were adapted in this study to determine the required criteria and indicators for 

estimation of sustainability achievement of C&D waste recycling into building material in 

Tanzania.   
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c) Sustainability Index 

 

Sustainability index is an evaluation tool that combines economic, social and environmental 

criteria into indexing algorithms (Langston and Ding, 2001). The sustainability index for the 

construction industry was developed to model the most significant criteria in constructed 

related-decision (Ding, 2005). According to Ding (2005), the sustainability index model that 

was developed in Australia demonstrates its applicability, effectiveness, and usefulness in 

building construction industry by considering multi-dimensional variables of environmental, 

economic, and social criteria to select the best option among alternatives. It uses monetary 

and non-monetary approaches to rank projects and facilities on their contribution to 

sustainability. The sustainability index can provide also direction to strategic planning and 

influence the best choice among the alternatives.  

According to Langston and Ding (2001) and Ding (2005), the sustainability index has four 

main criteria such that financial return, energy consumption, external benefits and 

environmental impact. These criteria were obtained through ranking system which involved 

professionals in the Australian construction industry. However, the sustainability index was 

developed in Australia; its principle can be applied to any other country. The sustainability 

index principle is to seek maximizing wealth (the objective is to maximize investment returns 

and profit) and utility (utility relates to wider community goals whereby designers, 

constructors and users all want to maximize utility). And also to minimize resources (these 

includes all inputs over the full life cycle such that materials and energy) and environmental 

impacts (includes loss of habitat encompasses all environmental and heritage issues).  

The criteria in the sustainability index are based on an absolute assessment approach and are 

combined into a composite index to rank options of the project (Ding, 2008). The 

sustainability index is calculated from each alternative by first multiplying each value by its 

appropriate weight followed by totaling the weighted scores for all criteria using the weighted 

summation method as shown in Equations 3.32 and 3.33 (Ding, 2005; 2008). According to 

(Ding, 2005), the criterion with the highest total score is in top ranking position. Criteria can 

be individually weighted to reflect particular client motives and community requirement. The 

weights reflect the relative importance of criteria and criterion score to one another (Ding, 

2005). Ding (2008) reported that the sustainability index includes the quantification of both 

objective and subjective measures that gives a full life cycle analysis of buildings. In building 

material production level, the sustainability index may be a useful tool for assessing the 

sustainability of production of building materials. In this study, the sustainability index model 

was applied to assess the sustainability production of building materials from construction and 

demolition wastes because the whole production process has environmental, economic, and 

social impacts and using Tanzania as a case study. 




J

1j
jjii WeSI (i=1, …, I)   (Source: Ding, 2008) 3.32 

EI}EB,EC,f{BCR,e ji   (Source: Ding, 2008) 3.33 

Where:  SIi = Sustainability index for an alternatives i;   

Wi = weighting factor of criterion j;  

eji = value of alternative i for the criterion j;  

BCR = benefit-cost ratio;  

EC = materials input (consumptions);  

EB = external benefits;  

EI = the environmental impacts.  

NB: The higher value score of SIi implies the better    
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d) Synthesis on sustainability assessment tool 

 

To determine the sustainability of the developed recycling techniques/recipes, an adapted 

sustainability index (SI) tool that incorporated principles of different sustainability tools such 

that sustainability index (Langston and Ding, 2001; Ding, 2005), life cycle assessment tool 

(ISO 14040:2006; Goedkoop et al., 2010) and label for environmental, social and economic 

(LEnSE) buildings (Dessel and Putzeys, 2007) was used. The sustainability tool has six 

variables (see Section 3.9.3). Six variables/criteria were determined for measuring 

sustainability of the recycled concrete blocks that are produced from recycled aggregates (i.e., 

C&D waste) in Tanzania. An experts’ meeting was then conducted that composed by local 

(Tanzanian) experts from research and development (R&D) institutes, regulators, clients, 

concrete block producers, contractors, and consultants to assign the weighting factor 

(importance) for the sustainable recipe in recycling C&D waste into building materials in Dar 

es salaam, Tanzania. The number of participants was limited to 18 due to financial and time 

constraints. Nevertheless, participants from all clusters (stakeholders) were represented as 

shown in Table 3.10. The results from the experts’ workshop were thus deemed as fit for 

experimental purposes not intended to provide hard facts of the Tanzania situation. 

3.9.2 Sustainability assessment tool applied for the recycling recipes in Tanzania 

The production of building materials from construction and demolition waste is a new 

technology to the construction industry in Tanzania. Even a recycled product is a new product 

in the industry. This fact emphasizes the importance for assessing recycled product’s 

sustainability before being applied in the industry. A credit award system (e.g. LCA) and 

single-dimensional approach are insufficient to evaluate the sustainability complex nature of 

recycling C&D waste into building materials because its diffusion into construction industry 

will depend on its conformity to all three (themes) legs (social, economic, and environmental) 

of the sustainability concept. These three themes are further categorized into five criteria as 

presented in Table 3.8. 

 

The sustainability model developed by Ding (2005), which is a multi-dimensional model that 

incorporates environmental, material utilization, social and economic aspects, was adopted in 

this study. The Ding’s sustainability model results were used to make the decision regarding 

which development option is the best that considering environmental values from planning 

phase. The model seeks to maximize the revenue and social benefits and minimize the 

material utilization and environmental impacts of the project. However, the existing 

sustainable model which developed by Ding (2005), deals with the selection of the best 

project in the planning phase among the alternatives, but, in this study, the model’s principles 

were applied to assess the sustainability of concrete blocks products that were produced from 

C&D waste in Tanzania. The previous sustainability model didn’t did not include the quality 

of the produced products which is important for recycled products. Given that this research 

work deals with recycling building material from C&D waste, it was assumed that the quality 

aspect should be considered as an independent sustainability criterion in analyzing the 

sustainability of recycling C&D waste into building materials as shown in Table 3.8. 

  

Incorporating the quality of the product in the assessment model will influence the ease of 

acceptation of the recycled products into the building construction industry in Tanzania. For 

this reason, the quality aspect was incorporated as a variable in assessing the sustainability of 

the recycled products as shown in Equation 3.34. In this study, the quality attribute falls into 

social theme of sustainability because people (inhabitants) should be protected against 

building hazard like building collapse that results because of applying poor building materials. 
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Oliveira de Paula and Negrao Cavalcant (2000) classified quality of the product as a social 

aspect as well. Therefore, the sustainability index model that developed by Ding (2005) was 

adapted to suit the sustainability assessment of the recycled products in Tanzania. The 

adapted model has five criteria which include the economic effect, resources conservation and 

ecological quality. Other are Health and Employment (i.e. improve human health and reduce 

level of unemployment) as well as safety (quality of recycled products) criteria together as 

shown in Equations 3.35 and 3.36 and Table 3.8. Thus, analysis of sustainability score for 6 

criteria that presented in Equation 3.34 applied to 4 different production recipes in this study 

is illustrated in matrix table as shown in Table 3.8.  

ST}  EMT, HH, PC, RC,f{EQ,eij   3.34 
 

Where:    eij = value of criteria, i for the recipe j;  

EQ = Ecological quality;  

RC = Resource conservation;  

PC = Project cost;  

HH = Health;  

EMT = Employment;  

ST = safety (quality of the recycled product). 

 

Table 3.8 Matrix of sustainability criteria with respect to recycling techniques (recipes) 

 

Recipe, j (j=1, 2, 3, 4) 
Weighting 

factor of 

criterion I 

(Wi) 

30% C&D 

replacement,  (j=1) 

C&D+0.25%SF, 

(j=2) 

C&D+0.25%MF-

P4, (j=3) 

NCA+NFA 

(Natural), (j=4) 

eij SIij eij SIij2 eij SIij eij SIij 

C
r
it

e
ri

a
, 

I 
(i

=
1
, 
2

, 
…

, 
6

) 

Ecological 

quality (EQ),  

(i=1) 

e11 

e11*W1*W1 

e12 

e12*W2*W1 

e13 

e13*W3*W1 

e14 

e14*W4*W1 

W1 

Resource 
conservation 

(RC), (i=2) 

e21 
e21*W1*W2 

e22 
e22*W2*W2 

e23 
e23*W3*W2 

e24 
e24*W4*W2 

W2 

Project cost 
(PC), (i=3) 

e31 
e31*W1*W3 e32 

e32*W2*W3 e33 
e33*W3*W3 e34 

e34*W4*W3 W3 

Health (HH), 

(i=4) 
e41 

e41*W1*W4 
e42 

e42*W2*W4 
e43 

e43*W3*W4 
e44 

e44*W4*W4 
W4 

Employment 
(EMT), (i=5) 

e51 
e51*W1*W5 e52 

e52*W2*W5 e53 
e53*W3*W5 e54 

e54*W4*W5 W5 

ST = safety, 

(i=6) 
e61 

e61*W1*W6 e62 
e62*W2*W6 e63 

e63*W3*W6 e64 
e64*W4*W6 W6 

Weighting factor 

of recipe j (Wj) 
W1 

 
W2 

 
W3 

 
W4 

 
 

Overall SI  
Equation  

3.36 
 

Equation  

3.36 
 

Equation  

3.36 
 

Equation  

3.36 
 

 

ijij W*W*e j recipe for the i criterion of (SI)  (index) scorelity Sustainabi   (j=1, 2, 3, 4) 3.35 

 




6

1i
ijij W*W*eicriteria for  recipe each of  value(SI) scorelity sustainabi Overall (i=1, 2, …, 6) 

 

3.36 

 
Where: eij = score of criteria I for the recipe j; 

  Wi=weighting factor of the criterion i;  

  Wj= Weighting factor of the recipe j;  

  SIij=sustainability score (index) of recipe j for the criterion i 
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3.9.3 Sustainability of the building material production from C&D waste: Definitions 
of criteria  

The recycling of C&D waste into building materials in Tanzania is sustainable when the 

recycling process achieves to conserve the natural resources for future use, improve 

ecological quality, protect human health,  ensure security for building dwellers as well as it is 

economically feasible. These six sustainability criteria are presented in Table 3.9 and are 

briefly defined as follows: 

 

 Ecological quality: it deals with the minimization of impacts of eutrophication, 

acidification, land use, greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide and other pollution 

sources in order to maintain and restore earth’s vitality and ecological diversity 

(Goedkoop et al., 2010; Dessel and Putzeys, 2007; Zah et al., 2007; Ding 2005; 

Guinee, 2002; Hill and Bowen, 1997). In this study, ecological quality is assumed to 

be attained by minimizing pollution to the ecosystem. Pollution in this study includes 

greenhouse gas emission (i.e. CO2) and leachate spillage from C&D waste disposal 

facilities. The impact of pollution includes climate change and water contamination 

respectively. So, it was assumed that recycling of C&D waste into new product instead 

of disposing to an either an open dumping site or landfill, will minimize ecological 

impacts and therefore improve the ecological quality.  

 

 Resource conservation: It deals with reduction of use of minerals like aggregates, 

fossil fuel, water and land as well as minimizing waste production (Goedkoop et al., 

2010; Dessel and Putzeys, 2007; Ding 2005; Hill and Bowen, 1997). This study is 

limited to conservation of mineral resources through reusing the C&D waste as 

resource materials for building material production. However, recycling of C&D 

waste may results to reduction of fossil fuel (e.g. energy) consumption in both 

transportation and processing. Also, effect of water consumption was assumed 

negligible and hence ignored. It was assumed also that reuse of the whole building 

material component at the end of life of the existing building will minimize waste 

production as well conserve natural resources for future use.  

 

 Economic Effect: Mostly, economic in any project is defined in terms of cost-benefit 

ratio (CBR) of the project (Ding, 2005). However, CBR often ignores or 

underestimates the environmental values (Ding, 2005, Hobbs and Meier, 2000,Tisdell, 

1993). According to Kartam et al (2004), in recycling sector, the economic is viewed 

in relation to the production cost. Based on this recycling scenario, the current study is 

defined the economic effect in terms of production cost. In this study, economic effect 

was defined in terms of project cost (refer Table 3.9). Project cost is defined as the 

cost which consist of material and production costs. Production costs consisted of 

labour, energy and equipment costs (See Section 6.4).  

 

 Health: Since C&D waste is categorized and handled as normal solid waste in 

Tanzania (URT, 2004), so, its improper disposal may endanger human health and put 

it into risk (Zah et al., 2007; Al-Yaqout and Hamoda, 2003). These health risks 

include suffer from cancer due to carcinogenic substances and respiratory effects 

(Goedkoop et al., 2010). So, it is assumed that by recycling of the C&D waste into 

new building material instead of landfilling or throwing away will minimize these 

human health risks.  
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 Employment: Recycling processes help to create more employment opportunities in 

which people get more income that enables them to meet their daily needs. These 

employment opportunities have elaborated in Section 6.5.2. Therefore, recycling of 

C&D waste into building materials became source of income and hence regarded it as 

a valuable resource rather than throw it away or dump into dumping sites.  

 

 Safety: Dessel and Putzeys (2007) defined security as protection of building and 

surroundings against crime. Crime can be anything that harms building as well as 

inhabitants. Since C&D waste is regarded as waste for thrown away in Tanzania 

(Sabai et al., 2011b); so its reuse should ensure protection of the inhabitants and 

surroundings against accident risks like building collapse. Normally, the building 

collapse due application of poor building material quality which do not satisfy the 

building material specifications and standards. Therefore,  security may defined as 

safeguarding inhabitants and the surroundings by constructing the building with 

recycled building materials from C&D waste that meet the building material 

specifications and standards. 

 
Table 3.9 Sustainability criteria and their attributes 

Sustainability 

Pillars 
Criteria  Indicator Goal  

Measuring 

units  

Environmental 

effect 

Ecological 

quality 

Greenhouse gas 

(CO2) and leachate 

Minimize pollution that cause 

climatic change and water and  

groundwater contamination 

that affects ecosystem. 

% of 

reduction  

Resource 

conservation 

Amount of 

recycled materials 

that replaced 

natural materials 

Reduce use of generic 

materials i.e. energy, water, 

materials and land as well as 

minimize waste production 

kg  

Economic 

effect 
Project cost 

Material and 

production costs 

Minimize the material 

purchasing  and processing 

costs, concrete block 

production cost, and 

transportation costs  

$ 

Social effect 

Health 
Improve human 

health 

Reduce factors that cause 

health risk such that 

carcinogenic and respiratory 

effects may results due to 

mismanagement of C&D waste 

Expert 

judgment 

Employment 
Reduce level of 

unemployment 

Recycling skill will stimulate 

entrepreneurship in the field of 

C&D waste recycling in 

Tanzania and hence create 

more employment 

opportunities 

Expert 

judgment 

Safety  
Quality of the 

recycled products  

Use of recycled C&D waste 

into building material 

production that meets the 

required standards 

The quality 

model score 

 

Since the measuring units from Table 3.9 are different for almost each individual criteria, so, 

in order to determine the homogeneous  (i.e., dimensionless) unit values, the 

calculated/determined value of each criterion was normalized in order to obtain the 
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homogeneous overall score. Normalization in this study was expressed as division of value of 

individual recipe to sum of the value of total values of all recipes. Then the dimensionless  

values were multiplied by weighting factors to determine the sustainability index (SI) value of 

the respective criteria with respect to recipes (which we can call them as alternatives). The 

results of total scores for each recipe was compared to others in order to determine which 

recipe with higher score value than others. The higher the score value will imply the more 

sustainable the recipe is (Ding 2005). Furthermore, the recipe which was obtained here was 

used to compare with the results of the recipe that was obtained from the developed Quality 

Assessment Model (QAM) as presented in Appendix I. Therefore, these results were used to 

validate the sustainability of the developed model as presented in Chapter Five.   

3.9.4 Analysis of sustainability scores for the building material production recipes  

The six sustainability criteria which are presented in Table 3.9 are used to determine the 

overall sustainability score by using Equation 3.36 as shown in Table 3.8. Then, the 

sustainability score of four concrete blocks production recipes/techniques from C&D waste 

were carried out. The recipes that satisfied the building material requirements: both structural 

(i.e. compressive strength) and durability (i.e. water absorption ratio were established. These 

requirements are the ones which used to classify the  concrete blocks with load bearing 

capacity in Tanzania. These recipes are obtained from 27 recipes that investigated to 

determine which one (recipe) can produce the good quality product. The good quality product 

in this study is the one which met both structural and durability requirement. In this, that kind 

of recipe is marked as “Pass” in the results presented in Appendix I. The results in Appendix 

I show that 12 out 27 recipes studied were able to produce the concrete blocks with good 

quality. However, out of these 12 recipes, 4 of them were selected for further study to 

determine which one has more sustainable potentials than other using aforementioned six 

sustainability criteria (refer Table 3.9). The reasons/factors for selecting these 4 recipes were 

including: 

 All 4 recipes achieved the load bearing requirements for the production of the recycled 

concrete blocks (i.e., ‘passed’ as indicated in  Appendix I). 

  Recipes that used less amount of cement, except for a recipe that used natural 

aggregates for control purpose. 

 For those amended with used additives, the one which used a low dosage (i.e., 0.25% 

of amount of cement content) of additives was selected. 

Based on the above reasons/criteria, the following four recipes were selected: 

 C&D waste replacement (i.e. 30% C&D waste). 

 The use of sisal fiber (SF) (i.e. 0.25% SF of amount of cement used). 

 The use of MegaFlow P4 plasticizer (i.e. 0.25% MF-P4 of amount of cement used). 

 

 Natural aggregates (NCA + NFA) as control. 
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The above recipes can be defined as follows:  

 

 30% C&D replacement means 30% construction and demolition (C&D) waste was 

replacing natural aggregates (both fine and coarse aggregates) in concrete blocks 

production and the rest (i.e., 70%) were aggregates from natural (virgin) sources. 

 

 C&D + 0.25% SF means 100% aggregates (both fine and coarse aggregates) used was 

C&D waste, and 0.25% Sisal fiber (SF) (i.e., %weight of amount of cement) was added 

in the concrete mix for the production of concrete block. 

 

 C&D + 0.25% MF-P4 means 100% aggregates (both fine and coarse aggregates) used 

was C&D waste, and 0.25% MegaFlow P4 (MF-P4) (i.e., %weight of amount of 

cement) was added in the concrete mix for the production of concrete block. 

 

 NCA + NFA means 100% natural (virgin) coarse and fine aggregates used in  concrete 

block production (as control). 

 

As shown in Equation 3.36 the sustainability index (value) is a function of value of criteria 

with respect to recipe (eij) and weighting factor (W). Weighting is a process that involves the 

community to make a decision for the things which affect them as well as helps to understand 

the client motives and community requirements (Ding, 2005). In this study, the determination 

of weighting factor was carried out in order to understand the local expert’s opinions 

(perceptions) and requirements on importance of using the concrete blocks in construction 

industry in Tanzania that are recycled from C&D waste. Sustainability criteria were 

individually weighted (Ding, 2005), and then the sum of their weighting factors was equal to 

100% as reported by Goedkoop et al (2010) and www.lehigh.edu
10

. Therefore, the weighting 

of criteria as well as recipes was carried out in order to determine the local 

stakeholders’(community) perceptions and requirements in recycling C&D waste into 

building material such that concrete blocks in Tanzania. 

3.9.5 Weighting factors determination 

The motivation for employing weighting is usually based on the desire to determine impact of 

the assessment output (Schmidt and Sullivan, 2002). This motivation can be applied to 

sustainability assessment for a product with different variables. Each variable sometimes 

referred to criterion  in this study, has different significance which can be obtained through 

weighting. There are many and different weighting techniques which include paired 

comparison, raking, rating and public participation (Ding, 2005; Hobbs and Meier, 2000; 

Saaty, 1994). Out of these aforementioned weighting approaches, public (stakeholder) 

participation was adopted. The experts (stakeholders) workshop was conducted in Tanzania in 

order to explore the local expert’s opinions on the sustainability aspects of recycling the C&D 

waste into building material products in Tanzania. The Tanzanian experts’ were asked to 

assign the weighting factor (importance) in each sustainability criteria for each recycling 

recipe of recycling C&D waste into building materials in Dar es salaam, Tanzania as 

presented in questionnaire shown in Appendix J. The experts (stakeholder) workshop was 

conducted in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania which was attended by 18 participants from academic 

and research institutions (i.e., University of Dar es Salaam (UDSM), Ardhi University 

(ARU), and National Housing and Building Research Agency (NHBRA)), regulators (i.e., 

                                                 
10Source: http://www.lehigh.edu/~inhro/documents/GPS_WeightingFactors_Handout.pdf [viewed October, 2012] 

http://www.lehigh.edu/~inhro/documents/GPS_WeightingFactors_Handout.pdf
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Tanzania Bureau of Standards (TBS) and National Construction Council (NCC)) and concrete 

block producer as presented in Table 3.10. Others included consultants, contractors, as well 

as clients. Since the workshop composition was diverse, similar perspective would be difficult 

to be given. In order to get the representative information from each stakeholder, the 

following were carried out before weighting factor assignment was conducted. An overview 

of the research problem and objectives were presented. The detail descriptions on the 

following were presented: 

 

 Sustainability criteria and their preliminary findings 

 

 Factors that should be taken into account included (improved from www.lehigh.edu):  

 

a. Is a recipe/factor critical? 

b. How important is it in recycling? 

c. What is the impact to recycling outcome (i.e., bigger positive impact implied 

larger weight and vice versa)? 

d. How significant do you consider the impact? 

e. Who is affected from it and to what extent? 

 

Discussion and clarification on the matters presented as well as those raised by stakeholders 

(experts) followed. After everything was clear for everyone, then experts were asked to assign 

weighting value for each sustainability criterion as well as accompanied factors based on their 

expertise (without being influenced). In assigning the weightings, it was emphasized that 

cumulatively, the weightings of individual criterion or factor must be equal to 100%. To 

simplify this approach and make exercise precise, participants termed it as ‘giving marks’. For 

them, assigning weightings and marking scripts (in exams) were considered to be similar.    

 
Table 3.10 Participants for the Local experts’ (stakeholders) workshop 

Expertise  Participants 

Expected  Participated 

Consultants  3 3 

Contractors  3 2 

Researcher  6 8 

Regulators  2 2 

Clients 3 2 

Concrete block producers 3 1 

Total 20 18 

 

After the participants became knowledgeable of what they were supposed to do were asked to 

fill a questionnaire as illustrated in Appendix J. The workshop outcomes which were derived 

from the filled questionnaire are presented in Chapter Six. The average value of weighting 

factor from all 18 participants was obtained. However, during questionnaire analysis, it was 

found that there are some participants (one or two) did not respond to some of the 

questionnaire (checklist) questions, in order to fill that gap(s), an average value of the respect 

checklist question was used. 
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3.10 Demountable concrete blocks in Tanzania 

The existing promising demountable concrete blocks and the demountable criteria were 

searched from different sources using literature and patent search, and the results are 

presented in Chapter Seven. And also, a new demountable block design was made using the 

strength and weakness of the existing block designs that reviewed.  
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Chapter Four  

 

Results and Discussion I: Characteristics of construction and demolition 

waste in Tanzania 

 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the quantity and quality characteristics of the C&D waste generation in 

Tanzania. Characteristics of the other materials such as aggregates from natural sources, 

cement, water, and sisal fibers were also analyzed. The construction and demolition (C&D) 

waste was examined in order to establish the quality of the recycled aggregates. This increases 

the confidence in using C&D waste in the production of new recycled products, like concrete 

blocks. This is in good agreement with Car et al., (2008) who reported that the quality of 

recycled products depends on the quality of inputs to a recycling plant, although the quality 

can be made better during the recycling process. This chapter, therefore, presents 

experimental results from laboratory and field survey on the characterization of C&D waste. 

4.2 Amount of C&D waste generation in Tanzania  

Amount of C&D waste was estimated from the status of solid waste and disposal from 1994 

to 2010 obtained from Dar es Salaam municipal council as shown in Appendix C. By 

adopting the notion that 40% of the waste stream is C&D waste (Tam, 2009; Macozoma, 

2002; Ekanayake and Ofori, 2000; Dolan et al., 1999; McDonald, 1996), it was estimated that 

C&D waste generation in Tanzania ranged from 6.6 million in 1994 to 17 million in 2010 

(about 166% increase for 16 years) as shown in Table 4.1. The average of C&D waste 

generation per annum in Tanzania is estimated to be 11.6 million tons per annum. This 

condition shows that C&D waste generation in Tanzania (see Figure 4.1) like other countries 

(Poon et al., 2007; Chan et al, 2000) increase as the time goes. C&D However, in frame of 

this study, a figure of 10 million tons was adopted and is used in subsequent sections as the 

average annual C&D waste generation rate in Tanzania.  

 

 
 

Figure 4.1 Condition of C&D waste generation in Tanzania 
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Table 4.1 Estimated amount of C&D waste generated in Tanzania 

Years Solid waste in Dar es 

Salaam region (tons) 

Solid waste generation rate in Tanzania (30 regions) 

day annual Total solid waste, 

Tons/year 

C&D (40%), 

tons/year 

Non-C&D 

(60%) 

1994 1500 547500 16425000 6570000 9855000 

1995 1620 591300 17739000 7095600 10643400 

1996 1772 646780 19403400 7761360 11642040 

1997 1850 675250 20257500 8103000 12154500 

1998 1980 722700 21681000 8672400 13008600 

1999 2144 782560 23476800 9390720 14086080 

2000 2200 803000 24090000 9636000 14454000 

2001 2300 839500 25185000 10074000 15111000 

2002 2400 876000 26280000 10512000 15768000 

2003 2600 949000 28470000 11388000 17082000 

2004 3091 1128215 33846450 13538580 20307870 

2005 3156 1151940 34558200 13823280 20734920 

2006 3350 1222750 36682500 14673000 22009500 

2007 3500 1277500 38325000 15330000 22995000 

2008 3840 1401600 42048000 16819200 25228800 

2009 3851 1405615 42168450 16867380 25301070 

2010 3899 1423135 42694050 17077620 25616430 

Source: Dar es Salaam City Council (2010) 

4.3 Composition of C&D waste in Tanzania 

The composition of C&D waste used in production of recycled aggregates in Tanzania was 

obtained as described in Section 3.3.3 and results presented in Table 4.2. These were used in 

the recycling process of producing concrete blocks. As it can be observed from Table 4.2, the 

recycled C&D waste used was mainly (i.e. 99.88%) cementitious rubble, while in Western 

Europe was estimated to be 85% (Golton, 1997). However, the concrete rubble content was 

less than other cementitious rubble, which is in good agreement with Golton (1997)’s findings 

that concrete (40%) was less than masonry (45%).  It is well known that concrete rubble still 

contains cement paste which actually falls into the category of other cementitious rubble, like 

mortar. This condition suggests that most of the existing and demolished buildings were 

constructed with cementitious materials which either were composed with a high amount of 

sandy, less concrete components or the concrete used had low amounts of coarse aggregates. 

It is expensive and un-environmentally friendly to separate coarse aggregates from concrete 

rubble using thermal techniques (e.g., rotary kiln heated up to 750 
0
C in the Netherlands as 

reported by (Mulder et al., 2002)). This rotary kiln thermal technique is not affordable to 

developing countries like Tanzania and for this reason the crushing technique was applied in 

this research which didn’t separate completely the cement paste from coarse aggregates of the 

recycled aggregates. On the other hand, the low amount of coarse aggregates in the recycled 

cementitious rubble and high amounts of other cementitious rubble (e.g., mortar) noticed in 

recycled aggregates in Tanzania may affect the quality of concrete blocks to be produced 

from recycled aggregates, especially with high porosity. According to Hendriks and Pietersen 
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(2000), higher porosity results into greater water absorption, which may increase the 

expansion and shrinkage of the concrete containing recycled aggregates and as a consequence 

may render these concrete blocks unsuitable for use outdoors. Since the concrete blocks to be 

produced in this study are for outdoor walling construction, the water absorption ratio of the 

recycled aggregates will be tested.  

 
Table 4.2 Composition of C&D waste in Tanzania 

Material type % 

Concrete  39.48 

Other cementitious rubble: cement-sand matrix without concrete  60.40 

Glass 0.03 

Wool 0.04 

Wood 0.01 

Metal 0.01 

Others: i.e. study, plastic, gypsum 0.03 

Total 100.00 

4.4 Characteristics of recycled aggregates in Tanzania 

A comprehensive characterization of representative samples was done which resulted in 8 

recycled aggregates and 2 natural aggregates to be used as control samples (see Sections 3.1 

and 3.4) in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. The characterization results for physical, mechanical and 

chemical tests are presented in subsequent sub-sections.   

4.4.1 Physical and mechanical characteristics of recycled aggregates 

The results of the physical and mechanical characteristics for both recycled and natural 

aggregates are presented in Figure 3.4, Figure 4.2 and Table 4.3. Results for aggregate 

characteristics as presented in Table 4.3 indicate that the recycled aggregates were less dense 

than natural aggregates. In addition, the fine aggregates were denser than coarse aggregates 

for both recycled and natural aggregates. However, the grading results in Figure 3.4 show that 

curves for CM, DM1, DM3, DS3, and natural aggregates (NCA) comply with Fuller’s ideal 

curve; and On the other hand, the DS1, DS2, CS, and DM2 grading curves did not. These 

results suggest that the use of more fine aggregates and high compaction mechanisms may be 

needed for the DS1, DS2, CS, and DM2 samples in order to produce concrete blocks with 

high strength. The concept for using more fine aggregates to fill voids of coarse aggregates in 

production of concrete with high compressive strength is supported by particle packing 

concepts in paving block production. Based on the concept of particle parking according to 

Husken (2010) and Husken and Brouwers (2008), this study used an ideal curve of the 

modified A&A equation to determine the mix proportions for concrete blocks production 

from recycled aggregates in Tanzania as described in Section 3.6.3. 
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Table 4.3 Physical and mechanical characteristics of recycled aggregates in Tanzania 

Sample Gross density (g/cm
3
)  Water 

absorption 

(%)  

pH  Aggregate 

crushing value 

(%)  

 

Organic 

impurities  
Fine  Coarse  

DS1  2.5  2.2  10.3  9.7  58.5  Present  

DS2  2.4  2.2  13.0  8.8  71.5  Present  

DS3  2.5  2.2  8.1  11.0  47.9  Present  

DM1  2.5  2.1  5.6  11.1  38.2  Present  

DM2  2.4  2.2  10.7  8.8  57.8  Present  

DM3  2.5  2.2  7.6  9.4  49.1  Present  

CS  2.5  2.3  9.1  9.6  49.3  Present  

CM  2.4  2.3  6.2  11.5  30.4  Minor  

NCA  an 2.4  1.8  8.8  28.6  n.a. 

NFA  2.5  na na  8.8  na Minor  

n.a. =not applicable because analysis was either requiring fine or coarse aggregates 

 

The results of aggregates crushing values (ACV) as presented in Table 4.3 show that 

aggregates crushing value (ACV) for recycled aggregates ranged from 30.4% to 71.5% 

compared to the natural aggregates ACV of 28.6%. According to TZS 58 (Part 2), 1980, the 

maximum recommended crushing value for aggregates to be used for concrete and wearing 

surfaces are 45% and 30%, respectively. This indicates that no recycled aggregates qualify to 

be used for wearing surfaces except natural aggregates with crushing strength value of 28.6%. 

Only crushing strength values of DM1 (38.2%) and CM (30.4%) met the specification which 

is required for concrete for all recycled aggregates. This indicates that about 75% of the 

recycled aggregate samples failed to achieve the recommended standards (TZS 58 (Part 2), 

1980). Poon et al., (2002) reported that the recycled aggregates crushing strength value in 

Hong Kong ranges from 21.6% to 24.5%. This shows that recycled aggregates from Hong 

Kong are stronger than those in Tanzania, and their recycling techniques might vary 

depending on initial quality of the recovered waste to be recycled. This condition suggests 

that it is impractical to directly transfer outcomes from one country to another especially for 

those where the levels of technology differ significantly (e.g., between Hong Kong and 

Tanzania). 

 

The water absorption ratio results (Table 4.3) ranged from 6.2% to 13% for the recycled 

aggregates while for natural aggregates it was 1.8%. These results suggest that the recycled 

aggregates were porous about 7 times (700%) more porous than natural aggregates. These 

results are generally in agreement, even relatively higher, than previous studies conducted in 

Hong Kong where it was reported that water absorption for recycled coarse aggregates ranged 

from 4.2 to 7.6% (Poon et al., 2002, 2009). This could be caused by the presence of the 

cement paste/mortar attached to the crushed recycled aggregates. 

 

The pH level of both recycled and natural aggregates was above 7. This reveals that all 

aggregates are basic in nature. However, the pH level of the recycled aggregates from 

construction waste (CM) had a higher pH value than the others. This could be attributed to 

their origins. For example, the aggregates recovered from CM originated from granite rock 

while the rest were limestone (calcium carbonate). Since limestone is composed of 

carbonates, its pH level may be lowered when it gets in contact with water. 
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The results for organic impurities that are presented in Table 4.3 indicate that almost all 

recycled aggregates are polluted except the recycled aggregates from construction waste (CM) 

and natural sand (NFA). The CM sample was not organically polluted due to the fact that the 

CM sample was mostly composed of residual concrete and broken blocks while other 

recycled aggregates were sampled and sorted from mixed debris. This indicates that re-

utilization of C&D waste as a material input for concrete blocks production will reduce not 

only the shortage of building materials, but also the environmental burdens. Consequently, 

C&D waste recycling will contribute in safeguarding people’s health while achieving 

sustainable construction in Tanzania. 
 

Another mechanical test carried out was ten percent fines value (TFV) in order to understand 

how strong the recycled aggregates really are (URT, 2000). The loads applied for ten percent 

fines value (TFV) were varied as 400 kN, 100 kN and 50 kN. A graphical approach was 

applied to estimate the TFV. A linear relationship between percentages materials passing at 

2.36 mm sieve against the load applied was anticipated. The results of TFV are shown in 

Figure 4.2. The results from Figure 4.2 shows that the load required to produce 10% fines 

were out of range for all recycled aggregates except for construction waste delivered from 

multi-storey buildings (CM) and natural aggregates which showed that 10% fines values were 

obtained when 130 kN load was applied. 

 
Figure 4.2 Ten Percent Fines Value (TFV) results 
 

The 10% fines values (TFV) were tested and the results are presented in Figure 4.3. The 

results show that the TFV for CM and NCA are obtained by applying 130 kN. For the rest of 

the recycled aggregates, the results showed that the TFV is out of range even though the 

graphs of percentage of materials passing through the 2.36 mm sieve size versus load applied 

gave a high value with correlation coefficient (R
2
) which was greater than 93%. Unlike Poon 

et al. (2009) and Poon et al. (2002) who indicated that the TFV of recycled aggregates ranged 

from 72 to 145.1 kN, in this study, the TFV obtained from recycled aggregates from 

construction waste and the rest of the recycled aggregates were out of range. The TFV results 

indicate that the recycled aggregates from demolition (i.e., DSs & DMs) waste and 

construction waste from single-storey building (CS) in Tanzania are very weak. This 

130 
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condition may be caused by low cement content applied in the old concrete rubble or because 

the rubble was dominated mostly by mortar (cement–sand) materials.  

4.4.2 Correlation between PSD and ACV of recycled aggregates in Tanzania 

Figure 4.3 presents the results of correlation between percentage (%) passing on the 2.36 mm 

sieve size of the particle size distribution (PSD) test and percentage (%) passes on the 2.36 

mm sieve size of the aggregate crushing value (ACV) test. By comparing the results of the 

aggregate crushing values with the PSD of the broken materials, a few observations can be 

made. As expected, the materials with the highest amount of fines according to the PSD 

determination also had the highest crushing values. For instance, DS2 has a much higher 

crushing value (71.5%) than the rest of the materials (28.6-57.8%). It (DS2) is also the 

recycled sample found to have a highest value in PSD test for cumulative passing through the 

2.36 mm sieve. The DS1 and DM2 materials, which have very similar PSDs, also have close 

crushing values (57.8 and 58.5 %). The same observation is valid for the DS3 and DM3 

materials (47.9 and 49.1 %) and NCA and CM (26.8 and 30.4%). Even though there are some 

discrepancies in the results of the two tests, the correlation results (Figure 4.3) showed that 

they are linearly related with the correlation coefficient (R
2
) of 73%. These discrepancies can 

be explained by the lower reproducibility of the manual crushing method which was used for 

obtaining all samples. 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Relationship between particle size distribution (PSD) and aggregate crushing value (ACV) tests 

4.4.3 Chemical-mineralogical of recycled aggregates 

a) SEM analysis  

 

The chemical elements found in all samples were C, O, Ca, Al and Si. This result shows that 

the recycled aggregates from C&D waste are chemically relatively the same of aggregates 

from natural sources. This similarity relationship was anticipated because the C&D waste was 

mainly composed of cementitious rubble (see Section 4.3) which is the same as the limestone 

aggregates which was used as course aggregates in this study. Thus, their difference was not 

much anticipated. SEM scanned images were also taken and presented in Figure 4.4 for the 8 

recycled aggregates samples (i.e., a-g) and 2 samples sourced from natural sources (i.e., i&j). 
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The images indicate that there are no significant variations of layer thickness for all samples, 

regardless of their source of origin. These results indicate that the recycled aggregates from 

building construction and demolition waste are relatively close to the natural aggregates in 

terms of their chemical composition.  
 

    
 

    
 

  

Figure 4.4 SEM images for 10 aggregates samples  

 (a=DS1, b=DM1, c=DS2, d= DM2, e= DS3, f=DM3, g=CS, h=CM, i=NFA, j=NCA) 

 

b) XRD analysis 

  

X-ray diffraction was performed in all eight recycled and two natural aggregate samples to 

determine the mineralogical characteristics and the results are shown in Figure 4.5. The main 

identified phases (mineralogical composition) in all materials were SiO2, CaCO3, Ca(OH)2 

and various calcium aluminosilicates (C-A-S). Based on major and minor peaks observed, the 

DM1 and DM3 samples seem to be closer in composition to NCA while the rest of the 

recycled aggregates were more similar to NFA. However, XRD results provide a qualitative 

analysis where the relatively high and low peaks suggest their abundance. For example, 

sandy-like recycled aggregates maybe composed highly with SiO2 while NCA-like recycled 

aggregates maybe composed mainly with CaCO3. Results showed that these recycled 

aggregates samples were limestone in nature (with the exception of the CM sample for which 

its rubble was composed of coarse aggregates sourced from granite rock). These results also 

suggest that mixed proportions of cementitious rubble in Tanzania contained either less 

amounts of cement, more amounts of sandy ingredients used or both. 

a b c d 

e f g h 

i j 
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Figure 4.5 X-Ray diffractograms of the NFA, CS, DS1, DS2, DS3, NCA, CM, DM1, DM2 and DM3 aggregate 

samples 

 ●= SiO2, ▲=CaCO3, ■= Ca(OH)2, ♦= C-A-S (adopted from Sabai et al., 2011(a)) 

 

c) XRF analysis  

 

The XRF results are presented in Table 4.4. The main oxides were SiO2 (43.12-80.37%), CaO 

(10.42-30.0%) and Al2O3 (1.57-8.21%) for recycled aggregates while for natural (virgin) 

aggregates were SiO2 (14.17% for NCA and 80.0% for NFA), CaO (46.64% for NCA and 

18.9% for NFA) and Al2O3 (0.94% for NCA and 1.93% for NFA). Based on major oxides 

results in Table 4.4, almost all C&D waste samples were mainly composed of SiO2 like 

natural sand (NFA). However, physical observation showed that the recycled concrete rubble 

was composed of limestone (CaCO3) like NCA as coarse aggregates. These results suggest 

that either the original rubble had a lot of sand (fine aggregates) in it; less cement was used in 

the concrete mix or both. Furthermore, results on trace elements showed that Cr ranged from 

7.6-53.7 ppm for recycled aggregates while 5.0-14.5 ppm for natural aggregates, Ni (2.3-51.8 

ppm for recycled aggregates while 5.8 ppm for NCA and < 2.0 ppm for NFA), Sr (192.0-

501.6 ppm for recycled aggregates while 349.9 ppm for NCA and 195.2 ppm for NFA), Ba 

(70.2-498.6 ppm for recycled aggregates while 40.2 ppm for NCA and 91.5 ppm for NFA) 

and Zr (222.2-437.4 ppm for recycled aggregates while 106.2 ppm for NCA and 384.8 ppm 

for NFA). The trace elements results showed that generally, the amount (concentration) of 

trace elements is higher than those found in natural aggregates. The source of these elements 

could be cement paste, paints or any other mixed materials found in the rubble of C&D waste. 

These results suggest that if these recycled aggregates were disposed of in dumping sites and 

most of these materials are inorganic in nature and probably are difficult to decompose. The 

possible risk is contamination of groundwater by leaching, they would mostly likely endanger 

ecosystems, especially plants, animals and human beings. The opposite of that, if these 

recycled aggregates were used for the production of new products, then the health risks 

associated with the disposing of the recycled aggregates would be controlled, which is in line 

with this thesis. 
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Table 4.4 XRF chemical compositions of recycled C&D waste and natural aggregates 

 C&D waste samples Natural (virgin) 

sample 

Major elements (%weight) 

 DS1 DS2 DS3 DM1 DM2 DM3 CM CS NCA NFA 

SiO2 71.81 80.37 60.54 43.12 58.04 64.52 54.56 70.67 14.17 80.00 

Al2O3 1.60 1.57 2.32 3.16 2.35 1.92 8.21 1.72 0.94 1.93 

TiO2 0.25 0.35 0.26 0.25 0.24 0.30 0.62 0.32 0.06 0.35 

Fe2O3 0.45 0.48 0.26 0.81 0.64 0.58 4.07 0.51 0.35 0.57 

MnO 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.10 0.02 0.02 0.02 

CaO 15.43 10.42 21.36 30.00 26.46 15.45 18.10 16.64 46.64 18.90 

MgO 0.23 0.15 0.28 0.43 0.43 0.28 2.25 0.18 0.68 0.21 

Na2O 0.17 0.15 0.31 0.48 0.19 0.31 1.63 0.10 0.09 0.12 

K2O 0.26 0.27 0.45 0.65 0.71 0.27 0.82 0.17 0.11 0.19 

P2O5 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.12 0.01 0.08 0.02 

Trace elements (ppm) 

Cr 41.3 26.2 10.0 10.2 11.9 7.6 53.7 10.1 5.0 14.5 

Ni 51.8 40.9 4.6 10.0 3.6 7.5 15.8 2.3 5.8 <2.0 

Sr 238.2 227.7 228.4 364.1 414.6 378.8 501.6 192.0 349.9 195.2 

Ba 124.4 135.4 202.8 305.8 290.2 119.3 498.6 70.2 40.2 91.5 

Zr 272.4 347.9 248.0 437.4 347.4 343.7 222.2 338.0 106.2 384. 8 

 “<” means less than detection limit. 

 

Results in Table 4.4 of recycled aggregates (DSs, DMs, CM and CS) are in good agreement 

with the results presented by Limbachiya et al., (2007) in UK on recycled aggregates for both 

percentage (%) weight (for main elements) and ppm (for trace elements) regardless of their 

differences in origin. However, there was a slight difference in CaO amounts (2.4-13.9%) 

with the study conducted in Sao Paulo, Brazil by Angulo et al., (2009). These results suggest 

that the chemical composition of C&D waste may be similar in geographical locations. The 

difference noticed in CaO may be attributed to the difference of in origin of the rock from 

which the recycled aggregates were extracted in study. In this study recycled aggregates 

mainly originated from limestone (with high amounts of CaO), but probably in Sao Paulo 

recycled aggregates originated from granite rock. Therefore, the physical and mechanical 

characteristics of the recycled aggregates may differ depending on the original concrete mix 

used and the targeted quality of the concrete products, which mostly are influenced by the 

available technologies and the economic status of the respective country.  

 

Furthermore, three abundant major oxides of all 8 recycled aggregates as well as natural 

(virgin) aggregates were plotted in the ternary phase diagram as shown in Figure 4.6. The 

results in Figure 4.6 were normalized in order to get a total composition of 100% for three 

oxides out of the oxides presented in Table 4.4. The results showed that the CM as well as 

DM1, DM2 and DM3 samples seem to be closer in chemical–mineralogical composition to 

NCA (natural coarse aggregates) while the rest of the recycled aggregates of single storey 

buildings are more similar to NFA (natural sand). However, it reveals that almost all recycled 

samples were rich in SiO2 followed by CaO. The same result was observed with natural sand 

(NFA) but, for natural coarse aggregates (NCA), the results showed that CaO was richer than 

SiO2. These results suggest that the original concrete mix of rubble particularly from single-

storey buildings was mainly composed of sandy material and/or less cement material, while 
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NCA (coarse aggregates) samples were sourced from limestone quarry sites. Based on the 

results of C&D waste composition in Table 4.2, the concrete, which also contains cement–

sand matrix like mortar comprises about 39% of C&D waste recycled in Tanzania; the rest is 

almost cement–sand matrix waste. These results suggest that the original rubble was 

dominated with sandy materials (fine aggregates) and/or less cement was used in the concrete 

mix. These results indicate that the original concrete mixtures were mostly composed of sand 

(i.e., 60% (see Table 4.2)) and less cement (e.g., 1:14 (see Table 5.1)). This could be one of 

the reasons why concrete blocks produced in Tanzania were found to have a compressive 

strength as low as 2.1 N/mm
2
. 

 
Figure 4.6 Ternary diagram (redrawn) for the abundant oxides such that SiO2-CaO-Al2O3 

( = CS, =DS3,  = DS1, = DM1, =DS2, = NFA,   =DM2,  = CM,  = NCA,  =DM3)  

 

d) TGA analysis 

 

A thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed on all samples in order to correlate the 

mass loss at increased temperature with the presence of CaCO3 in the compositions. 

Carbonates decompose at a higher temperature (600 °C – 800 °C), releasing CO2 (Sabai et al., 

2011a; Angulo et al., 2009). It was expected that the mass loss would also correlate with the 

aggregate crushing value, because of the difference in hardness between SiO2 and CaCO3. 

Figure 4.7 shows the mass loss of all considered samples between 23 
0
C and 1000 

0
C. The 

results in Figure 4.7 showed that the NCA sample had the highest mass loss, suggesting the 

highest CaCO3 content. This correlates also very well with the lowest crushing value that the 

NCA had of all samples. When comparing, as shown in Figure 4.8, this correlation remains 

valid for all materials, with DS2 having the lowest mass loss. Again, the DS3 and DM3 

samples gave very similar results.  
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Figure 4.7 Mass losses (%) of all ten samples between 23 and 1000 
0
C 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Relationship between mass loss and ACV 

 

In addition, analysis was carried out to determine the relationship between mass loss and 

contents of SiO2 and CaO oxides as per XRF analysis (refer Table 4.4) for all samples and the 

results are presented in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10, respectively. Results in Figure 4.9 show 

that mass loss is inversely proportional to the amount of SiO2 present to the aggregate sample. 

Once again, the DS3 and DM3 samples gave very similar results. For Figure 4.10, the 

relationship between mass loss and CaO shows that mass loss has good agreement with the 

amount of CaO present in the aggregate sample. The lower amount of CaO content in 

recycled aggregates samples (for example, the DS2 sample) observed as compared to NCA 

(i.e., sample normally used as coarse aggregates in Tanzania), suggests that the original 

concrete mix of the rubble had limited amounts of coarse aggregates (i.e., NCA) as well as 

cement content which in turn resulted in the production of rubble that was weak. The weak 

recycled aggregates were then expected to produce a weak recycled product. So, to use the 
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same recycled aggregates for the production of building materials with higher value, 

appropriate techniques are required to be investigated and this is essence of this research 

work. 

 

Figure 4.9 Relationship between mass loss and aggregates SiO2 content 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Relationship between mass loss and aggregates CaO content 

 

Results of the chemical composition from Table 4.4 were further analyzed using Equation 3.1 

to understand the amounts of CaCO3 and SiO2 phases present in both recycled and natural 

aggregates. TGA (Mass loss) was analyzed as well and the results are  shown Table 4.5. The 

results show that the aggregates of DM1 sample were almost similar to NCA which mainly is 

composed of CaCO3, while the rest were composed of SiO2. Based on physical observation 

made during the crushing process, only the CM sample was a construction waste (rubble) that 

is composed of granite stones. The rest samples were composed of limestone aggregates. As it 

is known that limestone is mainly composed of CaCO3, it was therefore anticipated that most 
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of the recycled aggregates will contain higher amounts of CaCO3 than SiO2. However, the 

outcome was different because more recycled aggregate samples were composed of SiO2 

phase. This condition may be attributed by the fact that original concrete mixes of the 

recycled concrete rubbles were mainly composed of sandy material than other materials like 

cement and coarse aggregates. This may in turn result in the production of poor cement paste 

(e.g. concrete blocks) due to the low cement quality used which cause the weak particles 

bonding (hardening) condition. This condition is more likely to prevail in Tanzania because 

according to field survey conducted on local concrete block producers; it was found that there 

were concrete blocks produced in Tanzania having the compressive strength of 2.1 N/mm
2
 

which is too low compared to the specified standards of 3.5 N/mm
2
 of infill blocks or 7 

N/mm
2
 for load bearing capacity standards of (TZS 283:2002(E), Neville, 1995, Jackson and 

Dhir, 1988) (see Section 5.1). 

Table 4.5 Chemical analyses of recycled and natural aggregates in Tanzania 

Sample 

name 

SiO2 CaO *CaCO3 Mass loss (%) 

%wt. %wt. %wt. %wt. 

DS1 71.81 15.43 27.55 11.95 

DS2 80.37 10.42 18.61 8.13 

DS3 60.54 21.36 38.14 15.98 

DM1 43.12 30.00 53.57 22.55 

DM2 58.04 26.46 47.25 12.81 

DM3 64.52 15.45 27.59 18.87 

CM 54.56 18.10 32.32 10.71 

CS 70.67 16.64 29.71 12.09 

NCA 14.17 46.64 83.29 37.16 

NFA 80.00 18.90 33.75 0.20 

*CaCO3 = CaO +CO2 

 

Furthermore, the relation between mass loss against SiO2 and CaO contents were analyzed 

and the results are presented in Figure 4.11. Results show that the mass loss has relatively 

similar trend to CaO content, while it is opposite to SiO2 content. In addition, Figure 4.12 

shows that it is opposite trends between contents of SiO2 and CaO with linear correlation 

coefficient (R
2
) of 87% despite of the differences of their  sources. These results suggest that 

in order to produce a stable recycled product with low mass loss (i.e., thermal decomposition), 

the addition of the materials (e.g., mineral material) with rich SiO2 composition should be 

focused rather than those rich in CaO composition. This fact puts a challenge in recycling of 

the C&D waste with high CaO composition than SiO2 into new products of higher quality. 

This is the situation which is facing the Tanzanian recycling sector especially in coastal areas 

like Dar es Salaam because 80% of recovered C&D waste for recycling originates from 

limestone (CaO). Even though the chemical composition presented in Table 4.4 showed that 

the recycled aggregates in Tanzania is mainly composed of SiO2, this is due to the fact that 

the original concrete mix of cementitious rubble contained large amounts of sand-cement 

paste (refer Section 4.3) which gave the impression of a composition of high amounts of SiO2 

(quartz).  
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Figure 4.11 Relation of SiO2 and CaO to mass loss 

 

 
Figure 4.12 Relation of CaO against SiO2 contents of the recycled aggregates  

4.5 Characteristics of cement and water 

Portland-limestone cement (Twiga-extra) of grade 32.5R conforming to TZS 727 (Part 

1):2002 that was used for the concrete block production from recycled aggregates was also 

tested. The density and particle size distribution (PSD) of the Portland-limestone cement was 

analyzed according to standard methods (ISO 13320) as described in Section 3.5. The results 

for 12 measurements were relatively close to each other and the average density was 3.0127 

g/ml. The PSD result is presented in Figure 4.13. Before commencing concrete blocks 

production, the water was tested and the results are shown in Table 4.6. The results of 

chemical composition of cement (i.e. CEM II/A-L32.5R) in Tanzania showed that it is mainly 

composed of C, O, Si, Al, Mg, Fe, Na and S elements and the chemical oxides are as 

presented in Table 4.7. The chemical composition of cement used complied with the 

Tanzanian standard (TZS 727 (Part 1):2002 because the ratio of CaO/SiO2 by mass was 

higher than 2.0 and content of MgO was less than 5.0%. Therefore, the results for cement and 

water used in concrete block production in Tanzania showed that they complied with the 
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minimum requirements specified in TZS 727, 2002 (CEM II/A-L/32.5R) and TZS 789, 2003, 

respectively. Thus, they had no impact on the strength of the concrete blocks. 

 

   
Figure 4.13 PSD of Portland composite cement of TPCC, Tanzania 

 

Table 4.6 Characteristics of water used for concrete block production 

Parameter Unit Measured  TZ standards
a
  

pH  8.02 9.2 

Conductivity µS/cm 404 nm 

TDS mg/l 2.2 nm 

Salinity ppt 0.2 nm 

Colour mgPt/l 0.2 50 

Turbidity NTU 1.27 25 

SO4 mg/l 14 800 

NH3-N mg/l 0.16 2.0 

PO4 mg/l 0.11 nm 

Fe mg/l 0.04 1.0 

Chloride mg/l 194 600 

P. alkalinity mg/l 0 nm 

Total Alkalinity mg/l 124 nm 

Calcium mg/l 76 100 

Total Hardness mg/l 157 600 
a
Source: TZS 789 (2003); nm, not mentioned; TZ, Tanzania. 
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Table 4.7 Chemical composition of cement 

 Chemical 

element/oxide 

Amount present Tanzanian Standard for 

cement (TZS 727 (Part 1): 2002) 
Remarks  

Major elements (%weight) 

SiO2 19.92 i) Composition of major 

(common) elements should 

range between 80% to 94%  

 

ii) CaO/SiO2 ≥2 

 

i) Total composition of 

major elements is 

92.39% . It is within the 

recommended 

percentage composition. 

 

ii) Ratio between CaO and 

SiO2 is 3.   

iii) Cement used was 

within the Tanzanian 

standards. 

Al2O3 5.99 

TiO2 0.31 

Fe2O3 2.19 

MnO 0.08 

CaO 62.50 

MgO 0.92 

Na2O 0.16 

K2O 0.26 

P2O5 0.05 

Trace elements  (ppm) 

Cr 54.5   

Ni 26.4   

Sr 824.1   

Ba 113.7   

Zr 149.6   

4.6 Characteristics of additives 

Sisal fiber and MegaFlow (MF) P4 additives were used to investigate if they can improve the 

quality of the recycled products from recycled aggregates of C&D waste in Tanzania. Sisal 

fiber was tested in the laboratory using the methods and techniques that were used to 

characterize the aggregates presented in Section 3.4.3, except for XRF analysis which was 

carried out by PANalytical b.v., Almelo, The Netherlands. The sisal fiber sample was 

analyzed on a general-purpose no-standards program, without any sample preparation. On the 

other hand, characteristics of MegaFlow P4 plasticizer were adopted from a manufacturer 

(Conmix)
9
 as shown in Appendix B. Since the main focus in this study was sisal fiber, it was 

therefore analyzed chemically and the results are presented hereunder.  

4.6.1 Chemical composition of sisal fiber in Tanzania  

It was found that chemically, sisal fibers (SF) are composed of the elements such as C, O, Ca, 

Mg, Al, and Si as per SEM analysis. These chemical elements were in agreement with XRF 

results as presented in Table 4.8. These XRF results showed that SF is mainly composed of 

cellulose (C6H6O5), about 98.6% by weight. The high amount of cellulose (an organic 

compound in sisal fiber) is also reported by previous researchers like Toledo Filho et al 

(2009) who found sisal fiber compose more than 70% by weight of cellulose. From Table 4.8, 

the ratio of CaO to SiO2 (CaO/SiO2) is 2.7. These results indicate that amount of CaO content 

was higher almost 3 times than the SiO2 content in sisal fibers. The low content of SiO2 

implies that sisal fibers have low influence chemically on improving the strength of the 

concrete fiber mass (product). This condition is due to the fact that Ca(OH)2 which liberated 

during hydration process (refer Equation 2.6) do not react further completely with SiO2 to 
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form calcium silicate hydrates (C-S-H) which normally increases strength (Toledo Filho et al, 

2009),  Neville, 1995), instead it indicates that it induces more carbonates (CaCO3). These 

carbonates always precipitate and induce a rigid  concrete paste within few minutes of mixing 

when mixed with water and hence retards hydration process (Neville, 1995). These results 

indicate that sisal fibers have least influence on improving strength of the recycled concrete 

product based on the chemical-mineralogical composition particularly common elements. 

Since it has shown that sisal fibers were composed mainly with organic compounds such as 

cellulose (C6H6O5) by 98.6%, this suggests that organic compounds may have impacts to the 

recycled products. These impacts should be established, however it is beyond of this study, 

thus an independent study is recommended 

 

On the other hand,  the results showed that the sisal fiber is free from trace metals like SrO, 

ZrO2 and MoO3. The mineralogical composition of the sisal fiber according to XRD 

analytical technique includes Aluminium Iron Silicon (Al0.5Fe3Si0.5), Aluminium Nitride 

(AlN), Quartz low (SiO2) and Aragonite (CaCO3) phases. The mass loss according to TGA 

results was 81.6% at temperatures ranging from 20-1000 
0
C, while within the range between 

200 to 450 
0
C it was about 72.5% with the derivative peak recorded at 350 

0
C. Angulo et al 

(2009) found that the mass loss between 110 to 550 
0
C is due to weight loss of adsorbed and 

combined water from SiO2–CaO phases and ettringite of binders. Since this research found 

that more than 72.5% mass loss out of 81.6% occurred in the temperature range between 224-

450 
0
C, this indicates that the sisal fiber is composed of water which can be adsorbed and 

combined with binder during hydration process.  

 
Table 4.8 Chemical compositions of sisal fibers according to XRF analysis 

 Chemical 

element/oxide 

Sisal fiber 

(SF) sample  
Tanzanian Standard for cement 
(TZS 727 (Part 1): 2002) 

Remarks  

Major elements (%weight) 

SiO2 0.251 i) Composition of major 

(common) elements should 

range between 80% to 94%  

 

ii) CaO/SiO2 ≥2 

 

i) Total composition of major 

elements is 1.18%. It is 

lower than 80% of the 

minimum recommend in 

Tanzanian Standard. 

 

ii) Ratio between CaO and 

SiO2 is 2.7 . it is within the 

Tanzanian cement standard. 

  

iii) Sisal fibers have 

cementitious properties 

which may contribute to the 

hydration process and 

hence improve the quality 

of concrete product.  

Al2O3 0.036 

TiO2 0.012 

Fe2O3 0.007 

MnO 0.001 

CaO 0.677 

K2O 0.206 

P2O5 0.122 

SO3 0.051 

Trace elements (%weight) 

Sr 0.003   

MoO3 0.00   

ZrO2 0.00   

Organic compound (%weight)   

C6H10O5 98.613   
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4.7 Conclusion  

Recycling of 10 million tons of C&D waste generated annually in Tanzania may reduce 

almost the same amount of natural (virgin) materials (i.e., mineral source for aggregates) in 

concrete blocks production and thus conserving natural resource for sustainable use.  

 

The recycled aggregates were tested to understand their physical, chemical, and mechanical 

characteristics, and their results were subsequently applied in mix design for concrete block 

production. The recycled aggregates in Tanzania were found to be weaker in terms of strength 

than those produced with natural aggregates as well as those produced elsewhere such as in 

Hong Kong. The poor (weaker) condition of recycled aggregates in Tanzania could be 

contributed by the low cement content of the old mix of concrete waste. For example, 

concrete blocks produced in Tanzania from natural (virgin) aggregates have relatively low 

compressive strength of 2.1 N/mm
2
. These conditions are likely to affect the quality of the 

concrete blocks to be produced from them. A high percentage of water absorption suggests 

that the recycled material is composed mostly of cement paste materials, i.e., mortar (sand–

cement) than stone materials. Based on PSD results, the grading curves of DS1, DS2, CS and 

DM2 were above the ideal curve which implies that more cement and/or compaction is 

needed in order to achieve the maximum density, which will result in greater strength of the 

concrete product. These results are in good agreement with the C&D waste composition 

results (Table 4.2) that more than 60% of recycled concrete rubble was cement paste of 

cement and sand matrix in Tanzania. On the other hand, chemical–mineralogical results 

indicated that the recycled aggregates from building construction and demolition waste in 

Tanzania have close inorganic (trace) elements to aggregates from virgin sources. This 

condition suggests that recycled aggregates can be used without affecting the building 

materials produced from these aggregates, and therefore, they are suitable for use in new 

concrete block production. Furthermore, the similarities in chemical–mineralogical 

composition between recycled aggregates and those from natural sources indicate that there is 

less cement used in the original concrete.  

 

It can be also concluded that recycled aggregates are weaker than natural aggregates not 

because of undesirable chemical-mineralogical elements, but due to the poor cement paste in 

the original concrete mix of the recycled aggregates. These findings are in good agreement 

with field survey results which showed that there are concrete blocks produced in Tanzania 

having the compressive strength of 2.1 N/mm
2
 which is too low compared to specified 

standards of 3.5 N/mm
2
 of infill blocks or 7 N/mm

2
 for load bearing capacity standards of 

(Sabai et al. 2013, Soutsos et al. 2004; TZS 283:2002(E), Neville. 1995, Jackson and Dhir. 

1988). The weaker condition of the recycled aggregates is therefore expected to produce a 

weak recycled product. As a result, using the same weak recycled aggregates for the 

production of building materials with higher value (load bearing capacity), appropriate 

techniques is required to be investigated. 

 

Results for cement and water used in concrete block production in Tanzania showed that they 

were within the minimum requirements specified in TZS 727, 2002 (CEM II/A-L/32.5R) and 

TZS 789, 2003, respectively. Thus, they had no impact on the strength of the concrete blocks. 

 

Based on the results of sisal fiber presented in Section 4.6.1, it can be concluded that though 

has lower amount of chemical composition of major elements such as 1.18% than 80% which 

is a minimum recommended content in Tanzanian Standard. However, the ratio between CaO 

and SiO2 was 2.7 which are within the standard value. In addition, TGA results indicated that 

sisal fibers have water which can be adsorbed and combined with binder during hydration 
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process. Therefore, it can be concluded that sisal fibers have cementitious properties which 

can contribute to hydration process and therefore improve the quality of the concrete 

produced like those produced from recycled aggregates in this study. However, further 

research is needed to investigate the impact of organic composition present to the sisal fibers 

in the produced concrete products. 
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Chapter Five  

 

Results and Discussion II: Investigation of the possibility of recycling 

construction and demolition waste into building material in Tanzania 

 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter is describes the extent to which the building material such as concrete blocks can 

be produced from recycled construction and demolition (C&D) waste in Tanzania. With this 

regard, different concrete block production techniques and processes were investigated in 

order to achieve the goal of developing the concrete block with a load bearing capacity from 

C&D waste. The concrete blocks that meet Tanzanian building material standards and 

specifications. As it is already presented in the previous Chapter Two (see Section 2.9), the 

load bearing capacity especially for those recycled from C&D waste and used as structural 

material for outdoor walling construction should attain both criteria of strength (i.e., 

compressive strength) and durability (i.e., water absorption). Therefore, the investigation of 

appropriate technique/recipe which, can use recycled aggregates derived from C&D waste 

which are characterized as weaker than traditional (natural) material (See Section 4.4) for 

production of the building materials is vital in developing countries like Tanzania with limited 

technologies and funds. In this chapter, experimental results of 27 different recipes are 

presented to determine the extent to which the building materials i.e., concrete blocks can be 

produced from C&D waste in a sustainable manner. Two mix designs (proportions) methods 

were studied in this study: one used in preliminary study and another in-depth study. The 

subsequent sections present the results of the preliminary and in-depth studies. Survey results 

on concrete blocks production requirement were also presented. 

5.2 Survey results for concrete block production and testing in Tanzania
11

   

It was found that only about 20% of the building contractors test the quality of their materials 

in the laboratory. The main concrete block parameters tested are compressive strength and 

density. Most of them do not test in the laboratory. About 80% reported that they use simple 

tests on site. The first method reportedly used is lifting up and dropping the concrete block 

down to the ground. As outcome of the experiment is expected that the block will break into 

two pieces only if it is strong. But if it disintegrates into more pieces, it is disqualified. The 

second test is by scratching the surface of the block by using fingers; if it erodes easily, it is 

disqualified. The third test is cutting the block using an axe; if it breaks easily, it is 

disqualified. These methods are not reliable because they depend on factors that cannot be 

controlled. Laboratory testing and analysis are required for quality control to ensure the 

quality of the concrete products produced especially those produced using recycled C&D 

waste. The main reasons why a laboratory is not used for testing were lack of equipment and 

limited funds. This implies also that there is lack of enforcement, technical personnel etc. 

Those contractors who test the quality of their products do so at the Laboratory of the 

Tanzania Bureau of Standards (TBS) and/or at the University of Dar es salaam Building 

Materials’ laboratory 

 

                                                 
11 Parts of this section were published elsewhere (Sabai et al, 2013; 2011b) 
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The survey findings (see Table 5.1) showed that the compressive strength produced in 

Tanzanian construction industry ranges from 2.1 to 11.6 N/mm
2 

(MPa). According to 

Tanzanian standards (TZS 283:2002 (E)), the recommended compressive strength ranges 

from 3.5 to 21 N/mm
2
 through it does not specify the type of building that the products may 

be used for. Even though not categorized based on load bearing and non-load bearing 

compressive strength, the contractors and consultants who were interviewed indicated that 

they categorize concrete blocks with load bearing block as the ones which have a minimum 

compressive strength of 7 N/mm
2
. This value (i.e., compressive strength of 7 N/mm

2
) is also 

reported by Soutsos et al., 2004, Poon, et al., (2002), Neville (1995), and Jackson and Dhir 

(1988). Concrete blocks with compressive strength below 7 N/mm
2
 are mostly used as a 

structural material for single-storey low-cost houses in Tanzania. However, Neville (1995) 

recommended that the concrete blocks with compressive strength less than 7 N/mm
2
 can be 

used for non-structural purposes. In this study, the concrete blocks with load bearing capacity 

in terms of structural requirement is defined as those concrete blocks that achieved the 

minimum compressive strength of 7 N/mm
2
. In addition, the Tanzanian regulations 

(Tanganyika, 1931) accept the solid concrete blocks to be used for load bearing wall 

structures. Therefore, load bearing concrete blocks are those having compressive strength of 7 

N/mm
2
 and its form is a solid block. Solid concrete block definition was adopted from BS 

3921 which states that the volume of cavities should be less than 25% of the total volume of 

the block (Kitingu, 2009). Recycled aggregates from C&D waste aimed to be used to replace 

natural aggregates to produce the concrete blocks that meets the required standards and 

specifications as specified in Tanzanian standards i.e., TZS 283:2002(E).  And information 

from surveyed stakeholders were used for planning the tests that were used subsequently 

applied to determine whether the building materials obtained from recycling C&D waste in 

Tanzania were of comparable quality to those produced from virgin materials as specified in 

the building material standards. 

 
Table 5.1 Survey results for concrete block production and testing in Tanzania 

Item unit Value Standard 

(TZS 

283:2002(E)) 

**Load 

bearing 

capacity 

Source of materials  (i.e. 

aggregates) 
 Natural resources   

Concrete block mixing 

ratio 

Cement:aggregates 

ratio (by volume) 

1:7 up to 1:14   

Compressive strength N/mm
2
 11.6 down  to 2.1 ≥3.5 ≥7.0 

Testing 

method 

 

Laboratory 

testing 

% 20   

*Local 

techniques 

% 80   

* Local techniques used on site such that lifting up and dropping down, scratching and cutting using fingers and 

an axe respectively.  

** Source: Survey respondents as well as Poon, et al (2002),  Neville (1995), Jackson and Dhir (1988). 

5.3 Results of concrete blocks produced using a method that specifies concrete by 
system of ratio 

This section presents results of concrete blocks that were produced during a preliminary study 

that was carried out in Tanzania using the method that specifies concrete by system of ratio as 

it presented in Section 3.8.2. The concrete blocks were produced by using both fine and 

coarse aggregates from the same sample of recycled aggregates except for natural aggregates 

where sand and gravel were used together as normally done in Tanzania. After 28 days of 
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curing under controlled conditions, the concrete blocks were taken to the laboratory for 

testing. The compressive strength, water absorption ratio, and density were measured (See 

Section 3.8.6(ii)) and the results are shown in Figure 5.1. The results showed that the 

compressive strength of blocks produced using recycled aggregates range from 5.2 to 10.4 

N/mm
2 

but, was 14.2 N/mm
2
 for natural aggregates. Moreover, a mean compressive strength 

of 8.8 N/mm
2 

with a standard deviation of 2.1 N/mm
2 

was obtained
 
for concrete block 

specimens produced from recycled aggregates. On the other hand, a mean compressive 

strength of 9.4 N/mm
2 

with standard deviation of 2.6 N/mm
2 

was obtained for concrete block 

specimens produced from recycled aggregates and natural aggregates. This shows that the 

minimum strength was 6.7 N/mm
2
 and 6.8 N/mm

2
 for those concrete blocks produced using 

recycled aggregates only and those from recycled and natural aggregates respectively. The 

results indicate that all samples have a compressive strength higher than 3.5 N/mm
2
 according 

to TZS 283:2002(E) but, only 85% of the specimens achieved the 7 N/mm
2 

standard specified 

for load bearing capacity in Tanzania. 

 
Figure 5.1 Concrete blocks produced from recycled aggregates in Tanzania 

 

The results of the concrete blocks presented in Figure 5.1, show that the denser the concrete 

blocks, the higher their compressive strength. For example, concrete blocks with densities 

more than 1900 kg/m
3
 had a compressive strength of more than 7 N/mm

2
 while DS3, which 

had lower density value than others, also has a lower compressive strength of 5.2 N/mm
2
. 

These results are generally in agreement with Fuller’s theory that the higher the density, the 

higher the strength (Raju, 2002). However, the compressive strength of DS3 results is 

challenging because the results of aggregates grading corresponded to the ideal curve. 

Moreover, ACV analysis results showed that DS3 had a lower value (49.1%) compared to 

DS1 (58.5%), DS2 (71.5%), DM2 (57.8%), and CS (49.3%). This outcome may be affected 

by the manual compaction technique which was used because the water absorption ratios 

showed that DS3 had a higher value of 15.1% compared to, for example, that of the CS 

(8.6%), DM2 (8.8%), and DS1 (12.3%). In this study, manual technology was used in the 

production of concrete blocks from C&D waste because it is affordable to many Tanzanians 

due to limited funds. Regardless of manual technology, the concrete blocks produced from 
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C&D waste with an average compressive strength of 8.8 N/mm
2 

out of 58 concrete blocks 

specimens tested. Tanzanian Standards (i.e. TZS 283:2002(E)) allow concrete blocks with 

compressive strength of 3.5 N/mm
2
 to be applied in construction industry in Tanzania. This 

suggests that there is a possibility of developing countries like Tanzania to recycle C&D 

waste into building materials instead of throwing them away. 

 

Furthermore, the compressive strength results indicate that there is a possibility to recycle the 

C&D waste into load bearing concrete blocks because approximately 85% of concrete blocks 

specimens tested in the laboratory attained compressive strength of more than 7 N/mm
2
. 

Nevertheless, given that not all 8 recycled aggregates samples achieved the compressive 

strength of 7 N/mm
2
, further experiments were carried out to find out the possibility of using 

100% recycled aggregates for all C&D waste samples in the production of concrete blocks 

with load bearing capacity. To achieve this, the new mix design method for earth-moist 

concrete, which was developed by Husken and Brouwers (Husken 2010, Husken and 

Brouwers 2008), was investigated.  

5.4 Applicability of the adapted earth-moist concrete method in concrete block 
production in Tanzania 

The concrete blocks described in this section were produced using mix proportions (See Table 

3.4) which were determined using an adapted earth-moist concrete method as presented in 

Section 3.8.2(b). Since the mix design gave different proportions between fine aggregates and 

coarse aggregate, it was anticipated to get more fine than coarse aggregates (Husken and 

Brouwers, 2008, Husken, 2010). The experiment first investigated whether the mix 

proportions as per design method is effective. Other experiment used more fine aggregates 

than coarse aggregates. Another experiment used more coarse aggregates than fine 

aggregates. Experiments in this investigation were in a laboratory scale. The results for both 

scenarios are presented in Figure 5.2. The results in Figure 5.2 show that compressive strength 

according to the proposed mix designs (proportions) had higher values compared to those 

produced from reversed (mix proportion) fractions of fine and coarse aggregates. However, 

statistically there was no significant difference between the two experiments because 

compressive strength results showed a significant value greater than 0.05 (p-value of 0.33) 

(refer Section 3.8.6(d)). Thus, these results generally indicate that the adapted new mix design 

approach developed by Husken and Brouwers (2008) and Husken (2010) applied for 

determining mix proportions was more precise than the reverse mix approach.  Can therefore 

be applied in concrete blocks production from recycled aggregates in Tanzania. Due to this 

fact, the subsequent experiments were carried out according to the mix proportions based on 

the adapted mix design approach for earth-moist concrete. The results of various experiments 

carried out using this method are presented in Appendix C and discussed in detail in the 

subsequent sections. 
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Figure 5.2 Comparison between experiments carried out as per the adapted and the reverse mix designs 

5.4.1  Slump test results 

This section presents slum test results that were carried out for 8 different production recipes 

which were selected randomly. The results are presented In Table 5.2. These results show that 

in all recipes tested, the slump ranged from 0 to 10 mm. Therefore, the concrete mix was stiff 

(TZS 62 (Part 2): 1980) as also shown in Figure 3.9. In addition to the slump test results, 

Table 5.2 also shows the amount of materials and additives used.   

 
Table 5.2 Slump test of fresh concrete for concrete blocks production from C&D waste in Tanzania 

SLUMP RANGE (Without Admixture) Low  

 

medium High  

 

Remarks 

Test No.              Concrete Trial Mix 

0
 –

 3
0

 

 [
m

m
] 

3
0

 –
 6

0
 

[m
m

] 

6
0

 –
 9

0
 

[m
m

]  CEM. 

[kg] 

water  

[kg] 

w/c Additive 

[kg] 

Fine 

aggr 

[kg] 

Coarse 

aggr 

[kg]  

Total 

materials 

[kg] 

DS2 3.90 2.80 0.60 0.00 16.9 13.80 37.40 5.0     Stiff 

concrete 

DM2 2.50 1.88 0,66 0.00 10.0 9.40 23.78 5.0     Stiff 

concrete 

DS3 

(Altered 

mix ratio) 

4.30 2.39 0.50 0.00 12.0 8.60 27.27 5.0    Stiff 

concrete 

SLUMP RANGE (With Admixture) 

DS3+SF  

(0.5%) 

3.40 1.64 0.40 0.01 14.0 10.00 29.05 5.0     Stiff 

concrete 

DS3+MF 

(0.5%) 

3.38 2.13 0.54 0.01 14.0 10.00 29.52 10.0     Stiff 

concrete 

C&D+MF  

(1%) 

4.40 2.68 0.48 0.04 16.6 15.70 39.42 10.0     Stiff 

concrete 

C&D+MF  

(2%) 

4.40 2.30 0.39 0.06* 16.6 15.70 39.06 10.0     Stiff 

concrete 

C&D+SF  

(2%) 

4.40 2.77 0.50 0.09* 16.6 15.70 3956 5.0     Stiff 

concrete 

*value differs because there was a residue of diluted water (solution) with MegaFlow P4 (MF) while for sisal 

fiber (SF) all amounts were used; CEM = cement. 
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5.4.2 Effect of production technology: Manual compaction compared to vibration 
technology 

The production of cubes using manual and vibrated technology in the laboratory work was 

carried out in order to understand the effectiveness of the production technology used in this 

study. The results revealed that the cubes produced by manual compaction were stronger than 

those vibrated as shown in Figure 5.3 although both were produced from the same fresh 

concrete sample. The compressive strength results for manually compacted cubes ranged from 

4.3 to 7.6 N/mm
2
 as compared to 1.8 to 6.9 N/mm

2
 for the vibrated ones. Statistically (see 

Section 3.8.6(d)), the compressive strength results from these manual compaction and 

vibration indicated that the significance value was less than 0.05 (i.e., p-value = 0.03), hence 

their difference was significant. These results were contrary to the expectation that the 

vibrated cubes should produce a higher compressive strength than the manual ones because a 

mechanical vibration machine was used. The lower values may be attributed to the fact that 

the fresh concrete was stiff. The stiffness of fresh concrete was determined by slump tests. 

The results of the slump tests were less than 10 mm. This indicates that the concrete mixture 

was stiff according to TZS 62 (Part 1-2):1980. The stiffness of the material mix may affect the 

particle parking during vibration since there was no further compaction of cubes after the 

vibration process. These results indicate that in stiff concrete block production, material 

compaction is more important to achieve the desired quality. The results also suggest that for 

fresh stiff concrete, the vibration may be followed by mechanical compaction in order to get 

concrete blocks with high strength. This fact is in line with what was also reported by August 

(2011) that concrete block are produced by combining both mechanisms of vibration and 

hydraulic press.  

 

Further observations showed that although generally considered to be inferior to the 

mechanical vibration technique for block production, the manual compaction technique yield 

better results in the experiments conducted. The reason could be lack of compaction after 

vibration for the mechanical vibration technique. Since it is expensive to have these machines 

(vibrators and compactors) for many Tanzanians, this study assumes that it is capable to use a 

hand (manual) compaction machine in production of concrete blocks of required compressive 

strength for many Tanzanians because it is affordable.  
 

 
Figure 5.3 Results for cubes which produced manually and vibrated in the laboratory 
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5.4.3 Effect of water/cement ratio in concrete blocks production from recycled 
aggregates  

a) The effect of water/cement ratio against compressive strength  

 

The results presented for both laboratory (Figure 5.4) and pilot scales (Figure 5.5) show that 

the compressive strength and water/cement (w/c) ratio have opposite trend. It means that as 

the water/cement ratio increases, the compressive strength decreases and vice versa. This 

relationship is also reported by other researchers (Day, 1995, Thandavamoorthy, 2005). 

According to Thandavamoorthy (2005), the amount of water entering into chemical 

composition with cement (hydration) is approximately 0.2 of the weight of the cement. 

However, more w/c ratio than 0.2 is required to ensure workability, though excess water 

reduces the strength of the product. The results show that for recycled aggregates in Tanzania, 

the w/c ratio is far higher because it went up 0.8. This condition indicates that the recycled 

aggregates were more porous and, therefore, more water is required to achieve the concrete 

workability. These findings imply that in order to produce concrete blocks with load bearing 

capacity from recycled aggregates in Tanzania, the appropriate techniques and processes have 

been investigated.  

 
Figure 5.4 Relation between water/cement ratio and compressive strength in a laboratory scale  

 

 
Figure 5.5 Relation between water/cement ratio and compressive strength in a pilot scale 
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b) The effect of water/cement ratio against slump 

  

Slump test was carried out on some randomly selected samples because almost all production 

experiments had relatively similar slump values, which ranged from 0 to 10 mm are shown in 

Figure 5.6. The results in Figure 5.6 show the relationship between slump and compressive 

strength, density, and water absorption ratio of the produced concrete block products. The 

results revealed that slump results had effect to the quality of the concrete block produced. 

Opposite trend was observed to both water absorption ratio and compressive strength 

parameters of the concrete blocks tested. The decrease of w/c ratio caused the densities to 

increase as well. These results indicate that high strength concrete blocks from recycled C&D 

waste can be achieved through lowing w/c ratio which influences the slump of fresh concrete 

mix. Since Figure 5.5 presents results with different material inputs ranges from aggregates to 

admixtures, the results suggest that the material characteristics, type, and amount of 

admixtures used may also affect the quality of the both fresh and hardened concrete blocks.  

 

 
Figure 5.6 Relation between w/c ratio with slump and the quality of hardened concrete blocks 

5.4.4 Effect of cement content on the production of concrete blocks from recycled 
aggregates  

Results for the relation between cement content, compressive strength, and water/cement ratio 

are shown in Figure 5.7. The results indicate that as the cement content increases, the 

compressive strength increases while water/cement ratio decreases. Furthermore, the results 

show that compressive strength is almost parallel with w/c ratio in a reverse order. The 

parellel condition reveals that both compressive strength and w/c ratio depend on the amount 

of cement applied in the concrete mix. These results suggest that using more cement in the 

concrete mix may result in increased compressive strength values and lower w/c ratios. These 

relationships beween cement content and compressive strength as well as w/c ratio are in 

good agreement with experiments carried out using recycled aggregates from single-storey 

demolition building (DS3) in which 48%  cement was added to the concrete mix. The results 

show that the compressive strength value increased by 56% while w/c ratio decreased by 

54%. These results suggest that cement material is capable of improving the quality of 
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concrete products produced from recycled aggregates desipte the high cost of the cement 

material in most countries like Tanzania.  

 
Figure 5.7 Relationship between cement content, compressive strength, and w/c ratio (in a reverse order) 

5.4.5 Effect of recycled aggregates content on the production of concrete blocks 

The results presented in Figure 5.8 indicate that concrete block production consumes 

aggregates ranging between 1780 and 1900 kg in 1 m
3
 of concrete. Further results (see 

Appendix I) show that much more recycled agagregates are used compared to virgin 

agagregates. Results in Figure 5.8 also show that the same amount of aggregates for different 

samples of the recycled aggregates produced concrete block of differrent quality as per 

parameter such as compressive strength and water absorption ratio. These results suggest that 

the use of recycled aggregates in concrete blocks production is mostly affected by quality of 

the recycled aggregates rather than the quantity of aggregates used.  

 
Figure 5.8 Effect of recycled aggregates in concrete blocks production 
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5.4.6  Relation between compressive strength and water absorption ratio 

Results in Appendix E present the relationship between compresive strength and water 

absorption ratio (WAb). Appendix E(a) presents results of blocks produced using natural 

aggregates using also different production techniques. For example, results of ‘2011 exp’ 

produced using the adapted mix design of earth-moist concrete method whereas ‘2010 exp’ 

specifies concrete by system of ratio (traditional method applied in Tanzania) was used. The 

LP results were obtained after testing concrete blocks that were purchased from local 

producers. Although the data sources were different, the results shows water absorption ratio 

increases, while compressive strength decreases with the correlation coefficient (R
2
) of 97%. 

The same results were observed in Appendix E(b) which shows a steep inverse relation of 

decreasing compressive strength as the water absorption ratio increases with R
2
 of 96%. This 

relation is clear to define the water absorption ratio and compressive strength relationship (see 

Appendix E). This trend was contrary to the results of the recycled aggregates as presented in 

Appendix E(c) where the decrease is slightly gentle with a R
2
 of 3%. These incompaticle 

relationships between compressive strength and water absorption ratio for concrete blocks 

produced from recycled aggregates create difficulty in estimating the value of water 

absorption ratio which fits the recycled products since that value is not specified in the 

available Tanzanian standards. The water absorption (WAb) ratio is not stated in the available 

Tanzanian standards. However, by referring to previous researchers, the suggested WAb ratio 

value is 6% for paving blocks (Husken and Brouwers, 2008; Poon and Lam, 2008). This WAb 

ratio value of 6% goes with the minimum compressive strength of 30 N/mm
2
 for paving 

blocks in Hong Kong, for example, (Poon et al, 2000). This relation indicates that concrete 

blocks with compressive strength of 7 N/mm
2
 may have different value of WAb ratio. 

Therefore, in this study, the WAb ratio has to be estimated from the relation between 

compressive strength and WAb ratio results. Since it is difficult to estimate the value of WAb 

ratio from the products from recycled aggregates (Appendix E(c)), the results in Appendix 

E(a) of concrete blocks produced from natural aggregates were used to estimate the value of 

WAb ratio. Results of natural (virgin) aggregates were used because even the existing 

Tanzanian standards available were prepared based on natural materials. In addition, there is 

no existing standard for recycled products yet in place. Based on the results in Appendix E(a), 

the maximum value for water absorption ratio in relation with a compressive strength value of 

7 N/mm
2
 is approximately 12% instead of the 6% that reported by previous researchers for 

paving blocks. The Wab value of 12% is in good agreement with the water absorption ratio of 

the concrete blocks that are currently produced in Tanzania by Local Producers (LP) which 

had the WAb ratio value of 11.3%. Therefore, the WAb ratio of 12% is considered as the 

maximum value for the concrete blocks produced in Tanzania to be acceptable in the 

construction industry. The WAb ratio value of 12% is within the water absorption ratio of 

recycled concrete blocks (recyMblok) found by Boehme (2000) in Belgium which ranged 

from 8.28% to 14.81%.  

 

In addition, Boehme (2000) reported that the “recyMblok” with that range of water absorption 

ratio (i.e., 8.28% - 14.81%) were tested using the ‘Freeze-thaw test’ whereby the concrete 

masonry was subjected to a 14-cycle test and the results were favorable because no visible 

damage was observed. There was a negligible mass loss, and no compressive strength 

reduction was observed. These results suggest that concrete blocks with water absorption ratio 

of 12% are durable and, therefore, can be adopted in the Tanzanian construction industry as 

one of the criteria for determining load bearing capacity of the concrete blocks produced from 

recycled aggregates of C&D waste 
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5.4.7 Concrete blocks produced using an adapted mix design method for earth-moist 
concrete  

This section presents results of concrete blocks that were produced using 100% C&D waste of 

all 8 recycled aggregates samples and natural aggregates as control. An adapted mix design 

method for earth-moist concrete was used for concrete mix design (mix proportion). The 

concrete blocks were produced using both fine and coarse aggregates from the same sample 

of 100% recycled aggregates except for natural aggregates where sand and gravel were used 

together. After 28 days of controlled conditions of curing, the concrete blocks were tested and 

the results are shown in Figure 5.9. The results show that the compressive strength of recycled 

aggregates ranged from 5.3 to 9.4 N/mm
2 

whereas a compressive strength of 18.9 N/mm
2
 was 

obtained from natural aggregates. Moreover, a mean compressive strength of 7.0 N/mm
2 

with 

a standard deviation of 1.3 N/mm
2 

was obtained
 
for concrete block that produced from using 

100% recycled aggregates. This shows that the minimum strength was 5.7 N/mm
2
 for 

concrete blocks produced using recycled aggregates only. These results indicate that all 

samples have a compressive strength higher than 3.5 N/mm
2
 again according to TZS 

283:2002(E) and more than 50% of the recycled aggregates samples had compressive strength 

of 7 N/mm
2
. Further analysis of the results showed that recycled samples that produced 

compressive strength with values of more than 7 N/mm
2 

were those sourced from multi-storey 

demolition buildings (i.e., DM3  with 7.1 N/mm
2
 and DM1 with 8.3 N/mm

2
) and those from 

construction buildings  (i.e., CM with 7.4 N/mm
2 

 and CS  with 9.4 N/mm
2
). These results are 

in good agreement with the quality of the recycled aggregates particularly ACV results which 

showed that DM1, DM3, CS, and CM had ACV results of 38%, 49%, 49%, and 30%, 

respectively. On the contrary, those that had compressive strength values of less than 7 

N/mm
2 

 had relatively higher ACV value of 58% (DS1), 71% (DS2), and 58% (DM2). These 

results suggest that it is possible to directly use the recycled aggregates from multi-storey 

buildings or those from construction buildings in the production of concrete blocks with 

compressive strength of 7 N/mm
2
 or more.  

 

On the other hand, the DS3 with ACV value of 48% gave challenging compressive strength 

results in the two experiments conducted. Whereas in the pilot-scale experiment, they had a 

compressive strength of 5.3 N/mm
2
. in laboratory-scale experiment, they had a compressive 

strength of 7.1 N/mm
2
.  Since the chemical-mineralogical results (see Section 4.4.3) showed 

that there were no foreign materials (contaminants) which could have had an adverse impact 

on the recycled product, the DS3 results suggest either uncontrolled (manual) compaction was 

the cause of failure, or there are organic materials which may have an effect on the recycled 

products.  

 

The density and water absorption ratio results for recycled aggregates ranged from 1.84 to 

1.97 g/cm
3 

and 12 to 13%, respectively while, for natural aggregates, they were  2.19 g/cm
3
 

and 5%, respectively. The low densities and high water absorption ratios suggest that the 

recycled aggregates need effective compaction mechanism that will ensure denser recycled 

concrete block products with fewer voids. 
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Figure 5.9 Concrete blocks produced from recycled aggregates in Tanzania 

5.5 Comparison of results from system of ratios method and adapted mix design for 
earth-moist concrete method made reference to DS3 sample 

Results from methods applied using the same recycled material in the same place, but at 

different time and with a different labour force are presented in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.7. The 

results show that almost all experiments (of different methods) had similar results for DS3 

samples for all parameters such as compressive strength, water absorption ratio, and density 

though small discrepancies were noted in the rest of recycled samples as well natural 

aggregates samples. Based on results from natural aggregates, the adapted method for earth-

moist concrete (i.e., 2011 exp.) had higher values of compressive strength (18.9 N/mm
2
) than 

the traditional method (14.2 N/mm
2
) that specifies concrete by system of ratios (i.e., 2010 

exp.). A similar trend was observed for water absorption ratio (5.2% for 2011 exp. against 

7.1%  for 2010 exp.) and densities (2.2 g/cm
3
 for 2011 exp. against 2.1 g/cm

3
 for 2010 exp.). 

These results suggest that the adapted mix design method for earth-moist concrete is more 

effective in designing concrete mix for concrete blocks production than the traditional 

method. This is in line with what was reported in Husken and Brouwers (2008) and Husken 

(2010), namely that a new mix design for earth-moist concrete is a comprehensive method in 

which optimization algorithm takes into account all ingredients such as solid (like cement, 

fine and coarse aggregates, additives) and non-solid materials like water and air. Therefore, 

this study made use of the adapted method for earth-moist concrete in the investigation of the 

recipe that can be used in the production of the concrete blocks having load bearing capacity 

(i.e., both compressive strength of 7 N/mm
2
 and water absorption ratio of 12%) from recycled 

aggregates for the Tanzanian construction industry. 

5.6 Investigation of recipes which can  produce the concrete blocks with load bearing 
capacity from C&D waste in Tanzania 

Since using 100% recycled aggregates from each individual C&D waste sample failed to 

produce concrete blocks that meet the load bearing criteria of compressive strength of 7 

N/mm
2
 and water absorption of 12%, more techniques/recipes were investigated. These 

techniques, as presented in the subsequent sections, include using recycled aggregates to 

replace natural aggregates at a certain fractions, using excess amount of cement, and using 

additives. 
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5.6.1 Use of normal and inverted testing techniques [optional] in concrete blocks 
production 

Results for blocks that were analyzed following approaches indicated as normal and inverted 

(see Figure 3.10) are presented in Table 5.3. Generally, the results showed that the inverted 

blocks (i.e. twisted by 90
0 

with respect to the specifications in most standards like the 

Tanzanian standards (TZS 283:2002(E)) as well as NEN-EN 772-1:2000) had higher 

compressive strength values than normal testing values. These results are in good agreement 

with those reported in Poon et al (2002) namely that the compressive strength of concrete 

brick ranged from 11.4 N/mm
2 

to 16.7 N/mm
2
. However, it is contrary to the slenderness ratio 

concept which states that the greater the slenderness ratio (SR), the greater the tendency for 

the member to fail by buckling, and thus the lower the loadbearing capacity of member 

(Curtin et al, 2006). From Table 5.3 it can be seen that the normal testing block had a lower 

SR of 0.65 compared to the inverted (twisted) one that had SR of 1.53. The SR results 

indicate that the block dimensions, i.e., height and thickness (width), are corresponding to 

each other and have no great impact to the stability of the block. However, it can be used in 

the wall (of 150 mm width) with height and/or length (span) of not more than 4 m in order to 

meet the general limit of SR of 27 for masonry walls as reported in Curtin et al (2006). 

Therefore, the results of compressive strength and SR presented in Table 5.3 suggest that the 

inverted blocks can be used for building construction in the Tanzanian construction industry 

since most of the building walls have height of 3 m. Applying these inverted blocks will 

results in a reduction of material consumption for building construction because one concrete 

block of length (450 mm) and height (230 mm) occupies a space for two blocks of  length 450 

mm and height 150 mm. Moreover, it will reduce cement consumption for making many 

blocks that eventually reduce cost, emissions like carbon dioxide, which is a greenhouse gas, 

and hence, make the building construction in Tanzania to be sustainable. The reduction of 

building materials in building construction is in agreement with the concept of SlimBouwen. 

According to Lichtenberg, (2006; 2008), SlimBouwen is a concept that focuses on process 

efficiency, reduction of material utilization and volume, reduction on wastes, emissions, 

energy, and environmental impact at large. 

 

In the other hand, the inverted testing technique does not deal with the improvement of water 

absorption ratio, thus, the water absorption ratios remained higher than 12%. However, all 

values ranged from 12.1% to 12.8% which, in practice, could be acceptable. Since the results 

of the tested specimens showed that in the inverted testing technique, the compressive 

strength improved while water absorption remained the same (out of an acceptable load 

bearing value), the investigation of more production recipes was imperative. 
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Table 5.3 Results of compressive strength for normal and inverted (twisted 90
0
) testing techniques 

Sample Compressive strength, N/mm
2
 Water absorption ratio, % 

Normal testing Inverted testing  

DM2 5.2 6.0 12.1 

DM1 8.5 10.0 12.5 

DS1 7.6 14.6 12.7 

CS 7.1 8.1 12.8 

DS2 4.8 3.0 12.3 

NCA+NFA 18.9 20.4 5.2 

OLP-P 8.6 12.0 11.3 

*Slenderness ratio (SR)  0.65 1.53  

*SR = Effective height (hef)/effective thickness (tef) (Curtin et al, 2006)  

5.6.2 Combination (replacement) of C&D waste and natural aggregates technique 

A combination of all the 8 samples of recycled aggregates presented in Table 3.5 was made. 

Aim of combining all C&D waste samples was to determine the effect of C&D waste in 

recycled concrete block products. Results showed that the compressive strength was 13.2 

N/mm
2
 compared to 18.9 N/mm

2
 compressive strength of natural aggregates (NCA+NFA). 

This compressive strength value of 13.2 N/mm
2
 is higher than that of any individual recycled 

aggregate sample and also reached a higher compressive strength value than blocks produced 

by local producer (OLP) which had a compressive strength of 8.6 N/mm
2
 (see Figure 5.10). 

This reveals that by combining C&D waste from both single and multi-storey buildings as 

well from construction buildings, it is possible to improve the strength of the recycled 

concrete blocks. The strength improvement could be attributed by either compaction (manual) 

on that production batch was high, or the recycled aggregates from multi-storey building and 

those from construction buildings were dominated in mass compared to those from single-

storey demolition buildings. This approach of using the combined C&D waste as recycled 

aggregates for concrete block production has advantages and of course, disadvantages as 

highlighted next:    

 

Advantages:  

 

 All (100%) recycled aggregates from C&D waste can to be consumed in the 

production of  the valuable building materials, i.e., concrete blocks. 

 

 Higher compressive strength values can be achieved than using any individual 

recycled sample 

 

 The results showed that compressive strength of combined C&D waste was 13.2 

N/mm
2
 which was even higher than those produced by local producer (OLP) with 

compressive strength of 8.6 N/mm
2
 using natural aggregates. These results suggest 

that the concrete block products that are produced using 100% recycled aggregates can 

compete with the current locally produced concrete blocks from natural (virgin) 

materials in Tanzania. 

 

 Many people can be employed for collection of C&D waste from different 

construction and demolition sites which will, in turn, reduce unemployment. 
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Disadvantage:  

 

 Cost for collection may increase. However, it can be the same as that incurred for 

disposal. 

 

 This approach does not improve the water absorption ratio which, presented in Section 

5.4.6, are still higher than 12%. It implies that more recycling recipes are required in 

order to improve the quality of the concrete blocks in terms of reducing water 

absorption ratio and increasing the compressive strength.  

 

 
Figure 5.10 Comparison of compressive strengths of combined recycled aggregates (100%C&D), blocks from 

local producers (OLP), and those from natural aggregates (NCA+NFA). 

5.6.3  Replacement of natural aggregates by C&D waste in concrete block production  

Results of replacement of natural aggregates by C&D waste in concrete block production are 

presented in Figure 5.11. Results in Figure 5.11 show that as compressive strength increases, 

the water absorption decrease and vice-versa. This trend is revealed in 0 up to 70%C&D 

waste replacement whereby the compressive strength decreased from 18.9 N/mm
2
 to 10.6 

N/mm
2
 and WAb ratio increased from 5.2% up to 18%. Furthermore, when the compressive 

strength started to increase in 70% and 90% C&D replacements, a similar albert reversed 

trend was observed. However, the increase of compressive strength and decrease of WAb 

ratio at 90% to 100%C&D waste replacement (see Figure 5.11) was not as expected and also 

contradicts the results reported by Soutsos et al., (2004) namely that as the amount of C&D 

waste increases in replacing the natural aggregates in concrete blocks production, the strength 

decreases. This sudden break of the trends suggests that the (manual) compaction applied was 

more effective than the experiments that fall into 70% and 90% C&D replacements. Since the 

compaction was done manually, it was difficult to control the compaction efficiency from one 

test to another; it depends on the power of the person (laborer) and even working mood. Thus 

it is assumed that this inconsistency resulted from the manual compaction technique applied. 

Therefore, using machines in compaction for all production batches is recommended since 

machines can be controlled and maintained constant.  

 

Furthermore, the results show that 30% C&D replacement does not significantly alter the 

strength of the concrete blocks compared to the strength of the natural materials. This is 

revealed by the fact that the compressive strength of the 30% C&D replacement (i.e., 18.5 

N/mm
2
) was almost the same  with strength of those made from the natural aggregates (i.e., 

18.9 N/mm
2
 which is equivalent to 98% of the strength of natural aggregates recipe). This 

close strengths relationship is in good agreement with what is reported by Hendriks and 

Pietersen (2000) that the strength of concrete which is replaced by secondary aggregates is 

generally 80% to 100% of the strength of concrete made with natural aggregates. Hendriks 

and Pietersen (2000) reported further that concrete containing secondary aggregates may have 
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less density and high porosity. This is supported by an increase in the water absorption ratio 

from 5.2% of NCA+NFA recipe to 6.9% of 30% C&D waste replacement recipe while the 

densities remained relatively the same (i.e., 2.19 g/cm
3
). These results also coincide with 

those reported by Poon et al., (2002); Limbachiya et al., (2004); and Evangelista and Brito 

(2007) namely that 30% C&D replacement does not alter the strength of concrete products. 

These results: 

 

 Suggest that since the recycled aggregates were not chemically contaminated the 

extent can affect the quality of the recycled product, instead they were found weaker 

and porous compared to natural aggregates (see Section 4.7), the 30% C&D waste 

content in concrete blocks production have no significant impact to the product to be 

produced compared to 70% of aggregates from natural sources.  

 

 Suggest that the origin quality of the aggregates affects the quality of the product to be 

produced. 

 

 Indicate that the combined recycled aggregates can replace the natural aggregates by 

30% without significantly altering the quality of the recycled product and at the same 

time meeting the load bearing requirements of strength (i.e., 7 N/mm
2
)  and durability 

(i.e., WAb ratio of 12%). 

 
Figure 5.11 Replacement recipes of recycled aggregates (C&D) ranged from 100%C&D to 0%C&D by natural 

aggregates for concrete block production in Tanzania 

5.6.4  Use an excess amount of cement in concrete block production 

An experiment was conducted in order to reduce water/cement (w/c) ratio from 0.35 to 0.23
7
 

by increasing the amount of cement for the recycled aggregates sample that gave the low 

compressive strength value in the experiments carried out in Pilot scale. That sample (DS3) 

had a compressive strength of 5.3 N/mm
2
, it also had  almost the same compressive strength 

(i.e., 5.2 N/mm
2
) between production experiments were conducted in 2010 and 2011. In 

practice, the w/c ratio of DS3 was higher than it was planned (designed). Therefore, it was 

reduced from 0.77 to 0.50 as shown in Appendix C. After reducing the w/c ratio from 0.77 to 
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0.50, the compressive strength was raised from 7.1 N/mm
2
 to 11.2 N/mm

2
 in laboratory scale 

experiments. The water absorption ratio was reduced from 13.5% to 10.5%. These results 

suggest that: 

 

 The use of cement content in excess has significant impact on the quality of recycled 

concrete block products for both parameters it decreases water absorption ratio and 

increases compressive strength.  

 

 The increase of compressive strength may be attributed by the fact that the cement not 

only acted as binder but also as a filler of voids as also reported in Husken and 

Brouwers (2008) and Husken (2010). 

 

Nevertheless, given that, cement is the most expensive component of concrete block products 

(Soutsos et al., 2004), the use of 48% excess cement in recycling C&D waste into concrete 

blocks production not only increases the cost of the recycled products but also releases 

greenhouse gas like CO2 which threatens the ecological environment. Although cement 

manufacturer’ income may increase due to more cement demand (sales), it was not considered 

as a desirable approach to be adopted in this study. It is a not economically and 

environmentally feasible in a poor country like Tanzania because it will impose burdens on 

both the consumers and the environment. 

5.7  Distribution results of compressive strength  

The results of compressive strength distribution for the specimens of recycled aggregates are 

presented in Figure 5.12. These specimens totaling 110 were produced according to the mix 

proportions obtained from the adapted mix design for earth-moist concrete method (Husken 

and Brouwers, 2008; Husken, 2010). The results show that the recycled aggregates can 

produce concrete block with mean strength of 8.3 N/mm
2
 and standard deviation of 3.1. 

Despite the poor quality of recycled aggregates in Tanzania as well as the manual technology 

that was used for production, the results reveal that it is possible to recycle C&D waste into 

load bearing blocks with mean compressive strength of 8.3 N/mm
2
. 

 

 
Figure 5.12 Compressive strength distributions of the recycled concrete blocks 

5.8 Use of additives: Sisal fibers and MegaFlow P4 plasticizer 

Two types of additives namely Sisal fiber and MegaFlow P4 were used in an attempt to 

improve the quality of concrete block produced from recycled C&D waste in Tanzania as 
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presented in 3.8.3 (Part IV). In this study more emphasize was put on sisal fibers than 

MegaFlow P4 plasticizer because sisal is a natural fiber and indigenous material that is grown 

domestically. MegaFlow P4 is a synthetic and imported admixture plasticizer into Tanzania. 

Therefore, MegaFlow P4 was used only as reference for sisal fiber performance in concrete 

block production in Tanzania from recycled aggregates.  

5.8.1  Use of additives in recycling C&D waste into building materials in Tanzania 

Results for using sisal fibers and MegaFlow P4 as additives in concrete blocks production 

from recycled aggregates from C&D waste in Tanzania are presented in Appendix C (see Part 

IV) and further elaborated in Figure 5.13. The results in Figure 5.13 (WAb ratio is in reverse 

order) show that, for both additives, the optimum dose was 0.25% (as a fraction of cement 

content), resulting in concrete blocks with compressive strength values of 8.2 N/mm
2 

and 9.3 

N/mm
2
 and water absorption ratio values of 11% and 10%, for sisal fibers and MegaFlow P4, 

respectively. This dose of 0.25% is not in agreement with the recommended dose value of 

0.5%-1.0 as of cementitious materials as stipulated by MegaFlow P4 manufacturer Conmix 

ltd
9
. However, the manufacturer stated that a ‘different dosage can be used after verification 

by conducting lab trials’. Since the production applied different doses ranging from 0.25% to 

2.0% which included the recommended values, and the optimum dose of  0.25% gives 

promising results for recycling C&D waste into production of concrete blocks in Tanzania, 

the dose of  0.25% is recommended for both additives.  

 

In addition, it was observed in Figure 5.13 that compressive strength values decreased 

whereas water absorption ratios increased as the doses increased. However, there was a slight 

difference noted in dose of 2% for all additives. Since 2% dose was a higher dose was used 

compared to others, still produced less compressive strength values of  6.3.N/mm
2
 for sisal 

fiber and 8.0 N/mm
2
 for MF-P4. These compressive values of dose of 2% were less by 23% 

of SF and 14% of MF-P4 compared to dose of 0.25% which had compressive strength of 8.2 

N/mm
2
 for SF and 9.3 N/mm

2
 for MF-P4, respectively . This condition shows that the sudden 

increase was not influenced by the materials’ characteristics; rather, it could be the result of 

variability of production technology. Given that, concrete blocks were produced manually, it 

was not easily to keep all factors constant, e.g., compaction. Therefore, the 2% increase of 

strength dose may be attributed to more energy being applied during compaction than the rest 

(other doses). These results of applying additives indicate that increasing the dose of the 

admixtures in concrete mixture will not significantly improve the quality of the concrete 

blocks produced. On the contrary, the application of low amounts of admixtures can improve 

the strength of the concrete blocks produced from recycled aggregated. These findings are in 

good agreement with what Prabakar and Srindhar (2002) reported that when the percentage of 

sisal fiber is increased, the density of the soil fiber mass is reduced and thus may decrease the 

strength as well. Therefore, the optimum dose of 0.25% as percentage of cement content is 

recommended to be applied in the Tanzanian construction industry because it is within the 

dose of organic additive (i.e., 0.5% of amount of cement) that is allowed in concrete 

production in Tanzania as recommended in TZS 727(Part 1):2002 and also it is less than 

0.75% contend as reported by Prabakar and Srindhar (2002). Moreover, this 0.25% SF dose, 

which is equivalent to 0.64 kg in a 1 m
3
 concrete (see Appendix I), also which lies within the 

dosage of 1 kg/m
3
 of fibers that recommended in CEMEX

12
 mortars.  

 

Since sisal fiber is a natural (bio-material), locally produced, and requiring low degree of 

industrialization for its processing, the energy required for production is small. Moreover, it is 

                                                 
12 CEMEX mortars, Experts in Mortar-Educational guide to admixtures, additives and water, www.cemex.co.uk/mortar [viewed April 2011] 

http://www.cemex.co.uk/mortar
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available in bulk compared to MF-P4 (Toledo Filho et al., 2009; Prabakar and Sridhar, 2000). 

At the same time, it can perform relatively similar with the MF-P4 admixture in improving 

the quality of recycled concrete blocks in Tanzania. Working mechanisms of sisal fiber may 

be similar to what is reported by 
12

CEMEX mortars, namely those polypropylene fibers 

improve the bonding to the materials to overcome buckling and reduce permeability which 

results in minimizing early age cracking. It may also due to cementitious properties found 

present in to sisal fibers (refer Section 4.6.1) such as ratio between CaO and SiO2 was greater 

than 2 as well as water from sisal fiber can be adsorbed and combined with cement binder 

during hydration process and therefore can improve the quality of concrete products like those 

produced using recycled aggregates from C&D waste. These results suggest that the use of 

sisal fibers is viable to improve the strength and reduce water absorption (permeability) of the 

recycled concrete blocks in Tanzania. However, further research needed to establish the 

potential of using sisal fibers in recycling C&D waste.  

 

 
Figure 5.13 Effect of using Sisal fiber and MegaFlow P4 additives in concrete blocks production regarding 

compressive strength and water absorption ratio 

 

5.8.2 Comparison between blocks that are produced using sisal fiber recipe and those 
from Local Produced in Tanzania  

The results of sisal fiber with 0.25% dose had almost the same quality as concrete blocks that 

were locally produced in Tanzania as shown in Figure 5.14. As already reported in Section 

5.8.1, by using sisal fiber as an additive to C&D waste, it was possible to produce the concrete 

blocks with compressive strength of 8.2 N/mm
2
 and water absorption ratio of 11.0%. These 

values compare favorably with those for locally produced concrete blocks (i.e. OLP) which 

had compressive strength of 8.6 N/mm
2 

and water absorption ratio of 11.3%. These results are 

almost the same and suggest that there is a possibility of producing concrete blocks from 

C&D waste by using sisal fibers in Tanzanian construction industry and thereby competing 

with current concrete blocks that are produced by local producers from natural (virgin) 

resources.  
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According to interview made with personnel from Twiga cement industry in Dar es Salaam, 

Tanzania, it was learnt that 70% of cement customers in Tanzania are building block (i.e., 

concrete blocks) producers. This indicates that about 70% of the building materials in urban 

areas in Tanzania are concrete/sandcrete blocks. Since it is estimated that in the year 2050, 

75% of the world population will be living in urban area (PRB, 2009), it is fair to assume that 

the building block demand will rise by 75% as well. This situation implies that by depending 

only on traditional natural resources, there will come a point where they will no longer be able 

to satisfy the demand possibly resulting in conflict in utilization of limited resources in 

building construction because as the population increase the resources decrease. Therefore, 

these findings reveal that it is possible to substitute natural materials with recycled C&D 

waste mixed with a little amount of locally available sisal fibers into the production of 

building materials in Tanzania. The findings are even more significant given that 70% of new 

buildings constructed in Dar es Salaam, for example, are preceded by the demolition of 

former buildings (Sabai et al., 2011b). The following could be achieved by using sisal fiber as 

additives in recycling C&D waste into building materials:  

 

 Increase concrete block production and hence make available building materials in the 

construction market with the same quality as locally produced blocks for sustainable 

utilization of resources. 

 Decrease dependence on natural resources (materials) in building material production 

and therefore contribute to conserving natural resources, the ecosystem, and 

biodiversity. 

 Make more land available for other social and developmental activities 

 Reduce C&D waste disposal burden 

 Increase employment opportunities and therefore improve people’s general welfare 

 
 
Figure 5.14 Comparison between blocks that are produced using sisal fiber and those from Local Producers 

(OPL) in Tanzania 

5.8.3  Effect of additive dose  

Another experiment was carried out to understand the effect of using additives in recycling 

C&D waste into building materials by keeping the amount of dosage constant while varying 

the type of aggregates. Materials used were mixed C&D waste and DS3 samples with NCA 

(natural materials) as a reference sample. The dose used was 0.5%
13

 weight of cement which 

                                                 
13 At that time, the optimum dose was not yet established because these experiments were carried out concurrently due to a limited time the 

researcher had for field work in Tanzania. 

a) Compressive strength 

(N/mm
2
) 

b) Water absorption ratio (%) 
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was chosen because it was perceived to possibly be an optimum dose due to the fact that it is 

the minimum dose that is proposed by manufacturer (Conmix ltd)
9
 in using MegaFlow P4 

admixture. Additionally, results of experiment that used cement in excess (i.e., 48%) are 

included in this section in order to determine and compare the effectiveness of additives used. 

The results are presented in Appendix G. The results show that all material samples used i.e., 

DS3, C&D, and NCA (as a control), for C&D waste samples with additive performed better 

than those experiments conducted without additives in improving the quality of the concrete 

block that produced from both recycled aggregates and from natural aggregates as well. 

Generally, it is observed that the quality of block products produced using sisal fibers (SF) 

and MegaFlow P4 (MF-P4) additives was improved by increasing the quality of compressive 

strength and density and also lowering water absorption ratio. Also, compressive strength of 

DS3 was improved from 7.1 N/mm
2
 to 7.5 N/mm

2
 and 9.2 N/mm

2
 for SF and MF-P4, 

respectively. For natural aggregates (NCA+NFA), the compressive strength was almost the 

same for both additives from 9.9 N/mm
2
 to 12 N/mm

2 
in lab scale. The same trend was 

observed for densities; the density increased from 2.0 to 2.1 [g/cm
3
] for C&D, and for DS3 

from 1.92 to 2.1 and 2.0 [g/cm
3
] for SF and MF-P4, respectively. For natural aggregates 

(NCA), the density stayed fairly constant at approximately 2.2 g/cm
3
. The fact that sisal fiber 

improved concrete block quality both in terms of compressive strength and water absorption 

ratio may be due to the fact that sisal fiber absorbs moisture from cement (Li et al., 2000). 

Since much water was added during the production process using the recycled aggregates, this 

condition suggests that perhaps excessive amount of water was absorbed by sisal fiber as 

reported by Li et al., (2000) and eventually made adequate water available for hydration 

process. As it is observed in this study the strength decreased as amount of sisal fiber was 

increased (see Figure 5.13). This condition suggests that as sisal fiber increased the water 

absorption also increased hence weakening the bonding strength between sisal fibers, cement 

and aggregates (Li et al., 2000). For the case of using an excessive of cement (48%) in DS3 

sample, the results showed that the compressive strength was increased while reducing water 

absorption ratio as already explained in Section 5.6.4.  

 

In addition, the water absorption ratios were improved by decreasing from 9.6% to 8.5% (SF) 

and 9.4% (MF-P4) for C&D, for DS3 decreased from 13.5% to 11.2% (SF) and 7.0% (MF-

P4) as well as for NCA decreased from 5.2% to 4.2%(SF) and increased to 6.8% (MF-P4). 

The increase of water absorption in NCA sample portrays that the dose used (i.e. 0.5%) was 

not an optimum dose. This fact is in good agreement with the optimum dose of 0.25% that is 

established in Section 5.8.1 for both SF and MF-P4 addtives. These results indicate that both 

additives have potential capabilities in improving the quality of concrete blocks in terms of 

raising compressive strength and densities as well as lowering water absorption ratio and 

thereby enabling the production of concrete blocks with load bearing capacity from recycled 

C&D waste.  

5.9 Development of a mathematical model on assessment of concrete block quality in 
Tanzania 

5.9.1 Motivation for model development  

The idea of developing an assessment quality model (tool) for assessing the quality of 

recycled concrete block produced from construction and demolition waste in Tanzania came 

after learning through field survey that only one parameter i.e., compressive strength is 

normally used in determining the quality of concrete blocks. This practice is in line with mix 

design procedures which normally focus on designing a mix that provide a given compressive 

strength (Day, 1995). The use of one parameter in mix design shows that strength is a major 

quality target to be achieved in the concrete block production. Assessing the quality of 
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concrete block products using one variable, e.g., compressive strength, is done by comparing 

with a standard value as also reported by Day (1995). According to Day (1995), the minimum 

quality of building materials should be set by the specifications which are concerned with 

regulating production. This condition indicates that the quality of concrete blocks is assessed 

by comparing the measured values with those requirements as stated in the available standards 

in the respective country/region. In Tanzania, for instance, concrete block quality is also 

assessed by comparing the measured/tested value with standard specifications that usually 

focus mainly on compressive strength. This practice has been implemented apparently upon 

the premise that other parameters/variables could be within the required standards once the 

strength is achieved. Perhaps this assumption was influenced by the fact that concrete blocks 

are still produced from natural (virgin) materials in Tanzania. Therefore, the concrete block 

quality parameters are well related and correlated to each other with R
2 

= 97%  (see Appendix 

E(a)). For example, the results in Appendix E show that compressive strength is well 

correlated with water absorption ratio when natural aggregates were used, whereas a 

difference (i.e., R
2 

= 3%) was observed when recycled aggregates were used! These results 

suggest that the quality of recycled products should be carefully assessed by a specific tool 

rather than by relying on the tradition method of assuming that once a one parameter satisfies 

the standard specification the rest will also do. These results impose challenges for 

determining the quality of recycled concrete block products especially when more than one 

parameter/variable was used. The question remained how the quality of recycled products 

could be assessed?  

 

However, previous researchers (Gramani et al., 2011; Almeda and Journel, 1994), have 

already developed models for multiple variables, but, the tool/model that can be used to 

determine the collective quality of the concrete blocks with more than one parameter/variable 

still is limited. Therefore, the development of a scientific model that was able to determine the 

quality of the recycled products like concrete block products when more than one variable is 

used at the same time complying with standard specifications was required. 

 

The current study aimed to develop a tool/model that is able to determine/estimate the quality 

of concrete blocks especially those produced from C&D waste using more than one 

parameters/variables. The variables identified for assessing the concrete blocks include 

compressive strength for structural requirement and water absorption ratio as an indicator for 

durability. So, the developed quality assessment model should be capable of assessing the 

building material products by incorporating all variables and finally giving a value which was 

used to judge whether the quality of the concrete block product is acceptable or not in 

construction industry in a particular area. Therefore, the developed model will not only be 

used as an assessment tool for the building material quality but will also be used as a 

management decision model that determines whether or not the building material products are 

acceptable in the construction industry. Subsequent sections describe the model concept, 

assumptions, mathematical equations, graphical presentation, model limitations, and model 

application. 

5.9.2  Model concept   

The developed model is a function of two variables. The parameterized variables are used to 

characterize the quality of concrete blocks produced from recycled aggregates of C&D waste 

in Tanzania. The model variables represent two quality parameters – compressive strength 

and water absorption ratio. For compressive strength, a minimum value is defined while for 

water absorption ratio a maximum value is defined. The quality assessment model uses values 

as specified in the standard as the major constraints. These kinds of constraints are related to 
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national policies and regulations that actually reflect the national economy and technological 

capabilities. The individual variables are modeled mathematically as expressed in Equations 

5.1 and 5.2 and then summed up as shown in Equation 5.3. In Equation 5.1, the difference of 

the average value of the measured value of the quality parameter of concrete block specimens, 

whose value should be greater or equal to σv, and σv are calculated. Similarly, in Equation 5.2, 

the difference of ωw and the average value of the measured value of the quality parameter of 

concrete block specimens, whose values are less than or equal to ωw, are found as well. These 

differences are divided by the value specified in the allowable standard for each variable in 

order to normalize the model results. Normalization is necessary because the modeled 

variables (parameters) have different measuring units. Subsequently, the normalized values 

are summed up in order to determine the effect of each variable/parameter in the final quality 

of the product as shown in Equation 5.3.  These model equations were used to assess the 

quality of two concrete block quality variables namely compressive strength denoted as ‘v’ 

and water absorption ratio denoted as ‘w’ 
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Where: v = variable/parameter, representing compressive strength, whose standard value is specified as a    

minimum value. This means that higher values than the specification are much better of. 

 w = variable/parameter, representing water compression ratio, whose standard value is specified as a 

maximum value. This means that lower values than the specification are much. 

 σv & ωw =  the recommended standard values for the respective variables. 

 

In the model in Equation 5.3 the function was evaluated to determine whether it is linear or 

polynomial by calculating the minimum or maximum points of the curve. The minimum and 

maximum values of the continuous functions were calculated by using calculus. The calculus 

technique consists of using the first derivative to find out points at which the function is not 

changing, and then to classify these points as either minimum or maximum using the second 

derivative (Hairer et al., 1993; Demand Media14,). After applying calculus technique, the 

developed model function did not comply with the polynomial function hence, it was 

considered to be a linear model. In order to develop the linear model for the assessment of the 

quality of building materials (i.e. concrete blocks), the linear programming principle was 

adopted. Linear programming sometimes known as linear optimization, which can be used to 

define the solution of the mathematical problem concerning maximum and minimum value of 

a first degree (linear) algebraic expression, with variables subject to certain stated conditions 

(Gramani et al., 2011; Colombia Electronic Encyclopedia15). In this context, such conditions 

include the standard values of the compressive strength and water absorption ratio denoted as 

                                                 
14 Demand Media  Copyright © 1999-2012 Demand Media, Inc. http://www.ehow.com/how_8393701_calculate-max-min-calculus.html, 

viewed July, 2012 
15

The Columbia Electronic Encyclopedia® Copyright © 2007, Columbia University Press. 

http://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/Linear+optimization, viewed July, 2012 

 

http://www.ehow.com/how_8393701_calculate-max-min-calculus.html
http://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/Linear+optimization
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‘σv’ and ‘ωw’, respectively. A mathematical statement of a linear programming problem 

includes a set of linear equations which represent the conditions of the problem and a linear 

function which expresses the objective of the problem (Gramani et al., 2011; Gass, 2003). In 

the linear function, the conditions/constraints are usually specified linearly and non-

negativity. According to Swift (1997), Linear programming ‘is an aid to management decision 

making in that it decides on the amounts of finite resources (e.g., labour, raw materials, 

energy, costs) which should be allocated to two or more competing processes in order to 

maximize profit or minimize cost’. Since this study deals with the production of building 

materials from recycled construction and demolition waste, the goal of the model becomes to 

minimize resources such as materials, labors, costs, and energy, while meeting the building 

material requirements in Tanzania. Due to this fact the developed building material quality 

assessment model applies the linear programming techniques (Gramani et al, 2011) as shown 

in Equations 5.4 to 5.8.  
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Furthermore, making use of the model equations, a software tool was developed (see 

Appendix H) and then the model outcomes were embedded in Microsoft Excel software for 

graph presentation. The model results were categorized as ‘Fail’ or ‘Pass’ as indicated shown 

Eq. 5.9. The ‘Pass’ was obtained when both variables had positive scores. On the other hand, 

‘Fail’ outcome was obtained when the results of either one or both variables had negative 

value as illustrated in the Table 5.4.  

 
Table 5.4 The quality assessment model outcome  

 
f(w) 

+ - 

f(v) 
+ Pass Fail 

- Fail Fail 

 

In addition, passing products were either optimal or high value (see Appendix H). These 

outcomes were obtained after summing up those ‘Pass’ products in order to determine which 

ones are optimal. It is assumed that the optimal value is the one that sum of the results for all 

variables equals to zero. This condition reflects that the quality of the tested product was 

equal to standard specifications. These model results (outcomes) suggest that in the 

production experiments with similar materials and production technology, the most desirable 
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recycled product is the one which has optimum value of either equal to zero or close to zero. 

The further definitions of  either fail (i.e., poor products), optimal or high value are described 

as follows (refer Appendix H):  

 

 Model results with less than zero (-ve) value (outcome)  are defined as ‘poor value’ 

which indicates that the building material product is below than the minimum building 

material requirements and hence it failed. This score implies that the amount of 

materials used in concrete block production like cement was limited or original 

materials like recycled aggregates were very weak and therefore, resulted in poor 

quality product. Due to this fact, that kind of building material product is 

recommended to be rejected/discarded in order to safeguard life of expected 

inhabitants.     

  

 Results equal to zero (0) value (outcome) are defined as ‘optimum value’ which 

indicates that the building material products achieved the minimum building material 

requirement(s) and hence passed. This outcome indicates also that the respective 

production processes consumed the optimal/average material input like cement (an 

expensive material in concrete production), resulting in minimal economical and 

environmental burdens. 

 

 Results of value greater than zero (+ve) (outcome) is defined as ‘high value’  which 

indicates that the product conforms to the required building material 

requirements/standards albeit with higher values and also is passed. However, it 

implies that the production of this building material product consumes a lot of 

expensive materials like cement that eventually results in expensive products which, in 

turn, may not be affordable to many poor people especially in developing countries 

like Tanzania. This kind of production achievement requires a high technology which 

also implies a high investment cost. On the other hand, since, cement production has 

direct relation to pollution releases like carbon dioxide (greenhouse gas), more cement 

utilization leads to the release of more amount of CO2 emissions to the atmosphere. 

This indicates that even though the product achieves a high quality value, it imposes 

more economical, social, and ecological/environmental burdens than the optimal 

value.  
 













 failed isproduct a  means   0w)f(v,
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 5.9 

5.9.3 Graphical approach 

The value of the two variables namely compressive strength (v) and water absorption ratio (w) 

can be estimated graphically. After obtaining the values of v and w, they were inserted in the 

model as presented in Equation 5.3 to determine the quality of the building materials. In 

Figure 5.15, the feasible solutions are obtained in the clouded region, while the optimum 

value was obtained at the lower-right of the curve. Based on the results in Figure 5.15, the 

acceptable values are those that fall in the region which is above a compressive strength value 

of 7.00 N/mm
2
 and with water absorption ratio of not more than 12%.  
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Figure 5.15 Graphical representation of the quality assessment model (QAM) for two variables 

             = Feasible region;                Means ‘Water Absorption Ratio’ cannot be equals to zero 

5.9.4 Model assumptions  

 All variables are regarded to be of equal importance regardless of the fact that their 

individual standard values are different. 

 The optimal value is assumed to result in effective and efficient consumption of 

materials like cement, labour, energy, and costs in the production process to obtain a 

desired quality of recycled product. Thus, the closer the model outcome to zero, is the 

better. 

 The quality of building material products is acceptable if and only if the model 

outcome is greater than or equal to zero; otherwise, the products are rejected. 

 The values specified in the recommended standards (requirement) are used as model 

constraints (Equations 5.5 and 5.6).  

5.9.5 Model limitations 

 It is a linear model. Model outcomes are related to linear relationship of the variables.  

 All variables should be incorporated in the model. In this study, variables are limited 

to compressive strength for structural and water absorption ratio as an indicator for 

durability. 

 In normalization, the constraints (i.e., standards values) are used as the denominator 

(see Equations 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3). 

5.9.6 Applicability of the model/validation 

 

a) Model validation and sensitivity analysis  

 

The model was validated using concrete blocks result that were produced from construction 

and demolition waste while natural (virgin) materials were used for comparison purpose. As 

already stated in Section 5.9.2, two variables were used to characterize the quality of concrete 
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blocks in this study namely compressive strength and water absorption ratio. Compressive 

strength parameter determines the structural characteristics of the product while water 

absorption ratio is an indicator for durability. As already explained, making use of the model 

equations, a software miniature was developed (see Appendix H) and outcome of the model 

were embedded in Microsoft Excel software for graph presentation. The values of constraints 

were obtained from Tanzanian building materials standards. For concrete blocks (as a 

masonry unit), the TZS 283:2002(E) was used. Since TZS 283:2002(E) does not specify the 

value of water absorption ratio, it was estimated as presented in Section 5.4.6. The nominal 

compressive strength used was 7 N/mm
2
 (Sabai et al., 2013; Soutsos et al., 2004; TZS 

283:2002(E); Neville 1995; Jackson and Dhir, 1988), while a water absorption ratio of 12% 

was used in this study rather than 6% which is reported by previous researchers (Husken and 

Brouwers, 2008; Poon and Lam, 2008) for paving blocks. Therefore, the constraints used in 

this model are 7 N/mm
2
 for compressive strength and 12% for water absorption ratio.  

 

Sensitivity analysis of QAM was tested as shown in Appendix H. The sensitivity test was 

carried out by first keeping water absorption ratio (nominal value) constant while varied the 

values of compressive strength. An opposite experiment was also carried out by varying water 

absorption ratio values while compressive strength (nominal value) was kept constant. The 

testing value was ±0.01 to the nominal value for both variables/parameters. This testing value 

was chosen because it was the lowest value in the model since the detection limit of the model 

is 2 decimals. The results of sensitivity analysis (see Appendix H) showed: 

 

Scenario I:    When water absorption ratio (nominal value) was kept constant and compressive 

strength varied at ±0.01 to the nominal value, the model result was ‘failed’ 

when the compressive strength was less that 0.01 to the nominal value. It 

passed as optimum when all variables were at nominal values. While was 

passed at a higher value when the value exceeded 0.01 to the  nominal value. 

These results indicate that the developed QAM is sensitive to compressive 

strength when water absorption ratio is kept constant.  

  

Scenario II: When compressive strength (nominal value) was kept constant and water 

absorption ratio varied at ±0.01 to the nominal value, the results at optimal was 

the same as scenario I. However, for the failed was obtained when the value 

exceeded the nominal water absorption ratio by ±0.01;  and the passed at a 

higher value was obtained when the value was less by 0.01 to the nominal 

value. This indicates that the QAM is sensitive to the water absorption ratio 

too.  

 

These sensitive analysis results suggest that the developed model is capable to assess the 

quality of the recycled concrete blocks using compressive strength and water absorption ratio 

values.  

 

b) Assessment of quality of concrete blocks products using QAM model 

 

The model was applied to assess the quality of concrete block products for 27 recipes and the 

results are presented in Appendix I. The model results showed that some of the products had 

higher value of compressive strength than 7 N/mm
2
 and also higher water absorption ratio of 

value greater than 12%, and vice versa. This condition makes them fail. In such cases, failure 

was because compressive strength and water absorption of the recycled aggregates were 

incompatible. The failed product means has to be disqualified. This shows that the product 
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should satisfy all criteria in order to qualify to be applicable in the construction industry. 

Passed products are those possessed quality parameters lying within the standard (nominal) 

values. In Appendix I, the results showed that 44% of the recipes applied in production of 

concrete blocks from C&D waste including one control sample (i.e., used aggregates from 

natural resources) in Tanzania qualified to meet the requirements of the load bearing capacity 

by having a minimum compressive strength of 7 N/mm
2
 and maximum water absorption ratio 

of 12% as shown in Figure 5.16. Results from Figure 5.16 suggest the following: 

 

 Neither single-storey nor multi-storey recycled aggregates recovered from demolition 

or construction buildings was able to produce concrete block with load bearing 

capacity, i.e., all failed 

 

 Higher value was obtained from using natural aggregates (NCA + NFA) followed by 

30% C&D waste replacement recipe which actually was expected due to the nature of 

materials.  

 

 The use of sisal fiber as additive improved the quality of DS3 and C&D waste samples 

which used 100% recycled aggregates in the production of recycled concrete blocks 

with load bearing capacity. However, some discrepancies of the model outcomes were 

noticed. These minor differences may be affected by crude production technology 

used (i.e., manual technology). 

 

 Recycled samples that used sisal fibers as additives with dosage ranging from 0.25%b-

0.5% amount of cement content, showed effective performance compared to higher 

doses of 1% and 2%. 

 

Therefore, these results demonstrate that the developed QAM model is an adequate tool for 

assessing the quality of recycled products like concrete block to understand the extent to 

which they comply not with the building material requirements not only in Tanzania but also 

other countries in the world.  

 

 
Figure 5.16 Quality assessment model (QAM) results 
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5.10 Conclusions and recommendations 

5.10.1  Conclusions 

The following conclusions are drawn from the study conducted on the development of recipe 

for the production of concrete blocks with load bearing capacity from C&D waste in 

Tanzania: 

 

 It is possible to recycle the C&D waste into valuable building materials such as 

concrete blocks with load bearing capacity in Tanzania using the adapted mix design 

for earth-moist concrete method. 

 

 The results  in Figure 5.14 show that the use of sisal fiber in C&D waste for concrete 

blocks in Tanzania can produce concrete block with the same quality as the ones 

locally produced from natural materials and therefore, can compete with locally 

produced blocks in the Tanzanian construction industry. 

 

 It is possible to use the blocks in inverted form (i.e., by twisting by 90
0 

from
 
that 

specified in most standards like Tanzanian standards (TZS 283:2002(E) as well as 

NEN-EN 772-1:2000)) in building construction in Tanzania at the same time adhering 

with technical requirements. This practice is more advantageous than the normal one 

because it results in reduction of building material utilization, cost, environmental 

impact, and conservation of natural resources for future use. These benefits facilitate 

achieving sustainability in building construction. 

  

 Concrete block production technology used was manual which is mostly applied and 

affordable to many concrete block producers in Tanzania. The technology was capable 

of producing concrete blocks with load bearing capacity from recycled aggregates 

derived from C&D waste samples. Therefore, these achievements indicate that there is 

a possibility to recycle C&D waste in building material production in Tanzania 

regardless of existing technological challenges. The C&D waste recycling 

achievements will result in improved social, economical, and environmental welfare in 

terms of creating more employment, reducing health hazards which can be caused by 

C&D waste disposal, reducing the cost of waste management, and providing an 

alternative source of building materials in Tanzania. 

 

 It is possible to recycle C&D waste into building material products, i.e., concrete 

blocks, for sustainable construction in Tanzania because: 

 

o 80% of the 27 different recipes (techniques) applied in producing concrete 

blocks from recycled aggregates achieved a compressive strength of 7 N/mm
2
 

which, traditionally, is the minimum requirement of load bearing capacity 

(Sabai et al., 2013; Soutsos et al., 2004; Poon, et al., 2002,; Neville, 1995; 

Jackson and Dhir, 1988). 

 

o 41% out of the 27 recipes applied achieved a compressive strength of 7 N/mm
2  

and water absorption ratio of 12%, which are defined as the requirements of 

load bearing capacity for the concrete blocks produced from recycled 

aggregates in Tanzania. 
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 Made reference to Boehme (2000) who reported that recycled product i.e., 

“recyMblok” with range of water absorption ratio between 8.28% - 14.81% was found 

that negligible mass loss, and no compressive strength reduction was observed. These 

results suggest that concrete blocks with water absorption ratio of 12% produced in 

Tanzania are durable and, therefore, can be adopted in the Tanzanian construction 

industry. In addition, 12% water absorption ratio can be adopted as one of the criteria 

for determining load bearing capacity of the concrete blocks produced from recycled 

aggregates of C&D waste.  

 

 Neither single-storey nor multi-storey recycled aggregates recovered from demolition 

or construction buildings were able to produce concrete block with load bearing 

capacity. 

 

 Using 30% both recycled fine and coarse aggregates from C&D waste as a 

replacement for natural aggregates in the concrete block production do not 

significantly altering the quality compared to products produced from natural 

aggregates. This is in good agreement with what was reported by previous researchers 

(Limbachiya et al., 2007; Oikonomou, 2005), namely that 30% replacement of coarse 

aggregates had no significant alteration of the recycled concrete product.  

 

 Higher value was obtained from using natural aggregates (NCA + NFA) followed by 

30%C&D waste replacement recipe which was actually expected due to the nature of 

materials.  

 

 Sisal fibers (natural and locally available material) showed the ability to enhance the 

quality of the recycled concrete blocks that were produced using 100% recycled 

aggregates from C&D waste to meet the load bearing requirements in the Tanzanian 

construction industry. Therefore, sisal fibers can be used as an additive material for 

improving the quality of concrete blocks produced from C&D waste rather than 

relying on imported and synthetic additives like super-plasticizer admixtures which 

put quite some strain on the country’s economic situation. 

 

 The results reveal that the quality assessment model (QAM) is an adequate tool for 

assessing the quality of recycled products like concrete block and for understanding 

the extent to which they comply with the building material requirements.  

  

 The recycling of C&D waste into building materials could help to solve the problems 

of solid waste disposal in Tanzania as well as become an alternative resource for the 

production of new building materials and, therefore, contribute to conserving natural 

resources, increasing employment, and improving the economy of the nation at large. 

5.10.2 Recommendations  

 Since manual compaction was done in which it was difficult to control the compaction 

efficiency from one test to another, it is assumed that this inconsistency affected the 

compaction process and resulted in inconsistent results. Therefore, where possible a 

sophisticated and mechanical production machine is recommended. 

  

 The results indicate that the additives that were applied, i.e., SF and MF-P4, both have 

potential capabilities in improving the quality of concrete blocks in terms of raising 

compressive strength and densities as well as lowering water absorption ratio, thereby 
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achieving the production of concrete blocks with load bearing capacity from recycled 

C&D waste. For this reason, sisal fiber (locally available admixture in Tanzania) can 

be used as an additive to improve the quality of recycled aggregates for the production 

of concrete blocks and to replace the synthetic and imported admixtures like 

MegaFlow P4. However, these conclusions are based on outcomes (i.e., the quality of 

the concrete block product) rather than on the working mechanisms of the additives. It 

is thus recommended to carry out an independent research work to establish the 

working mechanisms of sisal fibers in improving compressive strengths and water 

absorption ratio of the recycled concrete block products. 
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Chapter Six  

Results and Discussion III: Sustainability in construction and demolition 

waste recycling into building materials in Tanzania 

 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the sustainability analysis of ‘passed’ three recipes used to recycle 

aggregates from C&D waste in the production of concrete blocks with load bearing capacity 

while a fourth recipe used aggregates from natural (virgin) resources for comparison 

purposes. This analysis was done in order to establish the extent to which the developed 

recipes for recycling C&D waste into building materials have environmental, social and 

economic effect in Tanzania. These recipes include 30% C&D waste replacement of natural 

aggregates, 100% C&D + 0.25% SF, 100% C&D + 0.25% MF-P4 together with the 

NCA+NFA recipe which used natural aggregates. It was assumed that the value of the recipe 

that uses sisal fibers (SF) should be lower than the one that used 100% construction and 

demolition (C&D) waste because sisal fibers undergo certain industrial processes (Note that, 

sisal plantations are a locally produced renewable resource). In addition, the use of SF in 

concrete blocks production is considered to be more important (with higher score value) than 

the use of the MegaFlow P4 (MF-P4) plasticizer and that uses 100% natural aggregates. This 

is due to the reason that the MF-P4 is an imported and industrial product, and it is therefore 

assumed that should it would be expensive and potential for releasing substantial amount of 

emissions like CO2 (i.e., from industrial processes and transportation of long distance) than 

the use of SF. Since natural aggregates are non-renewable resources, their over-extraction will 

compromise future demand. The subsequent sections present sustainability analysis using six 

sustainability criteria as presented in Section 3.9.3. 

6.2 Determination of importance of the recipes used in sustainability study based on 
Tanzanian (local) expert’s opinions 

About 44% (i.e. precisely 12 out of 27) recipes/techniques used in recycling C&D waste into 

building materials in Tanzania achieved the goal of producing concrete blocks with a load 

bearing capacity. This is presented in Appendix I. Out of those, 4 were selected due to the 

reasons presented in Section 3.9.4 These recipes are presented in the Table 6.1. Experts were 

asked to evaluate the recipes based on their potential in contributing to sustainable 

construction through recycling of C&D waste into building materials in Tanzania. The scale 

used was as follows: 1 (10% score) = poor; 2 (40% score) = less potential; 3 (70% score) = 

potential; 4 (100% score) = most potential. The average results from the expert respondents 

are presented in Table 6.1. These results showed that using 100% C&D waste without 

incorporating any additive in the recycling production of C&D waste into concrete blocks was 

considered as the most potential recipe to improve the sustainable construction in Tanzania. 

This was followed by using sisal fiber (SF) in the concrete block production from recycled 

C&D waste aggregates. In addition, the recipe that used super-plasticizer (i.e., MegaFlow 

(MF) P4) was evaluated as having the same potential as with using natural aggregates. The 

reason of for this may be attributed to the fact that the MF-P4 admixture is a synthetic and 

imported material product. These results suggest that construction industry experts in 

Tanzania are curious to seek alternative sources for obtaining materials for the production of 

building materials instead of depending on the traditional sources which are depleting.  
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Table 6.1 Potential for sustainable construction in Tanzania 

Recipes Potential for sustainable construction  

Scale Performance (%) 

C&D waste replacement (Considers 100% 

C&D replacement) 

4 100 

C&D + use of sisal fiber (SF) 3 70 

C&D + use of MegaFlow P4 Plasticizer 2 40 

Use of natural aggregates  (NCA + NFA) 

only 

2 40 

6.3 Environmental effects 

According Figure 3.1, the environmental effects can be split into two criteria: ecological 

quality and resource conservation. These criteria are what defined the C&D waste recycling 

process in this study. The recycling process started from C&D waste acquisition (collected 

from generation sites), then the waste was transported to the recycling site, rubble was 

crushed to get recycled aggregates, screened/sieved to get the required particle sizes. The 

recycled aggregates were then used for concrete block production where aggregates, cement, 

water and additives (if any) were mixed together, compacted, molded and finally the concrete 

blocks were produced that were cured in water for 28 days. After the curing process, the 

concrete blocks were taken to the laboratory for testing. Only the qualified concrete blocks 

based on the load bearing requirements for recycled concrete blocks (i.e., structural and 

durability) are then ready for use. The disqualified (failed) are taken back in the system and 

therefore considered as waste resource for reproducing new recycled products. However, to 

ensure less waste generation during concrete blocks production, it is recommended that all 

parts in the production series should be precise as much as they can in order to meet the 

quality which satisfies the load bearing requirements.   

6.3.1 Ecological quality 

In this section, focus is directed to the minimization of environmental pollution like emissions 

to the environment. It assumed that by recycling C&D waste into new products instead of 

disposing of them to either an open dumping site or landfill, will minimize ecological impacts 

and therefore improve the ecological quality. However, there are many environmental impacts 

that may result from the recycling process. In this study, these are limited to two: emissions 

mainly of the carbon dioxide gas (CO2) that contribute to the effects of climate change, and 

leachate that pollute groundwater sources. Their description is as described below:  

 

 Eight different C&D waste samples sourced in Tanzania were analyzed to determine 

the amount of CO2 which could be emitted due to decomposition of C&D waste. The 

amount of CO2 emissions were estimated from chemical data which was obtained from 

an automated X-ray fluorescence analyzer (ARL 9400) (refer to Section 3.4.3) using a 

chemical reaction as presented in Equation 3.1 (see Section 3.4.3). The results are 

presented in Table 6.2 which indicates that an average of 15% CO2 emissions are 

emitted in a heap of C&D waste in Tanzania. These emissions will be emitted if C&D 

waste is disposed like any other solid waste in dumping site or thrown away 

haphazardly. The 15% CO2 emissions result suggests that in Tanzania situation, 1.5 

million tons of CO2 are estimated to be released to the atmosphere annually from 10 

million tons C&D waste generated. These amounts of CO2 emissions contribute to the 

greenhouse gas causing climate change impacts like flooding and long lasting drought 

and therefore disturbing ecology. On the other hand, if the C&D waste is recycled 

back into new building materials like concrete blocks, these CO2 emissions can be 
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prevented because the waste is used as a resource. Therefore, the recycling of C&D 

waste into building materials in Tanzania will enhance the reduction of CO2 emissions 

due to C&D waste decomposition and hence improve the ecological quality.  

 
Table 6.2 Estimated amount of CO2 emission from C&D waste disposal in Tanzania 

C&D waste Sample name CaCO3 CaO CO2 

%wt. %wt. %wt. 

DM2 47.25 26.46 20.79 

CM 32.32 18.10 14.22 

DM1 53.57 30.00 23.58 

DS1 27.55 15.43 12.12 

CS 29.71 16.64 13.07 

DM3 27.58 15.45 12.14 

DS3 38.14 21.36 16.78 

DS2 18.60 10.42 8.19 

Average   15.11 

 

 Estimations of CO2 emissions in material transportation and waste disposal were done 

using the unit ‘gram CO2 emitted per tonne-kilometre’ (Leonard et al
16

 presents 0.13 

kg CO2 /tkm as the figure for UK).  The same unit value was adopted in this study to 

calculate the amount of CO2 emissions which can be emitted during the transportation 

of C&D waste or natural material to the disposal or recycling/production sites, 

respectively. It was assumed that a 7 ton capacity truck was fully loaded in one trip 

and empty in another (e.g., return trip). The empty trip was considered as half a trip of 

the fully loaded trip. Therefore, the total CO2 emissions were calculated by 

multiplying unit gram CO2 emitted per tonne-kilometre with truck capacity (i.e., 7 

tons) together with estimated distance of a fully loaded trip one way plus half that 

distance for the empty trip. The results are presented in in Table 6.3 and show that by 

disposing of C&D waste into disposal sites and use other material from natural 

resources, the emissions related to transportation issues can contribute up to 94% CO2 

compared to only 6% when C&D waste is recycled into new building materials. These 

results suggest that recycling of C&D waste in Tanzania has a significant reduction of 

CO2 emissions not only from C&D waste decomposition but also from transportation 

and therefore can contribute to make the construction industry more sustainable.  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
16 Leonardi, J., Rizet, C., Browne, M.,  Allen, J., Pérez-Martínez, 

 

P. J., and Worth
 

, R. (Unknown), Improving energy efficiency in road 
freight transport sector: the application of a vehicle approach, viewed from http://www.greenlogistics.org/SiteResources/7d476c2c-2574-

4890-ae4a-997484b9a443_LRN%20vehicle%20approach.pdf 

 

http://www.greenlogistics.org/SiteResources/7d476c2c-2574-4890-ae4a-997484b9a443_LRN%20vehicle%20approach.pdf
http://www.greenlogistics.org/SiteResources/7d476c2c-2574-4890-ae4a-997484b9a443_LRN%20vehicle%20approach.pdf
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Table 6.3 CO2 emissions due to C&D waste and natural material transportation 

Transportation category Unit Truck capacity 

and distance 

*CO2 emissions (kg CO2) 

Without recycling With recycling  

Natural aggregates acquisition 0.1317 kg 

CO2/tkm 

7 tons for 130 km 

distance 

177 0 

C&D waste disposal 7 tons for 30 km 

distance 

40 

C&D waste acquisition  7 tons for 10 km 

distance 

0 13 

Total kg  217 13 

%  94 6 

*CO2 emissions were calculated by multiplying unit gram CO2 emitted per tonne-kilometre with the truck 

capacity (i.e., 7 tons) and estimated distance of full loaded (i.e., one way route plus half of it). 

 

 Leachate from decomposed C&D waste may result in groundwater contamination. 

Normally, leachate production depends on water availability, characteristics of final 

cover, characteristics of tipped waste, and the method of impermeabilization 

(UNIPD)
18

. The generation of leachate was estimated using the Hydraulic Evaluation 

of Landfill Performance (HELP) model developed by the U.S. Army Corp of 

Engineers (Schroeder et al, 1994)).  According to UNIPD, leachate volume can be 

roughly estimated as a percentage of rainfall as a function of waste density in landfill. 

For example, for an area with an average precipitation of 700 mm/y,  the leachate 

production is estimated to range between  5 to 10 m³ / (ha.d) for a low compacted 

landfill, and 4 to 5 m³/(ha.d) for a high compacted landfill (UNIPD
18

). In this study, 

the HELP model was adopted in estimating the amount of leachate which could be 

released from dumping sites in the event that all 10 million tons of C&D waste will be 

disposed of. Annual average rainfall in Tanzania is around 1000 mm/yr, with other 

factors assumed to remain constant; the leachate volume by extrapolating is therefore 

estimated to be 15 m
3 

/ (ha.d). This result suggests that in Tanzania with 10 million 

tons of C&D waste generated annually, it needs an area for dumping site of 

approximately 750 ha (see Section 4.1). Aided by the HELP model, it is estimated that 

the disposal of 10 million tons of C&D waste on the 750 ha will release about 4.1 mil 

m
3
 of leachate annually. Due to poor infrastructure for many of the developing 

countries (Tanzania included), the released leachate may end up contaminating soil, 

groundwater and surface water bodies. Since a large population in Tanzania depends 

on the same water sources, for lack of access to clean and safe drinking water, it 

implies that many people and other ecosystems will be endangered from consuming 

the contaminated water. Water contaminants expected to be mineral nutrients 

especially trace elements like chromium (Cr) (see Table 6.10) released from a 

decomposed C&D waste. These trace metals are well known causing carcinogenic 

diseases like cancer. 
 

In order to estimate the contribution of leachate to the ecological quality, it was 

assumed that recycling 100% C&D waste into building materials that satisfy the 

material requirements will minimize and even control the negative impact and was 

hence assigned 100% points, the other recipe that uses C&D waste plus SF was 

                                                 
17http://www.greenlogistics.org/SiteResources/7d476c2c-2574-4890-ae4a-997484b9a443_LRN%20vehicle%20approach.pdf 
18 University of Padua, Image Department (UNIPD) viewed from http://www.image.unipd.it/tetrawama/index_file/page0027.htm, in 

September 2012. 

http://www.greenlogistics.org/SiteResources/7d476c2c-2574-4890-ae4a-997484b9a443_LRN%20vehicle%20approach.pdf
http://www.image.unipd.it/tetrawama/index_file/page0027.htm
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assigned 70% points, 40% points for MF-P4 and for natural aggregates only 0% 

points. Then, they were normalized to get 100% in total as they presented in Table 6.4. 

 

Since ecological quality is limited to pollution such that greenhouse gas (i.e. CO2) as well as 

leachate reduction. Air and water pollution (from the CO2 and leachate) contribute to the 

natural and man-made hazards like floods, drought, and toxicity to the ecosystem and hence 

affect the quality of ecosystem. Therefore, it is assumed that these impacts will be minimized 

and even controlled by recycling C&D waste into building materials. But, the question 

remains: ‘which recipe will result to a better ecological quality in terms of reduction of CO2 

emissions to the atmosphere and leachate that may contaminate groundwater?’ In gathering 

feedback from Tanzanian construction experts, they were asked to give weighting factors on 

the recipes based on their importance and the results are presented in Table 6.4. These results 

showed that: 

 

 Local experts weighted C&D+0.25%SF recycling recipe with more importance than 

others. 

 

 The C&D+0.25%SF recipe also has high reduction performance for both factors: CO2 

emissions and leachate. 

 

 It was found that in order to improve the ecological quality, the C&D+0.25%SF recipe 

was preferred because it had a higher value of sustainability index than the rest which 

implies that it has less or limited negative impacts to the environment. 

Table 6.4 Sustainability score (index) of recipe j for ecological quality criterion  

Recipe (a) Reduce 

CO2 

emissions 

(%) (b) 

Leachate from C&D waste 

decomposition may result to 

groundwater contamination 

(%) (c) 

Weighting 

factor (%) 

(d) 

†Sustainability 

index (SIj) 

30% C&D 

replacement 

21 21 30 0.063 

C&D + 0.25% SF 48 50 34 0.167 

C&D + 0.25% MF-P4 27 29 20 0.056 

NCA + NFA (Natural) 4 0 16 0.004 

Weighting factor 50 (f) 50 (g) 100  

†SIj = eij*Wj = ((((b/100*f/100)*d/100)+ ((c/100*g/100)*d/100)) 

6.3.2 Resource conservation 

This section describes how recycling of C&D waste into building materials in Tanzania 

contributes to resource conservation. Resource conservation in this study refers to the 

reduction in the use of minerals like aggregates from natural resources and in turn using 

recycled C&D waste instead. Since the aim is to recycle C&D waste (i.e., cementitious 

rubble) into building material that satisfy requirements of load bearing capacity, it was 

therefore assumed that the amount of recycled aggregates that were used for production of the 

concrete blocks are equivalent to a resource saved for future use. Materials used to prepare a 1 

m
3
 concrete are presented in Table 6.5. The results in Table 6.5 indicate that using recycled 

aggregates by 100% (i.e., 1854 kg) mixed together with 0.25% sisal fiber (SF) (as weight of 

cement) or MegaFlow P4 plasticizer, it is possible to replace natural aggregates by 100% in 

concrete blocks production as shown in Figure 6.1.  
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Further analysis showed that amount of cement was reduced by 6% (i.e. from 272 to 256 kg) 

and the amount of water was reduced as well when compared to those samples that used only 

recycled aggregates without mixing anything (see Appendix I). The same results were 

observed when C&D waste replaced natural aggregates by 30% (i.e., 30% C&D waste 

replacement recipe). These results suggest that it is possible to use the recycled aggregates to 

substitute the natural aggregates in production of concrete blocks with load bearing capacity 

in Tanzania and also, reduce amount of cement by 6%. This reduction of consumption of the 

natural resources and amount of cement in new building materials fulfills the aim of 

conserving the natural resources for future use which is in line with the sustainable 

construction concept.   

Table 6.5 Resources which can be conserved due to recycling of C&D waste in Tanzania 

Sample 

  

30% C&D 

replacement 

C&D + 0.25% SF C&D + 0.25% MF-P4 NCA + NFA 

(Natural) 

Quantity, kg  Quantity, kg  Quantity, kg  Quantity, kg  

Cement 256 256 256 272 

Recycled 

aggregates 

556.23 1854.10 1854.10  

Natural aggregates  1249.01   1784.30 

Water  97.28 92.16 145.92 95.20 

Sisal fiber  0.64   

MegaFlow P4   0.64  

Total (for 1 m
3
 

mix) 

2158.52 2202.90 

 

2256.70 2151.50 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1 Reduction of using the generic material by using the recycled C&D waste in Tanzania  

  

The recycling of C&D waste into valuable building material will help to conserve the land as 

well. The land which is required for 10 million tons of C&D waste disposal annually will 

instead be free for other ecological and developmental activities. It was assumed that the land 

required for C&D waste disposal is equivalent to waste generated per area. According to 

Kartam et al., (2004), demolition work is estimated to produce 1.5 tons/m
2
 of waste while 

construction work generation rate is 45 kg/m
2
. It can be estimated that the waste generation 

rate is about 0.75 ton / m
2
 for both construction and demolition activities. For 10 million tons 

of C&D waste in Tanzania which will be disposed of to an open-air dumping site,  it is 

estimated to occupy land of approximately 7.5 million m
2 

(750 ha). This land (750 ha) will be 

saved by opting the recycling C&D waste into building material instead of disposing in to 

a) NCA+NFA (Natural aggregates) recipe b) C&D +0.25%SF recipe 
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dumping site or landfill. The recycling therefore will not only save the natural resource, but 

also maintain indigenous flora and fauna ecosystems. 

 

If resource conservation is realized with the reduction of extraction of natural resources like 

aggregates, this will reduce the amount of cement use and land resources for the production of 

the concrete blocks with load bearing capacity in Tanzania. Each production recipe had 

different achievements in resource conservation as shown in Table 6.6. Reduction values 

presented in Table 6.6 were normalized to get a comparable value with respect to other 

recipes. These values were extracted from already presented values such as the replacement of 

1784 kg of natural materials (i.e., aggregates), 6% (wt) cement reduction, and land (7.5 mil 

m
2
/year) conservation. Also, Table 6.6 presents weighting factors of the resource conservation 

criterion from Tanzanian experts. 

Table 6.6 Sustainability score (index) of recipe j for resource conservation criterion  

Recipe (a) Natural 

materials (i.e. 

aggregates) 

conservation, 

(%) (b) 

Cement 

reduction 

(%) (c) 

Land 

resources 

conservation 

(%) (d) 

Weighting 

factor, (%) 

(f) 

†Sustainability 

index (SIj) 

30% C&D 

replacement 

13.0 33.3 13.0 32 0.054 

C&D + 0.25% SF 43.5 33.3 43.5 33 0.137 

C&D + 0.25% MF-P4 43.5 33.3 43.5 20 0.083 

NCA + NFA 

(Natural) 

0 0 0 15 0 

Weighting factor 44 (g) 22 (h) 34 (k) 100  

†SIj = (eji*Wj) = ((((b/100*g/100)*f/100) + ((c/100*h/100)*f/100)) + ((d/100*k/100)*f/100)) 

 

From Table 6.6, the following were observed: 

 

 Applying C&D + 0.25% SF recipe or C&D + 0.25% MF-P4 recipe, it is possible to 

reduce natural aggregates, cement and land resource. 

 

 Local experts gave C&D + 0.25% SF recipe more importance by assigning 33% 

weights followed by  30% C&D replacement recipe with 32% weight and least was 

NCA + NFA recipe with 15% weights.  This shows that even the locals are curious 

with technology which reduces the resource consumption. This is a good indicator 

showing that local people are ready to accept new technology that reduces natural 

material consumption. Based on this assumption, it suggests that a developed 

technique for recycling C&D waste into new building material is possible to be 

accepted and applied in Tanzanian construction industry. 

 By combining all factors, the C&D + 0.25% SF recipe was found with high value of 

sustainability index than others in resource conservation criterion. 

 Results from Figure 6.1, show that using C&D + 0.25% SF recipe can produce 

concrete blocks which are more competitive compared to those are locally produced. 

This suggests that it is possible for recycled products to be used in Tanzanian 

construction industry because they have reached a desired quality. However, other 

factors like the economic effect should be investigated to tell us how this new 
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invention can be affordable to local people. The details on economic feasibility are 

presented in the subsequent section (Section 6.4). 

6.4 Economic effect 

Kartam et al., (2004) reported that in the recycling sector, the economic aspect is viewed in 

relation to the production cost. In this section, the economic effect holds the same view. In 

this study, economic effect was defined in terms of project cost (refer Table 3.9). Project cost 

is defined as the combined cost of material and production. Production costs consist of the 

costs of labour, energy and equipment. In concrete block production in Tanzania, the project 

costs of each recipe were estimated as follows: 

 

 Determine costs which were incurred in preparing material inputs in concrete block 

production. These materials included recycled aggregates, natural aggregates (for 

control), cement, water and additives (if any). 

 

 Production costs, which consisted of: 

 

o Labour costs (i.e., skilled and un-skilled personnel). 

o Energy costs (energy for mixing, compression, curing & packing as well as 

transportation for both materials and products). 

o Equipment costs (i.e. equipment & recycling site cost). 

6.4.1 Material costs 

 Recycled aggregates: Costs for recycled aggregates were estimated from C&D waste 

acquisition, transportation to recycling site, crushing and screening/sieving (separate 

between coarse and fine aggregates). These costs were estimated as follow: 

 

o C&D waste (i.e., rubble) purchased at TShs. 15000 (US$10)/ton and 

transported and loaded manually at a rate of TShs 25000 (US$17)/ton. 

However, C&D waste dealers through oral conversation said that normally a 

truck with a capacity of 7 tons costs about TShs. 60000 (US$40) which 

includes cost of purchasing C&D waste, loading, and transporting to the 

required destination within Dar es Salaam city, Tanzania.  Since the aim was to 

collect C&D waste samples from different locations within Dar es Salaam for 

research purpose, it was not worth to purchase the whole sample of 7 tons from 

each C&D waste generation site. Instead, each site was limited to 

approximately one (1) ton of C&D waste in order to collect many samples 

from different sites (i.e., from different three municipalities namely Kindononi, 

Ilala and Temeke municipalities). The cost for each trip of C&D waste sample 

was TShs 40000 (US$27). This cost was expensive compared to the normal 

cost of TShs. 60000 (US$40)/truck of 7 tons. The expensivity condition may 

have been influenced by the fact that even though it was just a 1 ton of C&D 

waste sample being transported; it was regarded as a normal trip which 

resulted in the costs being high.  

 

However, in this study, costs used in calculating the material acquisition cost 

for both C&D waste and natural materials to the recycling/production site were 
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those of a normal truck (i.e., TShs 60000 (US$40) per 7 tons). Therefore, the 

costs for recycled aggregates from C&D waste were estimated as follows: 

 

 Since the costs of C&D waste acquisition included purchases, loading 

and transportation to recycling site, it was costing approximately US$ 

40 for 7 tons. This is the equivalent of US$0.006/kg.  

 Then rubble was crushed into small particle sizes to get aggregates. The 

cost for processing (i.e., removing undesirable materials, crushing, 

screening/sieving, and storage of aggregates) was estimated based on 

labour costs. The labour cost spent for separation (removing 

undesirable materials like wood, metal scrapers, etc), crushing and 

sieving (separation between coarse and fine aggregates) was estimated 

to be US$20/ton which is the equivalent of US$0.02/kg.  

Therefore, the costs of production of the recycled aggregates from C&D waste 

in Tanzania were estimated to be US$0.026/kg in 2010 (US$ 1 = Tanzanian 

shillings (Tshs) 1500). This cost seems to be feasible. In Australia for example, 

the recycled aggregates were sold at US$0.015/kg in 1990 (Crowther, 2003).  

 Natural aggregates: The cost incurred for purchasing boulders from Kunduchi, Dar es 

Salaam was US$80 per 7 ton truck (equivalent to US$0.011/kg) and labour cost was 

about US$0,04/kg (because crushing took two days due to their hardiness), which 

gives a total of US$0.051/kg. This cost is in good agreement with the cost that was 

incurred for purchasing a 20 litre bucket of natural aggregates (say density 2500 

kg/m
3
) in Tanzania. It sold at Tshs 3000 per bucket (an equivalent of US$0.04/kg 

(excluding transportation)). By considering natural aggregates transportation costs 

from the retail vendor to the recycling destination, it is the same as the transportation 

of C&D waste rubble to the recycling site, this implies that the transport cost is equal 

to US$0.02/kg. It gives the total natural aggregates production cost of US$0.06/kg. 

Since this cost was for coarse aggregates and natural sand was used as fine aggregates, 

the cost of sand should be added to get the cost for natural aggregates used.  Cost 

incurred to buy sand was Tshs. 70000 (US$50) for 7 tons (equivalent to US$0.01/kg). 

This gives an average cost of natural coarse and fine (sand) aggregates of 

approximately to US$0.04/kg. All in all, the natural aggregates production costs were 

twice as much compared to the cost for recycled aggregates.   

 Water: The cost of water was obtained from tariff as indicated in the water bill from 

DAWASCO (Dar es Salaam Water and Sanitation Company). According to water bill 

at Ardhi University where the recycling activities were taking place, it showed that 

1000 litres (1 m
3
) of water was charged at Tshs 1119. This was an equivalent of 

US$7.46x10
-4

/kg of water. 

 Cement: Cost incurred for purchasing cement was Tshs 16000 (US$11) per 50 kg bag 

of cement. This cost is equivalent to US$0.22/kg of cement.  

 Cost of additives:  

 

o The cost of sisal fiber (SF) in Tanzania is approximately US$ 1.2/kg. This cost 

is much higher compared to Brazil where it was sold at US$ 0.53/kg-FOB 

(Savastano and Agopyan, 1999). The high cost may be triggered by the fact 
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that most of the sisal fiber produced in Tanzania is exported. However, it is 

assumed that costs may be lowered if sisal production will increase and the 

domestic demand stabilizes.  

 

o The MegaFlow P4 plasticizer was approximately sold at US$ 2.7/kg in Dar es 

Salaam. It is an imported chemical material from the United Arab Emirates 

(UAE). It is also a synthetic and industrial material. 

6.4.2 Labour costs 

Since labour based (manual) technology was used in production of concrete block this study, 

three un-skilled and at least one skilled (technical) worker (laborers) were hired. These four 

labors were also used to separate undesirable materials, crushing the C&D rubble, and 

screening (sieving) them to get the recycled aggregates. After getting the aggregates, the same 

number of people was used in the concrete block production (fabrication). This suggests that 

in concrete block fabrication, four labors are required as well. The concrete blocks fabrication 

processes involve batching, mixing, compacting and molding. Curing and parking after 28
 

days of curing require two more people. Based on this concrete block production series, it 

indicates that ten workers are needed in order to recycle C&D waste into building materials.  

However, this section deals with costs that are related to fabrication and curing activities.  

Cost for production of recycled aggregates from C&D waste is already covered in Section 

6.4.1. According to field survey and personal experience, the three un-skilled workers and one 

skilled worker can produce 300 to 350 concrete blocks per day. This study adopted the 350 

figure as the number of concrete blocks produced per day. It is estimated that 1 m
3
 concrete 

mix can produce about 70 blocks of average weight 33 kg per block. The production 

condition indicates that in a single day, 5 m
3
 of concrete mix are required to produce the 350 

concrete blocks. Since 5 un-skilled and 1 skilled workers were estimated to produce 5 m
3
 

concrete a day, this implies that the cost for concrete block production is approximated to be 

Tshs 80000 (US$55) per day. Therefore, the labour cost for concrete blocks production in 

every 1 m
3
 concrete mixes is estimated to be US$ 11. This labour cost (US$ 11) is equivalent 

to US$ 4.76x10
-3

/kg of concrete block. 

6.4.3 Energy cost 

Energy is required for almost every process of C&D waste recycling, that is, from demolition, 

transportation of rubble and crushing to get the recycled aggregates. After having aggregates, 

before their application, they need to be tested in the laboratory in order to understand their 

quality and how best they can suit to the intended use. Laboratory analysis also consumes 

energy. Then aggregates undergo certain production processes in order to produce the 

concrete block products. These production processes also need energy. From aforementioned 

activities, it shows that energy is required for almost every step in the recycling process. This 

energy demand for every C&D waste recycling stage is almost the same for natural material 

(stone) processing into aggregates. However, amount of energy which is required for recycled 

and natural material production may differ. These differences may be caused by the fact that 

C&D waste is an artificial rock; it is composed of old aggregates and cement paste while 

natural materials (aggregates) are not. The artificial condition of C&D waste makes it to be 

weaker than natural ones. This phenomena is supported by aggregate results for example, 

aggregate crushing value (ACV) and ten percent fines value (TFV) which showed that the 

recycled aggregates were weaker than natural aggregates. This condition makes natural stones 

to demand more energy in processing than C&D waste. Together with these facts, this study 

work focused on C&D waste which was found to be weaker and consumes less energy. Since 
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the production technology used was manual, it was difficult to measure energy that was used. 

Energy impact was therefore considered negligible 

6.4.4 Equipment costs 

Equipment costs included the costs of purchasing a molding machine, spade, wood pallets, 

aggregate sieving/screening tools, weigh machine, wheelbarrow and buckets. Other costs 

were costs that were incurred for the curing tank construction. The costs of these equipment 

are presented in Table 6.7 and were approximately US$ 1169. Since these costs were 

universal and are cross cutting for all recipes and also almost all are non-consumable goods 

(still available for other applications); it was difficult to estimate costs pertaining to each 

recipe and also how much was used and still available for future works. In order to be precise, 

the equipment costs were not included in the project costs (see Table 6.8) because almost all 

of these costs were the same for all recipes and also, the same equipment are still available for 

future work. 

Table 6.7 Investment cost for the concrete blocks production (labour based technology) in Tanzania 

S/No Items  Amount  

Tanzanian shillings (Tshs) US Dollar (US$) 

1 Molding machine 530000 355 

2 100 Wooden pallets 300000 200 

3 2 Spades 16000 11 

4 Weigh machine 32000 25 

5 4 Buckets  12000 8 

6 2 sieves/aggregate screeners  200000 135 

7 Curing tank (construct) 600000 400 

8 Wheelbarrow  50000 35 

9 Recycling site (University premise was 

used) 

Nil  Nil  

Total 1169 

US$ 1 = Tshs 1500/= (in 2010) 

6.4.5 Recycling cost of C&D waste into building material in Tanzania 

Recycling costs for C&D waste into concrete block production are composed of material 

costs, labour costs, energy costs and equipment costs. These costs are analyzed by using four 

recipes that were found to be technically feasible to produce the concrete blocks that comply 

with building material requirements of load bearing capacity. These recipes include C&D + 

0.25% SF, C&D + 0.25% MF-P4, 30% C&D replacement and natural aggregates (NCA + 

NFA) used as control as shown in Table 6.8. In Table, the unit cost for different variables 

which include cement, aggregates (recycled or natural), water, additives (sisal fiber or 

MegaFlow P4) and labors was presented in US Dollar (US$) per kg. This unit cost was either 

based on cost of one kg of the materials or labour cost to produce one kg of concrete block 

products. The results in Table 6.8 showed that the  recipe with the lowest cost is C&D + 

0.25% SF which, used 100% C&D waste mixed with 0.25% sisal fibers as an additive. This 

recipe reached the production cost of US$ 123.27 per 1 m
3
 of concrete. Other recipes had total 

costs of US$124.53, US$146.29 and 160.06 per 1 m
3
 of concrete mix for C&D + 0.25% MF-

P4, 30% C&D replacement, and natural aggregates (NCA + NFA) recipes, respectively. 

These results suggest that C&D + 0.25% SF recipe are a feasible and affordable recipe for the 

Tanzanian construction industry. On the other hand, the results showed that it is more 

expensive to use natural aggregates only. From these results, it can be concluded that there is 
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a possibility to recycle C&D waste into building material without imposing economic burden 

to users compared to other recipes in Tanzania.  

 

In addition, the use of natural (virgin) aggregates encourages the disposal of C&D waste. Due 

to this fact, C&D waste disposal has to be added to NCA + NFA recipe costs to determine the 

total recycling cost to this kind of recipe. This study adopts definition of costs for disposal of 

C&D waste as reported in Car et al (2008) that mainly consist of provision and transportation 

of skips and containers as well as landfill fee. According to Dar es Salaam city council 

(2004)
19

, solid waste treatment and disposal charges for hazardous waste other than clinical 

waste (C&D waste is considered to fall in this category due to the fact that C&D waste is 

composed of trace metals which are toxic (refer Table 4.4)) is estimated to cost US$ 10 (Tsh 

15500) per 1 ton. Treatment here means collection and transportation to a disposal site. The 

cost (US$ 10 per 1 ton) is less compared to dumping costs for C&D waste in Europe and the 

USA which ranges between 20-50 US$ per ton (Hendriks and Pietersen, 2000). Hendriks and 

Pietersen (2000) further reported that in the Netherlands, landfilling of recyclable C&D waste 

is prohibited since 1997 which means zero dumping of C&D waste. However, dumping cost 

in Tanzania is low compared to USA and some countries of Europe, but it is considered that 

recycling of 100% C&D waste into building materials in Tanzania may also not only reduce 

the disposal of recyclable C&D waste but also reduce costs for obtaining materials from 

natural sources.  

 

The unit cost for treatment and disposal charges in Tanzania for 1 kg of C&D waste is 

estimated to be US$ 0.01/kg. This cost is eliminated in recycling of C&D waste, but 

considered when using natural aggregates (i.e., 100% natural (NCA + NFA) aggregates (i.e., 

1784 kg) for concrete blocks production). It encourages the disposal and therefore this cost is 

added. It is from this thought that the C&D waste treatment cost was added to the recipes that 

used natural aggregates with respect to their fractions as presented in Table 6.8. Therefore, the 

C&D waste treatment and disposal charges for 30% C&D waste replacement recipe is 70% of 

the natural aggregates (NCA + NFA) recipe. 
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 Dar es Salaam Municipal Council (2004), Dar es Salaam Solid Waste Treatment , Disposal and Street Littering By Law 2004 and Dar es 

Salaam City Council (Ubungo Terminal) By Law 2004. Made under section 80 of The Local Government Urban  Authorities Act, 1982 
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Table 6.8 Recycling cost of different concrete blocks production recipes in Tanzania 

Sample 

 

unit cost,  

(US$/kg) 

30% C&D 

replacement 

C&D + 0.25% SF C&D + 0.25% 

MF-P4 

NCA + NFA 

(Natural) 

Q’ty. kg  Cost. US$ Q’ty. 

kg  

Cost. US$ Q’ty. 

kg  

Cost. US$ Q’ty. 

kg  

Cost. US$ 

Cement 0.22 256 56.32 256 56.32 256 56.32 272 59.84 

Recycled 

aggregates 

0.03 556.23 16.69 1854 55.62 1854 55.62   

Natural 

aggregates  

0.04 1249.01 49.96     1784 71.37 

Water  7.46E-04 97.28 7.26E-02 92.16 6.88E-02 145.9 1.09E-01 95.2 7.10E-02 

Sisal fiber 1.2   0.64 0.768     

MegaFlow 
P4 

2.7     0.64 1.728   

6 Labors  4.76E-03 2158.5 10.27 2203 

 

10.50 2256 10.74 2151 10.24 

C&D waste 

treatment 

and disposal 
charges 

0.01  12.98**      18.54* 

Total (for 1 

m3 mix) 

  146.29  123.27  124.53  160.06 

Q’ty means ‘quantity’; *costs for disposing 1854 kg of C&D waste; ** 70% of costs for disposing 1854 kg of 

C&D waste 

6.4.6 Sustainability index of  project cost (economic effect) 

In the sustainability point of view, economic effect can be obtained from the material and 

production costs which are termed as project cost in this study. The material and production 

costs for each recipe in producing 1 m
3
 of concrete are presented in Table 6.8. Recycling costs 

in Table 6.8 were then normalized in order to get an economic score and dimensionless value 

which can be combined with values from other criteria when calculating an overall 

sustainability index value. In normalization, a total cost was calculated from cost of each 

individual recipe and then, the total cost was divided by cost of the respective recipe to get a 

project value. The results of economic score value are presented in Table 6.9 which shows 

that the recipe (i.e., C&D + 0.25% SF) has a high economic score value of 4.50 compared to 

the recipe with natural aggregates (NCA + NFA) which had a high recycling cost of US$ 

160.06 with a lowest economic value of 3.46. The score values (dimensionless) will be 

multiplied by the weighting factor to get the sustainable index of project cost criterion. The 

weighting factor was obtained from Tanzanian construction industry experts as it already 

explained in the previous sections. The weighting factors as well as calculated sustainability 

index values are presented in Table 6.9. 

Table 6.9 Sustainability score of recipe j for the project costs criterion  

Recipe (a) Production cost for 1 m
3
 

concrete, (US$), (b) 

Economic 

Score  (c) 

Weighting 

factor (%) (d) 

†Sustainability 

index (SIj) 

30%  C&D replacement 146.29 3.79 28 1.063 

C&D + 0.25% SF 123.27 4.50 30 1.347 

C&D + 0.25% MF-P4 124.53 4.45 24 1.063 

NCA + NFA (Natural) 160.06 3.46 18 0.621 

Total  100  

†SIj = (eji*Wj) = ((c* d/100)) 
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6.5 Social effect  

Social effect can be defined in different manners. But, in this study, it is defined as the effects 

of recycling of C&D waste in to valuable building materials which affect people’s lives. 

Reduction of factors that endanger human health, increase employment opportunities, and 

ensure the security of the building dwellers (safety) are matters of concern in this section. The 

social effect is categorized into three criteria namely health, employment, and safety as shown 

in Table 3.9, and are analyzed in the following subsequent sub-sections. 

6.5.1 Health 

The C&D waste like other mineral aggregates is composed of among other things, chemical 

elements both common and trace elements. Based on laboratory analysis in this study, the 

trace elements identified are Chromium (Cr), Nickel (Ni), strontium (Sr), Barium (Ba), and 

Zirconium (Zr) as presented Table 6.10. These trace elements are carcinogenic when they are 

consumed either in water, air or food. The contamination of trace elements are expected to 

occur when the C&D waste is either thrown away, randomly disposed of, or dumped on open 

dumping site, or even in the landfill if the leachate will not be well collected and treated 

before ultimate disposal. This contamination eventually will cause health problems like 

carcinogenic diseases and respiratory diseases. To control these health problems which may 

be caused by improper treatment of C&D waste in Tanzania, it was assumed that recycling 

the C&D waste into building materials will enhance the use of C&D waste which is composed 

of these trace elements and therefore, instead of being a source of health problems, it will 

become a valuable material resource for building material production. In this study, it was 

assumed that there will be no material erosion during the life time of the building which is 

built with recycled concrete blocks nor are trace elements not causing in-door air pollution.  

 
Table 6.10 Trace elements concentration present in C&D waste composition in Tanzania 

C&D waste Sample name Cr (ppm) Ni (ppm) Sr (ppm) Ba (ppm) Zr (ppm) 

DM2 11.91 3.56 414.65 290.21 343.73 

CM 53.74 15.85 501.62 498.59 222.20 

DM1 10.20 9.99 364.05 305.82 437.40 

DS1 41.29 51.82 238.19 124.38 272.38 

CS 10.14 2.33 192.04 70.19 337.99 

DM3 7.62 7.55 378.80 119.37 343.73 

DS3 9.98 4.65 228.41 202.81 247.98 

DS2 26.20 40.91 227.73 135.36 347.92 

Natural gravel (NCA) 5.01 5.81 349.88 40.16 106.16 

Natural Sand (NFA) 14.55 <2.00 195.23 91.48 384.78 

 

In sustainability point of view, social effect is an important factor in recycling of C&D waste 

into building materials in Tanzania. It helps to understand how recycling of C&D waste into 

building material are affecting people’s lives. To determine the impact, significance, and 

extent to which recycling of C&D waste may prevent health problems in Tanzania, one 

workshop of local experts was conducted and 18 experts responded (refer Section 3.9.5) to a 

structured questionnaire (see Appendix J) and the results are presented in Table 6.11. The 

results in Table 6.11 show that 3 recipes were assigned the same impact (i.e., significant) in 

preventing the human health. But in reality the 30% C&D waste replacement recipe had a less 
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than 3 score which is the same as using 100% C&D waste recipes such as 30% C&D 

replacement and C&D + 0.25% SF recipes. For that reason, 30% C&D replacement is 

supposed to have a factor of 2.3 (i.e., 30% × 2.3 of 30% C&D plus with 70% × 2 of NCA + 

NFA recipes). Except for using natural aggregates (NCA + NFA) recipes, this was considered 

to be less significant in protecting human health. 

 
Table 6.11 Sustainability score (index) of recipe j for the health criterion 

Recipe (a) Protect 

human health 

(b) 

Adapted factor 

reflecting a reality 

(b’)  

Weighting factor 

(%) (c) 

†Sustainability 

index (SIj) 

30%  C&D replacement 3 2.3 32 0.733 

C&D + 0.25% SF 3 3 27 0.800 

C&D + 0.25% MF-P4 3 3 23 0.689 

NCA + NFA (Natural) 2 2 18 0.356 

Total  100  

†SIj = (eji*Wj) = ((b’ * c/100)) 

6.5.2 Employment  

In this study, the recycling of C&D waste into concrete blocks as building materials in 

Tanzania creates employment through different activities. These activities include collection 

of C&D waste from generation site(s) to recycling site (however, on-site recycling is 

advocated), transportation, and C&D rubble processing to get the recycled particles with the 

required size particles as elaborated here below:  

 

 Collection of C&D waste from generation sites to the recycling sites. However, there 

is current collection  of C&D waste for planned disposal site, throwing away, and/or 

for lower-grade applications. For this reason it is of less value to workers because it is 

regarded as waste. But using C&D waste as building material production resource 

(food) adds value to it and hence the employed personnel in this sector will gain 

income (i.e., wage) that expected to increase due to the increase value of the C&D 

waste. Thus, many people especially young men/women will be employed in this 

sector.  

 

 Transportation of C&D rubble to the recycling sites is also another source of 

employment. 

 

 Processing C&D rubble to get the recycled aggregates with the required sizes. These 

processes include crushing, sieving/screening, and packing (see Figure 6.2). Figure 6.2 

show that different persons will be employed depending on the scale of recycled 

aggregates production, either small scale which is mostly labor based or an industrial 

scale. This condition shows that the recycling of C&D waste will contribute to 

reduction of unemployment in Tanzania which was estimated to be 10.7% in 2011 

(NBS, 2011).  

 

 Another employment opportunity in recycling processes is in the production of the 

building materials such as concrete blocks from recycled aggregates from C&D waste 

in Tanzania. In a face to face interviews with personnel from Tanzania Portland 

Cement Company (TWIGA), it was reported that 70% of cement customers are 

building block producers that including concrete and sandcrete blocks. The 

assumption is that half (50%) of these customers will accept the new invention of 
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using recycled C&D waste for production of new building materials in Tanzania, 

when the recycling technology is found to be more sustainable than using traditional 

materials. Based on this assumption, in Dar es Salaam region for example, where there 

is 55 concrete block producers who are registered (i.e., 36 in Kinondoni, 9 in Temeke 

and 10 in Ilala municipalities), 50% of the producers will accept and apply the 

recycling technology of C&D waste into concrete blocks production. This is an 

equivalent of 27 registered producers who are expected to apply the recycling 

technology in Tanzania. Since it is estimated that 10 workers are needed for a single 

recycling site for manual technology, it is estimated to employ 270 peoples in Dar es 

Salaam region for registered companies. Since it is estimated that in Tanzania, 

informal sector counts for 70% of the economy, this suggests that many more people 

will be employed in the recycling sector. However, this study only considers the 

registered producers. For the 30 regions in Tanzania, it is anticipated that about 8100 

people will be employed formally in Tanzania, and even many more by the informal 

sector. These employed personnel show that recycling technology of C&D waste into 

building materials in Tanzania will contribute to the creation of more employment 

opportunities and therefore, people will gain income to boost up their lifestyle and 

reduce crime for jobless people especially youngsters.  

 

 

Figure 6.2 Employment opportunities due to C&D waste processing manually a) crushing; b) sieving/screening; 

and c) packing 

 

 The sisal fiber is a local produced bio-material that used as additive in recycling C&D 

waste to produce the concrete blocks that meet the requirements for a structural 

building wall. Using the locally bio material suggests that its production will employ 

many people. Since recycling of C&D waste into building material will increase 

demand of the sisal fibers in the local market and production of the sisal fibers will 

increase. This is another employment opportunity which recycling of C&D waste into 

building material is created in the agricultural sector in Tanzania. This indicate that 

not only recycled concrete producers will be employed but also farmers of the 

commercial crop (sisal fiber), processing industries, transportation, and even reducing 

sisal fiber length (refer Figure 3.5) into the required length, in the frame of this study 

was found 5 mm out of about 1000 mm length, will increase employment 

opportunities and therefore peoples income and life will be improved.  

 

To determine the sustainability index of these criteria, four recipes were weighted and 

assigned performance value of creation of employment opportunities as shown in Table 6.12. 

The results in Table 6.12 shows that 3 recipes were assigned similar value of job creation 

except the recipe using natural aggregates which was assigned a lower value. 30% C&D 

replacement recipe was also weighted higher (i.e., 34%) compared to others. However, it was 

expected that C&D + 0.25% SF recipe would to have more weight and score due to the fact 

a

) 

b c 
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that it is the recipe that consumes 100% recycled aggregates and so more people will be 

required for recycling activities compared to 30% of the  30% C&D replacement recipe. The 

growing of sisal plantation and processing of sisal to get fibers was assumed to employ many 

people. The high index of 30% C&D replacement recipe maybe attributed the fear of the 

participants that if people would shift to using only C&D waste, people who are currently 

working in existing quarrying will lose their employments. Another reason maybe for they 

fear could be that the quantity of C&D waste is not enough to cut off building demand if 

everyone will shift to recycled materials only. The aforementioned reasons could be reasons 

why experts in the construction industry in Tanzania assigned high significant value to the 

30% C&D replacement recipe compared to the rest.  

 
Table 6.12 Sustainability score (index)of the recipe j for the employment criterion  

Recipe (a) Performance score on job 

creation  opportunities (b) 

Weighting factor 

(%) (c) 

†Sustainability index 

(SIj) 

30% C&D replacement 3 34 0.082 

C&D +0.25% SF 3 25 0.060 

C&D + 0.25% MF-P4 3 23 0.055 

NCA + NFA (Natural) 2 18 0.029 

Total 100  

†SIj = (eji*Wj) = (((b* c/100)) 

6.5.3 Safety 

This section deals with safety issues that depend on the quality of the recycled concrete block 

from C&D waste in Tanzania. A good building material quality (that satisfies the standard 

requirements) implies the safe building/house to be built from it. And therefore, it was 

assumed that the good quality of the building materials will safeguard the inhabitants of the 

building. The recipes presented in Table 6.13 are all satisfying the marginal quality 

requirements because the concrete block products were supposed to achieve a greater than or 

equal to zero safety factor as it presented in Section 5.9 and results shown in Appendix I. 

Based on the safety criteria, all recipes in Table 6.13 have safety factor greater than zero and 

hence the building material products are considered safe. Nevertheless, they achieved 

different values. Therefore, local experts (Tanzanian) were asked to assign the weighting 

factor for each recipe depending on their expertise and experience. The average results of 18 

experts are shown in Table 6.13. The results showed that the recipe that used natural material 

(NCA + NFA) assigned higher weighting factor (i.e., 33%) means it is safer than the rest. 

These findings are in good agreement with the safety factor score that calculated from the 

quality values of the concrete blocks of the respective recipe which indicated that using 

building materials product made from natural materials is safer than recycled products. 

Table 6.13 Sustainability index of recipe j for the safety criterion  

Recipej (a) Safety factor 

(b) 

Weighting factor 

(%)(c) 

†Sustainability index 

(SIj) 

30% C&D waste + 70% NCA + NFA 2.07 30 0.615 

100% C&D + 0.25% SF 0.25 20 0.046 

100% C&D + 0.25% MF-P4 0.39 17 0.069 

0%C&D + 100% (NCA + NFA) 2.27 33 0.746 

Total 100  

†SIj = (eji*Wj) = ((b* c/100)) 
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6.6 Overall score of sustainability index for all recipes and criteria in Tanzania 

After obtaining the value of criterion i for recipe j (see Table 3.8) and weighting factor of the 

respective recipe and/or criteria; the sustainability score (index) was estimated using Equation 

6.2. Since the measuring units were different for some of criteria, the normalization method 

was used to determine the homogeneous (i.e., dimensionless) unit values. Then the 

dimensionless values were multiplied by weighting factors to determine the sustainability 

index (SI) value of each criterion first for all four recipes and then to six criteria.  

 

The determination of the sustainability score (SIj) of the recipe j from each sustainability 

criterion i was carried out using Equation 6.1). After sustainability score (SIj) of the recipe j 

for criterion i (SIj), was obtained, it was multiplied by weight factor of the respective criterion 

(see Table 6.14). Then sum of all 6 criteria was carried out as shown in Equation 6.2) and the 

results are presented in Table 6.14. According to Langston and Ding (2001) and Ding (2005), 

the higher the sustainability index (SI) value implies the more sustainable the recipe is. The 

same principle has adopted applied in this study. 
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Table 6.14  The overall sustainability index (score) value for six criteria and 4 recipes in Tanzania 

Sustainability 

pillar 

Criteria, i Weighting 

Factors, Wi 

(i.e., i= 1, 2, 

…, 6) 

Recipe, j (i.e., j= 1, 2, 3, 4) 

30% C&D replacement 

(j1) 

C&D + 0.25% SF  

(j2) 

C&D + 0.25% MF-P4 

 (j3) 

100% (NCA + NFA)  

(j4) 

(eji*Wj) (eji*Wj)*Wi (eji*Wj) (eji*Wj)*Wi (eji*Wj) (eji*Wj)*Wi (eji*Wj) (eji*Wj)*Wi 

Environmental Ecological quality 

(i1) 

27 0.063 0.017 0.167 0.045 0.056 0.015 0.004 0.001 

Resource 

conservation (i2) 

24 0.054 0.013 0.137 0.033 0.083 0.020 0 0.000 

Economic Project costs (i3) 19 1.063 0.202 1.347 0.256 1.063 0.202 0.621 0.118 

Social Health (i4) 9 0.733 0.066 0.800 0.072 0.689 0.062 0.356 0.032 

Employment (i5) 8 1.025 0.082 0.750 0.060 0.688 0.055 0.362 0.029 

Safety (i6) 13 0.615 0.080 0.046 0.006 0.069 0.009 0.746 0.097 

Overall sustainability score=∑(eji*Wj)Wi)  0.460  0.472  0.363  0.277 

       = High sustainability score;             = Moderate sustainability score;             = Low sustainability score;                 = Least sustainability score.  

(eji*Wj)= Sustainability score of recipe j for the criterion i as presented in Table 6.4 (for Ecological), Table 6.6 (Resource), Table 6.9 (Costs), Table 6.11 (Health),  

Table 6.12 (Employment), and Table 6.13 (for Safety)  

 

jijj W*e i criterion  for the j recipe of )(SI  (index) scorelity Sustainabi   6.1 

 




6

1i
ijij W*)W*(ej recipe eachfor criteria  6 of  value(index) scorelity sustainabi Overall  6.2 
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Results in Table 6.14 showed that: 

 

 A C&D+0.25%SF recipe was found to have a higher sustainability index value of 

0.472 compared to 0.460, 0.363, and 0.277 of 30%C&D replacement, 

C&D+0.25%MF+P4, and using natural (NCA+NFA) aggregates recipes, respectively. 

However, it (C&D+0.25%SF recipe) had a lowest performance in safety criterion with 

the sustainability score of 0.006. Since it reached an acceptable performance which is 

a ‘higher values’ score (See Appendix I), this achievement indicates that the lowest 

score value in this criterion among four recipes does not affect its sustainability 

performance or have effects to human life (building dwellers) and other ecosystems 

and thus does not require a further remediation before use.   

 

 The sustainability score for each criterion showed that out of six sustainability criteria 

studied, the C&D+0.25%SF recipe had high sustainability score for four of them such 

as ecological quality, resource conservation, project costs and health with the score 

value of 0.045, 0.033, 0.256, and 0.072, respectively. Highest value for employment 

was found to the 30%C&D waste replacement recipe, while NCA+NFA (natural) 

recipe had higher sustainability score on safety.  

 

 The results showed that two recipes had close overall sustainability scores of 0.472 for 

C&D+0.25%SF recipe and 0.460 for 30%C&D replacement recipe. Furthermore, the 

results showed that statistically (see Section 3.8.6(d)), there was no significant 

difference between these recipes since p-value was 0.96 greater than 0.05. But, the 

C&D+0.25%SF recipe was found to be more sustainable than the others. This is 

indicated in the comparison below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C&D+0.25%SF recipe 30%C&D waste replacement recipe 

Used 100% C&D waste into building 

materials production  

Used 30% of C&D waste into building 

materials production the rest was 

natural aggregates 

Had four high sustainability score (labeled 

by green) i.e., ecological quality, resource 

conservation, health as well as project 

costs criteria.  

Had one high sustainability scores i.e., 

employment criteria 

Had one moderate sustainable scores 

(labeled by   light green) of employment  

Had four moderate sustainable scores 

of ecological quality, project costs, 

health, and safety criteria 

The lowest sustainability score was 0.006 

(labeled by yellow) for safety criterion.  

The lowest sustainability score was 

0.013 for resource conservation.  

Had high overall sustainability score of 

0.472 

Had moderate overall sustainability 

score of 0.460 
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6.7 Conclusions and recommendations 

 It is possible to recycle 100%C&D waste into building materials in Tanzania and 

therefore, construction industry achieves the sustainable construction concepts. 

  Aggregates occupy about 80% of all ingredients in concrete block production, and 

therefore, substituting the natural aggregates by 100% of recycled aggregates will 

contribute to conserve resource of  the relatively the same amount of natural 

aggregates to be reserved for the future use which, is in line with sustainable 

construction concept. 

 

 The use of C&D waste into building material production enhances recycling even up-

cycling (increase value) of C&D waste instead of down-cycling which is practiced in 

Tanzania. 

 

 Based on Ding’s sustainability index model, and analysis made in this study, it can be 

concluded that  the C&D+0.25%SF recipe is more sustainable to be adopted in 

recycling of C&D waste into building materials in Tanzania.  

 

 The use of sisal fibers (i.e., 0.25% amount of cement content) in 100% recycled 

aggregates from C&D waste for concrete block production was found to be a more 

sustainable recipe than the rest. Therefore, it is possible to recycled 100%C&D waste 

into building materials in Tanzania using the locally available materials. 

 

 It is recommended to use the C&D+0.25%SF recipe which is more sustainable in 

recycling of C&D waste into valuable concrete blocks with load bearing capacity in 

Tanzania for sustainable construction because: 

 

o It improves ecological quality through reduction of emission and leachate 

release to the ecological environment. 

 

o It conserves land and aggregates (non-renewable) resources for future use 

through using the C&D waste which for a long time has been perceived as 

waste for throwing away. The recipe demonstrated its capabilities in cement 

reduction by 6%. 

 

o Enhances economy growth because it reduces costs for building materials i.e., 

aggregate.  

 

o It prevents health risks which are associated with dumping C&D waste which 

include leachate contamination to the water bodies like groundwater. 

 

o It will rise employment opportunities. 

 

o The produce achieved the load bearing capacity requirements and therefore it 

is safe for building construction.   
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Chapter Seven  

 

Results and Discussion IV: Demountable concrete blocks for reuse 

 

7.1 Introduction 

The traditional concrete blocks currently produced in Tanzania do not facilitate separation 

after the end of life of the building (Tanganyika, 1931): they are bonded using mortar. This 

means that they are constructed to last endlessly. But in practice, buildings have an intended 

lifespan (Post and Willem, 2001). So, when a building reaches the end of its life, the 

traditional concrete blocks encourage demolition condition. The demolition normally turns all 

old building materials into waste. This condition makes it difficult to recover the blocks which 

can be technically, environmentally, economically, and socially useful. It also impedes the 

separation of materials. The aim of this chapter is to investigate, identify, and recommend a 

block design which is demountable at the end of the life of a building in Tanzania 

Demountable block in this study is defined as a concrete block which facilitates separation of 

the block as unit at the end of the life of a building for the purpose of reuse. The demountable 

concrete block design takes into consideration the sizes, shapes, and joints. The innovative 

jointing system for dry-stack (mortarless) joints was recommended for the concrete block 

which is demountable because no standard jointing system exists (Hobbs and Hurley, 2001). 

The word “mortar” in this study is adopted from Bouchard et al., (2000) which are defined as 

any binding agent of any kind whatsoever including but not limited to a binding agent based 

on cement, sand, adhesive, etc. Thus “mortarless” or sometime referred to “dry-stack” 

describing a block design that enabling the blocks to be held together without using mortar to 

form a building or structural wall. 

7.2 Characteristics of the demountable concrete block 

The demountable concrete block in this study is characterized as derived from Section 2.5.1. 

It should be:  

 

 A block that facilitates separation and reuse of units for similar and/or likely purpose 

at the end of life of the building. 

 

 A concrete block with load bearing capacity for structural building wall construction. 

According to Tanganyika (1931), together with quality parameters of the concrete 

blocks like compressive strength, the Tanzanian construction industry accepts also a 

solid block for being used in structural building wall construction as a load bearing 

criteria.  

 

 A concrete block that reduces the limitations of bond patterns; block with joints that 

interlock both horizontally (bed-joints) and vertically (vertical joints). 

 

 A block that protects inhabitants from effects like outdoor pollution. 

 

 A block that is simple, easy, fast, and effective material in wall construction. 

 

 A block that eliminates quality variation due to mortar joints. 
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 A block that enables a wall erection regardless of weather conditions (e.g. drought or 

cold winter). 

 

 A concrete block that reduces dependence on skilled labour and levelling equipment 

especially in block laying. 

 

 A concrete block that enhances the loads of super structure to be immediately applied. 

 

 A block that is possible to be manufactured on-site using material extracted from 

natural source and/or recycled C&D waste. 

 

 A block that is water resistant. 

 

 A block that can use less energy compared to traditional concrete block.  

 

 A block that is an environmentally friendly product. 

 

These above mentioned characteristics of the demountable concrete blocks based on literature 

were adopted in this study as checklists and guidelines for establishing the demountable block 

out a variety of dry-stack/mortarless block systems that were developed/invented elsewhere in 

the world. Some of the existing promising block designs that are available are presented in 

Section 7.3.  

7.3 Overview of existing demountable concrete blocks designs  

The existing dry-stack (mortarless) concrete blocks were searched from different sources. The 

sources included the existing literature and patents using the keyword of dry-stack 

interlocking concrete block/bricks, mortarless building blocks/bricks. The major search 

engines used were including espacenet patent office and google scholar. The Review was 

carried out as presented in Section 2.6.3 that summarised here below: 

 

 Existing dry-stack/mortarless building blocks/bricks were searched from already 

published literature and patent databases. 24 different mortarless/dry-stacked 

interlocking block designs published from 1980 to 2012 (32 years) from all around the 

world were reviewed. 

 

 Different block designs and literature were read, notes were taken about the block 

invention and summaries were prepared for analysis.  

 

 A critical evaluation followed by indicating the discovered gaps in knowledge 

regarding the demountability criteria (characteristics in Section 7.1) in the perspective 

of the Tanzanian situation. The results of these searches are presented in subsequent 

sub-sections.  

7.3.1 Concrete building blocks 

Azar (1998) invented an interlocking concrete block to be utilized in a dry-stack wall that can 

take the form of a stretcher or corner of similar overall dimensions. According to Azar (1998), 

the invented block can be utilized in dry stack a wall, with such corners as are desired by the 

builder rather than dictated by the block, in the traditional strong stretcher bond pattern of 

block lying. The dry-stack of the block is provided with a surface that is grooved to permit 

fast and efficient drainage from the faces thereof. The block comprises two substantially 
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congruent rectangular panels with grooves and joined together by a plurality of web(s) 

extending transverse, where each of panels has vertical end edges that are notched to interfit 

with the end edge of the panels of adjacent said blocks in a vertical joint. The thickened outer 

ends of the webs provide increased stability for the blocks during curing, while the narrower 

central portions of the webs advantageously permit the blocks to be lightened in weight, while 

providing adequate support during curing. The central portion of the web is provided with a 

shallow channel along its upper and lower surfaces to permit concrete that is poured into the 

interior of a wall constructed with the blocks to flow between the blocks, and thereby block 

adjoining blocks together securely upon curing. In addition, to enable the corner construction 

using the same blocks, the squared notches are provided in the side faces of the corner block, 

spaced apart so as to interfit with the notches ends of the stretchers, as can be seen in Figure 

7.1. The blocks of this invention may be fabricated from concrete, and also skilled 

person/labour is required. 

 
 

 
Figure 7.1 Concrete building block (source: Azar, 1998) 

 

The concrete building block invented by Azar (1998) is a hollow block which can be joined 

by dry-stack joints, and can also be used as non-load bearing wall. But as a load bearing wall, 

Azar’s invention requires the use of concrete in cavities to join the blocks in a horizontal and 

vertical position. This will affect separation at the end of the service life of the building. It 

also indicates that for load bearing walls, without pouring concrete in the interior of the wall 

(cavities), the wall cannot be strong enough to meet structural requirement. Since the aim of 

this study is to find a demountable load bearing walls, the aforementioned drawbacks shows 

that Azar’ block does not wholly meet the demountability criteria outlined and therefore 

another one should be investigated.  

7.3.2 Mortarless brick 

Azar (2001) invented a brick for use in wall construction without the application of mortar 

(mortarless).  Interlocking mechanism in this invention is enhanced through overlapping front 

and rear end fringes of adjacent bricks in a row, and also an open square notch in the end of 

block which provides a vertical gap between blocks in a course of stacked blocks. According 

to Azar (2001), the mortarless brick characteristically has top, bottom, front, rear, and end 

surfaces, the front and rear surfaces being substantially planar, the top surface being ridged 

and the bottom surface being channelled to intermit with the ridge on the bottom surface, and 

the end being notched so as to overlap as shown in Figure 7.2. As shown in Figure 7.2, it is 

reported by Azar (2001) that a corner brick has the same length and width of the stretched 

brick except that it is angulated at a point near the end of the brick at 90
0
 in order to assemble 

two pieces of bricks to make basically the same blocks as if moulded in one piece. Azar 

(2001) reported that the brick was not developed for structural support, rather, it was for 

aesthetic appeal (i.e., particularly appropriate for applications in which the appearance of a 

brick surface is desired). The invented mortarless brick provided a low cost alternative with a 

Stretcher top Stretcher perspective 
Corner blocks 
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considerably less weight (lightweight) and easy to assemble into a wall compared to 

traditional bricks.  

 

 
 
 

Figure 7.2 Mortarless brick (source: Azar, 2001) 

 

The invention by Azar (2001) is a solid mortarless brick which does not need concrete as 

infill. These characteristics indicate that the Azar’s brick can facilitates separation at the end 

of life of the building. However, it is reported that the invented brick was not intended for 

constructing building walls for structural support, instead, it was for façade/curtain as 

aesthetic appeal. Azar’s recommendation of the application of the invented mortarless brick 

e.g., for non-structural support walls, indicates that this brick cannot fit for construction of 

building walls with load bearing capacity in Tanzania. Therefore this condition suggests that 

the invention of mortarless brick/block for structural support wall is still needed. 

7.3.3  Bricks laid without mortar 

Lichtenberg (2003) invented a brick which can be laid without using mortar. According to 

Lichtenberg (2003), the brick is pre-processed by means of grooved, milled or accumulated 

holes, slots, embankments in which subsequently can be edited (e.g., ground) (see Figure 7.3) 

in order to allow the proper positioning of the block. The finishing of the milled holes is done 

with the reference planes. Finishing process helps to define exactly distance from each other 

which proves to be used in combination with the spacers that makes a stack system. During 

wall construction, Lichtenberg (2003) reported that the successive courses of bricks are 

aligned using pegs, plates/spacers or I-section distance pieces. But, the stack bricks system is 

realized without the wall has a clean look. Thus, grouting (15) is applied as a final filling to 

aid visual appearance which looks even better than those wall which are constructed using 

traditional bricks. The grouting/mortar applied in (15) is not intended to aid strength of the 

wall instead, it used as infill to the gap that formed between spacer and outer-surface of the 

brick. The Lichtenberg’s invention unlike with the traditional bricks that uses mortar for 

bonding, it saves money, time, reduces labours dependence, reduce waste and its quality is 

improved through using spacers.  

Stretcher top 

Stretcher perspective 
Corner perspective Top perspective 

  

http://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?DB=EPODOC&II=100&ND=3&adjacent=true&locale=nl_NL&FT=D&date=20020102&CC=NL&NR=1015570C1&KC=C1
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Figure 7.3 Brick lay without mortar (source: Lichtenberg, 2003) 

 

Although Lichtenberg’s invention is a solid brick which meet the Tanzanian standard of the 

type of block/brick of wall construction, it fails to criteria for a demountable load bearing 

block for the following reasons: 1) it is only partially demountable because it uses mortar 

grouting to aid finishing appearance of the wall; 2) it finds application in non-load bearing 

walls such as curtain walls and not as a load bearing brick for structural wall construction. 

7.3.4 Interlocking building blocks 

Bott (2004) invented a building block for building construction which is a free-standing 

mortarless block. The block has an interlock and flat surfaces which extends outwardly from 

the interlock.  Specifically, the block has at least one core and a further secondary or end core 

portion formed on each end for the purpose of an adjoining lower building block. The 

mortarless and free-standing wall built using the invented block has great amount of stability 

with or without internal piping. The interlocking block feature has at least one, two or three 

set of core(s) and a pair of secondary or end core portions that form secondary cores with 

adjacent building blocks, of an interlock protruding from a load bearing face of the building 

block and forming at least a portion of the periphery of the core for reception in a secondary 

core portion of an adjacent building block placed at an adjoining level. Other features include:  

 

 The interlock is endless and running about a perimeter of the core. 

 Having first and second load bearing faces of the building block being substantially 

flat without taking into account the interlock, with the first and second load bearing 

faces being parallel. 

 Having a splitter wedge that provides an aid for splitting the block in the field. 

 Another feature was a provision of a building block having mating interlocking 

portions comprising cores and protruding interlocks receivable in the cores, the block 

being configured so that adjacent ends of a pair of blocks in a course of a wall together 

define a protruding interlock portion.  The protruding interlock portion interlocks with 

a mating interlock core portion carried by a block in an adjacent course blocks. 

Advantage of the interlocking building block invented as reported by Bott (2004) is that:  

 

 It is stable. Its stability is enhanced by interlock feature as well as flatness of the upper 

and lower load bearing faces that provide load to be transmitted evenly over a 

maximum amount of surface area. 
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 Pipes can be incorporated into the free standing mortarless wall. 

 Interlocks may be seated in some cores and no other cores which, provides a mistake 

free and self-aligning wall. 

 It is a block that can be used in constructing either a straight wall or a curved wall and 

still achieves structural stability. 

  The block is safe with or without glue, with or without posts, during and after wall 

construction, and is safe for a great number of years. 

 It is hollow (with inner and end-core portions) and relatively light and easy to handle 

for the do-it-yourself home owner. 

 The free standing wall can be relatively easily removed by a subsequent home owner. 

This advantage is in line with demountabilily concept of this study which advocates 

for separation of the building block without breaking down at the end of life time of 

the building for re-use purpose.  

 Some blocks have splitter wedges to permit field modification. 

 Posts may be inserted through any of the cores, or need not be inserted at all. 

 It is relatively inexpensive to manufacture.  

A set of building blocks for one or more portions of a mortarless wall having two textured 

opposite sides including an angle block, corner block, a stretcher block or double unit blocks 

with or without splitter wedge at central core, a cap block and a post cap block as some of the 

blocks are shown in Figure 7.4. 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 7.4 Interlocking building blocks (source: Bott, 2004) 

 

Angle blocks Stretcher blocks Corner blocks Cap (top) block 

Wall made by blocks 
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Bott’s interlocking block demonstrates an ability on demountability especially when the wall 

to be built with blocks without using mortar and concrete in filling joints and holes (hollow), 

respectively. But, it is a hollow block which cannot be used as a load bearing block for 

structural wall construction in Tanzania. Also, it is clear that the block interlocks vertically 

while; surfaces of horizontal joint are flat. In addition, a part of protrusion of the vertical 

joints, then rest part of the block and those of the horizontal joints is flat which may allow 

penetration of outdoor pollution in the dwelling building. Based on these facts, it can be 

concluded that this kind of block is not recommended for the Tanzanian construction industry 

and therefore, more block designs are still required.  

7.3.5 EuroBlock-Interlocking concrete system  

Euroblock is an interlocking pre-cast concrete blocks invented by Christie (2007). According 

to Christie (2007), the block is manufactured primarily using a mix of concrete sand and 

cement as well as elastomer and thermoplastics. The block has four main features namely: a 

base of rectangular block, a top layer in the form of a rectangular block, a female indentation, 

and a male insert that fits into the female indentation (see Figure 7.5). The Euroblock is 

intended to be used in the storage of materials and flood prevention.  Its main purpose was to 

prevent the flow of water and other materials by building a simple wall. The relative similar 

invention has notice with different dimensions to suit different applications include building 

construction, fence wall, and retaining wall construction as shown in Figure 7.6 . This practice 

is in line with what is recommended by Inventor (Christie) that the Euroblock can be 

produced in a range of dimensions to cover the various markets and customer requirements. 

The EuroBlocks are built on a self-interlocking design which is easy to install, flexible, 

dismountable, and re-usable construction material. Euroblock saves time, money and 

exposure to risk. In addition, the EuroBlocks have excellent sustainability credentials as they 

require no grout to seal them together and are both quick and easy to install and 

decommission and quickly re-locatable, making them re-usable many times over. 

 
Figure 7.5 Euroblock-Interlocking concrete blocks (source: Christie, 2007) 

 

Christie’s invention of the Euroblock has demonstrated the capability of flexibility, cost 

effectiveness, and demountability since it is a mortarless block. The relatively similar 

interlocking mechanism is observed from LegioBlock
20

 in The Netherlands which is scaled 

down to fit for building construction as shown in Figure 7.6. A block is not suitable for 

building construction because it is not interlocked (bonded) in horizontal joints that makes the 

blocks loose and fail to protect the inhabitants from external pollution.  

 

                                                 
20 www.LegioBlock.com 
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Figure 7.6 Euroblock/LegioBlock and some of applications  

7.3.6 Building block system 

Daniel (2008) invented an interlocking concrete block for use in constructing buildings which, 

forming horizontal wall-channels for reinforcement, vertical-offset, double-wythe 

construction. Daniel’s invention provides a block comprising an outer block wall on one side 

of the block and a head portion extending towards the opposed side surface of the block. The 

head portion has a connecting portion which interfits with a receptacle of a similar 

cooperating block that is positioned with its outer block wall opposite to that of the first block. 

The block has at least one receptacle substantially matching in shape that connect portion of a 

cooperating interlocking block (Figure 7.7). The Figure 7.7 shows that the block has a channel 

extending generally parallel to the outer block wall which accommodates reinforcing 

members and concrete in-fill for the purpose of reinforcing the block walls to make it 

stronger. The blocks are mortared in wall construction though horizontal wall channels and 

some vertical channels use concrete (infill).   

 

Daniel (2008) reported that in construction of building wall or alike using the invented 

interlocking block a first course is made on a suitable footing along the perimeter of the 

structure. To do this, a series of the interlocking blocks are placed at the external side of the 

wall to begin the external wythe and a series of half height blocks is placed at the internal side 

of the wall to begin the internal wythe, interlocking with the blocks of the first series. After 

this first course, all subsequent courses consist of full height units (except where levelled at 

window sills and at the wall top, where half height blocks are used). The external series and 

the internal series of blocks are always offset from each other by one half of a block height as 

a result of placing half height blocks in the first course. This invented block is normally 40 cm 

long, 20 cm high and 15 cm wide which and can be made using concrete, clay or other 

suitable material.  

 
 

 

Figure 7.7 Building Block System- interlocking blocks (source: Daniel, 2008) 
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The Daniel’s block is a hollow block which is not accepted in Tanzania for structural building 

walls with load bearing capacity.  The block is reinforced and concrete is in-filled around the 

reinforcing bar in both horizontal and vertical channels (openings) for better bonding among 

the dry-stacked blocks. This practice may increase construction costs, and therefore affect the 

advantage of using the interlocking blocks in the building construction. In addition, the use of 

reinforcement with concrete fill in the channels may affect the demountability of the invented 

blocks at the end life of the building and therefore affect the recovery and reuse of the 

building block. Furthermore, even though the inventor (Daniel) allowed modification within 

the invention’s scope, but still its mold design, compaction and production in general need 

highly skilled personnel and advanced technology in order to meet the desired quality of the 

blocks. Contrarily, Tanzania as a developing country is facing limited technology and skilled 

personnel (Egmond, 2000), which may fail to produce a good block quality with load bearing 

capacity. Due to the aforementioned drawbacks of Daniel’s invention, it is difficult to apply it 

in Tanzania. And also, the use of the block does not comply with the demountability concept, 

thus it suggests focusing on other block invention. 

7.3.7 Interlocking block 

Azar (2010) invented a concrete block useful for constructing above and below grade walls. 

The block invention included stretcher blocks (i.e., open both ends and also those with one 

flat end for finishing all wall edge like window openings) and corner blocks as shown in 

Figure 7.8. According to Azar (2010), the block include a front panel, a rear panel, and at 

least one web connecting front and rear panels, each panel being rectangular and having a top 

edge surface, a bottom edge surface, and right and left edge surfaces (see Figure 7.8). The 

block can be assembled without the aid of mortar, using interlocking ends that effectively 

anchor the blocks in place after concrete is poured. The blocks are provided with substantially 

Z shaped ends (which is inclined slightly by 5-10
0
 from perpendicular to the front and rear 

walls), to facilitate the closed end to another. An end alignment of the blocks in wall courses, 

the right and left edge surfaces of front and rear panels are placed to interfit with one another. 

The inner edge of the front and rear panels also extend upwardly to the same vertical level as 

the web which permits the blocks to interlock vertically when stacked in courses. And the 

upwardly extending edge of the front and rear panels prevents concrete from oozing out from 

between courses of blocks when the finished wall structure is filled. The webs are cut in semi-

circular form to provide a horizontal channel in which re-bar may be laid before concrete is 

poured. The poured concrete may flow to ensure the entire wall structure is filled, and 

properly hardened to enable adjacent blocks in a course are rigidly locked together.  

 

 
 

 

Figure 7.8 Interlocking block (source: Azar, 2010) 

 

Stretcher top End block perspective Corner block perspective 
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The interlocking block invented by Azar (2010), demonstrates an ability to construct wall 

courses without using mortar (dry-stack) in both vertical and horizontal staked courses for 

stretcher as well as corner edges. However, it is a hollow block which requires concrete for 

filling wall structure built by the blocks to ensure the block courses are locked together. This 

practice suggests that the building wall cannot withstand building loads without applying 

concrete and iron bars. It is a good practice because it enhances stability and strength of the 

wall but, it affects demountability of the block at the end of life of the building. Also, it may 

increase the wall construction costs that will affect the use of the blocks in Tanzania. 

7.3.8 Interlocking mortarless structural concrete block building system 

August (2011) invented an interlocking modular building block system for mortarless cavity 

wall construction as a structural building block system. The building system having blocks 

which configured such that upon grouting, the cavity is solidly filled in a unified mass. This 

block system is different from the conventional concrete block systems normally using mortar 

that are characterised by the following shortfalls: 

 

 The functional elements of the conventional blocks are limited by a dense concrete 

shell, which restricts communication from one core to core and which adds 

unnecessary weight while serving marginal functionality. 

 The majority of these cells are usually vertical, thus there is a little horizontal cohesion 

in a wall of this nature. 

 Since in a wall construction using conventional blocks, mortar is used between each 

block horizontal bed-for-bed joints and vertical line-for-head joints then the mortar 

results to add weight of the wall. In addition, the wall failure is mostly occurring 

exactly on these mortar joints. 

 Conventional blocks are labour intensive, the process is also slow due to size and 

weight of the blocks, and the time consumed in mortaring every joint and aligning and 

levelling each unit.  

 Conventional blocks have limited cellular structure which, result to restrict placement 

of horizontal reinforcement bars or transit tubes, instead wall is knocked out. The 

knocking out of the wall adds labour cost and also material wastage.   

Due to the above drawbacks of conventional blocks, August (2011) invented a concrete 

building block system as shown in Figure 7.9. This block is a hollow which interlocks with all 

individual block units into a singular monolithic concrete mass. The created integral spaces 

together function as a single monolithic open cavity for solid concrete grout fills both laterally 

and vertically. It is designed to be simpler, swifter (speed of installation), and stronger than 

other block systems as outlined below: 

 

 It is a simple system of four parts which can be constructed easily by semi-skilled 

labour. 

 A solid grouted system designed as a shell structure with transverse membrane to 

allow concrete fill for greater strength.  

 A single concrete mass serving the dual function of cavity fill and grouting all the 

vertical and horizontal joints of each block to create a monolithic mass with a high 

degree of structural integrity. 
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 Integrated cellular core structure both horizontally and vertically. 

 Blocks are set without mortar, instead glued in place with any one of construction 

adhesive like epoxy formulated for concrete. The purpose for this aspect is to supply 

enough transverse shears to offset the hydrostatic pressure of wet concrete and prevent 

accidental displacement before grouting.   

 A block system designed to work in conjunction with cellular or other high slump 

concretes by providing an open cavity wall with a maximum block surface, minimal 

transverse membranes, and solid grouted concrete interface.  

August (2011) concluded that the invented interlocking mortarless structural concrete 

building block system consists a plurality of runner blocks, each runner block comprising a 

pair of sidewalls, each sidewall comprising an outer wall portion. An inside wall portion 

dimensioned smaller than the outer side wall portion such that the outside wall portion 

extends beyond the inside wall portion to form protrusions. The inside wall portion forms 

recesses. The recesses of adjacent abutting runner blocks form first internal cavities. Each 

runner block placed in abutting relationship with other runner blocks. Transverse member 

extending to each inside wall and cooperating with least one transverse member of adjacent 

runner blocks to form second internal cavities. An end block and a corner block placed in 

abutting relationship with at least one of the plurality of runner blocks; and a fill material in 

the first and second internal cavities. Apart of runner block configuration, other 

configurations provided were including half, corner, and end block units (see Figure 7.9). The 

runner has a length two times its width, and the other blocks have the same width and length 

as the width of runner.   

 

 
 
 

Figure 7.9 Interlocking mortarless structural concrete block building system (source: August, 2011) 

 

August’s invention of the interlocking mortarless structural concrete blocks demonstrates an 

ability to be used without using conventional mortar. Even though it was suggested that 

adhesive material like glue can be used in the construction phase. On the other hand, August’s 

block is a hollow. Concrete is used to fill vertical and horizontal cavities. The concrete mass 

serves the dual function of cavity fill and grouting to all vertical and horizontal joints that 

creates a monolithic mass with a high degree of structural integrity. Yet, it affects the 

demountability of the blocks at the end of the service life of the building. This condition 

indicates that this block invention is still un-desirable for facilitating separation of building 

blocks at the end of life of the building. Hence it encourages demolition rather than separating 

between blocks and infill solid concrete. It means that more block designs are still required 

which can facilitate demountability of the whole building blocks component at the end of life 

of the building for re-use.   
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7.3.9 BIA LockBlock: Dry stacking system 

According to Beton Industries Art (BIA)
 21

 b.v. (The Netherlands), the BIA LockBlock is a 

concrete block that can be dry-stacked and is designed for non-load bearing interior, exterior 

and partition walls of the building and alike wall construction. The BIA Lockblock is 

manually processed without the use of mortar or adhesive mortars. The BIA Company 

identifies the benefits of using the BIA LockBlock in wall construction over using the 

traditional masonry/concrete block that uses mortars as follows: 

 

 No use of masonry and adhesive and grout in wall construction. 

 The BIA Lockblock is a removable and reusable block. This condition is enhanced 

by not using masonry mortar or any adhesive material in wall construction which 

facilitates the separation of the block at the end of life of the building. The 

separated/recovered block can be reused for other or similar applications.  

 It (BIA Lockblock) is estimated to be much faster in construction by six times than 

using traditional masonry blocks.   

 The BIA Lockblock can be processed immediately after delivery, thus, it requires 

less labour operations per m
2
.  

 Easy to handle manually and to cut. 

 It is safer and healthier working with the BIA Lockblock. This is attributed to the 

fact that not using cement materials reduce the chance of skin irritation. Less 

labour operations per metre square wall surface provides also a direct relief for the 

processor. 

 Free partitionability (indeelbaarheid) of office and industrial space. Since the BIA 

Lockblock is a dry stacking concrete block system and are reusable in partition 

walls in office and industrial spaces, its use contributes to the reduction of noise 

and fire incidence by compartmentalization. 

 

 The disappearance of the mortar use in wall construction provides a direct 

reduction of cost, materials like cement, waste, labour, storage, and disposal of the 

waste supply a direct financial advantage. 

 Since mortar is not used, construction time is saved.  

 It is not sensitive to frost or wet periods – wall construction process may be 

conducted either summer or winter.   

 No additional equipment for levelling. 

 No water and electricity is required. 

                                                 
21 Beton Industrie Arts B.V., BIA LockBlock, http://www.bia-beton.nl/bia/images/stories/Brochures/pag-18-bia_lockblock-

uitklapfolder_a3.pdf, [viewed, February 2013] 

http://www.bia-beton.nl/bia/images/stories/Brochures/pag-18-bia_lockblock-uitklapfolder_a3.pdf
http://www.bia-beton.nl/bia/images/stories/Brochures/pag-18-bia_lockblock-uitklapfolder_a3.pdf
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Figure 7.10 BIA LockBlock-dry stacking system (source: BIA b.v., The Netherlands) 

 

The BIA Lockblock as is shown in Figure 7.10 demonstrates demountability ability to 

facilitate separation and recovery of the whole building block component at the end of life of 

the building. It is also a solid block, which can be accepted in Tanzanian construction industry 

for wall construction (Tanganyika, 1931).  But, it is reported by BIA
21

 that it is for non-load 

bearing walls. Since this study focused on blocks for load bearing walls, it suggests that many 

more concrete block inventions are still required to produce a load bearing block which is  

demountable.   

7.3.10 Soil-cement dry-stack masonry systems 

The Hydraform interlocking systems are dry stack (mortarless) interlocking blocks as 

presented in Ngowi (2005). These block systems are presented in Table 7.1. The interlocking 

mechanism of the Hydraform dry-stack system by Ngowi (2005) with ‘groove and tongue’ 

interlock demonstrates dry-stacked interlocking capability in both vertical and horizontal 

sides especially in a stretcher bond. On the other hand, Ngowi’ s dry-stack masonry block is 

not fully mortarless wall because the first three course after foundation and the top three 

courses prior lintel are constructed with mortar. According to Ngowi (2005), the mortar used 

is of mix ratio of 1:3 (i.e., cement (CEM II/A-M42.5):sand materials). This is a strong mortar 

designated to either Type I or Type II (BS 5628) which is a very strong mortar. The strongest 

nature of the mortar implies strong block bonding, which may prohibit the demountability of 

the mortared courses. Thus may influence demolition instead of demountability. Since 

demolition may affect not only the top three courses which are bonded instead, it may affect 

other courses, depending on the demolition technique and equipment to be used. This suggests 

a demountability concrete block which facilitates separation and reuse at the end of the 

service life of the building is still required.   
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Table 7.1 Soil-cement dry-stack masonry systems 

Name of the block IPI dry-stack system Hydraform dry-stack building system 

Inventor IPI (2000), Tanzania Ngowi (2005), South Africa 

Material used Soil-cement mixture Soil-cement mixture 

Interlocking mechanism 

(joint type) 

Blocks consist of interlocking features in the 

bed and perpend joints including round cells 
which allow the placement of vertical 

reinforcements including  grounting wherever 

necessary to increase the stability. 

The blocks contain “tongue & groove” type of 

interlocking features in the bed and head face. 

Block sizes (Length x 

width x thickness) 

300x150x100 [mm] 220x115x230-250 [mm] 

Construction details The wall courses are dry-stacked.  Foundation wall and starter course of the 

superstructure wall are laid in cement mortar. The 
courses of superstructure are dry-stacked up to the 

lintel level. The top three or four courses are also laid 
in mortar to form a ring beam at the top. Plumbing 

and electrical piping are chiselled into walls in the 

conventional ways. External wall is recommended to 

be plastered. 

Block’s illustration(s) 

  
 

Source: Ngowi (2005); IPI=Institute of Production Innovation, University of Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. 

7.3.11 Further review of existing mortarless building blocks designs 

Further review of existing mortarless (dry-stack) interlocking building blocks is presented in 

Appendix K. 

7.4 Evaluation of the reviewed existing blocks  

This section presents the evaluation of the 24 different mortarless/dry-stacked blocks which 

were reviewed in this study as presented in Section 7.3. The evaluation was using sustainable 

criteria that outlined in Section 7.1. Those sustainable criteria were summarized into 8 criteria 

as presented in Table 7.2. Out of these 8 criteria, 3 of them (i.e., facilitates separation of units 

for reuse, load bearing block, and mortarless joints-no cement) were categorized as primary 

criteria. While, the remaining 5 criteria (i.e., protects outdoor pollution; simple, easy, and fast 

in construction; reduces equipment and skill laborers; uses less energy; and environmentally 

friendly) were categorized as secondary criteria. A criterion was categorized as primary 

criteria if required by the Tanzanian standards such as load bearing criterion or affected 

demountablity of the block which is one of the ultimate aims of this research. These criteria 

include load bearing, no cement required in bonding of blocks (mortarless) as well the blocks 

that are facilitate separation of the whole unit recovery at the end of life of the building for 

reuse purposes. On the other hand, a criterion was categorized as secondary if it was a 

necessary sustainability requirement but not necessarily regulatory requirement. These criteria 

include protects outdoor pollution; simple, easy, and fast in construction; reduces equipment 

and skill laborers; uses less energy; and environmentally friendly. 

 

Nominal scale technique (Kothari, 2004) was used in evaluation. According to Kothari 

(2004), nominal scale is a system of assigning number symbols to events in order to label 

them. In this study, three outcomes (events) were identified in which a reviewed block 

invention represented by the inventor(s) in Table 7.2 can belong. These possible outcomes are 

‘meet criteria’, ‘fail to meet criteria’, and ‘indifferent to criteria’. Meet criteria  was defined 

as a condition to which the studied block was found to comply criteria which whose either 
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stated by the inventor(s) or observed by the researcher from the block design based on the 

stated criteria. And those blocks features were not stated or were not clearly to the 

researchers, were defined as being indifferent to criteria. Otherwise, the block was failed. In 

operationalization of these outcomes of the block to the stated criteria, the symbols were used. 

The symbols used were ‘+’ for those blocks meet the criteria; ‘-’ for blocks that fail to the 

criteria; and ‘±’ for blocks that indifferent to the criteria. These symbols were used for both 

primary and secondary criteria except for the meet criteria category; the two symbols were 

used to distinguish between primary and secondary criteria. These symbols were including 

‘++’ for the primary criteria and ‘+’ for secondary criteria. The results of evaluation of the 

reviewed blocks using these symbols with respect to criteria are shown Table 7.2.  

 

The results in Table 7.2 show that none of the existing block reviewed satisfy all criteria that 

can be directly transferred to Tanzania. It is because the block that can be transferred to and/or 

recommended for Tanzania, should meet all primary and secondary demountable criteria. 

However, evaluating these 24 existing block designs, it is found that almost all of them may 

be constructed without mortar to a certain extend. For example Ngowi’s hydraform uses 

mortar or any other adhesive material at least for first three courses and the last 3 courses as 

well. Others use reinforcement for both vertical and horizontal cavities like Haener (1996), 

Azar (2010), and August (2011) in order to make a hollow block strong and stable to qualify 

to be used as load bearing block. Further results showed that improvements have being made 

over time. For example, Azar’s inventions, the performance of the block published in 1998 

was low with 2 score of the meet criteria (+) compared to 9 scores for the blocks published in 

2001 and 6 scores in 2010. The inconsistence of Azar’s blocks in 2001 and 2010 inventions 

may be attributed to the fact that their purpose was different. In addition, Haener’s inventions 

found with a performance (i.e., 5 scores) were almost the same for the ones which were 

published in 1988 and 1996, respectively. These results indicate that many more demountable 

block designs are still needed which satisfy both primary and secondary criteria in order to 

achieve sustainable in building construction. This need is in line with what already reported 

by Blachford and Cengage, 2002; and Kironde, 2009 (see Section 2.5.1). Blachford and 

Cengage (2002) and Kironde (2009) reported that simple concrete block still need to be 

developed in terms of shapes and sizes, which can make building construction faster and cost 

effective. Others include energy efficient, more durable, and promote effective material use 

(i.e., facilitate separation of the block for reuse at the end of the life time of the building). 

Since the aim of this study is to investigate a design of a demountable load bearing block 

which facilitates separation and reuse at the end of life of the building, a demountable 

concrete block is developed based on the knowledge acquired through patent and literature 

survey. This new demountable block is presented in subsequent section (i.e., Section 7.5).  
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Table 7.2 Evaluation of the reviewed and newly developed dry-stack blocks 
Criteria Existing Patents 

Previous studies 

Auras 

1981 

Brow. 

1984 

Haen. 

1988 

Piers. 

1993 

Haen. 

1996 

Azar 

1998 

Bott 

1998 

Bouchard

† 

2000 

Ali 

† 

2001 

Azar 

2001 

Daas 

2003 

Lichtenb. 

2003 

Sanders

† 

2004 

Bott 

2004 

Chritie 

2007 

Danie

l 2008 

Dooley 

2008 

Azar 

2010 

Siener 

2010 

August 

2011 

Dyson 

2012 

IPI 

2000 

Ngowi 

2005 

BIA 

2013 

Prim. 

A 

Facilitates 

separation of 

units for 

reuse 

++ ± ± ++ ± ± ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ± ++ ++ ++ ± ++ ± ++ ± ± ++ ± ++ 

Load bearing 

block ++ – – – – – ± – ± – - – ± – ++ – ++ – – – – ± ++ – 

Mortarless 

joints-No 

cement  
++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ± ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ± ± ++ ± ++ 

Seco. 

B 

Protects 

outdoor 

pollution 
+ + ± ± ± ± ± + – + ± + ± – – + – + ± ± + ± + + 

Simple, easy, 

and fast in 

construction 
– ± + + + ± + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

Reduces 

equipment 

and skill 

laborers 

± + + ± + ± ± ± + + + + + + ± – ± + + + ± + + + 

Uses less 

energy – + + + + ± + + + + + + + + + ± + + + ± ± + + + 

Environment

ally friendly + ± ± + ± ± ± + + + + ± + + + ± + ± + ± ± + ± + 

 ∑+ = 11 8 5 5 7 5 2 6 8 8 9 8 4 8 8 9 4 9 6 9 2 2 8 6 9 

† Means there are more than one author; 

 Prim.=Primary, Seco. =Secondary;   

Brow.=Brown; Haen.=Haener;  Piers.=Piersch;  Lichtenb.=Lichtenberg.  
 

 

 
Legend: 

S/N Symbol Description 

1 + 
A block meets criteria (Primary criteria) (++) 

A block meets criteria (secondary criteria) (+) 

2 – A block fails to meet criteria 

3 ± Indifferent to criteria 
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7.5 Demountable concrete block design which facilitate separation at the end of the 
service life of the building in Tanzania 

This section aims to propose a concrete block design which is demountable and load bearing 

block that facilitates the separation at the end life of the building for re-use purpose. The 

proposed block design is based on the incremental innovation (Diyamett and Mabala, 2007), 

which aims to make modification of the existing dry-stack (mortarless) systems. Out of 24 

different existing dry-stack systems reviewed, 54% of them were solid block and 46% hollow 

block/bricks. Since in Tanzania only solid blocks are allowed to be used in construction of 

load bearing walls (Tanganyika, 1931), this new block invention focuses on solid dry-stacked 

block systems by using knowledge and experience from the already existed dry-

stack/mortarless block. From the existing blocks, it found that Dooley and Dooley (2008), 

Chritie (2007), Ngowi (2005), and Azar (1981) their blocks achieved load bearing criterion. 

However, clock like BIA (2013), Siener (2010), and Azar (2001) had also higher score values 

of 9 compared to another to all sustainability criteria (see Table 7.2). In this study, researcher 

found that Ngowi’s hydraform dry-stack building system is a solid block that can interlock 

both vertically and horizontally which can be transferred to Tanzania however it had low 

performance score value of 6 out 11 of all scores of sustainability criteria (see Table 7.2). 

According to Ngowi (2005), the interlocking mechanism of the Hydraform dry-stack system 

is enhanced by ‘groove and tongue’ interlock which has a high dry-stacked interlocking 

capability in both vertical and horizontal sides especially in a stretcher bond. The hydraform 

block system has ridge cut off blocks that are used for corner construction. However it shows 

that some of block pieces are not strong enough like block (1) in Figure 4.11. The block 

system also lacks starter and cap blocks that may influences the use of mortar for the 1
st
 and 

top three courses, respectively. According to Ngowi (2005), the hydraform block system is 

manufactured using soil-cement materials, and their size (i.e., 220 × 115 × 230 [mm]) is 

almost half of the traditional blocks (230 × 150 × 450 [mm]) produced in Tanzania. However, 

this hydraform block system may be produced in different dimensions like that produced in 

Tanzania and also it may be produced using other materials like recycled aggregates. But, the 

corner block for example indicates that if the size of the block will be increased, it will no 

longer fit, otherwise a thorough research is needed to find out appropriate dimensions. Thus 

the hydraform block cannot be directly transferred to different dimensions and materials too. 

In addition, it is found that the Ngowi’s hydraform block system uses mortar in 1st and top 

three courses which may affect demountability at the end of life of the building. This 

condition suggests that demountable concrete block design is still limited and therefore a new 

demountable block which will facilitate separation and reuse at the end of life of the building 

and reflecting other demountability criteria/characteristics presented in Section 7.1 is still 

needed. The invention of the demountable concrete block is in line with this study and the 

new design is presented in subsequent sub-sections. 
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Figure 7.11 Hydraform dry-stack block for corner construction (source: Ngowi, 2005) 

7.5.1 Demountable concrete block for load bearing wall 

In this study, a demountable concrete block is invented. The invention is related to building 

material to improve the demountability mechanism of the concrete block in order to facilitate 

separation at the end of service life of the building. This is enhanced by designing a solid 

block which is a dry-stacked (mortarless) concrete block. The interlocking mechanism of the 

present demountable concrete block invention is dry stacking interlocking features with 

tongue and groove joints which join together the block in both vertical and horizontal blocks’ 

course alignment to result in a stable wall (see drawings in Figure 7.3, Figure 7.14, and Figure 

7.16. According to Ngowi (2005), the minimum depth of interlocking mechanism is 4 mm, 

while, in Haener (1988), 10% of the height of block is recommended.  Generally, the higher 

the depth of interlocking mechanism of the unit block, the even distribution the stress in the 

panel and the more stable it is (Ngowi, 2005). Due to this fact, since the dimensions of the 

conventional concrete block in Tanzania are 450 mm length, 230 mm width, and 150 mm 

height; in this research, the interlocking depth selected is 30 mm (i.e., 20% of the height of the 

block) in order to make the block more secure and stable. The present design of the 

demountable concrete blocks is shown in drawings that presented in Figure 7.13, Figure 7.14, 

and Figure 7.16. In the present block design, no mortar is used except a starter course. In 

addition, Tanzanian building regulation (Tanganyika (1931) allows only solid blocks to be 

used for constructing the load bearing wall structures, although the present invention has 2 

holes (cavities) with 30 mm diameter each. Yet it is a solid block because the cavities are less 

than 25% of the total block volume as it stipulated in BS 3921 (Kitingu, 2009). In addition, 

Curtin et al (2006) reported that a wall with load bearing capacity is the one carrying a 

compressive load, and its load bearing capacity depends on the compressive strength of the 

materials (in this study, the concrete blocks), cross-sectional area, and the geometrical 

properties as expressed by slenderness ratio as it shown in Figure 7.12. Since the invented 

block has dimension of 450 mm length, 230 mm width, and 150 mm height, this indicates that 

slenderness ratio is equivalent to 0.65 for unit block, which can be used for constructing a one 

storey building of effective height of 6 m. The one storey building is estimated to have the 

slenderness ratio of 26 which is lower than 27 recommended in the construction industry 

(Curtin et al 2006). By adopting slenderness ratio of 27 (Curtin et al., 2006) in Tanzania, this 

indicates that the current demountable concrete block can be used to  construct a building wall 

with length of 6 m without being affected by buckling problem. Therefore, the present 

invention qualifies to be used as a load bearing block for building walls construction in 

Tanzania. However, the quality of the block should be achieved before use. In this study, 
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since the current invention does not need mortar, the quality factor is kept constant by 

assuming that the invented blocks can be produced with the quality which satisfies the 

required Tanzanian standards.  

 

The current demountable concrete block invention provides the stretcher, end, top/cap, 

corners (‘L’ and ‘T’ corners) starter, and half blocks. The drawings of demountable concrete 

block are shown in Figure 7.13, Figure 7.14, and Figure 7.16. The stretcher and corner blocks 

have 2 vertical holes which may facilitate the installation of wiring, plumbing (piping) or 

reinforcement bars (if required especially at the corners). Also, other block has horizontal 

holes (cavities) to facilitate the installation of sockets, water tap and alike without chiselling 

the wall, while sockets are recommended to be placed outside of the wall (see Sketch S). This 

practice enhances the building wall that is built using these blocks to be stable and the same 

time facilitates separation of the blocks at the end of life of the building (i.e., demountability) 

in future especially when the building reaches end of its life. In addition, the demountable 

concrete block design is a flexible block that allows future adaptation of interior spaces to suit 

the intended space demand without interfering with the stability of external wall structure. 

This can be achieved if and only if the wall is built with provision of buttress wall (see Figure 

7.17). The buttress wall can improve the stability of the wall and hence to overcome the 

buckling problem. The demountability and flexibility conditions of the invented block 

enhance the recovery of the whole building blocks unit at the end of life of the building and 

eventually encourage the reuse of the blocks, instead of demolition and the practice of 

throwing away used currently in Tanzania. Other advantages are that the building can last 

longer. These practices enable the reduction of natural material extraction for new building 

material production as well the waste reduction. These achievements are in good agreement 

with SlimBouwen concept which advocates sustainable construction in terms of among others 

a reduction of materials extraction and waste generation in the construction industry (see 

Section 2.3). 

 
 

Figure 7.12 Factors affecting the load bearing capacity of the masonry wall (adapted from Curtin et al, 2006) 

7.5.2 Description of the invented demountable concrete block  

The demountable concrete block with dry-stack interlocking system for structural building 

wall construction is illustrated in Figure 7.13(A-H), Figure 7.14(I-O), and Figure 7.15 (P-Q). 

The block design was grooved and tongue interlocking mechanism in both horizontal and 

vertical joints. According to Ali and Kadir (2001), the male and female interlocking means 

provides self-alignment features to the block system for mortarless wall assembly. The 
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demountable concrete block system as per current invention has interlocking mechanism of 

groove and tongue on both vertical and horizontal sidewalls which provide self-alignment 

features for the mortarless block during wall assembly as reported by Ali and Kadir (2001). 

The current demountable concrete block invention comprises drawings of stretcher, corner 

(“T” & “L” connections), end, half, starter, and cap (top) blocks as shown in Figure 7.14 

which actually reflect the kind of molds which are required. These blocks can be produced 

from the same production machine except that the molds are changed as done in the beverage 

industries which produce different brand of drinks with different recipes from the same 

reactor. This demountable block manufacturing process is the same as what is reported by 

Brown (1984) that other than standard molds which are available, movable pallets can be used 

to meet the different required block sizes and shapes.  

 

The brief description of each drawing is shown in figures such that Figure 7.13(A-H), Figure 

7.14(I-O), Figure 7.15(P-Q), and Figure 7.16(R-U)). The invented block system is designed to 

provide a dry-stacked interlocking mechanism of groove and tongue for laying blocks in the 

wall courses for both vertical and horizontal layouts. The block wall courses of current 

invention of the demountable concrete block are demonstrated in Figure 7.16 (R-U). It 

comprises the stretcher (A, B, H, I, K), end (J), top/cap (F), corners (‘L’ and ‘T’ corners) (E, 

G, M, O), starter (C), and half blocks (N) as illustrated in Figure 7.14. The walls show that it 

is possible to lay the blocks without mortar. This becomes possible through using starter 

block which provides a bed-joint on which the top course rest. The block interlocks both sides 

such as vertically and horizontally (seeFigure 7.16(S). The interlocking formed cavities in 

both sides of the block. The provision of cavities in both sides of the block and a bell shaped 

in between, enhances the dry-stacked blocks to be stable. Other advantage of these shapes is 

to enhance the blocks alignment without requiring extra levelling tools. To ensure the wall is 

strong enough, the vertical joints are also provided with groove and tongue joint system which 

converge between the protruded (tongue) on one side and the grooved (‘>’ shape) on other 

side of the block. The groove and tongue surfaces of the vertical joints are inclined. The 

inclined shape may facilitate modification of the block joint in order to fit to the joints due to 

the availability of unexpected/exceeded dimension tolerance without affecting the wall 

alignment. It may also enhances the tight jointing system between tongue and groove and 

therefore protect inhabitants from direct moisture, sunrise, or any outdoor pollution into the 

building through block joints. Moreover, inclined joints are expected to improve stability of 

the wall since the blocks can be joined together and no block can move in either direction. 

Aligning the blocks consecutively in wall construction makes the wall stable, strong, and well 

aligned. This block laying system is applied to all kinds of invented block system except a 

top/cap block which provides a flat surface on the top as shown in Figure 7.16(T).  

 

The end block (J) is intended to be used at wall end and openings adjacent to windows and 

doors at the wall sides. But at the top of the openings, the blocks (P and Q) can be used. For 

the top opening block (P and Q), flat surface at the bottom was provided while at the top side 

was grooved to allow the subsequent courses to interlock (join together). This flatness surface 

is provided at only the opening length, the remaining length in all sides are designed like a 

normal demountable block so that it can allow dry-stack mechanism to the succeeding blocks. 

Dimension (i.e., length) of the block surface at the opening depends on the size of the 

respective window or door. For example, in block  (P), a 1200 mm length of flat surface at the 

bottom was provided as an example for the opening dimension on how supposed to be (look 

like). This dimension was used as example in this study because most of the front doors in 

Tanzania having span of 1200 mm. On the other hand, the blocks specifications for side walls 

at the openings can be half or whole length but with one side end while the other is grooved to 
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facilitate interlocking and bonding mechanism as illustrated in (T). In addition, since the 

window unlike to door requires block also at the top of the course which forming the opening, 

in this study, a cap/top block (F) is recommended to used. The use of these opening blocks 

indicates that the current demountable invention can be used to building a house without 

applying lintel. Therefore, materials like cement and gravels for concrete for lintel are saved.  

 

The current invention also provides block system to be used at the corners i.e., ‘L’ & ‘T’ 

corners as shown in Figure 7.14(E, M, and O). These blocks are used interchangeably in wall 

construction as shown in Figure 7.16(R and U) for L-corner wall. A similar block layout is 

applied also to the ‘T’-corner block (see Figure 7.16(M and O)) which is mostly used in the 

partition walling system. The ‘T’ connection of the block provides flexibility of the building 

which can be used for proving the possibility of aligning the blocks to facilitate future space 

adaptation to suit demand. The ‘T’-corner blocks have an extra side of the groove and tongue 

joints to ensure the block can interlock different sides (which are mostly three sides) in order 

to provide a stable and strong jointing system in wall construction. In addition, the ‘T’-corner 

blocks can be used for future extension or space adaptation. However, for room space 

adaptation, it needs a projection to be done during plan phase (building design) in order to 

allow the intended ‘T’ block to be placed at the right position. A buttress wall is also 

recommended to be provided in order to mitigate the buckling impact especially during a shift 

of partition wall from one position to another.  

 

The current invention contain two round circle holes (cavities) which are opened in both sides 

of top-bottom with the diameter of 30 mm each in order to facilitate the conduit installation 

without chiselling the wall. The provision of block holes (cavities) is in line with Dooley and 

Dooley (2008) patented building block.  In Dooley and Dooley (2008) building block patent, 

holes were provided for vertical pegs installation to enhance stability, structural integrity and 

structural strength of the building structure. However in this study, the holes are mainly for 

conduit installation for services because the block’s vertical and horizontal jointing system 

(interlocks) is assumed to enhance stability, structural integrity and structural strength of the 

building structure without using mortar. These holes are provided for both vertical and 

horizontal utility conduit installation for example electrical wiring, plumbing, and alike as it 

illustrated in drawings (I), (K), and (L in Figure 7.14. The drawings (I), (K), and (L) illustrate 

the block wall formed from plurality of courses (horizontal and vertical courses) is using the 

mortarless dry-stacked demountable concrete blocks. During the production process, iron rods 

should be introduced/mounted to the molding box (es) for the vertical and horizontal holes 

(cavities) at the respective position as shown in drawings (I, K, and L) of Figure 7.14. For 

practical reason, the horizontal cavity (hole) is larger at the end of the block surface as shown 

in drawing (K) because during molding blocks at the material lower than the position of 

horizontal cavity remained behind, in such cases, length of cavities is long. Though the 

stability of the block is not expected to be affected because it is a small portion, the protruding 

interlocking surface will be affected. Also it is only one side of block. It is advised to have a 

specific mold for this kind of blocks that incorporates the vertical and horizontal rods as 

indicated in (L).  In practice, vertical and horizontal rods will create holes during molding for 

conduit installation. For vertical pipes (conduits) installation, it should be carried out from top 

to down after completion of wall construction. The vertical hole in wall courses is formed 

from block alignment in the subsequent vertical courses as shown in (S) of Figure 7.16. The 

socket, water tap, etc. are recommended to be placed on the surface of the wall. This practice 

will help un-plug during the process of demounting the block at the end of life of the building. 
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It is assumed that materials which can be used in manufacturing the traditional concrete block 

can also be used for the newly invented demountable concrete block, because the size is same 

and intended for the same applications. Therefore, based on the outcome of this research, 

besides aggregates extracted from natural (virgin) source, the recycled aggregates show the 

potential for being used as aggregate even for the production of the demountable concrete 

block. This possibility of using the recycled aggregates in the production of a demountable 

concrete blocks as well as reuse at the end of life of the building will contributes: 

 

 To conserve the resources from natural (virgin) sources for future use. Resources 

including aggregates and water. 

 

 To conserve ecosystem such that flora and fauna. 

 

 To reduce cost, time, emissions (pollution), energy (from material extraction, 

processes, transportation and block production) and therefore it makes construction 

industry to be sustainable.  

7.5.3 Limitation of the invented demountable concrete block design 

 Lintel can be used to enhance the even loads distribution in the building wall. A pre-

cast concrete can be used at the openings. 

 

 In case lintel is used, the pipes (utility conduits) should be installed prior to pouring it. 

This indicates that subsequent vertical courses have to be laid in the conduit centrally 

to the courses prior to lintel. 

 

 The current block invention adopts the block sizes of the existing concrete blocks 

available in the Tanzanian construction market. The reason to adopt the block’s 

dimensions is to enhance the acceptance of the new invention in the Tanzanian 

construction industry. For this reason, only the block’s form (dry-stacked mechanism) 

was changed; the rest were kept constant.  

 

 Investment cost in purchasing equipment especially molds could be higher compared 

to the cost incurred in the traditional case. However, the demountable block use 

expected to reduce significantly construction costs like mortar cost, cost for craftsmen, 

and time which has direct relation to cost reduction. In addition, equipment are 

purchased at once, thus, the increase of investment cost is related to capital cost. This 

indicates that in the long run, the production cost of the newly invented block may be 

similar or even less than the cost of the traditional block. However, to establish this 

relation, independent research is needed.   
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Figure 7.13 Drawings of the new demountable block invention 
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Figure 7.14 Other drawings of the new demountable block invention 
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Figure 7.15 Blocks for wall openings 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Plan: Stretcher wall course (R) 

Side view: Wall with horizontal and vertical courses (S) 
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Figure 7.16 Blocks of present invention to be aligned in vertical and horizontal courses to 

form different perspective of the building walls (i.e., R, S, T, U).  

 

Perspective view: Blocks & Stretcher wall course (T) 

Perspective view: ‘L’- corner wall (U) 
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Figure 7.17 Example of a building built with a buttress wall in Tanzania (taken at Temeke, Tanzania in 2010) 

7.6 Analysis of a new developed block compared to existing ones 

Analysis of the newly developed demountable concrete block was compared to the existing 

ones. This comparison between the existing and the newly developed block was made to 

understand the extent to which the developed block comply with demountable block criteria 

as presented in Section 7.4. These criteria were applied to all 24 existing blocks designs that 

reviewed (see Table 7.2) and to a newly developed block that named New block in this study. 

The analysis of blocks (represented by author) against demountable criteria was carried out 

using SPSS software (IBM SPSS Statistics 21) in order to understand how these blocks are 

related to each other. The SPSS results are presented in Figure 7.18. 

Buttress wall 
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Figure 7.18 SPSS results showing how blocks meet demountable criteria: 

a) 1.0=a block meets criteria; b) 2.0=fails to meet criteria; and c) 3.0 =indifferent to criteria. 
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The same evaluation criteria applied to the reviewed existing block (see Section 7.4) were 

used in this new demountable block invented in this research. The evaluation result is shown 

in Table 7.3. 

 
Table 7.3 New block invention evaluation 

Criteria  New block invention 

Primary A Facilitates separation of units for reuse ++ 

Load bearing block ++ 

Mortarless joints-No cement  ++ 

Secondary B Protects outdoor pollution + 

Simple, easy, and fast in construction + 

Reduces equipment and skill laborers + 

Uses less energy + 

Environmentally friendly + 

 

Results from Figure 7.18 show that none of the existing blocks meet all 8 criteria. On the 

other hand, the new demountable concrete block showed that can satisfy these criteria (see 

Table 7.3 and Figure 7.18) for concrete blocks that can be used for structural building wall 

construction particularly in developing countries like Tanzania. These results suggest that if 

the demountable concrete block would be applied in building construction, it is possible: 

 

 To facilitate separation of block units at the end of the service life of the building for 

reuse purpose. 

 

 To be used for constructing a structural wall in building construction with load bearing 

capacity. 

 

 To produce a block that interlocks both horizontally and vertically sides. The 

interlocking is covering the blocks all sides to protect inhabitants from direct inflow 

of the outdoor pollutants like air pollution and moisture.  

 

 To be simple, easy, and fast in wall construction. Also, a block which can be applied 

at all times of a year regardless of drought or winter conditions. 

 

 To get a dry stacked (mortarless) block that does not use cement in either joints and/or 

filling of cavities especially for hollow blocks. 

 

 To get a block that uses a limited or even no levelling equipment after setting of the 

first course. It is also reduces the skilled labour in wall construction. 

 

 To get a block that minimizes the energy consumption. A dry-stacked demountable 

block can achieve to reduced energy through reduction of using cement for mortar, 

energy required for mixing mortar, and sometime concrete vibration for hollow 

blocks. 

 

 To get a block that is environmentally friendly. For example, it is estimated that 1 kg 

of cement production releases 1 kg of CO2 (Mora, 2007). Thus, the reduction of 

cement for mortar reduces the same amount of CO2 which is a greenhouse gas.   
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7.7 Conclusion 

Apart from the first course which needs adhesive material, there is no mortar or any other 

adhesive material required in constructing the wall; it is a dry-stacked concrete block. The use 

of these opening blocks indicates that the current demountable invention can be used to 

building a house without applying lintel. Therefore, materials like cement and gravels for 

concrete for lintel are saved. Since the invented block is a mortarless dry-stacked concrete 

block, it can be also concluded that: 

 

 The block can facilitate separation at the end of life of the building and enhance re-use 

of the recovered demountable concrete blocks. 

 

 The block is a solid block (BS 3921) that can be used as a load bearing material for 

structural building wall construction in Tanzania (Tanganyika, 1931).  

 

 The interlocking mechanism is enhanced by tongue (protrusion) and groove dry-

staked for both horizontal (bed-joints) and vertical joints, respectively. The depth of 

interlocking is 30 mm (equivalent to 20% of the height of the block) as presented in 

Section 7.5.1. Therefore the 20% depth of interlocking of the demountable concrete 

blocks makes the wall built using these demountable concrete blocks to be strong and 

stable.  

 

 The demountable concrete blocks interlocking in both horizontal and vertical sides 

forms strong bonds which cover all sides of the wall. This resists weathering (Sanders 

and Millhone, 2004) as well as protects inhabitants from outdoor effects like pollution. 

 

 Due to the fact that block laying will not use mortar or any other adhesive material in 

wall construction, block laying is simple, easy, fast, and effective material use. And 

also, since any new invention comes with training, relatively short time is needed for 

training personnel to be equipped with the knowledge and skill.  The knowledge and 

skill in handling and laying the blocks compared to handling and laying the traditional 

concrete blocks in Tanzania for example. This advantage may contribute to the 

acceptance and diffusion of the new product into Tanzanian construction industry.  

 

 Wall construction without using mortar eliminates quality variations especially in 

mortar joints. 

 

 The block can be erected in any weather conditions like drought (limited of water 

supply) or cold winter (freezing). 

 

 The block reduces craftsmanship especially in block laying because the invented 

demountable concrete block is laid on a dry-stacked block which has groove and 

tongue that aligned without requiring extra levelling tools and skills.  

  

 The block enhances the loads of super structure to be immediately applied. 

 

 The block can be less energy intensive compared to traditional concrete blocks that 

uses mortar in wall construction. 

 

 The block can be manufactured using recycled aggregates derived from C&D waste. 
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 A block that is an environmentally friendly product. This one is revealed by the fact 

that materials for mortar i.e., cement, sand, water, and/or lime are saved for future use. 

Also the block facilitates demountability at the end of the service life of the building, 

which enhances the block to be re-used instead of demolition and then either to be 

thrown away, landfilled, or recycled for lower applications.  
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Chapter Eight  

 

Summary, conclusions and recommendations 

 

8.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the summary of what has been achieved in this piece of work.  It 

compares the aims and objectives of the research to the findings as well as contribution made 

by this thesis and concluding marks. Finally, the recommendations for future studies are 

presented. These conclusions and recommendations have presented in the subsequent sections 

such as Sections 8.1, 8.3, 8.4, and 8.5, while recommendations in Section 8.6. However, each 

chapter in this study was concluded and recommended as presented for example, in Sections 

4.7, 5.10, 0, and 7.7 of Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively. 

8.2 Summary of what have been achieved 

In this thesis the following can be concluded: 

 

 It is possible to recycle C&D waste into building material production i.e., concrete 

blocks for sustainable construction in Tanzania because: 

 

o 80% of 27 different recipes (techniques) applied in concrete blocks from 

recycled aggregates achieved a compressive strength of 7 N/mm
2
, which is 

traditionally used to define the minimum requirement of load bearing capacity 

(Sabai et al., 2013; Soutsos et al., 2004; Poon, et al., 2002,; Neville, 1995; 

Jackson and Dhir, 1988). 

 

o 44% of 27 recipes applied achieved a compressive strength of 7 N/mm
2 

and 

water absorption ratio of 12%, which are defined as the requirements of load 

bearing capacity for the concrete blocks produced from recycled aggregates in 

Tanzania. 

 

 The results (Section 5.4.6) reveal that compressive strength of 7 N/mm
2
 and water 

absorption ratio of 12% can be used as criteria to determine the load bearing capacity 

of the recycled concrete blocks from CD waste in Tanzania and other developing 

countries.  

 

 Sisal fibers (natural and locally available material) showed ability to enhance the 

quality of the recycled concrete blocks that was produced using 100% recycled 

aggregates from C&D waste to meet the load bearing requirements in Tanzanian 

construction industry. Therefore, sisal fibers can be used as additive material for 

improving the quality of concrete blocks that are produced from C&D waste.  

 

 The developed quality assessment model (QAM) demonstrated the capability in 

assessing the quality of building material which are characterized/having more than 

one variable/parameter even when those variables are incompatible.   
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 It is estimated that 10 million tons of the C&D waste is annually generated in 

Tanzania. C&D waste generation in Tanzania keeps increasing with time (Table 4.1). 

Since C&D waste generation in Tanzania like any other country in the world will 

neither live in a waste free nor construction activities will reach zero-waste status as 

reported by Kartam et al., (2004), this condition suggests that recycle of C&D waste is 

important to achieve the goal of sustainable construction.  

 

 The physical and mechanical characteristics of the recycled aggregates were weaker 

than natural aggregates. However, chemically they were close to natural aggregates 

and therefore suitable for use in new concrete block production. Also, the poor quality 

of the recycled aggregates was not because of undesirable chemical-mineralogical 

elements. Instead, it was found that this was due to the poor cement paste used before 

in the mix of old concrete of cementitious rubble. 

 

 The findings showed that sisal fibers have cementitious properties which can 

contribute to improvement in the process of hydration and therefore can improve the 

quality of concrete products like those produced from recycled aggregates from C&D 

waste. 

 

 The adapted mix design for earth-moist concrete method (Husken, 2010, Husken and 

Brouwers, 2008) demonstrated the capability to be used in recycling construction and 

demolition waste (cementitious rubble) into valuable building materials such as 

concrete blocks with load bearing capacity in Tanzania. 

 

 Aggregates occupy about 80% of all ingredients in concrete block production, and 

therefore, substituting the natural aggregates by 100% of recycled aggregates will 

contribute to conserve resource of relatively the same amount of natural aggregates for 

future use in line with sustainable construction concept. 

 

 The use of sisal fibers (i.e., 0.25% amount of cement) in 100% recycled aggregates 

from C&D waste was found to produce a more sustainable recipe than the others (i.e.,  

26) recipes. Therefore, the optimum dose of 0.25% as percentage of cement content is 

recommended to be applied in the Tanzanian construction industry. This is because it 

is within the dose of organic additive (i.e., 0.5% of amount of cement) that is allowed 

in concrete production in Tanzania as recommended in TZS 727(Part 1):2002. It is 

also less than 0.75% content as reported by Prabakar and Srindhar (2002). Moreover, 

this 0.25% SF dose, which is equivalent to 0.64 kg in a 1 m
3
 concrete (see Appendix 

I), also which lies within the dosage of 1 kg/m
3
 of fibers that recommended in 

CEMEX
12

 mortars. These results reveal that it is possible to recycle 100%C&D waste 

into building materials which meet standard requirements in Tanzania using low dose 

(amount) of sisal fibers.   

 

 A new demountable concrete block can interlock blocks both horizontal and vertical 

sides without using mortar was investigated and designed. The demountable block 

system allows the conduit installation without post-chiselling the wall. These findings 

indicate that the use of demountable concrete block in building construction in 

Tanzania is able to facilitate separation of the blocks at the end of the service life of 

the building and enable the reuse of the block. Not only that the demountable block is 

able to facilitate separation and reuse of the blocks, but also the building can be 
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flexible to allow adaption depending on the intended use. Recovering of the block for 

reuse in building construction is in line with SlimBouwen concept for sustainable 

building construction. 

 

 The construction industry in Tanzania can reduce waste generation by using the new 

demountable concrete blocks and therefore make construction industry sustainable. 
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8.3 Comparison of aims and objectives with findings 

The comparison of aims objectives with research findings are summarised in Table 8.1. 

 
Table 8.1 Comparison of aims and objectives with research findings 

Aim Objectives Research findings  

The aim of the 

research project 

is to contribute 

to knowledge 

and 

understanding 

regarding the 

potential of 

using C&D 

waste (mainly 

cementitious 

rubble) in the 

production of 

concrete blocks 

with load 

bearing capacity 

for building 

construction and 

that facilitates 

separation at the 

end of the 

service life of 

the building, 

suitable for 

sustainable 

construction in 

Tanzania. 

 

                                                                                                      

Scientific 

objectives 

 

To determine the quantity 

and quality of C&D waste in 

Tanzania and the 

possibilities for reusing, 

recycling and upcycling the 

material waste in the 

production of building 

materials. 

The study found that:  

 

 Approximately 10 million tons of C&D waste is generated in Tanzania annually. However, C&D waste generation keeps increasing 

with time. 

 

 Recycled aggregates were weaker in terms of strength compared to those produced with natural (virgin) aggregates. The weak 

condition of the recycled aggregates is likely to affect the quality of the recycled building material product (i.e., concrete blocks) 

from them.  

 

 Recycled aggregates have high percentage of water absorption ratio. The high water absorption condition suggests that the recycled 

material is composed mostly of cement paste materials, i.e., mortar (sand–cement) than stone materials  

 

 Chemical–mineralogical results indicated that the recycled aggregates from building construction and demolition waste in Tanzania 

have no inorganic contaminants which can affect the building materials produced from these aggregates, and therefore, they are 

suitable for use in new concrete block production. Furthermore, the similarities in chemical–mineralogical composition between 

recycled aggregates and those from natural sources indicate that there is less cement content used in the mix that was used to produce 

the cementitious rubble. 

To determine the processes 

and techniques for the 

production of concrete 

blocks with load bearing 

capacity produced from 

construction and demolition 

waste. 

The recycling process started from C&D waste acquisition (i.e., eight C&D waste samples were collected from C&D building sites, and 

two natural aggregates were also used as control). This waste was transported to the recycling site; the rubble was crushed (manually) to 

get recycled aggregates and screened/sieved to get the particle sizes required. The recycled aggregates were then used for concrete block 

production whereby aggregates, cement, water and additive (if any) were mixed together. 27 different concrete block (building material) 

production recipes were studied. The stiff fresh concrete was then compacted, molded and finally used to produce the concrete blocks. 

These blocks were cured in water for 28 days. After the curing process, the concrete blocks were taken to the laboratory for quality 

testing. The quality parameters used for testing were modeled to assess their suitability and applicability to the construction industry. A 

developed quality assessment model (QAM) was used.  

To determine the extent to 

which the concrete blocks 

with load bearing capacity 

produced from C&D waste 

meet the building material 

standards in Tanzania. 

The developed quality assessment model (QAM) (see Section 5.9) can be used to assess and determine the load bearing concrete blocks 

out of the recipes used. The model used the load bearing variables/parameters (see Section 2.9) that are within the building material 

requirements (standards) that are presented as nominal values in Appendix H. 
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To assess the sustainability 

of recycled concrete blocks 

as building material 

produced from C&D waste 

in Tanzania. 

An adapted Sustainability Index (SI) tool developed by Ding (2005), Ding and Langston (2001) can be used to determine the sustainable 

recycling recipe. The SI model in this study had six sustainability criteria (refer Equation 3.8, and Table 3.8 and Table 3.9). These criteria 

were used to estimate the sustainability of the recycling C&D waste recipes into building material such as concrete blocks. The 

application of the model was to show which of the 27 recipes investigated in this study had higher sustainability score. The higher the 

sustainability score, the greater the sustainable recipe is and it was recommended for application in Tanzania construction industry.  

 

To investigate the design of 

demountable concrete block 

that can facilitate separation 

and reuse at the end of the 

service life of the building. 

An investigation of 24 different existing blocks revealed that none of the existing block invention satisfies the demountability criteria 

(Section 7.4) in light of the Tanzanian situation. A new demountable concrete block was therefore proposed. 

Practical 

objectives 

 

To investigate recipes for 

the production of concrete 

blocks with a load bearing 

capacity from C&D waste 

that meet the building 

material 

requirements/standards in 

Tanzania. 

27 different production recipes were investigated and the results are presented in Chapter Five. These recipes are summarized in Figure 

5.16 and Appendix I. The results showed that: 

 

 80% of the recipes (techniques) investigated produced concrete block with compressive strength of 7 N/mm
2
. 

  

 44% of the recipes investigated produced concrete block with a compressive strength of 7 N/mm
2 
and water absorption ratio of 12%. 

The compressive strength of 7 N/mm
2 
and water absorption ratio of 12% defined load bearing capacity of the recycled concrete 

blocks produced from C&D waste (See Section 2.9). 

 

 All blocks produced were solid blocks (BS 3921) which qualify to be used for load bearing wall construction in Tanzania according 

to Tanzanian building regulations (Tanganyika, 1931). 

 

 According to QAM results presented in Figure 5.16 and Appendix I show that the 100%C&D+0.25%SF recipe is approaching to 

optimum value. Thus, it was assumed to be sustainable compared to the others. However those with higher values achieved better 

quality.  

Determine the sustainable 

recipe which can be used to 

recycle the C&D waste 

(cementitious rubble) into 

building material i.e., 

concrete block with load 

bearing capacity in Tanzania 

The results showed that out of the 27 recipes that were investigated, the recipe that used sisal fibers (i.e., 0.25% of amount of cement) 

with 100% recycled aggregates from C&D waste (100%C&D+0.25%SF recipe) was found to be a more sustainable recipe than the rest 

as elaborated in Table 6.14 in Section 6.6, and Section 0). 

To recommend demountable 

concrete block design that 

can facilitates the separation 

of the block at the end of the 

service life of the building 

for reuse. 

Demountable concrete block was designed as illustrated in the drawings presented in Figure 7.13 through to Figure 7.16. This new 

invention reveals that demountable concrete block design is capable to facilitate separation at the end of the service life of the building 

(see Section 7.7). In addition, the block design showed that it is possible to install conduits without chiselling the wall in both vertical and 

horizontal conduits. Therefore, the use of demountable concrete block in building construction in Tanzania will facilitate separation of 

the blocks at the end of the service life of the building (flexibility) and enable the reuse of the block. This means that instead of treating it 

as waste (demolition) to be thrown away, landfilled, or even  downcycled (low-grade applications) (see Figure 3.1), the blocks can be 

recovered for reuse in building construction, which is in line with SlimBouwen and sustainable construction concepts. 
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8.4 Research contribution 

Overall, the study contributes knowledge and understanding with respect to:  

 

 The characteristics of C&D waste generated in terms of quantity and quality, and the 

potential to be recycled into building materials in Tanzania. This knowledge on the 

extent to which the C&D waste can be recycled into building materials provides 

empirical evidence in support of the Cradle to Cradle concept which considers waste 

as food.  

 

 Production processes and techniques that can be used to recycle 100% C&D waste 

into building material which satisfies building material requirements and standards in 

Tanzania. An adapted mix design method for earth-moist concrete (Husken and 

Brouwers, 2008, Husken, 2010) (see Section 3.8.2(b)) was found as the most effective 

mix design method compared to other methods such as which specify concrete by 

system of ratio and absolute volume. 

 

 The capability of using C&D waste into production of building materials with load 

bearing capacity in Tanzania using the limited technology in a developing country is 

demonstrated that there is the possibility to recycle C&D waste for sustainable 

construction.  

 

 The compressive strength of 7 N/mm
2
 and water absorption ratio of 12% (see Section 

5.4.6) can be used as criteria to determine the load bearing capacity of the recycled 

concrete blocks from CD waste in Tanzania and other developing countries.  

 

 The extent to which the developed Quality Assessment Model (QAM) can be used to 

assess the quality of the building material produced with more than one variable. The 

developed model is in line with innovation. This model can be used to either recycled 

products or products from materials sourced from natural (virgin) sources provided 

assessment variables are clearly defined. Therefore, QAM model is recommended to 

be applied in the construction industry to determine the quality of building material 

that qualifies and not. Assessing the building material before use would help to reduce 

trend of collapse of the buildings in which mostly attributed by poor building 

materials used. 

 

 Recycling of C&D waste into building material helps to minimize environmental, 

economic, as well social impacts (refer Chapter Six). This achievement is in line with 

sustainable construction concept. 

 

 The finding that recycled concrete blocks from 100% C&D waste incorporating sisal 

fibers as additive are more sustainable than concrete blocks produced from aggregates 

extracted from natural (virgin) sources in Tanzania. Since sisal fiber is a natural and 

locally available material, its use will contribute to the acceptance and application of 

the recycling technology developed in this research. Others benefits include reduction 

the importation of synthetic admixtures; sisal plantation may grow and hence increase 

production, employment, income and overall wellbeing of people and nation at large. 

In addition, recycle C&D waste into building material results to minimize 

environmental, economical, as well social impacts (refer Chapter Six). This is in line 

with the sustainable construction concept. Therefore, recycling of C&D waste into 
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building material with load bearing capacity is recommended in Tanzania in order to 

achieve sustainable construction.  

 

 Demountable concrete block criteria (characteristics) (Section 7.2) that enable the 

block to facilitate separation and reuse of the blocks at the end of service life time of 

the building. This is in line with SlimBouwen concept, Sustainable Construction 

concept, as well as innovation. 

 

 Designing and using the demountable concrete block that facilitates separation and 

reuse of the blocks at the end of life time of the building. This will not only minimize 

waste generation at the end of the service life of the building but also will make 

building construction sustainable. 

 

 Using of C&D waste to produce building material contributes to the reduction of 

impacts of waste like CO2 emission, land required for C&D waste disposal, cost 

incurred, energy consumed, and health problems. It also contributes to devising means 

to increase employment opportunities, conservation of natural resources for future use, 

and hence contribute to the welfare of people (social), the planet (environment), as 

well as profit (economy) both locally and globally. Therefore, by using C&D waste as 

food waste no longer is regarded as ‘waste’ in the Tanzanian construction industry to 

be thrown away, for dumping sites, or even for low-grade applications like foundation 

infill. Rather it can become an alternative resource for producing building materials 

for sustainable building construction. 

8.5 Concluding remarks 

This thesis demonstrates that by using C&D waste as a resource (equals food); it is possible to 

recycle C&D waste into an innovative building material, suitable for sustainable construction 

in developing countries like Tanzania. The knowledge and understanding gained on recycling 

of C&D waste into building materials in this study will open recycling chapter in Tanzania. 

Through seminars and workshops, local people will get recycling skills and knowledge. This 

will enable the recycling even upcycle (higher value) almost all C&D waste into building 

material that generated in Tanzanian construction industry rather than regarding it as waste to 

be thrown away, landfilled, or low-grade applications (downcycling). This is in line with 

sustainable construction principle. Furthermore, the current invention of demountable 

concrete block is recommended to be implemented in the Tanzanian construction industry for 

sustainable construction because facilitates the separation of the block at the end of service 

life the building which encourages reuse of the block units.  

8.6 Recommended future work 

However, this research did not come up with answers to all outstanding questions in the 

scientific community regarding recycling and reuse of invented demountable concrete blocks, 

this section presents the recommended further studies.These further studies include:  

 

 Identification of the kind of organic impurities present in the C&D waste in Tanzania 

and how that can affect the recycled concrete block products. 

 

 Investigation of working mechanisms of sisal fibers in improving compressive 

strengths, density, and water absorption ratio of the recycled concrete block products.  

 

 Lifespan performance of recycled concrete blocks that uses sisal fibers. 
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 Establishment of the structural stability of the demountable concrete block for building 

wall construction. 

 

 Determination of the slenderness ratio pertaining to wall built using dry-stacked 

concrete blocks in order to overcome possible buckling problem. However, in this 

study the same slenderness ratio was adopted. A slenderness ratio of 27 is prescribed 

for the wall which uses mortar as a binder (Curtin et al., 2006); this shows that 

slenderness ratio for the dry-stacked wall is limited.  

 

 Investigation on how to maintain alignment of the different courses and straightness of 

the resulting building wall (see Figure 7.16) when dry-stacked demountable concrete 

blocks are used. 

 

 Application of mechanical rather than the manual method used in this study, wherever 

possible in order to minimize the variation of the quality of the concrete block that 

influenced by the inconsistent manual compaction technology.  

 

 Determination of the impact of costs in the production and use of the demountable 

concrete blocks compared to traditional concrete block that uses mortar. 

 

 Investigation of the amount of energy consumed and/or saved by using the new 

invented demountable concrete blocks compared to the traditional concrete blocks in 

the Tanzanian construction industry.  
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Appendix A. Mix proportions according to new mix design method for earth-moist concrete that 

developed by Husken and Brouwers (2008; 2010) which applied for concrete block 

production with recycled C&D waste in Tanzania 

This report summarizes the design for mix proportions which were used in Tanzania for concrete blocks 

production from C&D waste. These include materials which recovered from demolition waste (DS1-3 & DM1-

3); construction waste (CS & CM) and natural materials. Natural materials (aggregate) used for control purpose. 

The mix proportions were designed with help from Marinescu-Florea, M. V. A. The mix incorporated materials 

such as recycled aggregates derived from building demolition sites such as DS1, DS2, DS3, DM1 DM2 and 

DM3 as well as natural aggregates (as reference) such as NCA+NFA. Other materials used were including 

cement and water. The following are summary of mix designs for each (recycled) aggregates sample. 

1) Mix design for DS1 (Demolition waste from single storey-sample 1)  

  

Materials used: 

            CEM I 32,5N, Twiga 

            Sokota DS1 (coarse), Demolition Waste 

            Sokota DS1 (fine),  Demolition Waste 
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            Figure A1. PSD of all considered materials for this report 

The minimum and maximum particle dimension for this material for the optimization of the mix is presented in 

Table 1. 

Table A1. Minimum and maximum diameter of particles for each considered material 

Component Dmin [micron] Dmax [micron] 

 CEM I 32,5N 0.3388 106.77 

 Sokota DS1 (coarse) 6693.3 37650 

 Sokota DS1 (fine) 9.3325 4732.9 
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   Parameters used: 

               Distribution modulus, q = 0.35 

               Water cement ratio:  0.35 

               Water fines 125 ratio:  0.31174 

               Percentage air: 0.03 

 

            The target plot  
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            Figure A2. PSD of all considered materials plus the target mixture 

            The fit 
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            Figure A3. Target function containing a mix 
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               Standard deviation:  685.26 
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            Figure A4. Standard deviation variation by changing the cement content 

 

Proportioning for 1m
3
 concrete  

Material Mass[kg] 

  CEM I 32,5N 250 

  Sokota DS1 (coarse) 974.2 

 Sokota DS1 (fine) 914.3 

Water 87.5 

Air 30 

Total 2225.98 

 

Proportioning for a batch of 30 L of concrete   

Material Mass[kg] 

 CEM I 32,5N 7.5 

 Sokota DS1 (coarse) 29.2 

 Sokota DS1 (fine) 27.4 

Water 2.6 

Air  0.9 

Total 66.7 
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2) Mix design for DS2 (Demolition waste from single storey-sample 2) 

 

Materials used:  

            CEM I 32,5N, Twiga 

            Kariakoo DS2 (coarse), Demolition Waste 

            Kariakoo DS2 (fine), Demolition Waste 
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            Figure A5. PSD of all considered materials for this report 

The minimum and maximum particle dimension for this material for the optimization of the mix is presented in 

Table A2.  

Table A2. Minimum and maximum diameter of particles for each considered material 

Component Dmin [micron] Dmax [micron] 

 CEM I 32,5N 0.3388 106.77 

 Kariakoo DS2 (coarse) 6693.3 37650 

 Kariakoo DS2 (fine) 9.3325 4732.9 

             

  Parameters used: 

               Distribution modulus, q = 0.35 

               Water cement ratio:  0.35 

               Water fines 125 ratio:  0.30204 

               Percentage air:  0.03 
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    The target plot  
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            Figure A6. PSD of all considered materials plus the target mixture 

            The fit 

 

            Figure A7. Target function containing a mix 
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               Standard deviation:  555.45 
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            Figure A8. Standard deviation variation by changing the cement content 

 

Proportioning for 1m
3
 concrete   

Material Mass[kg] 

 CEM I 32,5N 243 

 Kariakoo DS2 (coarse) 1043.6 

 Kariakoo DS2 (fine) 847.3 

Water 85.1 

Air 30 

Total 2218.94 

 

Proportioning for a batch of 30 L of concrete   

Material Mass[kg] 

 CEM I 32,5N 7.3 

 Kariakoo DS2 (coarse) 31.3 

 Kariakoo DS2 (fine) 25.4 

Water 2.6 

Air 0.9 

Total 66.6 
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3) Mix design for DS3 (Demolition waste from single storey-sample 3) 

 

Materials used: 

            CEM I 32,5N, Twiga 

            Total DS3 (coarse), Demolition Waste 

            Total DS3 (fine), Demolition Waste 
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            Figure A9. PSD of all considered materials for this report 

The minimum and maximum particle dimension for this material for the optimization of the mix is presented in 

Table A3. 

Table A3. Minimum and maximum diameter of particles for each considered material 

Component Dmin [micron] Dmax [micron] 

 CEM I 32,5N 0.3388 106.77 

 Total DS3 (coarse) 6693.3 26563 

 Total DS3 (fine) 9.3325 4732.9 

             

Parameters used: 

               Distribution modulus, q = 0.35 

               Water cement ratio:  0.35 

               Water fines 125 ratio:  0.28608 

               Percentage air:  0.03 
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            The target plot  
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            Figure A10. PSD of all considered materials plus the target mixture 

            The fit 
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            Figure A11. Target function containing a mix 
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               Standard deviation:  489.35 
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            Figure A12. Standard deviation variation by changing the cement content 

              

  Proportioning for 1m
3
 concrete   

Material Mass[kg] 

 CEM I 32,5N 267 

 Total DS3 (coarse) 783.8 

 Total DS3 (fine) 1101.9 

Water 93.5 

Air 30 

Total 2246.15 

          

 Proportioning for a batch of 30 L of concrete   

Material Mass[kg] 

 CEM I 32,5N 8.0 

 Total DS3 (coarse) 23.5 

 Total DS3 (fine) 33.1 

Water 2.8 

Air 0.9 

Total 67.4 
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4) Mix design for DM1 (Demolition waste from multi-storey-sample 1) 

 

Materials used:  

            CEM I 32,5N, Twiga 

            NASACO_DM1 (coarse), Demolition Waste 

            NASACO_DM1 (fine), Demolition Waste 
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Figure A13. PSD of all considered materials for this report 

 

The minimum and maximum particle dimension for this material for the optimization of the mix is presented in 

Table A4. 

Table A4. Minimum and maximum diameter of particles for each considered material 

Component Dmin [micron] Dmax [micron] 

 CEM I 32,5N 0.3388 106.77 

 NASACO_DM1 (coarse) 6693.3 26563 

 NASACO_DM1 (fine) 9.3325 4732.9 

             

Parameters used: 

               Distribution modulus, q= 0.35 

               Water cement ratio:  0.35 

               Water fines 125 ratio:  0.28607 

               Percentage air:  0.03 
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The target plot  
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Figure A14. PSD of all considered materials plus the target mixture 

The fit 
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Figure A15. Target function containing a mix 
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Standard deviation:  375.69 
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Figure A16. Standard deviation variation by changing the cement content 

 

Proportioning for 1m
3
 concrete   

Material Mass[kg] 

 CEM I 32,5N 259 

 NASACO_DM1 (coarse) 734.4 

 NASACO_DM1 (fine) 1116.1 

Water 90.7 

Air 30 

Total 2200.20 

 

Proportioning for a batch of 30 L of concrete  

Material Mass[kg] 

 CEM I 32,5N 7.8 

 NASACO_DM1 (coarse) 22 

 NASACO_DM1 (fine) 33.5 

Water 2.7 

Air 0.9 

Total 66.0 
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5) Mix design for DM2 (Demolition waste from multi-storey-sample 2)  

 

Materials used:  

            CEM I 32,5N, Twiga 

            Masaki DM2 (coarse), Demolition Waste 

            Masaki DM2 (fine), Demolition Waste 
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Figure A17. PSD of all considered materials for this report 

The minimum and maximum particle dimension for this material for the optimization of the mix is presented in 

Table A5. 

Table A5. Minimum and maximum diameter of particles for each considered material 

Component Dmin [micron] Dmax [micron] 

 CEM I 32,5N 0.3388 106.77 

 Masaki DM2 (coarse) 6693.3 37650 

 Masaki DM2 (fine) 9.3325 4732.9 

             

Parameters used: 

               Distribution modulus, q = 0.35 

               Water cement ratio:  0.35 

               Water fines 125 ratio:  0.29679 

               Percentage air:  0.03 
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The target plot  
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Figure A18. PSD of all considered materials plus the target mixture 

The fit 
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Figure A19. Target function containing a mix 
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Standard deviation:  267.6 
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Figure A20. Standard deviation variation by changing the cement content 

 

Proportioning for 1m
3
 concrete   

Material Mass[kg] 

 CEM I 32,5N 241 

 Masaki DM2 (coarse) 943.4 

 Masaki DM2 (fine) 893.2 

Water 84.4 

Air 30 

Total 2161.94 

 

Proportioning for a batch of 30 L of concrete   

Material Mass[kg] 

 CEM I 32,5N 7.2 

 Masaki DM2 (coarse) 28.3 

 Masaki DM2 (fine) 26.8 

Water 2.5 

Air 0.9 

Total 64.8 
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6) Mix design for DM3 (Demolition waste from multi-storey-sample 3) 

 

Materials used: 

            CEM I 32,5N, Twiga 

            Kurasini DM3 (coarse), Demolition Waste 

            Kurasini DM3 (fine), Demolition Waste 
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Figure A21. PSD of all considered materials for this report 

The minimum and maximum particle dimension for this material for the optimization of the mix is presented in 

Table A6. 

Table A6. Minimum and maximum diameter of particles for each considered material 

Component Dmin [micron] Dmax [micron] 

 CEM I 32,5N 0.3388 106.77 

 Kurasini DM3 (coarse) 6693.3 37650 

 Kurasini DM3 (fine) 9.3325 4732.9 

             

Parameters used: 

               Distribution modulus, q = 0.35 

               Water cement ratio:  0.35 

               Water fines 125 ratio:  0.29153 

               Percentage air:  0.03 
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The target plot  
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Figure A22. PSD of all considered materials plus the target mixture 

The fit 
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Figure A23. Target function containing a mix 
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Standard deviation:  438.63 
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Figure A24. Standard deviation variation by changing the cement content 

Proportioning for 1m
3
 concrete   

Material Mass[kg] 

 CEM I 32,5N 225 

 Kurasini DM3 (coarse) 859.5 

 Kurasini DM3 (fine) 1022.8 

Water 78.8 

Air 30 

Total 2186.05 

      

Proportioning for a batch of 30 L of concrete   

Material Mass[kg] 

 CEM I 32,5N 6.8 

 Kurasini DM3 (coarse) 25.8 

 Kurasini DM3 (fine) 30.7 

Water 2.4 

Air 0.9 

Total 65.7 
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7) Mix design for CS (Construction waste from single storey sample) 

 

Materials used:  

            Ukonga CS (coarse), Construction Waste 

            Ukonga CS (fine), Construction Waste 

            CEM I 32,5N, Twiga 
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Figure A25. PSD of all considered materials for this report 

The minimum and maximum particle dimension for this material for the optimization of the mix is presented in 

Table A7. 

Table A7. Minimum and maximum diameter of particles for each considered material 

Component Dmin [micron] Dmax [micron] 

 Ukonga CS (coarse) 6693.3 37650 

 Ukonga CS (fine) 9.3325 4732.9 

 CEM I 32,5N 0.3388 106.77 

 

 

Parameters used: 

               Distribution modulus, q = 0.35 

               Water cement ratio:  0.35 

               Water fines 125 ratio:  0.31183 

               Percentage air:  0.03 
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The target plot  
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Figure A26. PSD of all considered materials plus the target mixture 

The fit 
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Figure A27. Target function containing a mix 
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Standard deviation:  200.16 
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Figure A28. Standard deviation variation by changing the cement content 

 

Proportioning for 1m
3
 concrete   

Material Mass[kg] 

 Ukonga CS (coarse) 957.9 

 Ukonga CS (fine) 829 

 CEM I 32,5N 268 

Water 93.8 

Air 30 

Total 2148.65 

 

Proportioning for a batch of 30 L of concrete   

Material Mass[kg] 

 Ukonga CS (coarse) 28.7 

 Ukonga CS (fine) 24.9 

 CEM I 32,5N 8 

Water 2.8 

Air 0.9 

Total 64.4 
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8)  Mix design for CM (Construction waste from multi-storey sample) 

 

Materials used: 

            Skyplaza CM (coarse), Construction Waste 

            Skyplaza CM (fine), Construction Waste 

            CEM I 32,5N, Twiga 
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Figure A29. PSD of all considered materials for this report 

The minimum and maximum particle dimension for this material for the optimization of the mix is presented in 

Table A8. 

Table A8. Minimum and maximum diameter of particles for each considered material 

Component Dmin [micron] Dmax [micron] 

 Skyplaza CM (coarse) 6693.3 26563 

 Skyplaza CM (fine) 9.3325 4732.9 

 CEM I 32,5N 0.3388 106.77 

             

Parameters used: 

               Distribution modulus, q = 0.35 

               Water cement ratio:  0.35 

               Water fines 125 ratio:  0.32753 

               Percentage air:  0.03 
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The target plot  
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Figure A30. PSD of all considered materials plus the target mixture 

            The fit 
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Figure A31. Target function containing a mix 
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Standard deviation:  230.61 
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Figure A32. Standard deviation variation by changing the cement content 

               

Proportioning for 1m
3 
concrete   

Material Mass[kg] 

 Skyplaza CM (coarse) 610.9 

 Skyplaza CM (fine) 1195.5 

 CEM I 32,5N 300 

Water 105 

Air 30 

Total 2211.39 

 

Proportioning for a batch of 30 L of concrete   

Material Mass[kg] 

 Skyplaza CM (coarse) 18.3 

 Skyplaza CM (fine) 35.9 

 CEM I 32,5N 9 

Water 3.2 

Air 0.9 

Total 66.4 
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9) Mix design for NCA+NFA (Natural coarse and fine aggregates) 

 

Materials used:  

            CEM I 32,5N, Twiga 

            Kundunchi NCA(coarse aggregates),  

            NFA (fine aggregates), 
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Figure A33. PSD of all considered materials for this report 

The minimum and maximum particle dimension for this material for the optimization of the mix is presented in 

Table A9. 

Table A9. Minimum and maximum diameter of particles for each considered material 

Component Dmin [micron] Dmax [micron] 

 CEM I 32,5N 0.3388 106.77 

 Kundunchi NCA(coarse) 6693.3 37650 

 NFA 9.3325 4732.9 

             

Parameters used: 

               Distribution modulus, q = 0.35 

               Water cement ratio: 0.35 

               Water fines 125 ratio: 0.32486 

               Percentage air: 0.03 
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The target plot  
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Figure A34. PSD of all considered materials plus the target mixture 

            The fit 
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Figure A35. Target function containing a mix 
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Standard deviation:  826.83 
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Figure A36. Standard deviation variation by changing the cement content 

Proportioning for 1m
3
 concrete   

Material Mass[kg] 

 CEM I 32.5N 272 

 Kundunchi NCA(coarse) 1082.7 

 NFA 701.6 

Water 95.2 

Air 30 

Total 2151.48 

 

Proportioning for a batch of 30 L of concrete   

Material Mass[kg] 

 CEM I 32.5N 8.2 

 Kundunchi NCA(coarse) 32.5 

 NFA 21 

Water 2.9 

Air 0.9 

Total 2151.48 
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Appendix B. MegaFlow P4 plasticizer characteristics 
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Appendix C. State of solid waste and disposal in Dar es Salaam region from 1994-2010 

 

Year Generation per day,  (tons) Collection per day, (tons) % 

1994 1500 185 12 

1995 1620 230 14 

1996 1772 260 15 

1997 1850 300 16 

1998 1980 380 20 

1999 2144 454 21 

2000 2200 354 16 

2001 2300 476 21 

2002 2400 719 30 

2003 2600 792 30 

2004 3091 849 27 

2005 3156 900 28 

2006 3350 1207 36 

2007 3500 1406 40 

2008 3840 1805 47 

2009 3851 1887 49 

2010 3899 n.a n.a 

Source: Dar es Salaam City Council, 2010;   n.a= not available
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Appendix D. Experimental results for recycling C&D waste into building materials in Tanzania 

Series Sample mix Water/cement 

ratio applied 

Compressive strength, N/mm2 Density (X1000), Kg/m3 Water absorption ratio, % 

Laboratory scale  Pilot scale 

L
a

b
 s

ca
le

 

P
il

o
t 

sc
a
le

 

Concrete blocks  Cubes Concrete blocks  Lab 

scale  

Pilot scale Lab 

scale 

Pilot scale 

Normal Testing Inverted 

testing 

N
o

r
m

a
l 

 

In
v

e
r
te

d
 

M
a

n
u

a
l 

V
ib

r
a

te
d

 

2
0
1
1
 

2
0
1
0
 

A
v

e
ra

g
e 

2
0
1
1
 

2
0
1
1
 

2
0
1
0
 

A
v

e
ra

g
e 

2
0
1
1
 

2
0
1
1
 

2
0
1
0
 

A
v

e
ra

g
e 

Part 

Ia-1 

Production was carried out according to proposed mix designs 

DM2 0.66 0.71 5.2 6.0 5.9 2.9 5.7 10.4 8.1   1.99 1.88 1.99 1.93   12.1 8.8 10.5 

CM 0.68 0.58 9.0   6.7   7.5 10.1 8.8   2.01 1.97 2.05 2.01   13.0 11.6 12.3 

DM1 0.62 0.69 8.5 10.0 7.6 6.9 8.3 9.8 9.1 17.3 2.07 1.94 1.96 1.95   12.5 11.1 11.8 

DS1 0.50 0.69 7.6 14.6 4.3 5.6 6.0 8.3 7.2   2.06 1.84 2.00 1.92   12.7 12.3 12.5 

CS 0.56 0.74 7.1 8.1 5.6   9.4 10.3 9.9   1.91 1.90 1.90 1.90   12.8 8.6 10.7 

DM3 0.83 0.66 5.4   6.8   7.1 7.5 7.3   1.88 1.90 2.01 1.95   12.4 13.4 12.9 

*DM3 0.67 8.0       2.00 

DS3 0.77 0.75 7.1   5.1   5.3 5.2 5.3   1.92 1.86 1.89 1.87   13.5 15.1 14.3 

DS2 0.83 0.82 4.8 3.0 6.0 1.8 6.7 8.6 7.7   1.95 1.87 1.94 1.91   12.3 16.7 14.5 

*DS2 0.60 5.1         1.99 

NCA+NFA 0.41 0.35 9.9   10.1   18.9 14.2 16.6 20.4 2.23 2.19 2.12 2.16   5.2 7.1 6.1 

N-GRT   0.26         16.0   16.0     2.31   2.31   3.6   3.6 

OLP   0.23-0.30         8.6   8.6 12.0   1.81   1.81   11.3   11.3 

Part 

Ia-2 

Tests carried out by interchanging fractions of fine and coarse aggregates in mix proportions 

DM2     4.4 9.9 5.2 2.9         1.98               

*DM2     4.9               1.99               

CM     8.6   4.6 4.8         2.04               

DM1     6.7 8.8 5.1 2.7         2.00               

DS1     8.0   6.0 3.7         2.04               
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CS     6.2   6.2           1.99               

DM3     7.8 8.9 7.1 5.1         2.04               

DS3     6.5 7.6 8.0 7.4         1.96               

DS2     5.3   6.9           1.91               

NCA+NFA     6.2   6.4           2.10               

Part 

Ib 

Tests carried out by combining together the recycled aggregates from C&D waste       

100%C&D 0.76 0.76 7.0       13.2   13.2   2.03     2.07 13.1 15.8   15.8 

Part 

 II 

Replacement at a certain percentage of the natural aggregates by combined recycled aggregates (C&D) 

90% C&D   0.70         11.6   11.6         2.07   17.1   17.1 

70% C&D   0.60         10.6   10.6         2.12   18.0   18.0 

50% C&D   0.51         14.4   14.4         2.18   14.8   14.8 

30% C&D   0.38         18.5   18.5         2.19   6.9   6.9 

Part 

III 

Increase amount of cement content while decreasing w/c ratio 

DS3 0.50   11.2               2.01       10.9       

Part 

IV 

Use of admixtures both locally (i.e. Sisal fiber, SF)  and commercially (i.e. MegaFlow P4)  

C&D +0,25% SF 0.36   8.2               2.1       11.0       

C&D+0,5%SF 0.44   7.7               2.1       8.5       

C&D+1%SF 0.42   5.2               2.0       9.6       

C&D+2%SF 0.50   6.3               2.0       9.6       

C&D+0,25%MF-P4 0.57   9.3               2.1       10.4       

C&D+0,5%MF-P4 0.38   7.3               2.1       9.4       

C&D+1%MF-P4 0.48   6.1               2.1       6.9       

C&D+2%MF-P4 0.39   8.0               2.0       7.7       

DS3+0,5%SF 0.40   7.5               2.1       11.2       

DS3+0,5%MF-P4 0.54   9.2               2.0       7.0       

NCA+0,5%MF-P4 0.39   12.1               2.2       6.8       

NCA+0,5%SF 0.39   12.0               2.2       4.2       

*NCA+0,5%SF 0.39   11.1               2.3       5.5       

* Repeated test 

"Adapt m'de" stands for production experiment was applying adapted method of new mix design for earth-moist concrete 

"Prel. m'de" stands for production experiment was applying preliminary method which specifying material in system of ratio 
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Appendix E. Relation between compressive strength and water absorption ratio  

 
a)   Natural aggregates; b) Samples of natural aggregates replaced by 0%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 90% and 100% of       

C&D waste; and c) Recycled C&D waste samples.  

a

) 

b

) 

c) 

7 N/mm
2 
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Appendix F.  Comparison results for two methods that used in 2011 exp. and 2010 exp.  

 
 a) Compressive strengths, b) Water absorption ratio, and c) Densities.  

a

)) 

b

)) 

c)

) 
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Appendix G. Effectiveness of additives using different aggregates by keeping dose constant for 

compressive strength, water absorption ratio, and density 
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Appendix H. Sensitivity analysis for the Quality Assessment model (QAM) 

Scenario I: Water absorption ratio (nominal value) was kept constant while compressive strength values were 

varied. The results obtained were one of ‘fail’, ‘pass at optimum’, or ‘pass at a higher value’
22

 as 

shown in Figures below: 

 

  
  

 
Scenario II:   Compressive strength (nominal value) was kept constant while water absorption ratio varied. The 

result was one of ‘pass at a higher value, ‘pass at optimum’, or’ ‘fail’ as shown in Figures below: 

 

  
 

                                                 

22
 ‘Fail’ occurs when one of or all parameters are achieved specification with poor value compared to margin (nominal) value; 

     ‘Passed (Optimum)’ occurs when all parameters are achieved the desired quality at margin levels; and 

     ‘Passed (High value)’ occurs when one or more parameters are achieved the required quality specifications with parameters are better  

than margin (nominal) values.  
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Appendix I. Recipes for production of building materials from C&D waste in Tanzania 

Recycled aggregates only without any additive Replacements User of additive 

Sample 
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D
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C
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D
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0
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5
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S
F

 

C
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D
+

0
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%
S

F
 

C
&

D
+

1
%

S
F

 

C
&

D
+

2
%

S
F

 

C
&

D
+

0
.2

5
%

M

F
-P

4
 

C
&

D
+

0
.5

%
M

F

-P
4
 

C
&

D
+

1
%

M
F

-

P
4
 

C
&

D
+

2
%

M
F

-

P
4
 

N
C

A
+

0
.5

%
S

F
 

N
C

A
+

0
.5

%
M

P

-P
4
 

D
S

3
+

0
.5

%
S

F
 

D
S

3
+

 

0
.5

%
M

F
-P

4
 

D
S

3
 (

A
lt

er
) 

Cement (C). kg 259 241 225 300 250 243 267 268 272 256 256 256 256 256 256 256 256 256 256 256 256 256 272 272 267 267 395 

Fine aggregates 

(fa). kg 

1116 893 1023 1195 914 847 1102 829 702 991 991 991 991 991 991 991 991 991 991 991 991 991 702 702 1102 1102 1102 

Coarse aggregates 

(ca). kg 

734 943 859 611 974 1044 784 958 1083 863 863 863 863 863 863 863 863 863 863 863 863 863 1083 1082 784 784 784 

Aggregates 

(fa+ca). kg 

1850 1837 1882 1806 1889 1891 1886 1787 1784 1854 1854 1854 1854 1854 1854 1854 1854 1854 1854 1854 1854 1854 1784 1784 1886 1886 1886 

Water 

(Designed) 

W. 

kg 

90.7 84.4 78.8 105 87.5 85.1 93.5 93.8 95.2 89.6 89.6 89.6 89.6 89.6 195 195 195 195 195 195 195 195 111 111 203 203 93.5 

W/C   0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.41 0.41 0.76 0.76 0.23 

Water 

(applied)  

Wi. 
kg 

179 171 148 174 172 199 200 198 95.2 97.3 131 154 179 195 92.2 113 108 127 146 94.7 123 99.8 107 107 107 145 198 

Wi/C 0.69 0.71 0.66 0.58 0.69 0.82 0.75 0.74 0.35 0.38 0.51 0.6 0.7 0.76 0.36 0.44 0.42 0.50 0.57 0.37 0.48 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.40 0.54 0.5 

Additive (kg)                             0.64 1.28 2.56 5.12 0.64 0.87 2.21 3.67 1.36 1.36 0.94 0.94   

fa/ca 1.5 0.9 1.2 2 0.9 0.8 1.4 0.9 0.6 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 0.6 0.6 1.4 1.4 1.4 

Aggregate/cement 

ratio 

7.14 7.62 8.37 6.02 7.55 7.78 7.06 6.67 6.56 7.24 7.24 7.24 7.24 7.24 7.24 7.24 7.24 7.24 7.24 7.24 7.24 7.24 6.56 6.56 7.06 7.06 4.77 

Compressive 

strength (σm). 

N/mm^2 

8.3 8.7 7.1 7.5 6 6.7 5.3 9.4 18.9 18.5 14.4 10.6 11.6 13.2 8.2 7.7 5.2 6.3 9.3 7.3 6.1 8.0 12.0 12.1 7.5 9.2 11.2 

Water absorption 

ratio (WAbm). % 

12.5 12.1 12.4 13 12.7 12.3 13.5 12.8 5.2 6.9 14.8 18 17.1 15.8 11.0 8.5 9.6 9.6 10.4 9.4 6.9 7.5 4.2 6.8 11.2 7.0 10.9 

Q
A

M
 m

o
d

e
l 

In
p

u
t 

 f(v) 0.19 0.24 0.01 0.07 -0.14 -0.04 -0.24 0.34 1.70 1.64 1.06 0.51 0.66 0.89 0.17 0.10 -0.26 -0.10 0.33 0.04 -0.13 0.14 0.71 0.73 0.07 0.31 0.60 

f(w) -0.04 -0.01 -0.03 -0.08 -0.06 -0.03 -0.13 -0.07 0.57 0.43 -0.23 -0.50 -0.43 -0.32 0.08 0.29 0.20 0.20 0.13 0.22 0.43 0.38 0.65 0.43 0.07 0.42 -0.13 

O
u

tp
u

t 

Score  -0.04 -0.01 -0.03 -0.08 -0.20 -0.07 -0.37 -0.07 2.27 2.07 -0.23 -0.50 -0.43 -0.32 0.25 0.39 -0.26 -0.10 0.46 0.26 -0.13 0.52 1.36 1.16 0.14 0.73 0.69 

O
u

tc
o

m
e 

Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Pass Pass Fail Fail Fail Fail Pass Pass Fail Fail Pass Pass Fail Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass 

        High 

value 

High 

value 

    High 

value 

High 

value 

  High 

value 

High 

value 

 High 

value 

High 

value 

High 

value 

High 

value 

High 

value 

High 

value 
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Appendix J. Checklist for Local expert’s (stakeholders) workshop in Tanzania 

 
Research on sustainability in recycling of construction and demolition waste (i.e. cementitious ru bble) 

into building materials in Tanzania 

Goal: To seek the local expert’s opinions on importance of using the concrete blocks in construction industry in 

Tanzania that recycled from C&D waste by assigning the weighting factor for each recipe and factor.  

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Name of Interviewee: _________________________________________________________ 

 

Specialization: _______________________________________________________________ 

 (Researcher/Regulator/Client/Concrete block producer/Contractor/Consultant/others)  

 

Company: __________________________________________________________________ 

 

Date: __________________________________; Place______________________________ 

 

1.0 Recipes under study that produced the concrete blocks with acceptable load bearing capacity in 

Tanzania 

 

1.1 Definitions 

 30%C&D replacement means 30% construction and demolition (C&D) waste was replacing natural 

aggregates (both fine and coarse aggregates) in concrete blocks production. 

 C&D+0.25%SF means 100% C&D waste was used as aggregates together with 0.25% Sisal fiber (SF) in  

concrete block production 

 C&D+0.25%MF-P4 means 100% C&D waste was used as aggregates together with 0.25% MegaFlow P4 

(MF-P4) in  concrete block production 

 NCA+NFA means 100% natural (virgin) coarse and fine aggregates were used in  concrete block production 

 

1.2 Things to ponder 

 It was considered that the value of weighting factor for sisal fibers was lower than those used 100% 

construction and demolition (C&D) waste because sisal fibers underwent certain industrial processes even 

though sisal plantations are renewable resource as well as it is a local product. In addition, the use of SF 

in concrete blocks production is considered to be more important (with higher score value) than the recipe 

that incorporated the MegaFlow P4 (MF-P4) and the use of natural aggregates. Because the MF-P4 is an 

imported and industrial product and therefore, it is assumed that it is an expensive and potential to release 

large amount of pollutants than the use of SF. On the other hand, natural aggregates are non-renewable 

resource, in which their over-extraction will compromise the future demand.  

 

 The capability of C&D waste to produce the concrete blocks with sufficient load bearing capacity instead 

of relying on natural aggregates will enable Tanzanians to obtain an alternative building material source 

which will improve their living environment. Not only meeting the present housing demand but also to 

preserve material resources for future generations.  

Out of 27 recycling recipes (techniques) used in recycling C&D waste into building materials in Tanzania. 4 

recipes which are presented in the Table 2 were found to be able to produce the concrete blocks that satisfy the 

building material requirements according to available Tanzanian standards. Based on your expertise, please 

assign the recipe which you think is most potential to improve sustainable construction in Tanzania: potential, 

less potential, or poor in recycling of C&D waste (i.e. recycled aggregates) into building materials in Tanzania? 

(Use the following scale: 1(10% score) = poor; 2(40% score) = less potential; 3(70% score) = potential; 4(100% 

score) = most potential). 
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Table 2. Potential for sustainable construction in Tanzania  

Recipes Potential for sustainable construction  

C&D waste replacement (Considers 

100% C&D replacement) 

 

Use of sisal fiber (SF)  

Use of MegaFlow P4 Plasticizer  

Use of natural aggregates  (NCA) only  

 
2.0 Environmental effects 

In this research, environmental effects are divided into two categories: ecological quality and resource 

conservation. 

 

2.1 Ecological quality 

Ecological quality is limited to pollution such that greenhouse gas (i.e. CO2) as well as leachate reduction. The 

effects of these air and water pollution are the contribution to the natural and man-made hazards like flood, 

drought, toxicity, etc to the ecosystem and hence render the quality of ecosystem. Therefore, it was assumed that 

these impacts have to be minimized even controlled by recycling the C&D waste into building materials. But, the 

question remains which recipe will result to a better ecological quality in terms of reduction of CO2 emissions to 

the atmosphere and leachate that may contaminate groundwater? On your own expertise, please indicate the 

significant importance of each factor towards the improvement of ecological quality as presented in Table 3 & 

Table 4.  

 
Table 3. Weighting factor for ecological quality (criterion weight: 27%) 

Recipe  Weighting factor (%)  

30%C&D replacement  

C&D+0.25%SF  

C&D+0.25%MF-P4  

NCA+NFA (Natural)  

Weighting factor 100 

 

In Table 4, the CO2 emissions and Leachate from C&D waste decomposition may differ in causing the serious 

impacts to the ecosystem. All of these pollution factors may be controlled by re-utilizing the C&D waste into 

building materials production. Please give the importance weight for each factor depending on your own 

preference and priority.   
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Table 4. CO2 emissions and leachate factors 

Factors Weighting factor (%) 

Reduction of CO2 emission which may results climatic change.  

Reduction of leachate which may results from C&D waste decomposition  and 

then contaminate the groundwater 

 

Total 100 

 
2.2 Resource conservation 

Resource conservation deals with reduction of extraction of natural resources like aggregates, amount of cement 

use and land resources for the production of the concrete blocks with load bearing capacity in Tanzania. Each 

production recipe presented in Table 4, was achieved a certain extent in reduction. On your own expertise and 

experience, please indicate the significant importance of each recipe and factor towards the resource 

conservation as presented in Table 5 & Table 6 respectively. 

 

Table 5. Weighting factor for resource conservation (criterion weight: 24%) 

Recipe Weighting factor (%)  

30%C&D 

replacement 

 

C&D+0.25%SF  

C&D+0.25%MF-P4  

NCA+NFA 

(Natural) 

 

Weighting factor 100 

 
Table 6. Resource conservation factors 

Factors Weighting factor (%) 

Natural materials (i.e. aggregates) conservation   

Cement reduction  

Land resources conservation  

Total 100 

 

3.0 Economic effect 

In sustainability point of view, economic effect can be obtained from the material and production costs which is 

termed as ‘project costs’ in this study. Material cost deals with acquisition and processing while, production cost 

involves equipment, labour, and transportation costs. The material and production costs for each recipe in 

producing 1 m
3
 of concrete was calculated and presented in Table 6. The normalization was used to determine 

the performance score. Please, assign on your own expertise and experience the significant weight for each 

recipe by focusing on cost minimization in recycling the C&D waste into building materials in Tanzania.   
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Table 7. Weighting factor for project: material and production costs in Tanzania (criterion weight: 19%) 

Recipe  Weighting factor (%)(d) 

30%C&D replacement  

C&D+0.25%SF  

C&D+0.25%MF-P4  

NCA+NFA (Natural)  

Total 100 

 

4.0 Social effect  

Social effect includes health, employment as well as safety. The weighting factor for each category is discussed 

hereunder:  

 

4.1 Health and employment criteria 

 In sustainability point of view, social effect is an important factor in recycling of C&D waste into building 

materials in Tanzania. These social effects include human health and creation of employment opportunities. The 

recycling activities of C&D waste into building can reduce human health risks and also increase the employment 

opportunities. However, these factors may be achieved in various extents depending on the technique (recipe) 

that is used. Table 8 and 9 are indicating that health and employment may be achieved differently by applying 

different recipes. Therefore, for your expertise and best of your knowledge, how can you grade the social effect 

in Table 8 and 9? (Use: poor = 1; less significant =2; significant =3; most significant = 4)  

 

Table 8 Weighting factor for health (criterion weight: 9%) 

Recipe  Protect human health  Weighting factor (%)  

30%C&D 

replacement 

  

C&D+0.25%SF   

C&D+0.25%MF-P4   

NCA+NFA 

(Natural) 

  

Total 100 

†SIi = eij*W = (((b* c/100))*0.09) 
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Table 9 Weighting factor for employment (criterion weight: 8%) 

Recipe (a) Create an employment opportunities (b) Weighting factor (%) (c) 

30%C&D replacement   

C&D+0.25%SF   

C&D+0.25%MF-P4   

NCA+NFA (Natural)   

Total 100 

 

Table 10 Health and employment social factors 

Factors Weighting factor (%) 

Recycling of C&D waste into building materials  becomes a safe mode of C&D 

waste disposal in order to protect the human health  

 

Recycling of C&D waste into building materials  helps to create employment 

opportunities 

 

Total 100 

 

4.2 Safety 

This section deals with safety issues that depend on the quality of the recycled concrete block from C&D waste 

in Tanzania. A good building material quality (that satisfies the standard requirements) implies the safe 

building/house to be built from it. And therefore, it was assumed that the good quality of the building materials 

will safeguard the inhabitants of the building. The recipes presented in Table 11 are all satisfying the marginal 

quality requirements because the concrete block products were supposed to achieve a greater than or equal to 

zero safety factor according to second simulation of the quality assessment model results. Based on the safety 

criteria, all recipes in Table 9 have safety factor greater than zero and hence the building material products are 

safe. However, all are safe, but they achieved different magnitudes. Please, assign the weighting factor for each 

recipe depending on your own expertise and experience.   

 

Table 11. Weighting factor for safety (criterion weight: 13%) 

Recipe  Weighting factor (%)(c) 

30%C&D waste + 70%NCA+NFA  

100%C&D + 0.25% SF  

100%C&D + 0.25% MF-P4  

0%C&D + 100%NCA+NFA  

Total 100 

†SIi = eij*W = (((b* c/100))*0.13) 
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5.0 Sustainability criteria for CD waste recycling 

There are five different criteria which in all together define sustainability as presented in Table 10. Please, give 

weight for each sustainable criterion. Table 12 shows that Tanzanians (local community) regard ecological 

quality as the most important (with more weight) criteria which followed by resource conservation, economic 

effect, safety, health, and least criterion was employment.   

 

Table 12. Weighting factors for the sustainability criteria 

Sustainability Criteria Weighting factor (%) 

Ecological quality  

Resource conservation  

Economic effect  

Health   

Employment  

Safety   

Total  100 
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Appendix K. More overview of existing mortarless building block designs 

Inventor 

/Source 

Name of the 

block 

Brief description of the 

invention 

Interlocking 

mechanism (joint 

type) 

Block 

configuration 

Material 

used 
Size Construction details Block’s illustrations Remarks 

Auras 
(1981) 

Interlocking 

building block: 
a rhombic 

dodecahedron 

This invention provides a 
building block with an 

interlocking geometrical 

design on all its faces while 
retaining the practicality and 

versatility of the 

conventional rectangular 
bricks and building blocks. 

The block’s interlocking 
surface indentations allow 

for the construction of 

mortarless walls, flood 
control channels, and 

emergency dikes. The block 

is particularly useful for the 
consolidation of 

embankments as well as the 

creation of decorative 

patterns on the surfaces of 

walls or ceilings and in the 

construction of bearing 
walls in earthquake prone 

area. 

The rectangular 
building block 

comprises one 

hundred eight 
elements positioned 

in three interlocking 

strata each 
comprising six 

interlocking rows 
with surface 

indentations 

corresponding to a 
geometrical 

arrangement of 

rhombic 
dodecahedral 

elements. The 

indentations are 

designed to interlock 

closely with those of 

the adjoining blocks 
in order to provide a 

mortarless bond.  

Rectangular 
building block 

with surface 

indentations. 

Lead, 
paraffin 

graphite, 

or any 
other 

radiation 

absorbing 
materials. 

Not 
mentioned, 

however it is 

reported that 
length, 

width, and 

depth 
dimensions 

of 
rectangular 

solid are of 

different 
sizes.  

The building blocks can be 
stacked or arranged in many 

different patterns like a 

conventional brick. The 
interlocking mechanism of the 

block facilitates the 

construction of sound-proof 
rooms and dark rooms without 

wall interstices. 

 

 

The building 
blocks 

demonstrated its 

potentiality of 
being used 

without mortar 

which portrays 
the 

demountability 
capacity. 

However, it seems 

that it is difficult 
to manufacture 

especially by 

using simple 
technology like 

manual 

technology and 

unskilled labour 

which are mostly 

used in 
developing 

countries like 

Tanzania.   
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Brown 
(1984) 

Mortarless 

concrete block 

system having 
reinforcement 

bond beam 
course 

This invention is related to 

mortarless system of 

interlocking moulded 
concrete blocks for masonry 

construction. The invention 

is a hollow block which 
provides a system having a 

general purpose corner or 

intersection block which 
may be utilized for right and 

left corners, partition walls, 

pilasters, and crossing walls. 
Other block is the channel 

bond beam blocks which 
support steel reinforcing 

rods and grouting.  

Parallel grooves 

formed on their 

bottom surface, each 
has mating ridges on 

the upper surface of 

its inner end. The top 
surface of its corner 

end portion is flat, to 

permit an overlying 
course to fit thereon 

either at right angles 

or in linear 
alignment. The 

corner end portion 
has, in each of its two 

opposite side faces 

and in its outer end 
face, parallel vertical 

grooves with tongues 

on the systems 
stretcher blocks, to 

provide 

interengagement at 
both left and right 

corners and T-shaped 

and crossing-wall 
intersections.  

Stretcher. 

Corners (for 

‘L’&’T’). 
Channel bond 

beam block. 

Reinforce

d concrete 

grid. 
redwood 

16” long. 8” 

height. and 

8” wide 

In construction, the block 

system has inner end portion 

having a pair of parallel mating 
grooves formed in its inner end 

face and a pair parallel mating 

ridges formed on its upper 
surface. as well as a pair of 

parallel mating grooves formed 

into its lower surface. 
For bond beam course, the 

system has a corresponding 

bond beam intersection block 
whose inner and portion has a 

channel hollow extending from 
its inner end face, which is 

vertically grooved, into its 

corner end portion, which has a 
hollow vertical core continuing 

from the inner end channel 

hollow which are horizontally 
rodded and grouted. 

 

It demonstrates 

demountability 

capacity if no 
grout is applied to 

fill the hollow 

spaces of the 
block. Otherwise, 

it is not 

demountable.  
Furthermore, 

since it is a 

hollow block, it 
does not apply for 

structural load 
bearing wall 

construction in 

Tanzania 
(Tanganyika, 

1931). 
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Haener 

(1988) 

Improved 

interlocking 
building block 

The invention is related to 

construction materials 

which are mortarless blocks. 
The block includes a pair of 

parallel sidewalls 

interconnected by preferably 
a plurality of spaced parallel 

transverse webs extending 

from the bottom of the 
sidewalls to above the top 

thereof and dividing the 

block into cells. The webs 
and sidewalls are tapered 

from bottom to top in that 
they have at least one-

vertical upraised side. The 

webs extend (protrude) from 
top surface of the block for 

about 10% of the height of 

block to provide 
interlocking means.  

The blocks were 

designed to interlock 

at their opposite ends 
by means of tongues 

and grooves, whereby 

no mortar is needed.  

Stretcher, half, 

and open 

ended blocks 

Any 

suitable 

constructi
on 

material 

like 
concrete, 

clay etc.   

Not 

mentioned 

The interlocking building 

blocks are interlocked together 

to create a substantially 
continuous planar wall surface 

having a plurality of stacked 

linear courses of the blocks, the 
blocks in each course being 

interlocked in end to end 

relation.   

 

It is a hollow 

block which does 

not applied in 
load bearing wall 

construction. On 

the other hand, if 
grout/concrete 

applied to fill 

hollow cavities, 
affects the 

demountability 

condition of the 
blocks. Interlock 

means are 
facilitated using 

the protruded web 

height (in 
vertical) that 

enables the blocks 

to be used as 
stretcher and 

corner blocks. 

However, a part 
of the protruded 

web, the rest of 

bed-surfaces of 
the block are flat 

which may allow 

free outdoor air 
penetration and 

therefore disturb 

the building 
dwellers, thus 

post wall 

treatment like 
plaster is needed. 
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Piersch 
(1993) 

Interlocking 
blocks 

Invention is related to toy 

blocks especially the toy 

block connector with 
releasable connection that 

conceals the coupling 

mechanism. The connector 
comprises male and female 

connector assemblies. The 

female connector assemblies 
have alternating recesses 

and female snaps, and are 

joined to toy structural 
elements like beams 

columns, foundations and 
roofs which, adapted to 

engage the male connector 

assemblies which have 
alternating tongues and 

male snaps and which are 

joined to another toy 
structural element. 

The female connector 

assemblies are joined 

to one or more male 
connector assemblies 

which are in turn 

joined to the edges of 
panels. The connector 

is resilient enough for 

children to assemble 
and disassemble in a 

variety of 

configurations which 
enhances the play 

value of the toy. 

Variety of 

connectors that 

can be used to 
join each type 

of structural 

element to suit 
the particular 

needs and 

materials of 
the structural 

elements.  

Plastics  Not 

mentioned 

The tongue is adapted to align 

with and frictionally engage the 

female recesses. The male and 
female snaps are also adapted 

to align and snap engage one 

another. A first structural 
element having a female 

assembly is aligned adjacent to 

a second structural element 
having a male assembly so that 

the tongues of the male engage 

the recesses of the female and 
female snaps engages the male 

snaps.  
 

It is the 

demountable 

interlocking 
blocks but,  it was 

for children toy. 

Also, it is not well 
known how the 

blocks can fit for 

building 
construction. 

Haener. J 

(1996) 

Interlocking 

mortarless 

building block 
system 

This invention related to 

mortarless block system for 

use in construction of walls, 

buildings, and the like. The 

block includes two basic 

block configurations 
including an elongated 

block having a length at 

least twice the block height, 
and a short block (half the 

length of the long block) 

which filled in at wall ends 
and openings where long 

blocks are laid in staggered 

courses. It is a hollow block 

with at least two transverse 

webs for strengthening the 

block wall surfaces.  

Blocks interlock 

means comprise a 

vertical tongue and 

groove arrangement 

that provided at each 

end of each sidewall 
to lock adjacent 

blocks together.  

Long 

(stretcher) and 

short (half) 

blocks  

Not 

specified.  

Block’s 

width or 

height to 

length ratio 

is 1:2. 

A course of blocks is laid with 

protrusions of single shell 

blocks interlocking with the 

next succeeding course, holding 

the single shell blocks firmly in 

place. The single shell blocks 
are also held in place by the 

tongue and groove at the end of 

sidewalls. The wall is 
assembled using blocks as 

desired to the height at which 

the floor is to be installed. 
Columns can be formed from 

short blocks simply by rotating 

each succeeding block 1800. 

 

 

It is a hollow 

mortarless block 

intended for 

construction of 

walls. However, it 

cannot be 
applicable for 

construction of 

load bearing 
building walls in 

Tanzania 

(Tanganyika. 
1931). 
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Bott 
(1998) 

Mortarless, 
stackable 

blocks for 

fabrication of 
pre-formed 

concrete units 

to form 
retaining walls 

and for general 
building 

purposes. 

Stackable blocks were 

produced using an improved 

method wherein the mold 
boxes are arranged so that 

the blocks being formed are 

positioned on their side 
surface. Positioning the 

mold making it possible to 

fabricate a block with a 
modified trapezoidal and 

winged configuration which 

tapers from front to rear 
while having laterally 

extending flanged wings 
forming the rear face or 

surface. The face surface of 

the block is applied for the 
application of the creation 

and erection of retaining 

walls, as well as for general 
building purposes.  

Trapezoidal 

configuration 

tapering from front to 
rear and along with 

laterally extending 

(protrusions) flanged 
wings defining a 

generally rectangular 

rear face.  

Trapezoidal 

configuration 

with 
rectangular 

rear face. 

Raw 

concrete 

mixes 
(cement. 

fine and 

coarse 
aggregates

. and 

water) 

Not 

mentioned 

Blocks have configuration 

desirable for as retaining walls 

with the winged configuration 
being particularly useful in 

facilitating the formation of 

curved walls. These walls are 
made possible by striking or 

breaking away the laterally 

extending flanged wing or 
wings of adjacent blocks to 

form a block with a fully 

trapezoidal configuration thus 
giving rise to ease of creation of 

desired orientation of individual 
blocks forming the retaining 

wall.  

 

The invented 

blocks 

demonstrated its 
possibility of 

being used 

without mortar or 
any adhesive 

material. 

However, corner. 
Starter, and 

top/cap blocks are 

not provided nor 
not known how 

can be laid in wall 
construction. 
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Bouchard 
et al 

(2000) 

Block for the 

mortarless 

construction of 
a wall 

The invention related to 

wall construction 

particularly a mortarless 
wall.  In wall construction, 

tongue and mortise blocks 

are stacked in successive 
mortarless system which 

comprising two side ends 

spaced apart by a top, 
bottom, front and rear faces. 

Top face comprising a 

tongue interlock element 
and a declining face portion, 

the declining face portion 
connecting the tongue 

interlock element to the 

front face, a bottom face 
comprising a mortise 

interlock element and a 

forward face portion 
connecting the mortise 

interlock element to the 

front face. 

Tongue and mortise 

elements  

interlocking together 
to define a nesting 

pair of interlocked 

elements which are 
able to inhibit 

displacement of the 

blocks relative to 
each other by forces 

acting for example 

perpendicularly to the 
front face.   

The tongue 

and mortise 

elements of a 
block may take 

on any desired 

or necessary 
configuration. 

The top face 

may have a 
tongue element 

formed with 

convex end 
part and 

having a 
dihedral angle; 

the bottom 

face of the 
block may be 

formed with 

the 
complementar

y concave 

recesses also 
having a 

dihedral angle.  

Concrete, 

clay, resin 

or plastic 
materials, 

or any 

other 
moldable 

materials. 

Block may 

have any 

suitable 
length, 

width, and 

height 
depending 

on available 

molds. 

For use of blocks in 

construction wall, a plurality, 

like tongue and mortise blocks 
which are stacked in self-

supporting overlapping courses 

arranged so that to define a wall 
face (see Illustrations). The 

blocks are stacked directly on 

top of one another so as to form 
a plurality of horizontal column 

of blocks, the joints between 

columns being more or less 
parallel. Alternatively, the 

joints between blocks may take 
on a horizontal zigzag pattern; 

such a pattern will facilitate the 

inhibition of water infiltration. 
The blocks embodiments are 

attached to furring as a block’s 

rear support member. 

 

The interlocking 

features of tongue 

and mortise 
blocks seem to be 

effective to 

provide a stable 
and strong 

mortarless curtain 

wall. Blocks are 
attached to furring 

member to 

strengthen the 
stability of the 

wall. The blocks 
were intended for 

curtain wall. This 

indicates that the 
block was 

designed to be 

used for non-load 
bearing wall 

construction, 

instead for outer 
surface (curtain) 

wall.  
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Ali and 
Kadir 

(2001) 

Interlocking 
mortarless 

building block 
system 

The invention related to 

construction materials 

which provide an 
interlocking modular block 

system for mortarless wall 

assembly. The interlocking 
modular block system 

enables construction of 

load-bearing and non-load 
bearing walls without using 

cement mortar layers 

between the building blocks. 
The system was also 

designed to withstand 
different types of stresses 

which may develop from the 

applied loads. In addition, 
the configurations of the 

unit blocks are simple, they 

are easily constructed. 
Satisfy structural 

performance for residential 

buildings, up to five storeys, 
and the self-alignment 

features of the blocks enable 

fast construction even when 
using unskilled labour.  

The block has the 

male interlocking 

means located at one 
end of the sidewalls 

and female 

interlocking means 
located on the 

opposite ends of the 

sidewalls and pair of 
transverse protruding 

end walls shows the 

side view of the block 
unit. The male and 

female interlocking 
means provide self-

alignment features to 

the block for 
mortarless wall 

assembly.  

Stretcher, 

corners, and 

half blocks 

Not 

specified 

Not 

mentioned 

In order to get a very accurate 

level and alignment, casting of 

continuous footing for the 
whole structure following the 

levels requires that starter bars 

of the vertical stiffener must be 
fixed in position. After the 

initial setting of the concrete, 

the first course can be laid 
following the levels and the 

cement mortar is required 

underneath the block.  And the 
subsequent courses are laid 

evenly for the whole structure 
without mortar. When the level 

is reached, the lintel of the 

openings is casted.  

 

 

Horizontal 

bonding of 

different block 
modular system at 

the corner is not 

effective and 
strong enough to 

withstand 

different stresses 
as it reported by 

inventors (Ali and 

Kadir. 2001) 
because there is 

no provision of 
male and female 

interlocking 

means. Also, the 
major top and 

bottom surfaces 

of the block are 
flat which free 

outdoor inflow 

otherwise post-
wall treatment is 

needed like 

plastering.  
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Daas. 

2003 

System of 

stackable 

blocks as well 
as block and a 

joining 
element of the 

system 

The invention was related to 

a system of stackable blocks 

each of which has two 
joining sides, for joining to 

blocks situated above and/or 

below it. The joining sides 
are provided with bearing 

surfaces, which form the 

contact surfaces with the 
blocks situated above and/or 

below them. At least one of 

the joining sides is partially 
provided with a dressed 

area. The dressed area forms 
the bearing surface of this 

joining side. The bearing 

surface is situated precisely 
at a desired distance from 

the opposite bearing surface 

of the same block. 
The system is suitable to be 

used in outer cavity sheets 

(façade) and other bearing 
wall structures, which are 

linked to stable subframe. 

There is at least one 

groove in each 

joining side which is 
opposite a groove in a 

joining side of a 

block situated above 
or below it. 

Furthermore, the 

block system 
comprises joining 

elements which are 

situated in the 
grooves opposite 

each other. The 
joining elements are 

profiled flexible 

strips i.e., tie plate 
with equal to or 

greater than the width 

of grooves in the 
blocks. 

Stretcher bond. 

Corner blocks 

contain two 
grooves, which 

not reaching 

the end of the 
brick. Tie 

plates are also 

provided.   

 240 mm 

length. 100 

mm height, 
and 90 mm 

width. 

Blocks are provided with two 

joining sides that situated above 

and/or below it. After laying a 
course of blocks, joining 

elements are placed in the 

groove. The further course is 
laid with the grooves over the 

joining elements. The joining 

elements are flexible strips, 
when laying a further course of 

blocks the joining elements are 

put under pressure in the 
grooves. Tie plates are provided 

which are placed in the grooves 
of a number of adjacent blocks 

to bond them together.  

 

 

Although it is a 

solid block of 

wall construction. 
it fails to criteria 

for a demountable 

load bearing 
block because it 

find application 

in-non-load 
bearing walls 

such as façade or 

used as infill to a 
stable subframe. 
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Sanders 

and 

Millhone 
(2004) 

Block wall 

system 

This invention relates to 

masonry block wall 

systems, and more 
particularly to a block wall 

for use as a fence or 

retaining wall, constructed 
of masonry block panels 

without the use of mortar or 

grout and supported by 
pilasters setting upon piers 

spaced at predetermined 

intervals along a fence line 
with or without a grade 

beam spanning the piers. 
The piers provide support 

for the pilasters by way of 

reinforcing rods that 
extending vertically. The 

block wall panels are 

constructed between the 
pilasters, and held in place 

by the pilasters, with the 

reinforcing rods extending 
horizontally through voids 

in the course of masonry 

blocks, with the reinforcing 
rods held in place by 

deflection restrain clips 

(DRCs). The use of 
masonry block and pilaster 

system eliminated the need 

for substantial trenching, 
concrete grade beams and 

skilled labour. However, 

where a poor soil condition 
exists such as soft subgrade 

soil, it is recommended to 

use the grade beam. 

All joints between 

adjacent blocks are 

mortarless, 
accomplished by 

using interlocking or 

tongue-and-groove 
block configurations 

and reinforcing rods 

held in place by 
DRCs. The DRCs 

eliminate the need for 

grout by holding the 
horizontal and 

vertical reinforcing 
rods in place. 

It shows that 

the invention 

provides 
stretcher block, 

masonry panel 

block 
accepting 

reinforcing 

rod, masonry 
pilaster block 

capable of 

accepting 
vertical and 

horizontal 
reinforcing 

rods, 

deflection 
restrain clips 

(DRCs). 

Not 

specified. 

Not 

mentioned 

A method of forming a 

masonry block wall system 

having a plurality of courses of 
masonry blocks which 

comprising the step of applying 

post tensioning to each pilaster 
in block wall system. Each 

pilaster comprising vertically 

stacked pilaster blocks attached 
to pier by a reinforcing rod 

while, horizontal reinforcing 

rods attached to panel blocks 
using a bonding agent without 

the use of mortar, grout, or 
concrete, and horizontal 

reinforcing rods also attached to 

said pilaster blocks in the 
selected courses to anchor 

block panels to adjoining 

pilasters. A non-mortar bonding 
agent is applied to horizontal 

and vertical joints between 

adjacent panel blocks and then 
a grade beam is formed to 

support panels.  

 
 

 

The block 

invention showed 

that it is possible 
to construct either 

fence or retaining 

walls without 
using mortar in 

placing each 

course of panel 
and pilaster 

blocks. Thus, it 

demonstrating the 
demountability 

capacity.  
However,  blocks 

for corners were 

not not provided. 
This indicates that 

block was 

designed for fence 
and retaining wall 

on how can fit 

building walls not 
known.  
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Dooley 

and 
Dooley. 

(2008) 

A building 

block and 
mortarless 

method 

The invention related to 

building blocks that can be 

used in mortarless building 
systems which, configured 

in a way that they can be 

connected to each other 
stably and with easily. The 

building blocks comprising 

stability enhancement 
passages between the 

weights bearing surfaces 

that is provided when the 
blocks are made initially 

and thus, there is no need 
for post firing adjustments. 

The building blocks are also 

configured such that one of 
the faces that is 

perpendicular to the weight 

bearing faces, has an indent 
that will house 

approximately half of a 

support such as a wall tie. 

 Building blocks 

comprising at least a 

vertical through 
passage that can 

connect to each other 

by means of pegs 
without use of 

mortar. For 

horizontal joints are 
connected with ties, 

even though it is not 

applied for every 
building block. 

Indented 

configuration: 

stretcher 
(long), half, 

one-third 

blocks 

Mainly 

fired clay, 

or any 
other 

material 

can be 
used to 

produce 

bricks. 
Pegs can 

be plastic, 

or any 
other 

material 
which is 

strong and 

durable. 
Ties are 

made of 

stainless 
steel.    

200 or 300 

mm length. 

100 mm for 
width and 

height.   

In wall construction, a bottom 

layer of the first course is laid 

on industrial glue or any other 
adhesive material. Then the 

subsequent courses are laid and 

deformable pegs that are 
inserted into the passages. The 

pegs are positioned between 

two building blocks to ensure a 
strong and stable connection.  

In addition, when the blocks are 

laid, they are arranged such that 
where a tie is required, the 

blocks are orientated so that the 
indents meet. A wall tie is 

housed at one end within the 

indents and attached to a wall at 
the other end. This invention 

requires only one type of 

building block for entire wall, 
window and/or door frames. 

 

Apart of starter 

course, the 

subsequent 
courses 

demonstrated the 

possibility to be 
laid without 

mortar. However, 

the bonding 
enhanced either 

by pegs and ties. 

Pegs and ties are 
additional 

materials which 
may increase cost 

of wall 

construction. This 
condition may 

affect the 

advantage of 
using the 

mortarless 

building blocks 
especially in 

developing 

countries which 
facing financial 

and technical 

constraints. 
Furthermore, 

since the block 

have a rough 
surfaces; it is 

difficult for the 

wall to protect 
inhabitant against 

e direct moisture 

or outdoor 
pollution 

penetration. 
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Siener 

(2010) 

Mortarless 

interlocking 

building block 
for a building 

block system 

The block invention is 

related to a mortarless 

interlocking building blocks 
system that serves for 

building the walls that may 

be external or internal, such 
as for a residential home or 

an industrial building. The 

block is capable to form 
corners and openings for 

doors or windows without 

the need of providing corner 
blocks or blocks of other 

sizes. The block is of a 
single size which can easily 

be cut into three-quarter. 

Half, or quarter sizes at the 
construction site for 

configuring various wall 

construction requirements. 
The block is made of a 

suitable plastic resin and 

configured to be easily 
injection molded such that 

when it is removed from the 

mold it is in a finished form 
and not requiring any 

finishing operation before 

being shipped for use. 
Uniqueness of this block 

design is easily to cut into 

different sizes while 
retaining the interlocking 

features needed to form an 

interlocking wall.  

Self-aligning features 

because of male 

(extrusions or male 
Maltese protrusions) 

and female (receptor 

or female Maltese 
sockets) connectors. 

Rectangular, 

standard block 

dimension, 
three-quarter, 

half. and one-

quarter sizes  

Plastic 

resins: 

urethane 
or 

polypropyl

ene.  
additive: 

UV 

inhibitor 

12 inches 

long. 8 

inches high 
and 6 inches 

wide.  

The first course of the building 

blocks is suitably placed on a 

foundation where suitable guide 
elements are formed to cause 

adjacent blocks to be aligned 

with one another along a 
straight line. Upwardly jutting 

guide flanges may be formed in 

the foundation between which 
the blocks may be positioned, 

or any other suitable system 

may be used to provide suitable 
alignment of the first course 

blocks along a desired wall. 
Thereafter, a second course is 

mounted on the first course, and 

this repeated up to the top 
course. In order to preclude 

sling movement between blocks 

in adjacent rows, posts are 
formed in the top face of each 

block which coat with receptors 

or sockets formed on the 
bottom faces of each block. 

Each of receptors or sockets is 

properly positioned on lower 
blocks. This enhances stability 

and strength of a wall, although 

it should be appreciated that 
inasmuch as each upper block, 

when placed on lower blocks, 

engages such that the bottom 
face of the upper block rests on 

and fully engages the top face 

of a lower block.  

 

It is a light-weight 

block of 27 ponds 

weight, made by 
plastic, a hollow 

block, it can be 

stacked without 
mortar 

(mortarless) and 

yet it can achieve 
a desired wall 

stability and 

strength (Siener. 
2010). However. 

it was not stated 
whether the block 

is for load bearing 

or non- load 
bearing walls. 

Since. it is a 

hollow block it is 
assumed that it is 

a non-load 

bearing block 
(Tanganyika, 

1931). Its 

interlocking joints 
also cannot close 

each in the whole 

block, thus it will 
allow direct 

outdoor 

air/pollutant to get 
direct inside of 

the house to be 

built with these 
blocks. 
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Dyson 
(2012) 

An 

interlocking 

masonry block 

The invention was related to 

interlocking masonry block 

for use in the construction 
walls including structural 

and retaining walls. The 

interlocking masonry block 
comprises first and second 

opposing vertical side faces 

adjoining the front face. 
These faces having the 

protrusion extending 

longitudinally down the 
entire vertical length of first 

and second side faces. 
These second side faces 

having a docking member 

that comprising at least one 
groove extending 

longitudinally down the 

length of the face whereby 
the groove is 

correspondingly shaped to 

engage with protrusion, 
such that at least a portion 

of the protrusion bears 

against a side of groove. 
The interlocking blocks 

having vertical cooperating 

sides that inhibit movement 
of flowable concrete used in 

core filling out through the 

vertical interface between 
blocks. The vertical 

apertures extending through 

the masonry blocks permit 
the positioning of the steel 

reinforcement bars and 

allow core fill concrete to 
run vertically and 

horizontally through the 

block to compensate for the 
lack of the tensile strength 

of the wall. 

Interlocking 

mechanism is 

enhanced through 
block’s protrusions 

and grooves.  The 

block’s protrusion is 
configured to bear 

against, or within, a 

docking member (i.e., 
a side of the groove).  

Standard 

(stretcher), 

end, and 
corner blocks 

Not 

specified 

Not 

mentioned 

Longitudinal protrusion of the 

interlocking masonry wall 

includes two flat abutment 
surfaces that join at an apex for 

bearing against a side of the 

correspondingly shaped groove 
in side face of an adjacent 

block.  A plurality of parallel 

protrusions of interlocking 
masonry blocks are interspaced 

by grooves that extending 

longitudinally down the length 
of both first and second side 

faces. The parallel protrusions 
and grooves on the first side 

face of the rear wall of one 

block being able to register 
with the opposing protrusions 

and grooves extending down 

the second side face of an 
adjacent abutting block, 

whereby the front and rear 

walls are interlocked with the 
adjacent blocks along a single 

horizontal course of blocks.  

The dry stacking block allows 
the steel reinforcement bars 

both vertically and horizontally.  

The reinforcement is filled with 
flowable concrete. A first 

course of interlocking masonry 

block on a foundation having 
vertical reinforcement bars 

extending upwardly.    

   

 

 
 

It is a hollow 

interlocking 

masonry block 
with front wall 

and rear wall that 

connected by at 
least one web 

member.  Since 

the interlocking 
masonry block is 

a hollow block 

and also filled 
with flowable 

concrete together 
with 

reinforcement 

bars. This practice 
affects the 

demountability of 

the blocks at the 
end time of the 

building. The 

hollow block is 
also regarded as a 

non-load bearing 

block in Tanzania. 
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